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Abstract

Drs¡urucrrut SrnnrEclEs or EmPInE

Colonial Narratives and Reaclings in International Relations

One of the most important contributions of colonial discourse theory to the study of

imperialism is the i¡llity to survey the in rn metropolis

urrã it, colonial peripheries as an effect of and profound

power relations. Insiead of confining colo erial forms of

louarnurr.e, tefritofial acquisition, ovefseas outposts, and so on, colonial discourse

irrrtt., elaborates the texts, mindsets, and prejudices ingrained on both the colonizers

and the colonized that legitimíze the establishment of empire. But in many cases the

examples used in coloniá1 discourse, such as anthropology, history, literature, and

travef writing, appear to have limited applicability b-eyond their deployment during

the height oi Eorop.'s empires prior to the early 20'h century. With the end of the

second world war, the emergence of the United States, the inculcation of an
,,international" world order, and the creation of newer academic disciplines, there is

a need to reassess the relation between colonial discourse and imperialism in recent

times. This thesis argues that the discipline of international relations (IR) usefully

demonstrates how colonial discourse can be recognized as a transformative and selÊ

rejuvenating entity. While the earlier disciplines and colonial writings tracked the

mentality of th. colonizer by representing the colonial world as exotic, primitive,

barbaric, and thereby giving ücènce to the civilizing mission, motal, social, and

political changes in the postwar world n
strategies had to relocate articulations of
knowledge-production while at the same

the West as something always above and beyond the non-West. These continued

assertions of power ur. r.an in IR and they particularly accentuate "disjuncture" as a

prime feature of those strategies. As
imagining the world, a microcosm te

and primacy. But beYond such descr

attitude that is split between the inter
formation and aresidual imperial desire that continuously vacillates between a need

to dominate (especially bV the United States) and the requirements of moral

rectitude. In a number-of òross-readings between colonial texts and IR, this thesis

demonsffates that the vacillation is constituted by the continued displacement of the

non-West to another time and place, the anxiety associated with never being fully in

control of the colonies or the pótential loss of power, and the self-referential nature of

antiimperialism, among others.
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Preface

Disjunctiue Strategies of Empire demonstrates how it is possible to think of colonial

discourse and the literature of international relations as productive of the dilemmas faced

by western culture in coming to terms with contemporary forms of imperialism. As such

it is a fusion of cultural sfudies and critical international relations. But beyond this

intention, this work has an underlying story that needs to be told. For that we must

return to the late 1980s, to the Midwestern American university town of Bloomington,

Indiana,where the political science climate was undergoing moderate transformation. At

that time no one knew what the world would look like after the turn of the decade'

Although the academic community was abtzz with the "new détente," Mikhail

Gorbachev's resffucturing of Soviet society, and the Reagan/Bush administrations'

courting of the USSR, international relations continued to be taught just as it was years

before; there were courses in the politics of other countries, US national security, as well

as foreign policy. As an undergraduate student there I was a recipient of what I now

consider as a gentle indoctrination of the American view of international politics.

Whatever I was taught seemed to make sense and whatever theories I came actoss, I

understood as objective and universally applicable. Hence the "mimic man" in me came

to accept US foreign policy as pseudo-theory of world salvation.

Ironically it was also in the same institution that I came under the tutelage of the

late John P. Love|l, whose founding of the Indiana Center for Global Change and World

peace during those years, I must admit, remains a mystery to me. John was at that time

becoming increasingly fascinated with the relationship between culture and international

relations, an enterprise that I felt was particularly fraught with limitations and

shortcomings. After all what use was the concept of culture to a discipline that sought to

transcend time and space by implementing a scientlftc agenda? Culture was too
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ephemeral, too difficult to quantify, and most of all too emotional. For those remaining

years of the 1980s I stuck vehemently to realpolitik, preferring a research agenda that

analyzed US foreign relations as a function of some invisible propensity and to enliven

that through ffeaties, rational policy goals, and the movement of troops and military

equlpment.

Sometime in the early 1990s, belatedly, came the great unraveling. As quickly as

the Berlin'Wall collapsed in 1989 and as the Soviet Union disintegrated a few years later,

my faith in international relations as studied and practiced in the United States all but

vanished. And in those spaces vacated by mainstream international relations, I started

filling up with another emerging flad, that of postmodernism. So between French

postmodernism/poststructuralism and feminist theory that I rcad, I also dabbled with

genres I would never have associated with the discipline years ago: popular fiction,

cinema, poetry, and art.I slowly came to appreciate the sophistication culture adds to the

study of international relations, and while I have fewer answers now than I thoughtlhad

back in the '80s, that increased complexity is more satisffing.

The story behind Disjunctive Strategies of Empire is, therefore , a very personal journey

that continues to be written over and over again. While I situate this thesis within

colonial discourse, suggesting a step beyond my previous fascination with realist power

politics and postmodernism, these areas continue to leave behind some residual traces

showing that the path behind all journeys never disappears. To those who helped me

along that journey I must thank John Lovell, whose teaching so many years ago started

me off in directions I never thought possible. I learned of John's passing while I was

halfivay through this thesis, and even though I knew that he had contracted a certain

illness, I was fairly confident that I would one day return to Bloomington where I could

adequately discuss his ideas about culture and international relations. I will never know if

there are similarities in our understanding of that term, but whatever that may be my

gratitude is profound. At this cuffent stage of the journey I must also thank my PhD
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supervisot, Pal Ahluwalia, for always pushing me beyond postmodernism, something

that I had become a bit too comfortable with when I frst started on this project. To a

large extent the idea of critiquing international relations as an imperial discipline as

opposed to a colonial discipline (like anthropology) was his, which I have transformed

into its present incarnation. There are also a number of other people at the Department of

Politics, University of Adelaide, to whom I owe a debt of gratitude: the departmental

adminisnators Chris McElhinney and Tina Esca; and fellow students, past and present,

Angela Clare, Kylie Heneker, Michael Howes, Narelle Lehane, Tanya Lyons, Brigid

Mahoney, Don McMaster, Wajid Ranjha, Victoria Reynolds, Julie Tonkin, and Regina

Wilson. I would also like to thank the International Programs Office atthe University of

Adelaide for providing me with a study environment free from financial worries. Their

award of the (now renamed) Overseas Postgraduate Research Scholarship and the

University of Adelaide Scholarship is deeply appreciated.

To my parents I owe a ffemendous amount of gratitude that words cannot express.

I can only say that without their love, suppoft, and their unselfish sacrifice of my

presence at home this work would never have been possible. V/hile in Ausffalia, I have

also been a frequent guest of the Brunero family, and I greatly treasure the hospitality,

kindness, and concern they have shown to me. The last note of thanks goes to my wife,

Donna Brunero, who, more than anyone, showed me that there is life outside of my

cerebral peregrinations and that there is something more human, more uplifting than

being trapped in my most nihilist and stoical postmodernist state of mind. She never gave

up and above all showed me that my journey does not have to be undertaken alone.

Leong Yew
Adelaide
July 2000
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Chapter One

INTRODUCTION
StrategÍes of CoIonÍaI Discourse

There is a deeply ambivalent undercurrent affecting how peoples of the west imagine

the world today. At a time when Europe administered and dominated much of the

non-west, the world 'ü/as segregated into two administrative structures. One of which

was a small, elite group of sovereign states that was originally comprised of European

countries-but which eventually expanded in the early twentieth century to include the

United States and Japan-came to represent the "international" world. Unlike the

present times, where there is a tendency to conflate the terms international and world

with each other, they were very particular substances, the former connoting an

agglomeration of interacting sovereign nation-states, while the latter suggested a more

totalistic entity that contains the former. In contrast to this, the other administrative

structure was a chaotic mix of colonial territories, protectorates, and dominions in

Africa, Asia, and the Pacific whose external affairs were centralized through Europe.

Thus even though the cultures and peoples living outside the international system have

had their unique histories of cross-cultural contact, diplomatic dealings,

confrontations, and other conflicts, they were never seriously considered part of

international history because these events took place outside any political and

diplomatic framework that the west could understand.

V/ith the end of the second world war, the collapse of the European empires, and

the creation of independent states out of the former colonial realm, most western

histories recognize these two administrative structures to be formally dissolved. In
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effect the passing of European rule in most parts of the world only meant the

expansion of the international system, conjuring the impression of a radically new

world that was chaotic, dynamic, and complex. At the outset these histories seem to

promote a number ideas. First, the mechanism by which state sovereignty was

inscribed over former colonies was to create new political communities and allegiances

while sensitizing new ruling elites to activities like foreign intervention. Second, for

much of the ex-colonial world, the achievement of sovereignty must vindicate a

teleology of imperialism, for it is through colonial tutelage that the institutions and

knowledge necessary for participation in the international system could be developed.

Third, even if the principles behind the international system was European in origin,

its postwar composition and structure made it a very different creature, with revamped

moral positions, new hegemonic actors on the scene, and changed ways of settling

international disputes. But beyond these western allusions of the new international

world, there is a more divisive and difficult picture of how the colonial past relates to

the international present and of how the former colonial world reacts or is

subordinated to the new hegemonic states. While each state has different internal

cultures, what matters is that their behaviours and needs in the international system

are believed to be structurally universal. This gives the impression that we are no\M

living in a world that is eventually homogenizing or coming together. However,

existing at the same time is another tendency to conceive of each state as having

different capabilities or power resources to justiff those behaviours or to satisff those

needs.t

lSee especially the works of Kenneth N. Waltz, Theory of Intemational Politics (Reading:

Addison-Wesiey, 1979) and Man, the State and War: A Theoretical Analysis (New York:

Columbia University Press, Ig5g). Waltzian neo-realism, as the ideas contained in these works

have now been calied, is an attempt to place international structures at the heart of world

politics. In principle it understands world politics as a s

ãtry gtoup of people andthat conflict is an inevitabilþ
Politics,Waltz divides the world system between its stru

sense of universalism without eradicattng the role of powerful actors. He declares that the

z
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As western understandings of the international world do not recognize the

coexistence of these similarities and differences as contradictory, there is a

fundamentally irresolvable connection with imperialism. Indeed,the perceived ne\Mness

of the international system was a rectification of sorts for the travesties of imperialism,

and the United States' avowed postwar support of selÊdetermination was considered

to be the most reasonable policy with respect to the decolonizing states. Yet in creating

the newly decolonized states as mirror images of a European system, the west stood a

strong chance in obscuring its own position of dominance and preeminence. Thus

there was a necessity in creating another mechanism of separating the west from the

rest. In the international system a solution to this lay in a number of constructs. The

creation of the term, supe{po\Mer, euphemistically substitutes for imperial power,

suggesting a country's structural possession of power while remaining vague about its

use and avoiding the moral aversion to a concept like imperialism. Similarly concepts

like "the South" as opposed to "the North" or the Third and Fourth Worlds create an

illusion of newness in that they are very different political entities from what they were

before independence. However, they remain in a position inferior to how the west

currently conceives itself and, if anything , aÍe transpositions of earlier representations.

If these places were once primitive and uncivilized, they are no\M variously represented

as impoverished, war-torn, or subjected to despotic rule. In contrast the west conceives

of itself as having evolved beyond these problems, thus permanently deferring the

Third V/orld to another time and place.

This difficulty in placíng the contemponry record of international system as

either something that is novel or as a shadow of a more enduring history is not

necessarily a unique development of the times. More apptopriately the "new"

"ordering principle" of such a structure is both an anarchy common to all as well as a
hierarchy. Then he claims that all states were functionally similar before argtrng that the only

3
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international world stands to be an interesting case study of the way colonial discourse

relates to imperialism. By colonial discourse I am referring to the terrain of critical

knowledge that was introduced by Edward Said and significantly developed by

numerous scholars thereafter. In general, colonial discourse derives much of its

theoretical stance from a certain intellectualism of dissent: a bit of Foucauldian

poststructuralism here and a bit of Marxism andLacanian psychoanalysis there. These

discrepant ideas generate views of imperialism and colonialism that go beyond the

material assumptions of formal territorial control, legal arrangements, the maintenance

of vast shipping and communication networks, and the physical stationing of troops

and local police. In efflect colonial discourse applies these ideas to surveying the

Ianguage structures, the texts, the way knowledges are produced, and the extent of

imperial power in implanting certain worldviews on the minds of both the colonized

and the colonizer. By using different techniques colonial discourse came to be the

instrument by which empire was legitimized. For the peoples at the metropolis,

colonial discourse was a dense network of texts that depicted the colonial world as

exotic, barbaric, and primitive. As for the colonized, the colonial overlords became

their saviours, generating new needs for different physical or intellectual products of

the west.2 For example, colonial discourse relies heavily on texts as objects in which

imperial power and knowledge intersect. Especially before the early twentieth century

difference was the "distribution of capability," meaning power. Convenientþ this allows states

like the US to be superior even when universalist claims are made about the world.

2This is a highly contentious point and it is unlikely that western colonizers were successful in
this attempt. As Homi Bhabha and others have shown, the ideas about Christianity,
civilization, and so forth could never be communicated perfectly to the colonized without the

intervention of a preexisting mindset or culture. While it may appear that the colonized have

become mirror images of the west, the image that is retumed is a highly distorted one that
subversively undermines the power of colonialism in the frst place. The statement made here
is, in this regard, one of the overt strategies implemented by the colonizers to produce an

arbitrary consent to rule rather than the actual result or transaction within colonial discourse.

See for example Homi K. Bhabha, "Signs Taken for Wonders: Questions of Ambivalence and
Authority under a Tree Outside Delhi, May 1817," The Location of Culture (London and New
York: Routl edge, 199 4) 102-122.

-4
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the British or French empires were constituted through texts in anthropology,

geography, history, imaginative fiction, and travel writing. With the exception of

fiction these texts were regarded as truthful accounts and many of their authors were

respected scientists, researchers, adventurers, missionaries, and explorers who were

commissioned by universities, churches, courts, and governments. Colonial discourse

views the claims of objectivity by these texts as dangerous because not only are they

invested with the interest to legitimize imperíalism, they also form the basis on which

further notions of empire developed. In a word these texts have highly malleable ways

of representing the non-west. If the concern was to conquer a piece of a foreign land,

geography and science stepped in to inscribe that land as teta nullius and its occupants

as not quite human. If the aim was the spread of Christianity then theology and

anthropology collaborated to construct the colonized as people in touch with their

spirituality and therefore capable of being redeemed. And if it was some intrinsic,

gendered, emotional, or affiliative longing that needed to fulfilled, then imaginative

fiction, art, and travel literature sought to represent the colonized as erotic, sensual, or

childlike.

This is a simplified illustration of colonial discourse and these textual samples

are tropological as the complicity between text and empire is by far more complicated.

I mentioned colonial discourse because of its usefulness in readíng or rc-reading texts

written in recent times as well as in preceding centuries as things that provide

invaluable insight into the strategies the west employed or continues to use in order to

impose its imperial will. Most critical works examining colonial discourse are

conducted largely in English literature or literary criticism and in more recent times

come under the appellation of cultural studies. Unsurprisingly, the texts selected have

largely been works of fiction, art, as well as pseudo-scientific projects like travel

journals or anthropological fieldwork. In many cases these were produced during the

5
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height of European imperialism in the 19th century and rely on prejudiced

representations to convey colonial discourse. Otherwise stated, these texts use the

colonial power/knowledge connection to represent the colonized as inferior to the

European world. As projects in colonial discourse analysis continue to integrate newer

theoretical approaches and to revisit the historical text-empire relationship, there have

been a number of interesting projects that attempt to expand its coverage. For instance,

the application of colonial power and knowledge to imperial texts is not so rational

and straightforward but is mediated through fantasy and desire.3 In addition even if

formal colonialism has ended there are many newer texts that continue to either

express nostalgia for the old days of empire or contain disguised longing for

domination.a Thus what people in the west see in television or at the cinema, the types

of books they read in recent times inform contemporary colonial discourse.

However dynamic colonial discourse analysis is at promoting a more

sophisticated understanding of postwar imperialism, there are a number of

shortcomings with regardto the ambivalence of western world imagination. Since the

end of the second world war and the ascent of the United States to global supremacy,

the political world has come to be expressed through the discipline of international

relations (IR). V/hile the texts produced through IR have generally fallen under the

rubric of the social sciences and that most of them were wriffen after formal

decolonization, they have never been seriously considered worthy of colonial discourse

3See Gail Ching-Liang Low, Wite Sþins/Blacþ Masþs: Representation and Colonialism (London

and New York: Routledge,1996).

4Ziavddtn Sardar's works are relevant in this case because he uses so many examples from
contemporary western popular culture to show how pervasive imperialism continues to be in
present times. In his recent Orientalism (Buckingham and Philadelphia, Open University Press,

1999) Sardar posits that orientalism as colonial discourse far transcends the presumptions of its
historical and geographical scope. Indeed with the American appropriation of orientalism,
even Europe finds itself being represented in US popular culture through the orientalist tropes

used during the time of European imperialism.

6
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analysis.s Yet the scope of IR provides an extremely fertile ground to reconceptualize

the way one thinks about colonialism and imperialism. Indeed, many of the academic

disciplines that were used so productively during the heyday of European imperialism

like anthropology and geography were extremely indispensable in representing the

non-western peoples in ways that were amenable to colonialism. This process of

"othering" undoubtedly continues into the present day,but with the onset of the cold

war in the late 1940s these disciplines came to be eclipsed by a more pressing need in

discovering new political enemies or potential conflict zones in the world than in

discovering strange cultures. For the United States and its western allies, international

relations became an enormous industry far surpassing its original intent as an

academic discipline and reaching an audience beyond intellectual or policy-making

circles. As a discipline that incorporated expertise from history, international law,

philosophy, and political science, IR's broadest goal was the study of world politics. As

tensions escalated between the United States and the Soviet Union, the conflict

became globalízed, engulfing the newly decolonized states into a highly polarízed

world system. IR was therefore most adequately poised to provide public education on

matters relating to world political problems. Since the cold warwas so large in scope,

weaving in issues on ideology, mtTitarization, and nuclearization, everywhere in the

west world politics came to be inculcated as a personal matter affecting each citizen's

security. As such IR spilled out of textbooks, esoteric journals, and policy briefing

papers and onto public knowledge and popular culture.

In constructing danger IR was capable of creating a dominant imagination of the

world. In other words, out of the many possible associations with the idea of the

world, IR has successfully made the political aspect of the world one of the most

tPal AhluwaLía and Michael Sullivan, "Edward Said and the World," Intemational Relations

Still an American Social ScienceT, eds. Daryl Jarvis and Robert Crawford (New York: State

7
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immediate ones to come to mind. But even as the United States uses the knowledge

garneredfrom IR to demagogically press for international "freedom," such as a liberal

world order, the protection of international sovereignty, and the refusal to allow any

one state to dominate the international system, the notion of imperialism has virtually

been absent from the discipltne./'[tbest IR recycles imperialism as a preexisting (

condition that in history refers to a type of world political system, the disproportionate

possession and use of power, or in more recent times as something suggestive of

interstate expansionisq,,';ne discipline is unaware of its own constitutive role in the (.

imperial project. Let me explain this further. If certain disciplines were used at the

height of the British and French empires to justiff imperialism, they would have

employed various strategies that werJ particular to colonial discourse at that time.

With the transformations that took place after the end of European imperialism, the

deployment of power in the new international system could not work so effectively if

the earlier strategies of colonial discourse were merely transplanted. They had to adapt

to physical changes that had taken place while also retaining the more enduring and

sometimes unconscious will for the west to dominate. If anthropology, for instance,

contributes to colonialism by allowing trtbal societies to be depicted as crude and

primitive, such strategies do not necessarily work inIRf'Typically there must be some V

element within the discipline that continues to promote these representations of

otherness while also accounting for newer developments such as American anti-

imperialism, increasing moral aversion to imperialism, and institutions like the Non-

Aligned Movement. '

To this end, the present work attempts to extend the "coverage" of colonial

discourse into the realm of international relations. Its most immediate objective is to

University press, forthcoming). Phillip Darby and A.O. Paolini, "Bridging International

Relations and Postcolonialism, " Altematives, I 9. 3 (Summ er 1994): 37 I-398.

I
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locate the intersection in which it becomes difficult to think of contemporary

imperialism without also considering fn.//'fnis relationship between IR ana;(

imperialism is difflrcult to express, given the limitation modernity currently imposes on

Iangvage through rationalíty, the enforcement of boundaries, and the essentialism used

in making objects distinct and separate/lEor the purposes here, this thesis stresses thatT

IR and imperialism are aîinstance of {g-r¡1c1 ure ratherthan deline {}?n,referring to

the ambivalence that at times make th'em appear so different but also intimately reliant
¿' /t/

on each othel/Instead of simply arguing that IR promotes imperialism by creating a-'¡

totalizrng imagination of the world for both the west and non-west or that imperialism

is that which has created the conditions by which the rest of the world could

unproblematically appreciate IR, the IR-imperialism disjuncture is more d

This involves thinking of the relationship as an eclectic collaboration of contradictory

elements, impulses, psychical properties, and cultural uncertaintiesi'y',:t times IR and

imperialism tack backwards and forwards, between texts written during and after the

time of European imperialism, and between European and US imperialism. ft other
/

times the disjuncture swings between the particularity of America's present selÊ

perception of a greatlo*., and the notion of western dominance as alarger and more

enduring entity.l$till on other occasions IR may rely on cultural texts that express
,tí

certain nostalgia or longing for such aspects of imperialism as colonial travel and

adventure. Whatever the case may be such vacillations become the crucial strategy in

postwar colonial discourse because they are able to camouflage a preexisting imperial

will under a mantle of increasing moral consciousness. In the rest of this introductory

chapter I explain further how this work attempts to demonstrate the disjuncture

between IR and imperialism.

9-
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colonial Discourse and International Relations

This work is intended for two different readerships. The flust is a growing group of

scholars within international relations that has since the late 1980s begun to import

feminist theory, critical theory, and continental philosophy into the discipline. These

scholars have made the discipline more inclusive by questioning its boundaries, its

connections with power and knowledge, andbringing to one's attention the whole host

of interests that underpin it. While critical IR texts have implicated gender, national

identity, among others, with the production of the discipline, imperialism's

involvement with IR or the role of colonial discourse in constituting the discipline

remain largely unexplored. The second readership comprises of those individuals

working in areas that may be called cultural studies. This may be a blanket term for

any interdisciplinary venture that has a component critical of the cultural production of

texts, but in this case I refer specifically to the literary critics who have surveyed the

connections between so many disciplines and imperialism but have not considered

international relations as one of them. In some cases, these two readerships intersect

and scholars within either group may have some knowledge of the other. This thesis

therefore, presumes that the reader has some prior knowledge of international relations

and colonial discourse but attempts to more fully eîgageboth readerships. With this in

mind I have tried to be as discursive and revealing as possibie, cutting back on the

jargon and terminology that are peculiar to each group without compromising on the

detail required in addressing the various texts.

For now let me situate the two areas of international relations and colonial

discourse as they relate to the context of this thesis. By referring to the "discipline of

international relations" I have in mind the study, research, writing, and teaching of

world politics as it relates to the international state system that originated in Europe

and which was perpetuated across the globe at the end of the second world war. At the

- to-
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same time the discipline cannot be considered as an enterprise exclusive only to

scholars, diplomats, and policymakers but diffuses into the realm of mass-distributed

public knowledgg,lWhat this means is that even though world politics (read intra-

European affairs) has been a subject of study as far back as during the collapse of the

Roman Empire,6 it is with the end of the first wSrld war that the discipline came to be

/
recognízed as a system atic and distinct field of studyi If anything most histories of IR

regard the founding of the 'Woodrow 'Wilson Chair of International Politics at the

University of Wales at Aberystrvyth as the starting point of the discipline and, in

particular, attribute the renewed faith in liberalism as the principle that makes the

discipline possiblgl,'On one side of it, this liberalism heightened the optimism for a

peaceful world made through international institutions and cooperation, and on the

other side also meant the doing away of Europe's record of secret diplomacy. Thus

becoming a celebration of a new form of democratic polity, IR came to exemplifu

public access to knowledge that was heretofore placed in elite and confi.dential levels'

,/AItho4hthere was much activity in the discipline between its inception and the

end of the second world war, it is the post 1945 IR in which this thesis is most

interested. While during its early phase IR did become "public," its concerns were

extremely selective. For instance, works like Normal Angell's The Great lllusion orE-}J.

Carr's Twenty Years Crisis werc directly influenced by the political events that

transpired in interwar Ewope.y' Furthermore this Eurocentric tendency was also

supplemented by philosophical debates about the nature of man and the behaviour of

states, which culminated in the realist assessment that the outbreak of the second

world war demonstrated the futility of international peace and cooperationf 
,,Post 

1945

óTorbjøm L. Knutsen , A History of International Relations Theory, 2"d ed. (Manchester and New

York: Manchester University Press, 1997).

tNorman Angell, The Great lllusion (New York: Putnam's, 1933); E.H. Carr, The Twenty Years

Crßß tg1g-tþSg: ¿n Introduction to the Study of Intemational Relations, 2"d ed' (London:

P apermac, 199 5 lI9 461).
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IR is therefore markedby a number of characteristicqi First, the onset of the cold war

and the proliferation of new independent states created difîerent matetial

circumstances with which IR was Even though the cold war was a dispute

between two protagonists, the way it encompassed the world and how they took their

battlegrounds to the Third World underscored the impossibility of a political vision of

the world that was arrived at consensually¡'Just as the cold war preoccupied much of

IR's agenda,the role of the United States in the discipline is another notable feature.i,

/, As itovertook Britain as the new imperial power, the US came to dominate the field of

IR, imposing a nerù/ research progtam as well as difFerent approaches and

methodologies. It is in the US typically that IR became more positivist and ambivalent.

It is also there that the discipline's popularity surged as the universities sought to offer

ever more undergraduate courses in those areas. For this reason, the IR that is referred

to in this thesis has a strong US orientation., '

¡'This jostling between British and American interpretation of world politics leads

to the second characteristic of IR, which is the persistent tension between the need to

celebrate or refer to its western origins while simultaneously lauding its universal

applicabtlity. In many cases, IR scholars talk as though every state in the world has /

similar perceptions about the world beyond its borders, thus compelling every state to

behave in the same way when it comes to relating with others or accumulating power

/^,
r€sourc€g, ,, r ne scholars may surreptitiously agree that the world today is very much

western in design but resign themselves to a certain status quo, a dêjàla that insists on

pragmatic advice about what to do in the present time than to revisit the historical

conditions that led us there initially.lBut for the west a social science that upholds X

universalism has its dangers as well because it could eradicate the specific and valued

western philosophical traditions that have created the discipline in the flust place.

Consequently the presence of these tensions may invoke some to split British and
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American IR into two, stressing that while British IR tends to be more hermeneutical x

and mindful of its western philosophical content, it is the US version of the discipline

that is more blatantly univer sahst/,Rather than dwelling on this simplification I prefer

to see these universalistic una purti"ularistic tensions as a strategy to -totalizew?steln

intellectualism. US and British conceptions of IR may be distinct substances but,

collaboratively, they ensure that universalism and pafücularism are opposite sides of

the same coin of western domin atiolçlf Usinternational relations universalizes then it *'

is a move to subsume global cultural diflerences under a false sense of co_mmogVlit1.,1

l,lSimt2arly, the frequent allusions to IR's western philosophical roots continue to X..

indirectly remind those who study IR that, notwithstanding the universalism there is a

separation between a privileged lot of peoples who were responsible for creating the

discipline and those who are merely pafücipants'8 
¡,

Third, another characteristic of postwar IR is its diversity, as produced by the

perceived _needs of the changing international system. While at one time IR }:rad a

relatively small number of subfields, there are today significantly many more areas of

spectalizatíon, creating various university departments or research institutes with their

unique expertise or tepresentation of different partisan interests. Particularly IR's focus

revolved around a few "traditional" areas like international theory, strategic studies,

and foreign policy or area studies. This makes sense as they filled the needs of the US

as it entered into the cold war. But as the international realm came perceptively to

consist of more activities like the rejuvenation of international institutions, the

possibility of détente, the increase in economic transactions, the rise of the Asia-Pacific

economies, and the looming presence of terrorism, newer subfields were created. IR

sln studies on international relations westem philosophical tradition still continue to be

celebrated without any lessening in the presumption that IR is universal. Books like David
Boucher, Politicat Theories of Intemational Relations: From Thucidydes to the Presenr (Oxford:

Oxford University Press, 1998) traces IR back to its Roman-Hellenistic heritage and to its
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now includes (not in any order) peace and conflict studies, foreign policy analysis, V

comparative politics, regional politics, international political economy, and

globalization theoryll\s a discipline, its impact on a country like the US can be quite

complex, with its numerous university departments, research institutes, and

publication activity having considerable influence on the public and the government.

For example, these include providing of public advisory to the government and media,

training students to eventually fill up the diplomatic ranks, State and Defense

Departments as well as the intelligence machinery. And not to mention IR also serves

in partisan interests for such research groups like the American Enterprise Institute or

Brookings Institution to maintain their conservative or liberal clientele. The enormity

of the discipline appears to make it difficult for IR to be seen in a singular sense and

anyone attempting to link imperialism to it could be accused of oversimplification.

This leads to the fourth characteristic concerning the narrowness of international

relations. This seems to contradict the diversity of the discipline, but when considered

as part of alarger cultural production or power/knowledge relationg, IR is especially

selective about its methodological framework, the type of daØ or information it

chooses to include or exclude, or even the philosophy that should govern its

assumptionV/n one starts off with the broadest possible source for the discipline, one

finds the interlocking strictures of modernity, masculintty, and class. Together these

produce and enforce certain rules about what is allowed into the discipline, resulting in

similarities across the purported diversity of IR./As a result it becomes feasible to talk

as if IR had a mainstream, one that was positivist, gendered, and realist/¡Hence, we

may have scholars who disagree on the type or r.r,"*..,ative lens they should use such

modem European connections. But how is this to be considered relevant to IR scholars outside

the west?

eFor a good study on how IR's theoretical canons have come to be monopohzed by the realist

paradigm, see Joirn A. Vasquez , The Power of Power Politics: A Critique (London: Frances Pinter,

1e83).
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as realism or liberalism,'o or they may prefer the analysis of military power rather than

international trade and finance as being more decisive, but necessarily defer to the

mainstream as the basis on which all intra-disciplinary dialogues can be eflectively

conducted. Typically the faith in IR as a social science capable of objectively

describing a pre-given world, the assumption that communities in the world can be

abstracted, categorized, and separated, and that these communities interact with each

other through some means like the sovereign state or international organization are

elements of these conversations. By retracingthe diversity of IR back to its mainstream

it becomes possible to conceive of the discipline as something more monolithic or

representative of a collective social effort without appearingto be essentializng' As the

present work intends to examine the broad field of IR with imperialism, I do not

intend to gloss over the wide scope of the discipline but suggest that it would be more

productive to think of IR as the sum of its cultural origins. Therefore this thesis does

not pretend to be systematic in its approach to IR but selects a number ìf ,.uding,

from realist IR theory, post-cold war IR, and postmodernism to instantiate the

disjunctive forces present in contemporary colonial discourse.

These four characteristics are not the standard descriptions of the discipline one

would find in conventional textbooks of international relations. They do, however,

provide a preliminary glimpse into a field ridden with tensions and contradictions

between its perceived origins, scope, participants, and advocates. Such ambiguity

l0Realism and liberalism are two ubiquitous terms in IR theory. As large philosophical systems

in their own right these paradigms provide an interpretive lens through which international

behaviour coulã be underitood. Realism extends the philosophies of Thucidydes, Machiavelli,

Hobbes, and Rousseau to the relations between different groups of people. It extrapolates the

selfish, insatiable, and selÊpreserving nature of human beings onto world communities, and as

such we live in an anarchic, conflicting world in which states relentless compete for status and

power. Liberalism on the other hand derives from the theories of Adam Smith, Joseph
'schumpeter, 

J.S. Mill, Locke, and Kant. It upholds the basic liberties of the individuals and

believei that the pursuit of these liberties will not jeopardtze the order and well-being of the

community as a whole. International liberalism is therefore the faith that the world is

intrinsicaliy capable of peace and cooperation. In both cases there is a conflation between the

individual and alarger collectivity like the sovereign state.
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parallels the way colonial discourse implements its strategies. What does this mean? A

reader who is staunchly located in the social sciences will attempt to downplay these

contradictions and find ways of solidiffing the realm of tangible and quantifiable

objects. The terms, colonialism and imperialism, will always remain problematic for

him or her because they are hideously value-laden and unspecific. Yet there remain no

better terms with which to describe the material inequities caused by the relationship

between dominant powers like Britain and the US and subordinate entities like their

colonies. For the social scientist, therefore, formal evidence like treaties, legal

agreements, and the presence of military forces become indispensable in their testing of

whether colonialism exists in perpetuity. It is unsurprising that with the "official" end

of colonialism, the social sciences prefer to either do away with the term and create a

new concept that is more reflective of the transformed world conditions or to use it

strictly as an historical artlfact. But what about the extension of western power in

present times and do attempts at currently reconstructing these transformations

sufficiently provide the illusion that we are living under very difflerent circumstances

than during the days of formal colonialism? This thesis presumes that lying underneath

the dynamism of the social sciences is a highly effïcient mechanism that integrates a

constantly changing perception of the world, new moral principles, new academíc

approaches, new critical consciousness, and so on, with a fixed imperial mentality.

These two sides should never be considered as separate entities as social scientists

would have it; that the ¡wo sides are tecogrrized to exist but the objective of the social

science is to become more aware of the latter so that it can be vanquished through the

Enlightenment's progressive nature. Instead these two sides are incommensurable,

they collide on some occasions, bypass at other times, or even cooperate for a more

Manichean purpose. Hence this is what I am referring to when I say strategies of

colonial discourse. Especially in a period of time when colonialism or imperialism
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have become more troubled words, they possess a resilience to embed themselves in

the production of global culture using these two flip sides. On the one hand, these

changes in the representation of the world give the impression that people in the west

aretryingto disassociate themselves from a history of injustices, but on the other hand,

there is atacitrefusal to give up on an intrinsic aspiration for greatness and porwer.

The strategy of colonial discourse is thus a system of imperfect representation

that adapts to certain changes in the way the non-west is perceived without a

fundamental alteration to a deep-seated imperial will. Especially at the beginning of

the twenty-first century direct references to "colonized" peoples, unless used in an

historical context, have become rarer and rarer. Yet the move to retain the system of

representation of the west as superior to the non-west becomes bound to a strategy of

displacement and substitution. Thus in popular culture a story set far away from the

original imperial scene may use metaphor and metonymy to reincorporate visions of

colonialism. Let me explain this by referring to Luis Llosa's movie, Anaconda.t' The

premise of the film is nther simple. Set possibly in the 1990s, Anaconda tells the story

of an American film crew traveling up the Amazon in search of a mysterious Indian

tribe called the "shirishama" or "people of the mist." Along the way the crew rescue a

Paraguayan snake catcher/collector, adventurer, and sometime failed priest, Sarone,

from a sinking boat. Sarone who becomes a\ /are of the crew's mission volunteers to

lead them to where he had actually last seen the Shirishama. But unknown to the crew,

Sarone has an agenda of his own, subsequently hijacking the boat and forcing the crew

to accompany him on his selfish quest to hunt down a giant forry-foot anaconda that

he could potentially sell in "civilization" for millions of dollars. In a dramatic twist, the

llAnaconda, dir. Luis Llosa, with Jennifer Lopez, Ice Cube, John Voight, Eric Stolz, and

Jonathan Hyde, Sony Pictures Entertain merÍ, 1997 .

D
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attempt to capture the snake becomes disastrous as the creature turns out to be

something more powerful than Sarone can easily overcome.

At a glance, Anacondø neatly falls into the action-adventure genre that has been

informed by King Kong and the movies in the Aliens series where there is an encounter

with some unknown entity that the protagonists cannot perfectly control. Anaconda,

like other movies in its genre is, however, especially ambivalent in its relationship with

colonialism because its narrative is so inundated by textual appropriations and an

attempt to address moral issues. For example the whole idea of leaving civilization,

traveling upriver into a veritable wilderness in search of one mystery and finding

another, smacks of the moral selÊdiscovery found in a text like Joseph Conrad's Heart

of Darkness. But Anaconda is an Americ an apptopriation of that text in which the search

for darkness resolves, in the end, as the rediscovery of the American faith in moralistic

observation. At the start of the film, the audience learns of the "noble" purpose of the

film crew: they are out to unravel "one of the last great mysteries of the rainforest,"

and to bring back to the "civilized world" the Shirishama caught on film for the first

time. Through the film's nanative, the crew is depicted as laid back, dedicated to their

task, but even as there are eccentricities among them, these are eventually reconciled in

the end. Their documentary îarratú is an uptight and obnoxious Briton who prefers

practictnggolf swings on the deck of the boat, sipping glasses of wine while listening to

classical music, in contrast to the bandana-wearing rap music aficionado we find in the

African-American cameraman, Danny. The Briton's token presence on the boat (even

if it is a coincidence) compared to the largely American film crew serves to remind that

journeys like this are no longer the preserve of British colonial exploration but that it is

the US that is now in charge. These character difflerences are intended to be easily

J
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forgivable because they are enveloped in the larger cause of "peaceful" filmmaking,

and are intended to be juxtaposed with the ruthlessness and villainy of Sarone.''

As colonial discourse refuses to simply equate darkness with just the subaltern,

the metaphorical use of barbarism and incivility are as diffuse as in the Heart of

Darkness.t3In Anaconda the dangers of the wilderness appears to be primarily embodied

in Sarone and secondartTy in the anaconda. But just when the Shirishama would

appeal. innocent of all that darkness, the strategy of colonial discourse operates in

privileging the American crew over everything else. One might say that Sarone

represented the vices of "old world imperialism" as he sought to plunder and sell the

treasures of the wilderness to civilization, or that the anaconda \Mas a beast of nature

and that when it killed it could not be held in the same moral space as the humans. But

beyond this moral play, the dangers of the wilderness become a dense system of

signification that confuses as much as it clarifies. All through the movie the Shirishama

remain innocent of the travesties occurring in the story, yet their ambiguous location in

nature adheres them to the wilderness that produced Sarone and the snake in the first

place. Even throughout the fi,lm, the audience is constantly reminded that these natives

worshippe d giant snakes as much as they feared them. 'While the narrative might

suggest that this is out of ignorance, the conclusion of the fi.lm cannot more succinctly

expose the triumphalism of peaceful documentary observation over the other actions

12The nanative makes the audience dislike two of the film crewmembers. The cowardly
narrator Westridge is one of them while the other is the sound technician, Gary, who makes a
pact with Sarone when he discovers there is money to be earned from capturing the anaconda.
Nonetheless both redeem themselves in the end by risking their own lives to save their
colleagues. Noticeably towards the end of Westridge's life he has aheady grown less cravenly
and cowardly, but while he takes over the helm of the boat following the Brazäan pilot's
death, he still follows the direction of Danny who instructs the crew on what to do when the
boat gets trapped on an embankment. In a moment of emasculation and de-Anglicization
Westridge wears his scarf as abandana, reluctantly submitting to the American's direction and
saying, "I hope I'd done my bit." But as the anaconda slithers towards the crew it is 'Westridge

who distracts the snake's attention, resulting in the loss of his life.

r3See the discussion in chapter 5.
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involved in colonial discovery. As the surviving crewmembers eventually destroy the

snake, they successfully discover the Shirishama who sail out of their villages in tiny

canoes as if in homage to them. The contrast with the preceding scenes could not be

vocal enough. By killing the snake the remaining crew has now taken over as

Shirishama's new objects of worship.

The strategy implied in Anaconda does not have to be deliberate or calculated but

is a subconscious embedding in the culture that produces, giving insight to

contemporary anxieties, obsessions, and secret feelings about its relations with

different cultures and peoples. This will be further elaborated in the thesis. A movie

|ke Anaconda may be good instance of contemporary colonial discourse, but it seems

to have little to do with international relations. To some extent IR is already encoded

in it because it is through a dense doubling of imperial heritage and contemporary

world politics that allows for a rccognizable system of meaning or semiotics. By

comparing the different nationalities involved, the repining Briton, the resourceful and

quick-witted Americans, the suspicious BraztTian pilot, and the deceitfulParaguayan,

Anaconda provides a commentary on the US perception of cosmopolitanism. Such a

commentary weaves in implicit references about national identities, stereotypes, and

moral hierarchy about its sense of the international world. Without the colonial

inference the notions of travel, search and study of the exotic, and the persistence of

primitiveness would be difficult to apprehend. Yet floating underneath this is another

system of meaning such as global system of exchange, the vices of the Third World

people, and so on. What is important is therefore to investigate the culture that weaves

past and contemporary writings about colonialism with a new academic discipline like

IR.

Thinking of international relations together with strategies of colonial discourse

is admittedly not a new project. Over the last few years there have been a number
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interesting books and articles written about the relationship between IR and

imperialism. Rajen Harshé writes about twentieth century imperialism from a point of

view pertinent to mainstream IR, but attempts to reconsider western power through

physical and material illustrations. Africa and the Third V/orld are reassessed through

new actions and institutions enacted by the west to create a system of dependence.tn

Sankaran Krishna reviews three postmodernist IR texts and critiques them as unable to

go beyond western selÊreferentiality and argues for a "postcolonial" view of the

discipline.r5 These works are undeniably important as we work to unravel the might of

colonial discourse but however do not display its profundity. Nonetheless, there are

two important works by Phillip Darby that must be mentioned. In his edited volume

on At the Edge of International Relations, the authors' implicit objective is to demonstrate

various global issues that have been situated at the periphery of the discipline' By

drawing from numerous examples from colonial discourse-from the Victorian

experiments on African women to Kenyan rebellions and from Thai conceptions of

democracy to masculinity in India-the authors seek to demonstrate how narrow IR

is.ró Indeed, borrowing a certain tone from Krishna, Darby stresses on that even

postmodernism is inadequate in its colonial consciousness.tt The other work is Darby's

own book on The Fiction of Imperialßm in which he demonstrates that "imaginative

literature and analysis in international relations do not inhabit different worlds [and]

laRa3en Harshé, Twentieth Century Imperialism: ShtfrinC Contours and Changing Conceptions (New

Delhi: Sage Publications, 1997)'

lssankaran Krishna, "The Importarlce of Being Ironic: A Postcolonial View of Critical

International Relations Theory," Altematiues 18.3 (1993): 385417 '

lophillip Darby, ed., At the Edge of Intemationøl Relations: Postcolonialism, Gender and Depmdency

(London and New York: Pinter,1997).

tTPhillip Darby, "Postcolonialism," At the Edge of Intemational RelationslT ,29-30.
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they overlap and even intertwine."l8 Through a series of eclectic readings in western

colonial literature as well as postcolonial fiction written by Third World writers, the

author argues how productive these texts can be in informing the perceptions of how

the Third 'World and the west's relations with it are constructed by international

relations. These two works come closest to the concerns of this thesis and in some

cases have parallel interests. This thesis seeks to supplement and extend the way

colonial discourse can be implicated in IR by cross-reading a number of texts.

However, unlike Darby, I also include readings from cinema, public rhetoric, and

American philosophy. Virtually all of these texts are "colonialist" aîd I do not include

alternative postcolonial texts that resist dominant representations of world politics as

Darby does. My intention here is chiefly to implicate a number of western IR texts as

productive of contemporary imperialism. Furthermore my conception of IR is

different. 
'While Darby positions it as a process of exchange thus emphasizing the

location of the culture and the Third 'World in it, I think it in a more textual and

disciplinary way. In other words, IR for me is representative strategy than the

perceived conduct of international affairs.

Toward Disiunctive Methoclologies

V/hat I have described as international relations and colonial discourse are only

selective instances that this thesis is interested in. In particular, ambivalence and

ambiguities that arise from pointing out certain characteristics of IR or to suggest that

colonialism has a more enduring textual Iegacy foreshadow an approach that lies at the

heart of this work. I call this approach disjuncture as opposed to delineation. This

separation is important for a number of reasons. In virtually all aspects of western

knowledge, things come to be known as real and essential through reification and the

lsphillip Darby, The Fiction of Imperialism: Reading Between Intemational Relations and

Postcolonialism (London and Washington: Cassell, 1998) 19.
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imposition of boundaries. Hence objects come to be distinct and the process through

which they relate to each other can be seen as orderly and rational. For instance the

discipline of anthropology is different from biology. But even when these two objects

fuse in some way, becoming bio-anthropology, they do not trouble the prior

boundaries they are constituted in but instead create new ones, heralding that new field

as something unique and distinct from the rest. Therefore for colonialism, imperialism,

and international relations, the use of delineated methods may allow for structural

comparisons to be made among them but are inadequate in assessing the complex

attitudes of imperialism that cannot be rationally accounted for. In this respect

questions as to how internal moral tensions are negotiated within imperialism cannot

be comprehended through delineated methods because they would merely assume that

the tensions cannot exist and that one form of imperialism practiced in one era is

different from another.

By using a disjunctive approach, however, one can more easily push the limits of

rationality to which delineated methods are restricted. Since imperialism is more

deeply embedded in the psychical composition of the western mind, delineation

cannot comprehend the oftentimes petulant and whimsical impulses contained in the

complex needs of imperialism such as the blatant displays of power, the anxieties

about potential decline, the fascination with the exotic, and the condemnation of the

barbaric. Moreover, colonialism has become such a longstanding phenomenon that it

has penetr ated practically every aspect of western knowledge and delineation only

serves to further entrench imperialism into that repository of knowledge than to expose

it. In this regard disjuncture is both a style of reading one may use to assess the

relationship between imperialism and a discipline like IR and also a strategy the west

subconsciously invokes in disguising its current forms of cultural production as

innocent of the charges of western dominance. It calls for the appreciation of
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contingency and incommensurability as more effective strategies of colonial discourse.

Let us examine the composition of imperialism. By using delineation there is no

recourse to anything outside of a cause-effect relationship. Imperialism is caused by the

longing to expand territory. Imperialism is a very male-oriented preoccupation.

Colonization was an outward satisfaction of the civilizing mission. All these are

assertions that have at times been associated with western porwer, and in many cases

nothing stops them being considered collectively. They are, however, delineated

substances. Thinking disjunctively means that the whole project of colonialism cannot

be reduced to any single causative. If colonial discourse perceives any feature of

western society as gender, sexuality, masculinity, religion, science, Orientalism,

philosophy, corporeality, or space as the tropes through which imperialism is

Iegitimízed, these features cannot be thought of as each having its own unique effect

on empire but that they collaborate in ways specific to the circumstance. For example

the attitude of Joseph Conrad is enunciated through the very machismo or masculine

call for travel and adventure. Yet the notion of masculinity requires so many other

tropes to be efflective, for instance, in being contrasted to the more passive and

domesticated role of women, in drawing from the missionary zeal of Christianity, and

in the use of science as something that allows the west to prevail over the natives.

Subsequently, there are two issues that disjuncture highiights in the context of

this work. First, colonialism and imperialism have often been noted to be distinct

concepts. Colonialism refers to the process of transplanting settlements in distant lands

while imperialism relates to the "practice," "theory," and "attitude" that the

metropolitan center maintains over its colonial system.le In their own delineated sites

each concept carries with it extremely complex associations. Colonialism cannot be

teBill Ashcroft, Gareth Griffiths, and Helen Tiffrn, Key Concepts in Post-Colonial Studies (London

and New York: Routledge, 1998) 4143. The authors adapt part of this definition from Edward

Said.
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artícvlated without also thinking about racism and sexism or be divorced from its

current incarnation as neo-colonialism or colonization of the subaltern's mind.

Likewise, imperialism conveys the burden of western power that weaves in its

historical antecedents (such as in the Roman Empire) as well as its different

manifestations as in economics, trade, culture, and the military. By thinking of

colonialism and imperialism as disjunctive terms, one does not only interrelate them

but makes it impossible to separate them. Thus when imperialism is articulated in

present times it becomes more and more difficult to extricate the long colonial history

that imperialism is implicated in. To this end if it appears that parts of the thesis

conflates these two tefms, it is with this disjunctive posture in mind.

Second, the notion of imperialism is notoriously difficult to pinpoint and its

connection with concepts like po\Mer, dominance, and ethnocentrism is ambiguous.

Was every exertion of power by the British during the height of its empire or every act

of intervention by superpo\iler US imperialist? Is every Eurocentric assertion

productive of imperialism? For many social scientists these questions are too laborious

to answer and as such they would prefer to dispense with imperialism as a viable

category for analysis altogether. This is too convenient for people who study the use of

power in the late twentieth century because as power becomes more diffrrse and

intangible, it would be easy for them to relegate any injustice done to the Third World

as caused by something else, some force that is yet to be identified. Disjuncture allows

the concept of imperialism to be a more Manicheân entity, constituted by a growing

repository of associations and techniques of selÊdenial. Hence the attempt by western

modern scholars to separate Eurocentrism from imperialism is unconvincing. These

individuals may arglJe that ethnocentrism exists in every society, so the western sense

of superiority and greatness is no different from say, the Chinese belief that they are

elevated in a position between heaven and earth. Furthermore, they may stress that
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ethnocentrism is a driving force of patriotism, providing societies with the solidarity

needed for forging strong national communities. These excuses presume that

ethnocentrism is universal and atemporal but because it has aheady been implicated in

conditioning colonial discourse, it is impossible to extricate contemporary expressions

of Eurocentrism from any articulation of imperialism, past or present. In this respect

the transformation of imperialism from one that is physically evident in the

establishment of colonies to one that is psychically constituted by nostalgia and moral

reprobation demonstrates the increasing invisibility of western power. Eurocentrism

becomes disjunctively a residual aspect of imperialism as well as a clue to the

persisting western longing for empire of a different sort.

If disjuncture has its own contradiction or appears to be vague, this would be due

to limitations in the present language to come to terms with its obscurantist

perspective. In spite of advocating incommensurability, disjuncture still requires being

set against "delineation" in order for it to be appreciated and it furthermore resists any

definition except for what one may deduce through, for instance, the way this thesis

attempts to associate international relations with imperialism. But as atgued,

disjuncture is extremely productive when these relationships have to be investigated,

and in this thesis I ask the following questions. How is it that colonial discourse is

capable of weathering the moral transformations that have come with the end of the

British Empire and the creation of American hegemony? How is it possible for one to

say that American imperialism is very different from the British experience but still

connect it with a more persistent \Mestern psychical desire? How has a fteld like IR

come to promote these moral changes and be complicit with US imperialism? How is

it possible for many IR texts to have no mention at all about what had been classically

understood as imperialism but still contribute to the maintenance of empire? By

thinking of these questions disjunctively, it soon becomes apparcnt that the strategies
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of colonial discourse they refer to are more than just subconscious or accidental. In

effect, it compels one to consider texts as part of colonial discourse even when their

connection with imperialism seems unsubstantiated. Furthermore, it reaffirms in

colonial discourse that empire is not simply the overt expression of imperial power but

also the techniques used in managing its conceptual transformations, the changes in

thc actors involved, as well as the way historical knowledge andtexts are negotiated.

In order to demonstrate the disjuncture between international relations and

imperialism, the present work assesses both entities as dependent on each other for the

production of contemp orary global meanings. While we cannot say with any certainty

whether or not the west-typically the United States-will continue in the long run to

be successful in keeping its empire, it is possible to deduce a lingering wish for empire.

To do so the following chapter (chapter two) lays out, in a more detailed fashion, what

is at stake in thinking disjunctively and how one could begin to think about the

connections between IR and imperialism. I stress here that delineated ways of thinking

about imperialism are not enough because apart from their involution, they do not

allow for the full scope of the concept to be properly appreciated. As such, thinking of

imperialism as constituted by texts and that these texts are shared \Mith IR shows that

present day notions of empire must also consider its cultural dimension. In chapter

three I further emphasize IR and imperialism's intertextuality through the trope of

otherness and the "economy of desire." These are interesting ideas because early

colonial discourse has usually relied on representing the colonized as other or different

to the imperial self to justiff colonialism. But as we move funher into the time of IR

such strategies of representation are onTy part of a larger cultural production, one that

is ambivalently split between the reduction of the otherness of the Third 'World to the

same (IR's universalist claims) and the need of retaining the subaltern's difference in

some other form. The economy of desire is thus the machinery that is present in
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colonial discourse so that these conflicts between self and other can be rendered

unproblematic. By reopening this tension this chapter seeks to expose the universalist

approachof IR as also containing an impiicit prejudice against the Third V/orld.

The direction of the thesis takes a shift with chapters 4, 5, and 6. In these

segments my intention is not so much to account for the disjuncture, but to

demonstrate how it works in IR to articulate various issues on the moral problems of

imperialism, the anxieties of the potential loss of power and coherence, and increasing

intellectual consciousness in the social science academy. In particular, chapter 4

examines the historical mission surrounding the anti-imperialist debates in the

America of the early twentieth century and reads this against a number of classical

realist texts in international relations. They may appear unrelated at first but are

disjunctively linked through the way the greatness of the United States is centered and

how discussions of imperialism by both the antiimperialists and classical realists often

return to the ambivalence in the perpetuation of American power. While imperialism

may be dubbed moral concerns for the US, a reading of the antiimperialist texts

against those of realist IR shows how they are circumvented. These classical realist

texts were largely written between the 1960s and early 1980s, and as the political

landscape has changed with the end of the cold war, so too must attitudes toward US

power. Thus in chapter 5, I examine the anxieties one may expect to find in an empire

at its zenith, and I pay attention to the famous Polish-British colonial writer Joseph

Conrad and to the political scientist Samuel Huntington. Both authors are notably of

diflerent eras, nationalities, and work within dissimilar genres. Yet because they are

located at similar junctures in the history of their respective empires, they articulate an

ambivalent position that mixes condemnation of selected aspects of imperialism while

lauding others. This is not necessarily a rational process but reflects the anxieties about

the potential decline of their empires and the heightened sense of nostalgia to restore
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their greatness. Finally chapter 6 deals with the more complex subject of

postmodernism in western intellectualism and social sciences. I have included this

discussion because as imperialism progresses through the decades, it is fairly obvious

that there is increasing a\Mareness of its pervasiveness and profoundness. In the context

of this thesis such, awareness culminates with postmodernism, arguably one of the

most ambivalent cultural and philosophical systems of thought that has its own selÊ

defensive machinery. I stress that while postmodernism may have somewhat informed

colonial discourse theory, it stops short of enabling a useful theory of imperialism

because it cannot remove itself from the disjuncture of western knowledge. By

examining the works of Richard Rorfy I stress that the Anglo-Amerícan variant of

postmodernism incorporates a pragmatism that secretly centtalizes Eurocentrism.

Extended to IR, postmodernism obfuscates and refuses to take the issue of otherness to

any effective direction.
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Chapter Two

INTERNATIONAT RETATIONS AND THE

TÐfiUALITY OT IMPERIATISM

[T]exts are worldly, to and, even when they

apper to deny it, they social world, human

life, and of course the they ate located and

interpreted.

Edward Saidr

At first glance, the relationship between international relations (IR) and imperialism

may be glaringly obvious. Both share the same global and totalistic frame of

reference. Both concern themselves with the way power is displaced and exercised

across foreign geopolitical spaces, and impress upon the way world structures of

domination are established. Both share the same conceptual resilience by being able

to belay their own obsolescence and to redirect their overarching concerns right

through disruptive events like the so-called end of the cold war or decolonization'

Three contrasting ways of surveying the interconnection between international

relations as an academic discipline and imperialism then come teadtly to mind. First,

if IR is presumed to be a value-free, objective, and historically constituted set of

methods, practices and procedures in understanding political, social, cultural, and

economic transactions across the globe, then imperialism becomes one of IR's objects

of study. The phenomenon of empire, territorial and material acquisition, and the

conflict among powerful states are summarily expressed through IR's realist

lEdward W. Said, The World, the Text, and the Critic (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University

Press,1983)4.
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paradígm and serves as a historical testament for the future conduct of international

power. Paul Kennedy's popular Rise and Fall of the Great Powers, his coinage of

"imperial overstretch" ,2 and its subsequent adoption by mainstream IR literature is

one salient example. Second, in contradistinction to the first, IR is subservient to

imperialism inthat the scope of the former falls short of the totalistic purview of the

latter. In this case, the concerns of imperialism are seen to be so grand in scale that

the theoretical interests of IR form only a narrow portion of imperialism. By this

reasoning, imperialism is not just about power, acquisition of territory, or the

governance of far-flung dominions, but also about moral and cultural suasion. This is

something IR has little explanatory or conceptual hold over. Third, culture and

imperialism are deemed to be mutually constitutive such that all cultural texts,

whether or not they pretend to be aesthetic or scientific, inextricably legitimize the

operations of imperialism. In this context, IR is not the objective or value-free

analysand of phenomena occurring in the "out there" rcality, but is shaped, defined,

and given credibility by a set of cultural texts that reflect on its western, gendered,

racialized, and class origins. Realist texts such as E.H. Carr's The Twenty Years Crisif

or Hans Morgenthau's Politics Among Nationsa inevitably bear hallmarks of its

philosophical forcbears and are inserted ín a world that is already conditioned

2Kennedy's book was much discussed in US intellectual and policymaking circles in the late

1980s. While the book outwardly masqueraded as survey of why great powers eventually
decline, it is especially emblematic of the lR-imperialism relationship. Rooted in the present

fear that the US was losing its international wherewithal, it posited a historical revision on
past practices of imperialism. In other words, the presentness of IR influencing the past of
imperialism through a neologism of the twentieth century: "imperial over-stretch." By this
term, Kennedy attempts to assert that US decline is not without precedent as historical
evidence shows, empires decline because of being unable to offset increasing imperial
commitments against dwindling re-sources. Paul Kennedy, The Rise and Fall of the Grea.t

Powers: Economic Change and Military Conflict from 1500 to 2000 Q\ew York: Random House,

re87).

3E.H. Carr, The Twenty Years Crisis 1919-1939: An Introduction to the Study of International

Relations, 2"d ed. (London: P apermac, I99 5 119 461).

oHans J. Morgenthau, Politics Among Nations: The Struggte þr Power and Peace,6th ed. (New
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1985).
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through imperialism to receive them. Thus, IR is one of the many elements that

produce and sustain cultural (and by that, political as well) meanings of the world

tatlored for western hegemonY

These ambiguities in the IR-imperialism relationship are thus reflected by the

following questions. Does imperialism become comprehensible or enter our

consciousness only through the framework of international relations? . Does 
.

imperialism precede and transcend such frameworks so that international relations

are conversely rend ered an instance of i{Ì Or do international relations and 
,

imperialism work symbiotically to perpetuate a system of westem dominance? The

point here is not so much that there are answets to these questions, but that this

ambþousness in itself establishes the basis of the relationship between IR and

imperialism and further triggers off issues of precedence, historical progress,

conceptual transformations, and scope of representation. In this tegard, the concepts

of delineation and disjuncture may be extremely useful in clariffing the lR-imperialism

link. On the one hand, delineation refers to the impermeability between difFerent

sides of a given boundary and reinforces the separateness of ideas, values, binary

oppositions, and conceptions like those between imperialism and decolonizatron,

colonial and postcolonial, colonizer and colonized. On the other hand, disjuncture

raises the nuance of things incommensurable, of sides that do not perfectþ fit, of

seemingly binary categories that do not neatly oppose each other. Taken together

delineation and disjunctvte aÍe not to be confused with the elision between

modemism and postmodernism or the movement from mainstream litetary analysis

to something inspired by continental philosophy or feminism. Instead both are seen

as co-functional and collusive.

Taken separately, IR and imperialism denote different levels of delineations and

disjunctures. Mention imperialism and you would be assaulted by a babble of
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delineated voices. "Is imperialism as we understand it marked by continuity or

discontinuity?" "What value is there in distinguishing formal empire from informal

emptre?" "Imperialism, in spite of its contrasting causatives-moralistic, political,

strategic-is fundamentally rooted in capitalism." "There are postcolonial texts just

as there are colonial texts." V/hat especially sustains such voices is the historical

event of postwar decolonízation as a mobilizing category.In other words, borrowing

from Edward Said, all readings of imperialism, regardless of their historical

speciflrcity, are always reflective of their "presentness" where one's present social and

cultural conditions determine how the past is to be interpreted.t Hence, postwar

decolonization is a form of disjuncture not that it merely separates the "colonial" eta

from a "post-colonial" one, but through our "presentness" incites contest over the

meaning of decolonization and performatively serves as a rallying token for how it

could otherwise be constituted. Such a disjuncture in imperialism is not necessarily

historically specific. 
'While it may be possible to categorize Contad, Haggard, and

Kipling on one historical side of postwar decolonization, and such writers like

Rushdie, Ngugi, and Chinweizu on the other, nothing is there to stop cross-readings

of these writers or their deployment to serve political purposes in the present.

Mention international relations, on the other hand, and its disjuncture with

imperialism becomes evident. Having been formally instituted as an academic

discipline at the end of the first world war, IR straddles both sides of the postwar

decolonization delineation without a perfect fusion with the course and ttajectory of

imperialism. As Jim George notes, the kind of normative international relations that

was practiced during the interregnum drew inspiration Iargely from the liberal

theories of Kant and Schumpeter precisely because of the ethical transgtessions

sEdward W. Said, Culture and Imperialism (London: Vintage, 1993) 15-23
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imperialism was deemed to have inflicted on human freedom.6 But the kind of IR

that emerged was anything but antiimperialist because it had failed to rid itself of the

very cultural and philosophical trappings that were constitutive of imperialism in the

f,11st place. Hence, ambivalently, the delineation between plewar and postwar orders

gave way to a pre-cold war and cold war international system where the inflection of

imperialism served, in unsystematic wây, in organiztng and constructing

meanings. "Ate the actions of the United States imperialist or simply anti-

isolationist" or "Is the Soviet Union imperialist" became questions that continually

irrupted into the discipline without there being any consistent attempt to comprehend

imperialism. Such a disjuncture perhaps leads to various lamentations that as a

historical category, imperialism has been omitted from IR.7 |

By raising the delineations and disjunctures in imperialism and IR, my

intention is to set the tone for how one might begin to examine the interconnection

between the two. Granted that there are many works on imperialism as there are on

IR, and that there is no single authoritative view on the constitutive elements of

either, how is it possible to study IR and imperialism, or for that matter, IR øs

imperialism? How is it possible to navigate the dense, historical terrain IR and

imperialism have traversed? The terms, delineation and disjuncfure are thus strategic.

I use them deliberately to convey the nature of the debates inherent in IR and

imperialism, and to show that the delineated lines of during or after empire, or

continuity and discontinuity in imperialism are futile approaches because they do not

take into consideration the temporal and positional disjunctures at their core. This

chapter then does a number of things. First, it examines a number of traditional

6Jim George, Discourses of Gtobal Politics: A Critical (Re)Introduction to Intemational Relations

(Boulder: Lynne Rienner, 1994) 7 5.

tttrillip Darby and A.O. Paolini, "Bridging Intemational Relations and Postcolonialism,"

Alternatives 19.3 (199Q: 379.
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positions on imperialism and then juxtaposes them to a new range of critical

consciousness that oppose them. Then, it recasts imperialism as a plactice of

textuality and subsequently enlarges its scope by showing how the extent and subject

matter of texts culturally convey western dominance. Finally, I suggest what is at

stake in reconsidering international relations as an impeialtext.

Tensions of lmperialism

It is not a small exaggeration to state that, at the end of the twentieth century, the

repertoire of narratives on imperialism has become an eclectic and dissonant mix of

academic conjecture, ideological positions, and rhetorical rantings. The basic

questions that characteríze the mainstream or canonical views of imperialism, like

what is imperialism, what constitutes it, what are (or were) its causes and effects, and

is it still existing, have become subjected to a wider range of contestation and

reinterpretation. Hence, like any other concept, imperialism across time, locations,

academic settings, and historical periods, has conveyed different meanings and

contexts. First, there is the strict, historically specific, and territorially bound

imperialism articulated by conventional historians, human geographets, and political

scientists. With such an understanding, there is an immediate rcfetence to partictlar

events based on world social relations framed according to a division between a

hegemonic metropolitan centre and a subordinate periphery. Because this conception

of imperialism requires various tanglble signs such as the imposition of colonial

administrative sffuctures, repatriation of colonial acquired funds and mineral

resources, the stationing of military outposts, and the enactment of unfair ffeaties, the

actors involved, definition, and physical extent of imperialism are easily quantifiable.

In this regard, it recognizes the west European states and Britain, and possibly the
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United States as either erstwhile or current imperialist powers. It allows for such a

definition of imperialism as Tony Smith's:

Imperialism may be defined as the effective domination by a relatively

strong state over a weaker people whom it does not control as it does its

home population, or as the effort to secure such domination... [On] a

political level, imperialism may be said to exist when a weaker people

cannot act with respect to what it regards as fundamental domestic or
foreign concems lor fear of foreign reprisals that it believes itself unable

to counter... When imperialism manifests itself directly its presence is

unambiguous enough: A political authority emanating from a foreign

land sets itself up as locally sovereign, claiming the fina1 right to
determine and enforce the law over a people recognized as distinct from

that of the imperial homeland.8

Furthermore, it also made it possible to declare "factvally" thatby the 1930s, the

geographicreach of empire had covered84.6% of the world's land surfacee or that

postwar decolonizafion legalistically ended the era of "high" imperialism' By saying

that this historical, geographical, or political view possesses certitude over what

constitutes imperialism, it is not my intentioî to Eeneralize or to ignore the myriad of

disagreements subsisting within it. Although there may be a lack of agreement over

such aspects as the causes or consequences of imperialism, or whether ceftain

ambiguous actions like Britain's actions in early 20th century China were imperialistic

there are still undoubtedly "essences" (in the metaphysical sense) that retain "purit5/"

in the meaning of imperialism. In other words, under this view one can speak about

British or French imperial experience that points definitively to a set of historical

events.

The second view differs from the first positing that there can neither be a simple

closure to nor a universalist or fact-driven history of imperialism. While the first view

relies on a tangible political structure like the state, the second derives from

tTony Smith, The Pattern of Imperialism: the (Inited States, Great Britain, and the Late-

Induitrializing World Since 1815 (Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University Press,

1981) 6.

eSee D.K. Fieldhouse, The Coloniøl Empires: A Comparatitte Survey from the Eighteenth Centuty,

2"d ed. (London: Macmillan, 1982) 373.
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economically determined processes surrounding Marxist views on production, capital

accumulation, class relations, and the consequent forms of exploitation. In this case,

the historical events surrounding imperialism are not so much "in themselves" but

both demonstrative of the relations of production and the purpose driven nature of

bourgeois history. An event like postwar decolonizatton does not act as a definitive

rupture in imperialism's history, but reaffrms the capitalists' authority to naruate

history without there being a corresponding change in the relations of production.

Hence, if imperialism ended with the grantíng of independence to former colonial

territories, this line of thought asks why there has not been any clear-cut resolution to

the continued economic and political disparities in the world. It also remains

skeptical towards the attainment of modernity and social progress that "the civilizing

mission" optimistically proffered. Marxist views of imperialism thrived on this

because the social problems after decolonization continued to underlie economically

founded core-periphery relations characterized by exploitation, dependency,

underdevelopment, and poverty. This is certainly not to say that Marxist theories

have been static but have dynamically appropriated recent ideas to account for the

phenomenon of post-decolonization imperialism. Hence, even though the writings of

J.A. Hobson and Lenin had been shaped specifically by the particular social

conditions of the early 20th century, such as foreign economic expansionism as a

result of falling profits in Europe or new forms of financing capítal, contemporary

Marxist writers have endeavoured to incorporate their ideas into current accounts of

imperialism.to Writers like Immanuel Wallerstein, Paul Baran, Giovanni Arrighi,

Andre Gunder Frank and Samir Amin have established theories of dependency,

t0 J.A. Hobson, Imperialism; A study (London: Allen and IJnwin, 1938); V.I. Lenin,

Imperialism: The Highest Støge of Capitalism (Peking: Foreign Languages Press, 1965).

D
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development, and underdevelopment that both retain classical Marxist impressrons

of imperialism and new social theories responding to contemp orary phenomena.tl

In an overlappíngway the third view conceives of imperialism and its questions

of causes and effects as a matter of categories. This view exempliflres the intellectual

preference given to organízing thought along categoÁcaI lines that include the

economic, the political, the strategic, the social, the cultural, the moral, and the

religious. While modern linguistic rules do not preclude the use of one category in

conjunction with others, there is usually always a necessity to situate a series of

statements (like an argument or a thesis) within one category. Thus the categorical

nature of imperialism is that which makes the following possible:

The basis for military supremacy was economic. Superior technology

meant s lllen to any

part of Possible to

finattc" oY them to
devastating effect. The motives for imperial expansion were also

predominantly economic. Some historians now seek to deny this, but the

men of the East India Company, the Spanish Conquistadores, the

investors in South African mines and the slave traders knew very well

For [E.M. Winslow, imperialism] remains a political phenomenon

which rests on force and he equates it "not merely with organized

capitalist imperialism but with the exercise of power by one group of
peòple over another, with the exploiting of the conquered and

subjugated. . . "13

The most commonly held and dangerous myth connected with the

modem empires is that they were great machines deliberately

constructed by Europe to exploit dependent peoples by extracting

economic and fiscal profit from them... None denied that it was

desirable for wealthy industrial states to help those with primitive
economies: but to base their claim to assistance on the premise that they

11 See Samir Amin, Giovanni Arrighi, Andre Gunder Frank, and Immanual Wallerstein,

Dynamics of Gtobal Cnsrs (New York: Monthly Review Press, 1982); Paul A. Baran and P.M.

Sweezy, Monopoly Capital: An Essay on the American Economic and Social Order

(Hammondsworth: Penguin, 1968).

t'Anthony Brewer, Marxist Theories of Imperialism: A Critical Survey (London and Boston:

Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1980) 2.

t'Tom Kemp, Theories of Imperialism (London: Dobson, 1967) I55-

,
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were exploited in the past was wrong. The myth of imperial profit-

making is false.ra

If Europe benefited economically from other parts of the world by

'exploiting' them, it was because of her immense military and economic
preponderance. Empire in the formal sense was merely one form in
which this was expressed, and had no colonial empires been created in
the nineteenth century Europe would still have taken whatever economic

assets she needed utt¿ ¿i"tutèd the terms on which she did so.rs

Like the second view of imperialism, the definiteness of what constitutes empire is a

lot more oblique, and in this respect, the categories are more than just containers of

meaning providing in greater detatl, a certaiî aspect of imperialism. Categorization,

in effect, conveys varying ethical values that are not always explicit. The concept,

"the economic" connotes a set of social relations (which by today's textbook

definitions) in the distribution and allocation of value resources may still involve

inequity and exploitation. But another concept like, "the military" or "political" is

more overdetermined in that the notions of physical violence and repression are

invoked in a keener sense. A statement such as: "while the imperial powers used

political, and in some cases, military means to subjugate the colonized, post-

decolonization imperialism is a lot more economic" attempts to suggest value-wise

that conditions are more favourable than before. Likewise, the claim that imperialism

is also "moralistic ot religious" tries to dampen its pejorative content by

incorporating a supposedly more benevolent side of "the civilizing mission" than in

the military or economic context. In historícizing the use of such conceptual

categories as movement along a spectrum of values, as in Fieldhouse and Smith, one

comes perilously close to an attempt at absolving Europe, Britain (and the United

States as well) of their imperial guilt. In other words, by saying that imperialism was

once formal, politically totalizíng, and is now mostly economic and cultural, on the

toFieldhouse 380-381.

ttFieldhous e 391-392.
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one hand tries to recognize that there are still limits to the emancipation of the

colonized while on the other hand framing imperialism as pfogless-oriented'

If there were to be any fundamental intransitivity among these views on

imperialism, it would have to be the "presentness" on which they are based.

Regardless of the periodicity or event-pafüøilarity of historians of empire, the

counter-history of class consciousness, or the atemporal categorízing of imperialism,

all views are anchored to definite, social conditions of the day. While these three

views are not so immediately suggestive of this "presentness," it is the fourth view of

imperialism that more neatly epitomizes it. Like many of the recent writings on

Marxist theories of dependency and (under)development, this view concerns itself

with the phenomenon of imperialism after decolonization. But it pretends to go

further by attempting to use world political events after decolonization to recast

imperialism as a more enduring form of global social relations tather than just

representing a rupture in world history. As a European conference on "Imperialism

after Empre" aimed to discuss, it was important to "take a fresh look at the

continuation of various forms of imperialist intervention, imperialist influence or

imperialist control, formal and informal, after colonial rule had ended, from about

1880 to the present day."t6In 1986 Wolfgang Mommsen and Jürgen Osterhammel

published the proceedings of this conference rn Imperialism and Afier: Continuities and

Discontinuities.tT Wh:ic the papers represented a farly diverse mix of area specialties,

history, and political science, there was an underlying and implicit consensus in

reformulating the concepts of empire and imperialism as well as the relationship

between the two. Although the spirit of the papers was to draw upon increased

'u'Wolfgang Mommsen quoted in H.L. Wesseling, "Imperialism and Empire: An
Introduction," Imperialism and Arter: Continuities and Discontinuities, eds. Wolfgang Mommsen

and Jürgen Osterhammel (London: Allen and Unwin, 1986) 34'

tt'Wolfgang Mommsen and Jürgen Osterhammel, eds., Imperialism and Afier: Continuities and

Discontinuitrzs (London: Allen and Unwin, 1986).
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historical knowledge since decolonization and to find an effective channel between

,,continuities" and "discontinuities" in imperialism, the papets were paradoxically

unable to elevate themselves from the "presentness" of history. Writing under the

shadow of American global hegemony, many of the papers found it necessary to

tailor explanations of imperialism so that they accounted for US political behaviour

that departed markedly from those of European high imperialism. Hence the

following redefinition of imperialism used by an essay on United States foreþ

relations is more context specific than illustrative of a comprehensive way of thinking

about imperialism.

[Imperialism is] something more general than just direct colonial rule; it
wilf encompass informal domination as well, including relations of
domination within the industrially advanced world. At the same time, it
will mean something more specific than mere inequality of power

between different nations and the effects of that inequality. Effective

control will remain an essential quality for the notion of imperialism.rs

But what is more pronounced in this set of papers is whether or not such a new

conception of imperialism could retrospectively be reinserted into history. In this

rcgard, the distinction between formal and informal empire features extensively in

the volume, and the originators of these terms, Robinson and Gallagher, were cited

very often. Yet the "presentness" of Robinson and Gallagher's musings were not so

much a cause for concern. In their 1953 article, "The Imperialism of Free Trade,"te

the authors were heavily influenced by the nature of US imperial power at that time.

Quite unlike the formalized system of colonial administration, overt intervention,

and physical suppression, the United States relied on more tacit, economic means of

control. This led them to speculate that empire could also be informal and that the

more important phase of British imperialism was not after the late 19th century but

ttKlaus Schwabe, "The Global Role of the United States and its Imperial Consequences,

IBgS-1g73," Imperialism and Ajler: Continuities and Discontinuities, eds.'Wolfgang Mommsen

and Jürgen Osterhammel (London:Allen and lJn-win, 1986) 16'
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during the precedingperiod.In this case, there is an attempt at reconsidering the past

exercise of powerbased on contemporury models.

There are indeed many more examples of narratives on imperialism. But for

the present purposes, the four views of empire mentioned here tacitly affirm that

since decolonization, any discussion of past or present imperialism has conceived it

as moving a\üay from tangible and overt structures of domination. But more than

that, these views highlight my notion of delineation in imperialism. That is the

measure of dif|erence among these views is framed through visible or "self-evident"

boundaries that sharply mark off the other or to allow for a dialectical interplay. For

instance, delineation results in the following statements. If imperialism is not defined

by this then it must be defined by that, imperialism has either ended or is still persisting

in other forms; economic imperialism is different fuommissionaty imperialism; or that

present experiences of imperialism allow for a fuller interrogation of past imperialism.

Although these delineated views of imperialism do have some merit, they are selÊ

contained, self-referential, and above all, claim to organize certain knowledge or

"facts" of empire that exist externally of one's consciousness. As such, while they

may show possibilities for different inceptions of international relations, they provide

little critical insight into how international relations as an academic discipline relates

to imperialism.

One important reason for the ineffectiveness of these delineated views in

establishing a more productive connection between imperialism and IR is that the

true scope and pervasiveness of imperialism has been largely undervalued. If the last

canonical view attempts to recast empire as informal control of colonized peoples as

well, it is the concept of "formality" and not "contfol" that becomes the subject of

'nR. Robinson and J. Gallagher, "The Imperialism of Free TÍade," Economic History Review 6

(1953): 1-15.
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reevaluation. "Control" in this case unwaveringly retains its basic references to

physical and political modes of domination, something that the other three views of

imperialism have in common. In the late 7970s, a diflerent approach to the concept

of imperial control, domination, and the consequences of imperialism on the

colonized came from a wholly diflerent channel within the westem academy.

Deriving in a mixed way from feminism, postmoclernism, colonial discourse analysis,

and postcolonialism, this approach provides an alternative way to reconsider

knowledge, power, culture, consciousness, and the psyche as elements of an intricate

web to which human subjectivity is bound. The notions of control and domination

are therefore not simply effects of power that are epistemically real or extemal to the

subjects upon which they are appLied. Rather, there is a prior system of knowledge,

one that is contingent on rather than independent of human consciousness, that

discursively produces the terms, conditions, and rules upon which control and

domination can have their eflect on subjects.

Under such forms of critical scrutiny, imperialism just does not have "surface"

effects that go away with decolonizatíon. Even though imperialism is associated with

the creation of hybrid societies out of its former colonial territories, and the

continuation of western forms of imagination, they arc generally not considered

inconsistent with decolonization. As Marion O'Callagban notes, the preoccupation

of imperialism has been with the formal structures of territorial control and

governance, while being oblivious to much more profound implications it has had in

transplanting western forms of imagination and consciousness onto its colonial

subjects. As a result, decolonization has often meant the end of formal territotial

control instead of an "attitude change" among the colonized.2O Taking this a little

2oMarion O'Callaghan, "Continuities in Imagination," The Decolonization of Imagination:

Culture, Knowledge, and Power, eds. Jan Nederveen Pieterse and Bikhu Parekh (London and

Atlantic Highlands, NJ: Zed Bools, 1995) 22-24.
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further, other writers have sought to rationalize that if imperialism had merely been

brute expressions of power and control, it would not have lasted as long as it did or

had such an efflect on the colonized. Hence, by surveying the disjunctive relationship

between colonization and imagination, Nederveen Pieterse and Parekh have

underscored three modalities of imperialism. First, colonial rule did not justif,i itself

on the propagation of modernity, instead it sought to create the subliminal conditions

that sustained western rule. Second, colonial rule would not have lasted as long as it

did unless western va(ues and. institutions were "grafted" onto the traditional base.

And third, colonial rule did'not cause a drastic rupture in precolonial histories of

colonized places.2t Imperiâlism is not merely about control now, but also creating the

conditions of nto*t.ig e for thatcontrol.

By reading imperialism critically, therefore, one can apprecíate how the

c-olro_q_tZation of irnagination works to bind subjects in both the metropole and the

periphery to narratives that legítímize the functioning and consequences of

imperialism. Conversely, it also allows for an opposite efFect, which is the resistance

to these operations of imperialism. The best place to demonstrate thre critical teadrng

of imperialism as legitimization would be the concepts of modernity and

modernízation. Instead of considering it simply as temporal effects of progress that all

peoples (regardless of cultural locationing) will inevitably experience, modemity is

understood as a typical response to how western man [sic] is to locate and order

himself in the various realms of nature, langtage',and the unknown.2'Because of the

overwhelming assumption that the natural world was divided between nature and

culture, between the observable and the yet-to-be observed, and between fact and

2lJan Nederveen Pieterse and Bikhu Parekh, "Shifting Imaginaries: Decolonization, Intemal

Decolonization, Post-coloniality," The Decolonization of Imagination: Culture, Knowledge, and

Power (London and Atlantic Highlands, NJ: Zed Books, 1995) 2'

22See Michel Foucault, The Order of Thtngs: An Archaeology of the Human Sciences (New York:

Vintage Books, 1994 ll970D.

\
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value, modernity immediately invoked an elision between progress and culture. An

effect of this on the people in the meffopole was thus what Mary Louise Pratt

considers aS "anti-conquest" where the very systems of observation and

representation afforded by modernity proclaimed their "innocence" and benevolence

while at the same time asserting European dominance of the petíphery.23 These so-

called powers of observation were in no small part responsible for organizing an

entire armada of scientific expertise. Something like anthropological ot geographical

"knowledge" of a "primitive" arrd"batbaric" non-western world and its inhabitants

were not merely objective representations tailored for western consumption, but

measures that legitimizedthe actions of imperialism.2a Tellingly so, the complicity of

modernity and imperialism had quite a diflerent effect on the colonized. Apart from

conditioning them to accept these "scientifi.c" narratives' affirmation of their

primitiveness, modernity also signiflrcantly evacuated much of the colonized peoples'

own sense of the world. In this sense, imperialism did not just involve the

colonization of physical territories, it also was the colonization of the periphery's

imagination. Likewise the temp oral, negated form of colonization, decolonization, is

not merely the removal of formal and physical structures of dominance, but as Satya

Mohanty says, is "defined as the process of unlearning historically determined habits

of privilege and privation, of rulingand dependency."2s

At this point, there is also a need to briefly mention some of the works of the

French intellectual, Michel Foucault. The reason behind this is not so much to

"¡¡¿ary Louise Pratt, Imperial Eyes: Travel Writing and Transculturation (London: Routledge,

1992) esp.7.

tosee for instance, Edward V/. Said, "Representing the Colonized: Anthropology's

Interlocutors," Critical Inquiry 15.2 (1989):205-225 and Trinh T' Minh }Ja, Woman, Native,

Other (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 1989).

,ssatya P. Mohanty, "Colonial Legacies, Multicultural Futures: Relativism, Objectivity, and

the ihallenge of Otherness." PMLA; Publications ofthe Modem Language Association of America -

110.1 (1995):110.
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provide a single theoretical exposé to the critical readings of imperialism, but to

hrghlight an ironic disjuncture between the pervasiveness of imperialism's effect on

the colonized and the possibility for resistance. Foucault has established two crtitques

of modern thought: the symbiosis of power and knowledge (i.e. power/knowledge)

and the oppositional antagonism between power and resistance. In the one instance,

Foucault inverts (not reverts) the Baconian assumption that knowledge is power by

fusing the two entities together. Unlike the Marxists, where there is a definite

unidirectional relationship between the production of bourgeois knowledge through

class power, Foucault warns that neither term is reductive as "po'wer and knowledge

directly imply one another."26 Such a fusion professes an underþing propensity in

imperialism , that there is no easy resolution between imperial power and modern

knowledge. If either concept were to be suddenly fused, then the operations and

extent of imperialism would become more entrenched and subversive in ueating a

colonial subjectivity no amount of decolonization is able to resolve. Although

coming from a different angle, and one that includes the further occlusion of third

world women from colonial discourse, it is the totalizing impact of imperial

power/knowledge that results in what Spivak conceives as the speechless and

voiceless subaltern.2T In a different vein, Foucault also situates power not as abe all

or end all of the human condition, but that it has a counter-effect. In other words, for

Foucault, "wherever there is porwer, there is resistance."28 This may contradict the

'6Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison, trans. Alan Sheridan (London:

Penguin, 1977) 26-28; see also Michel Foucault, Power/Knowledge: Seleaed Interviews and

Othàr Writings 1972-1977, trans. Colin Gordon, Leo Marshall, John Mepham, and Kate

Soper, ed. Colin Gordon (Brighton, Sussex: The Harvester Press, 1980).

2TGayatri Chakravorty Spivak, "Can the Subaltem Speak?" Colonial Discourse and Postcolonial

Theory: A Reøder, eds. Patrick Williams and Laura Chrisman (Hemel Hempstead:

Hertfordshire, Harvester V/heatsheaf, I99 3) 66-l ll .

" Michel Foucault, History of Sexuality, vol. 1, ffans. Robert Hurley (London: Penguin, 1978)

95-96.
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seeming totality of power to some extent, but then it is the only assurance Foucault

can have in avoiding a theory that makes human subjectivity static and immutable. If

there were no resistance, in any form, to power, then there can be no changes in the

human condition. A to rmperialism then, resistance (although not necessarily

via Foucauldian theory) is the very element that perhaps gives rise to different critical

consciousness so vital to any discussion of postcolonialism.

That imperialism is both possessive of a totalizing power that leads to the

dilemma of subaltern, and capable of being resisted against is not an unresolvable

contradiction. It is contradictory to some extent, but paramount to demonstrating a

number of disjunctures that imperialism has in connection with

modernity/modernization, power/knowledge/ destre, colonization/imagínation, and

representation/ambivalence. By saying that imperial power has produced a hybrid

subjectivity that cannot but mimic the ways of the west, one strategically exemplifies

a side of imperialism that the westem, mainstream academia has long ignored. It is to

point out the poignancy and the phght of the dispossessed, the exiled, and the

marginalized, and to expose the very starting position one must take,if the true

meaning of decolonízation were to be sought. But by saying that there are

possibilities of resistance against imperial power, then one draws on and begins

where the previous understanding of imperialism culminates.

lmperialism and Textuality

If imperialism were to consist both in delineation and disjuncture, and that it is in the

latter substance that the relationship between knowledge, domination, and the

formation of meffopolitan or peripheral subjectivities are most productively exposed,

where then can one find testaments to such practices? What artifacts can \ile appeal

to in order to unravel the complicity between imperialism and modernity, imperial
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power/knowledge and the colonized's consciousness/imagination? These

relationships are far more subliminal than the overt notions of control and

domination in a delineated view of imperialism. As such, they require a level of

critical scrutiny that is more illustrative of the way systems of meaning are produced

and received. V/hile there are many artifacts that allow for this, it is the notion of

textuality that best serves my purposes. Textuality, in this sense, is not just the vetbal

act of transmitting information that is often encoded in writing, but as a useful

textbook definition explains, is the praetíce by which different signs are combined.2e

Beyond its pedestrian, everyday use, textuality is a dense system of meaning

production that consffucts a phatic relationship between rcceiver/producer and the

social, cultural, or political context that grounds any partícular text. There are

therefore countless perspectives that surround any given text. For example, from the

sender to the addressee, from the writer and the naffatot, from text as an entity in

itself to the text that is infinitely open to interpretation and reinterpretation

(polysemy), or from the text's natative as being reliant on other texts

(intertextuality). As such, texts can take the form of academic writing or fiction; they

could be art forms like painting,theatre, music, and cinema; and they can also be

functional such as a building, or household appliance. Even more so, they could be

actions we can view from a position (e.g. Two people shaking hands in public)'

How is imperialism then encoded as textuality? Let us briefly look at the

example of the TV and motion picture series, Star Trek.3o To many readers, Star Treþ

is a familiar example of the science fiction genre that depicts the missions of the

tn Tony Thwaites, Lloyd Davis, and Warwick Mules, Tookþr Cultural Studies: An Introduction

(South Melboume: Macmillan Education, 1994) 67.

30The Star Treþ series has by now become a gigantic cultural "enterprise" comprising of
different television and movie "spin-offs," merchandising, and its cult following. In this

chapter, however, I refer specifically to the original TV and movie series with such characters

as Kirk, Spock, and Bones McCoY.
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United Federation of Planets in interstellar explorations that are occasionally beset

upon or thwarted by other(ed) "aliens." More specifically, the series is about the

voyages of the crew on board the USS Enterprise and their encounters with

"unknown" civllízattons and life forms, and also about their Machiavellian cunning

in eluding enemy aliens that are usually technologically more advanced and

militarily more powerful. Read purely as fiction, Star Trek is mere fantasy and

fabulation. It is all in good fun. Or is it? Virtually no film critic today will ignore the

political and philosophical content of Star Trek, and it is no small surprise that

analysts point to its many defining characteristics. From its allusions to real world

political events, to the social construction of identity and otherness, and to the

questioning of human life and frarTty, Star Trek has invited much speculation about

the relationship between its narratives and worldly circumstances. Imperialism stands

very much as one crucial aspect, although it appears a lot more oblique, considering

the historicalpe.iod(the 1970s until the present) in which the series is produced. This

obliqueness is best evidenced by the misalignment of Star Treks narratives of

imperialism, and it is this that exemplifies the textual density of the series. Many

viewers will not miss ,Srør Treþ's references to the 15th or 16th century themes of travel,

exploration, and discovery. The Enterprise and its crew could be rcad as

metonymically standing for a community possessing the methods and power to

travel, to observe, and if need be, to destroy. Historically, Europe comes to mind. In

the opening sequence, audiences hear the captain provide a voice over of the theme

of the series, and the background, a starscape, serves to displace historical "teality"

from science fiction. The continuing mission of the Enterprise, the captain announces,

is to "seek out new life and new civilizations, to explore strange new worlds," and to

"boldly go where no man has gone before." This text is easily transposable back into

western history's "age of discovery", but if the entire ambit of Star Trekwotúdbe
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considered, there is a misalignment in narratives because the series suspiciously

appears to miss the control, domination, and violence that came in history's wake.

For instance, some viewers may argve that Star Trekis opposed to violence because it

puts its faith in the "prime directive," a clause that expressly prohibits any member of

the Federation from interfering with the history and development of any new

primitive civilization encountered. The directive becomes a symbol of opposition to

empire and domination.3l

By a more critícal reading, however, this misalignment is a lot more devious

not just in preventing a presumed correspondence between fictive and historical texts,

but also in disguising the possibilities of reading Star Trek against a discursive

backdrop that is more politically involving. The misalignment of narratives in Star

Trek, thercfore, is to warn that textual connections are not so much with historical

parallels as they are with present mindsets, that specifically, Star Trekis an American

cultural artlfactthat conveys a number of standpoints about imperialism. Imperialism

with all its accomp anyíng features of violence, colonization, domination, and

displacement is in today's ethical terms, considered an abercatton of humanity. Yet,

subtler but nonetheless rapacious actions of observation and the imparting of

civilization and modernity are held more positively. It is as if to say that

retrospectively (and especially in the US where there traditionally was supposed to be

very strong opposition against colonization but support for "self-determination")

some aspects of imperialism were bad but others were good. Then there is also the

persistence of nostalgialor or fantasy about establishing formal colonies and imperial

3tThis is to some extent the argument put forward by Thomas Richards. He believes that Star

Trek, without a doubt, draws heavily on historical experiences of imperial "contact and

conflict." Richards is, however, unable to reconcile the moral consciousness in Star Treþ

because of the presence of the "prime directive." This non-interventionist principle is to
Richards a reconciliation for the violence in European imperial history. Richards fails to
appreciate the continued imposition of westem liberal culture, as well as the impetialgaze,

thät continues to dominut. ih" narr-atives of Star Treþ. Thomas Richards, Star Trek in Myth

and Legend(London: Orion Media, 1997) 10-57.
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travel that the IJS was, comparatively speaking, not a participant of. When

reincorporated into the nanatives of Star Trek, these contemporarized features of

imperialism illustrate that far from markíng a departure from empire, the series was

productive of it. Star Trek not only exemplified the ambivalence between the brute,

physical violence associated with empire and the more "tolerable" practices of

imperial observation, but also in allowing for transformations to be made to ethical

perspectives without giving up western fantasies of imperialism.32

Lest the example of Stør Trek become too obscure in drawing a connection

between imperialism and textuality, let me then describe some aspects of texts

relevant in this discussion. First, all texts call for the displacement of an interior

socio-cultural space, a set of ground realities that allow for the texts to have meaning

among its audience. In a sense, texts cannot be in themselves because they not only

say something about the contexts that produce them, but also construct those

contexts from which they derive. Hence, western texts are constituted by the famlíar:

family relations, civil society, political ideals, class, gender, scientific knowledge,

body consciousness, concepts of right and wrong, and So on. When Anne

McClintock declares that gender, class, and production are interconnected with

imperialism, and then goes on show their displacement in, for example, artistic

representations of America as a woman, or domesticity and the "cleansing" of

32There are quite a number of arguments one may make on this issue. In particular, the

concepts of ãiscovery and exploration lar exceed their colonial contexts because their

historical setting has 
-become 

so ingrained onto the consciousness/imagination of the west

that even today, cultural texts continue to reflect fantasies about those experiences. Such

persistence is ávident in many texts, not just in Star Trek, as they elucidate an ironic

ãir;rr.r"tg. between their worldly references and fantastic settings. As Richard Phillips

strésses, colonial novels that relied heavily on themes of adventure, discovery, and

exploraiion did not necessarily face extinction when most of earth's surface was becoming
,,kilown" and conquered. Instead, it leapt from the domain of the earthbound to the realm of
science fiction. Richard Phillips, Møpping Men and Empire: A Geography of Adventure (London

and New York: Routledge,1997) 7 '
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empire in British soap advertisements,33 she is illustrating this text-context

relationship. But more specifically, it is Edward Said who sees such a text-context

relationship as a matter of "worldliness." In Said's view every text, no matter how

divorced it may be from ground reality, forms an inextricable bond with its "social

world, human life, and the... historical moments in which lit is] located and

interpreted."3n And far from being politically distant, worldliness bears the hallmark

of certain social ffaits. One of Said's examples is the movement between filiation and

affiliation. Through the loss of the biological family in western society, there has been

an underlying desire to retain that structure through surrogation. Affiliatively, it is

social institutions , organizations, belief systems, world orders that artifically provide

for a "compensatory" family. According to Said, this movement towards affiliation

has implications for textual worldliness. First, it is productive of forms of

specialization. Second, it produces cannonicity by urging for the inclusion of texts

that belong to a "famtly" of westem tradition. Thfud, affiliation leads to the

assumption that westem humanities represent the "natttral and proper" subject for

study and that conversely ,literary studies ought to exclude texts that do not fall into

these categories.3s

Another aspect of textuality is that all texts ate purveyors of a partictlar

cultural gaze. This repeats the popular dictum that "there is no view from nowhere."

The gaze, in this case, is certainly not casual observation. Instead, it is a potent form

of object construction through what Kaplan tetms as "looking relations."3ó These

"Anne McClintock, Imperial Leather: Race, Gender, and Sexuality in the Colonial Conquest Q\ew
York: Routl edge, 1994).

tosuid, The World, the Text, and the Critic 3.

"Said, The World, the Text, and the Critic 22-24.

'uE. Ann Kaplan, Lookingþr the Other: Feminism, Film, and the Imperial Gaze Qirew York and

London: Routledge, 1997).
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looking relations are also a form of power relations as they establish the fixed and

specific positions from which a given textual object is beheld. As such, the gaze can

be considered as a set of rules, system of address, any narrative must observe before it

can be accredited with the right to observe its object. The direction of the gaze

specifically infers the presence of an active subject as opposed to a passive, lisible

objcct.37 A good example of the gaze and its implications can be seen in Star Treþ.

Quite simply, all viewers know without hesitation that members of the Federation

and especially the crew of ttre Enterprise represent the heroes in the series. It is

unsurprising then to note that it is from their perspective that the series' narratives are

based. Even though scenes may switch from the bridge of the Enterprise to show the

events on a Klingon ship or on an "alien" planet, there is still a narrative continuity

that directs the way the plot unfolds. To some extent, this continurty is elaborated

from the particular position of the protagonist, and it is this position that best relates

to the gaze within each episode or movie. The nanative continuity is only one aspect

of the gaze as the series' worldliness invokes another sense of a western cultural gaze

that makes the narrative plausible. The protagonists relentlessly epitomize "tectTfied"

virtues of western culture. They are "teformed" imperialists. They are proponents of

modernity. They uphold human [sic] rationality, as well as ideals of freedom,

liberalism, and humanism. On the other side, the aliens (both benign and hostile) are

embedded with the mark of difference-incivility, barbarism, irrationality, sensuality,

and belligerence-that conffavenes the protagonists' virtues. In order for there to be

narrative continuity, it is the cultural gaze thatforces the contravening position of the

aliens to be subsumed by the protagonists. Transposed onto contemporary looking

relations, it is possible to evidence the cultural gaze Star Treþrelies on is gtounded on

normalízed, universalized western values before the other can be observed.

3TKaplan xviii.
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For imperialism then, the gaze lnas number of telling effects especially in the

way the dominating and colonizing subject is central to all narratives,3s and the

colonized is made a mefe object of study. As Kaplan says, "it's an objectiffing gaze,

one that refuses mutual gazing, mutual subject-to-subject recognition."3e Pratt's

concept of "anti-conquest" that I have briefly referred to, is also then an instance of

this "imperial gaze." The whole genre of travel and exploration writing even before

the start of formal colonialism, conveys not just a position of observational

superiority but also the rhetoric of (dis)possession. In a word, Pratt summaizes the

effect of the textual gaze and its effect on its European readership as the conception

of the western self as the "monarch of all I see."aO While such instances of the

imperial gaze was constituted within the metropole, it did eventually have displacing

efflects because western narcative rules and address had come to supplant the

colonízedpeoples' ability of self-representation. This is why it was important to make

a distinction above between the sender and addresser of the text. A native of Papua

New Guin ea may write a particular text on the anthropology of tribal customs in his

country. But because anthropology requires methods of observation, analysis, and a

langaage that is derived from a western perspective and position, the actual identity

of the sender is not as relevant as the address of the text itself. The sender may be a

native of the object of the study, but its gaze may still be inherently westetn.

Between the worldliness of texts and the gaze inherent in them, it is possible to

mention a number of implications in relatíng imperialism to textuality. First of all, if

texts are, as Said says, "worldly," then they are innately responsible for constituting

the world they serve to represent. As texts of imperialism, they legimítize colonialism

3sKaplan 78.

3eKaplan79.

aoPratt, Imperial Eyes, esp. p. 201
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and the very violence that accompanies the dispensation of imperial power while

disciplining the colonial subjectivities in ways receptive of western domination.

Therefore, the textuality of imperialism was the representation of non-Europeans as a

mark of difference: uncivilized, subhuman, servile, and in so doing cast the imperial

project as a form of divine intervention or permitted occupation, and in

contemporary terms, can be seen in texts that upholcl a certain western gaze. Second,

to think of imperialism as largely constituted through textuality is not to ignore the

physical acts of violence, displacement, and plunder but to reinscribe them as a

system of reading texts whose worldliness has otherwise been lost. Many critics have

expressed reservations that thinking in terms of texts often distance one from the

ground reality of imperialism, which is physical violence perpetrated by the west.al

This is certainly true to some extent, but as Boehmer justifies, analyses of

imperialism's textuality "[ofFers] insight into the imperial imagination, [and] the texts

of empire give some purchase on the occlusions of human loss which operated in

colonial representati on."42 As such, Boehmer provides the first step in reconsidering

textuality as something more than representation. As I have tried to show here, to

read empire as a text is not to surrender all contingent actions to the matter of

writing. Instead it is to allow for readíngof these actions when they have been hidden

behind texts. Third, in regarding imperialism as constituted through texts, it is

possible to more clearly discern the disjuncture between historical "facts" of empire

and the fantasy that surrounds it. Because of the worldliness of imperial texts, there

are infinite positions that are productive of it. More than just being indicative of the

history that surrounds them, they also reveal the desire or fantasy that provide

alSee McClintock, Imperial Leather: and Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, "The Rani of Sfumur,"

Europe and its Others, vol. 1, eds. Francis Barker et al. (Colchester: University of Essex, 1985)

131; Elleke Boehmer, Colonial and Postcolonial Literature: Migrant Metaphors (Oxford and New

York: Oxford University Press, 1995) 20.

a2Boehmer 20-2L
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different narratives with their form and shape. Therefore, a televisual and cinematic

text like Star Trek may appear to be removed from reality, but reading it as an

imperial text exposes the intersections between its historical specificity and the

fantasy to extend these histories albeit in revised ways.

lmperialism and Culture

The concept of textuality as I have alluded to above is widely defined to include

something more than just written texts. Using abroader understanding adopted from

cultural studies, I have tried to show that texínlity is a dense system of social

encoding. To think of imperialism as constituted through textuality is, therefote, to

assume that there are practices that embed the references to empire, its justifications,

its meanings, and its influence on social consciousness into various texts. But if texts

are only a medium that represent or signiff some aspect of material reality for their

readers, then what is the nature of this reahty that is represented? If all texts are

worldly and perpetrtate a specific gaze, then how can we latently grasp these

conditions of worldliness or situate the rules and narrative address that underpin the

gaze? In other words, what is this discursive environment that makes texts possible?

And how do we reconcile the ability of texts to have some swing in producing this

environment as well?

In varying ways, social critics have attempted to come to terms with these

questions by formulating a number of imaginative ideas. Terms like ideology,

patriarchy, discourse, background consensus, habitus, and speech situation have been

deployed to demonstrate how politícized textual production is. But perhaps the term

that best encompasses these ideas and provides a better sense of the partisan,

disjunctive affiliation of texts is the notion of culture, a term that should be more

strategic than descriptive. Let us then briefly examine two of Edward Said's books
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that interrogate the relationship between culture and text. In Orientalism, a 1978 study

of western representations of the "orient," Said tacitly interweaves Michel Foucault's

notions of power/knowledge and the production of discourse with Gramscii's ideas

of hegemony.a3 Notwithstanding the incommensurability of the two theorists, Said

was able to elucidate a side to imperialism that was hitherto unexplored. It was not

simply that there was an in-built cultural mechanism that accounted for the west's

propensity to dominate, but that there were subtle, micro-political strategies afoot to

construct an understanding of the Orient in ways amenable to that domination.

'Writes Said, "[the] relationship between Occident and Orient is a relationship of

power, of domination, of varying degrees of a complex hegemony. ' . The Orient was

Orientalized not only because it was discovered to be 'Oriental' in all those ways

considered commonplace by aî avetage nineteenth-century European, but also

because it could be-that is submitted to being-made Oriental."aa While Said devotes

the entire book to many textual examples of the purpose-driven nature of Oriental

representation, such as geographical writings, anthropological inquisitions, history,

and philology, it is the manner by which these texts have a cultural grounding that

incites criticalreflection. If these texts merely served to represent fragments of reality

or fabulation of the Orient, then how can they have such a determining and

perpetuating effect on the Occidental readership? To no small extent then, the

relationship between Orientalist texts and Occidental culture is for Said located in

what has now come to be known as colonial discourse. Deriving in an interrelated

way from Foucault and Gramscii, colonial discourse owes its pervasiveness to a

communicative attitude that enforces its participants to observe an akeady-

determined relationship between the Europe and its peripheries that is botl:'totaliztng

a3Edward W. Said, Orientølism: Western Conceptions of the Orient (London: Penguin, 1978).

oosaid, Orientalism 5-6.
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and presumed to be "teal." This leads Said to say that the Occidental cultural context

is too drivenby its preoccupation to constructthe "Orient" than itis selÊaware of its

own intentions. Culture and text are therefore constituted by,

a whole series of interests' which, by such means as scholafly discovery,

philological reconstruction, psychological analysis, landscape and

iociological description, it not only creates but also maintains; it ¡s,

rather than expresses, a certain will or intention to understand, in some

cases to control, manipulate, even to incorporate, what is a manifestly

different (or altemativ is, above all, a discourse that
is by no means direct, nship with political power in
the raw, but rather is in an uneven exchange with
various kinds of power..., power intellectual..., power cultural...' power

moral.as

While Orientalism signified a movement to understand culture and text as

inseparable elements of colonial discourse, criticisms mounted against Said on a

number of accounts. In particular, his ironic distinctions between a realíty that is

always socially constructed and a reality that truthfully depicts the image of the

Orient, the one-sided nature of his discussion (only from the point of view of the

Occidental), and the lack of room in his work for postcolonial resistance.aó Since then

Said has written a so-called sequel, Culture and Imperialism, to rectiff some of these

deficiencies. Although the underlying relationship between culture and text remains

unchanged, the overall project has also become one of subverting these cultural-

textual strictures. Said's objective in Culture and Imperialismís to provide a means by

which it becomes impossible to think of the west without having its inseparable

relationship with imperialism in mind. In other words, the west is constituted by

imperialism and all texts emanating from this location, no maffer how far removed

they may be, are instances of it. Such a position may raise disagreements over how

totalistic imperialism is or if one could be overindulgent in the polysemy nature of

otsaid, Orientalism 12.

a6See Robert Young, Wite Mythologies: Writing History and the West (London and New York:

Routledge, 1990) 126-140. Also see Aijaz Ahmad, In Theory: Classes, Nations, Literatures

(London and New York: Verso,1992) and Dennis Porter "Orientalism and its Problems," The

politics of Theory, eds. Francis Barker et al. (Colchester: University of Essex, 1983).

t
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texts. Said sidesteps these issues by introducing the term, "conttapuntal reading."

Borrowing from a polyphonic style in western classical music, Said conceives of the

worldly content of texts as multiplicitous, counteracting, and yet not selÊsubsuming.

It follows then that contrapuntal reading involves the reading of an ignored or

forgotten worldly referent of a text back into it without necessarily displacing its

dominant one. For Said's concern with imperial worldliness, then, contrapuntal

reading is "a simultaneous awareness both of the metropolitan history that is

narrated and of those other histories against which (and together with which) the

dominating discourse acts."4] It is as Pratt rightly sees, a "readíng that consciously

tacks back and forth the 'activated imperial divide.' Where there is domination, it

seeks also the expressions of resistance; it discovers by crossing the divide, both the

presence of the imperial referent in the denying metropolitan text and the historical

processes that the text has excluded."as In other words, conffapuntal reading

strategically unravels textual practices as culture constituting elements at the heart of

imperialism.ae

V/hat sense of culture do we receive from Orientalism and Culture and

ImperialismZ Ironically, Said takes the effìort of providing two conceptions of it in the

latter work. First, culture involves "the arts of description, communication, and

representation, that have relative autonomy from the economic, social, and political

otsaid, Culture and Imperialism 59.

otMury Louise Pratt, "Edward Said's Culture and Imperialism: ASymposium," Social Text, voI.
12,no.3 (Fall 1994)3.

onGeotg. Wilson presents a clarified understanding of Said's concept of contrapuntal reading.

While lt distills the understanding of the term in certain levels, it finds problematic the

natative density any text possesses and wonders if the attempt to read backwards and

forwards between intemal/external structures are too "atbitrary and tendentious." George

Wilson, "Edward Said on Contrapuntal Reading," Philosophy and Literature, I8 (1994):265-
273.

u
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realms that often exist in aesthetic forms."sO This Said believes includes the

"specialized knowled ge" one might find in the western academia. In the second

instance, culture "is a concept that includes arefining and elevating element, each

society's reservoir of the best that has been known and thought."sr Here, culture

becomes more emotionally invested as it implies the construction of identity or

invokes political or ideological contest. Yet considering the entire force of Said's

oesyre, he seems to be somewhat disingenuous in arriving at these positions on

culture. At least the sense of culture that one gets by reading Orientalism and Culture

and Imperialism is a lot more profound than can be contained by these two ideas.

Said's sense of culture seems to be tailored towards a more potent implication of

culture as ímperialism.s' The two ideas elaborated do have weightage but must flust

address the overwhelming power it brings to bear in producing texts and show

disjunctively where resistance could be manifested. In other words, Said seems to see

culture as a subjectivity-forming element that diverges between the meffopole and

periphery but converges toward some utilitarian end (eg. legitimizing colonialism).

Culture also refers to microstrategies available for resistance. For the purposes of this

thesis, therefore, the notion of culture is certainly not the generic reference to culture

as the group identity-defining social practices like customs, religions, rites, roles, and

linguistic preferences. It is too simplistic, does not allow for textuality to be

understood as a constitutive of it, and also fails to allow for culture to be appteciated

as something more relational or something proscribed by power. Deriving from Said,

a mote productive concept of culture teeters between a mechanism that is at once

productive of and constituted by texts (sign systems) and a hegemonic colonial

tosaid, Culture and Imperialism xli-xili.

tt said, Culture ønd Imperialism x11i-xv.

s2See Bill Ashcroft and Pal Ahluwalia, Edward Said: The Paradox of ldentity (London and New
York: Routl edge, 1999) 87-1 1 3.
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discourse that is also imbibed by resistance. In the concluding section therefore, I

demonstrate how this notion of culture, and its affiliation with texts may offer

possibilities in examining the imperialism-IR relationship.

International Relations in lmperial Culture and Textuality

In this chapter, while I have mentioned a number of things about imperialism, it is

the role of delineation and disjuncture that most appropriately situates the

complexities behind its uses, its projects, and its manifestations. Delineation, in this

regard, stresses on the differences between methods, periodicity, and forms of

accounting for imperialism as a phenomenon involving material relations of

dominance and subordination across the globe. Disjuncture, on the other hand,

conceives imperialism as a disciplinary project that has far more profound an impact

on peoples in both the metropole and the periphery. It is the incommensurable

asynchronicity between colonizer and colonized, between imperial power and

postcolonialism, and between projects that heuristically essentialize and projects that

posit resistance that disjuncture serves to highlight. In other words, in what is

currently called, the "decolonized" world, there cannot be a historical rupture

marked by "neocolonialism" or simply a world occupied by a different imperial

power (the United States) casting an altogether different experience of subjection.

Rather, one must begin by inquiring how the very premises of human subjectivity-

one's consciousness, imagination, knowledge, cultural preferences and

receptiveness-remain honed to a largely western one, and how resistance towards

this could be effected. I also sffessed that such impressions of disjuncture are best

seen in textual practices and how they constitute imperialism. Because texts are

worldly and claim to speak/ observe from a position of authority (the gaze), they are

testaments that not just encode or represent a desired way of looking at the world, but
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also serves to reafftrm and relfy it. Finally, texts do not operate alone without some

epistemological or some ideological, discursive foundation. Hence, imperial culture,

broadly interpreted, was used to imply the deep-seated, subversive preconditioning its

producers and consumers must akeady be located in order for texts to have their

efflect. In this case, imperial culture also involves the rules, the recognition of

possibility and commonsense, the way reality is to be sensecl (here moclernity is an

important aspect of imperial culture), and the mechanisms to prevent their

transgression.

What is required now is for international relations to be situated as a

disjunctive corollary to imperialism that neither subsumes one category to the other

nor compromise its ability to provide an adequate account of imperialism's

pervasiveness. Let me then reconsider textuality and culture by revisiting Star Trek.In

the earlier example, I argled that the misalignment of narratives (narratives of the

filmic textthatdo not form a perfeúparallelwith historicalnanatives) in Star Treþ do

not undermine the consistency of the imperial text in the television and film series.

Rather, they work powerfully to intertwine and displace a pattícular historical

narrative, a moral position, and certain imperial fantasies with each other. However,

to read Star Trek as an imperial text was sufficient for the pulposes of the argument

then. But being produced from the late 1960s onwards, Star Treþ has also got to be

read as an international relations intertext because of its affiliation with the cold war

and the corresponding selÊconstruction of a "heroic" American identity.s3 Viewing

from the dissensions between the United States and the Soviet Union, and their

scramble for allies in the Third World, the division of the Universe into Federation

space, Klingon space, and the neutral zone in Star Trek serves to unwaveringly

t3Jutta Weldes, "Going Cultural: Star Trek, State Action, and Popular Culture," Millennium

28,t (1999): tI7-134.
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promote a gaze loyal to American values of freedom, democracy and selÊ

determination. A typical premise of Star Treþ is the indisputable right to exploration

in the name of universal peace, science, progress, and discovery, and this is the logic

that sends the crew of the Enterprise into the neutral zone. Their many exploits there

are often challenged by the Klingons whose bellicose, tyrannical, and

uncompromising demeanour compels them to refuse recognition of the Enterprise s

right to explore. Hence resulting in a tension between the protagonist and antagonist

that usually sees the Enterprise as triumphant because of the unshakable faith in their

values. Star Trekis not just a moral play depicting the ascendancy of one set of values

over another: it is contextually specific because it extrapolates the conflict between

the US and Soviet Union in a moral space that postulates the potential supremacy of

modernity and llberal values. So in the early 1990s, in accordance with the

triumphalism that followed the end of the cold war, it was the Federation that

prevails and the Klingons forced into rapprochement. To quite an extent, the IR

intertext is immediately implicated in Star Trek because one has to be culturally

grounded in the discursive circumstances surrounding the events of the 1970s and

1980s. In order to appreciate Star Trek, one must be privy to the way linguistic tokens

of the day like Vietnam, bipolarity, the Non-aligned Movement, détente, national

security, and interventionism find theif way into the filmic text.

However much Star Trek can be located in the intertext of international

relations, two interesting points stand out to demonstrate that such readings have to

be done in conjunction with imperialism. If the Star Trek universe were to be divided

into four character groupings (each with its own position in the moral hierarchy of

the narrative), the crew of tlrre Enteryrise, thetr allies in the Federation, "non-alígned"

yet-to-be "discovere d" civtlizations in the neutral zorre, and the enemies like the

Klingon race, then there wouldbe a perfect consonance with the American division
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of the world. For example, writing about United States foreign policy in 1987 , Johan

Galtung describes the selÊconstruction of America aS "God's own country," a nrrolal

affrrmation that led the US to view the world accordingto four parts.5a First, heading

this taxonomy was the United States as embodiment of all that was "good," followed

by its allies that abided by its principles of free market economy'

Judaism/Christianity, and liberal democracy. The third category was countries at the

periphery, which includes the Third World, while the fourth consisted of the

"archetypal evil country" that contravened those principles. Such a division can

certainly be read through a moralistic IR text, but alone, this fails to consider the

broader processes of affiliation that have been part and parcel of imperial practice'

Using Edward Said's distinction between filiation and affliation, Anne McClintock

speculates on the western hierarchical ordering of human societies and the biological

worth of each one of them.ss It was not an overt strategy as such, ascribing a "famlly

of man" that ranked civilizations according to their skin colour, as it was an innate

projection owing to the supercession of the organic family (filiation) by adopted

social institutions (affiliation). By projecting the loss of the biological family and a

need for replacement, transposing processes of affiliation onto aî order of

civilizations met this need, while fulfilling imperial desire and racism at the same

time. Says McClintock, "the trope of the organic family became invaluable in its

capacity to give state and imperial intervention the alibi of nature."56 Likewise, in

Star Trek there is no clear basis for the kinds division in its universe. While the

worldly conditions of the series force one to identiff this division with the American

toJohan Galtung, "IJnited States Foreign Policy: As Manifest Theology," IGCC Policy
paper no. 4 (San Diego: University of Califomia Institute of Global Conflict and

Cooperation, Ig87). On the theme of hierarchy in the Star Treþ universe, see also Weldes

128-129.

ttMcclintock, esp. ch. 6.

s6McClintock 45.
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moral ordering of international political space, it is also past imperial projects of

racial-civilization ordering through affiliation that give some meaning to Star Treþ's

nafratlves

The other aspect that makes it impossible to separate the imperialist intertext

from that of international relations in Star Treþ is the constant cross-referencing

between the two texts. Star Trek's allusions to imperialist travel, exploration, and

ideological colonization are themes that can be easily discerned, but because the

series spans a considerable number of decades it has take into consideration the

changing social and political conditions that inform Stør Treþ's worldliness.

Especially at the end of the 1980s and start of the following decade the succeeding

TV series, Star Trek: The Next Generations, was to be even more sensitive to sexist and

racist prejudices that were present in the earlier series while also being mindful of the

fragtlity of the world outside the United States. In the ftnal Star Trek movie, The

(Jndiscovered Country, one finds extremely compacted nostalgia because the original

series had now come to an end and that it had to provide an appropriate transition to

The Next Generation series.sT All this had to be done weaving in the changes in the

underlying cultural and political circumstances without necessarily relinquishing the

basic premise of limitless interstellar travel and exploration. What makes The

(Jndiscovered Country distinctive is, by the screenwriter's admission, the film's aLlempt

to parallel the end of the cold war and to provide a moral lesson to those who feel

there is much to lose by its ending. This movie tells the story of the dying Klingon

Empire, unable to persist with the arms race with the Federation. The opening

sequence depicts a Chernobyl-esque explosion on the moon of Praxis, one of the

Klingon's most impofiant energy and mining sources. In a bid to forestall further

s7 Star Treþ W: The (Jndiscoyered Country, dir. Nicholas Meyer, with William Shatner, Leonard

Nimoy, DeForest Kelley, etal.,Paramount Pictures, 199I.
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degeneration, the Klingons led by their Chancellor Gorkon appeal to the Federation

for a peace treaty. This effectively allows the movie to become a debate between the

Federation hawks-C aptainKirk included-who summarily decides that it is either a

ruse or if it was real to "let them die," and the doves who see this as an historic

chance for peace. The crew of the Enterprise is subsequently charged with the task of

conveying safe passage for the Chancellor through Fecleration space so that he could

come to earth for the peace conference. Along the way, a number of Federation and

Klingon officials who would prefer for the enmity to persist between the two sides,

collude to derail the peace process. Gorkon is assassinated under the care of the

Enterprise and Kirk and McCoy are wrongly accused, arrested by Klingons, and

convicted for the murder. The Enterprise rescues Kirk and McCoy from their life

imprisonment on a labour camp, but learn that anoth er peace conference , called by

Gorkon's daughter, Azetbur, was going to jeopardized by another assassination

attempt. The film resolves with the Enterprise arriving in time for Kirk to protect the

Federation President from an assassin's phaser.

Lest the imperial text be lost it is the film's concluding moments that reveal its

worldliness. After the assassination attempt, with the culprits safely apprehended,

and as the delegates compose themselves, this exchange takes place between Azetbur

and Kirk:

Azetbtr: 'What's happened? What's the meaning of all this?

Kirk: It's about the future, madam chancellor. Some people think the

future means the end of history. Well, we haven't run out of history
quite yet. Your father called the future the undiscovered country. People

can be very frightened ofchange.

Azetbur: You've restored my father's faith.

Kirk: And you've restored mY son's.

The reading one gets out of The (Jndiscouered Country through the IR intertext is

undeniably clear. This is that in all attempts at brokeringpeace, especially at the end

of the cold war, there will always be uncertainty together with the presence of
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elements, fearful of its portents and equally rcady to subvert it. One must therefore

rise beyond pre-existing fears to accept the possibitity óf international peace. But

there is also another side to this. Even though the use of the "undiscovered country"

as a metaphor for the future appeaß to be a fleeting, passing comment at the film's

end it is this very notion thatprepares for new spatial-temporal confusion that is to be

found in Star Trek's succeeding TV and movie series. The epilogue is particularly

revealing. As the Enterprise is about to leave Camp Khitomer (where the peace

conference had presumably come to a successful end) the crew receives orders to

retum to spacedock where the ship will be decommissioned. In a moment of

reluctance Kirk again defies the orders and instructs his helmsman to go towards the

"second star to the right and straight onto the mornin9l' an arbitrary point in space

for one last and optimistic exploratory mission. As the film cuts to an external shot of

the ship receding into the statscape, Kirk provides his closing monologue:

Captain's log stardate 9529.L This is the final cruise of the starship
Enterprise under my command. This ship and her history will shortly
come under the care of another crew. To them and their posterity will
we commit our future. They will continue the voyages we have begun,

and journey to all the undiscovered countries, boldly going where no
man, or no one, has gone before.

Here, two apparentþ parallel tracks inhabit the film's narrative.On the one hand,

there is the continuing mission of legitimate and physical imperial úavel, while on

the other hand, a pronounced concern about the future of international peace. Here,

the temporal-spatial confusion that arises interestingly weaves post-cold war anxieties

with that of imperial travel. It is as if to say thatbecause it is natrxal and justifiable

for (western) man to travel and explore the unknown, the uncertainties of peace, no

matter how insurmountable it appears to be, canbe overcome by imperial travel.

By once again pointing to the example of Star Trek,I attempted to clarif,i the

intertextuality between imperialism and international relations, and to lay the ground

for a perspective that makes it impossible to separate the two. In a word,
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international relations especially in its academic incarnation has to be understood as

imperial practice,just as the presentness of conceiving past and contemporary forms

of imperialism must be understood as an expression of IR. If the Star Trek seties lends

itself to demonstrating such a relationship, then there are many other instances in

texts claiming to have a more academic function that this can be ascertained. What

this calls for then is the understanding that academic IR is just as textual as

imperialism is, and that both are located in a western cultural ground where its

proliferation exposes the ambivalence between its own sense of particularity and

universal pretensions. Therefore, there is a necessity in going beyond the stated

objectives of the discipline and to interpolate new readings that expose micro-

political strategies of dominance implicit within it. As I have mentioned in the

previous chapter, although there is definitely no single "discipline" of international

relations, there is an overt but tacit affïrmation that any incarnation of the discipline

must possess certain representative capabilities. In pafiícvlar, IR must be able to

abstract, analyze, survey, or explain political transactions between communities in

the world. But the ability to represent the world is never devoid of a pre-existing

prejudice, one that forces observers (regardless of their claims of objectivity) to gaze

at the world according a framework that derives quintessentially from western

philosophy and culture. The dilemma, for example, is that many IR texts do

demonstrate selÊawareness of their cultural bias: they either resign themselves to a

world that is unchangeably western in designss (and therefore amenable to westem

styles of analysis) or are unable find a position to extricate IR from its cultural

grasp.tn To observe the world from a position or perspective does not necessarily

58See Adam Watson and Hedley Bull, eds., The Expansion of Intemational Society (Oxford:

Clarendon Press, 1984).

t'Many works within IR's third debate take this broad position. There are too numerous

works in this genre to mention. Good examples ate, apart from the ones already referenced

are: R.B.J. Walker, Inside/Outside: Intemational Relations as Political Theory (Cambridge:
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implicate IR with imperialism, but to read it as a form of "anti-conquest" is to

connect it to a larger textual tradition that is imperialist. What this means is that

there is no innocence behind IR's disciplinary gaze as it constitutes a world that

allows for western dominance, if not by physical then intellectual means.

IR as "anti-conquest" is thus consonant with many of the disjunctive features

of imperialism I have described above. First, IR just like imperialism is not only a

textual practice that requires a massive system whereby values, morals, and

prejudices are encoded, but is also an intertextual performance through which

seemingly unrelated texts are actually dependent on each other in the production of

social meaning. As Michael Shapiro says, to read IR as a text is "to inquire into the

style of its scripting, to reveal the way it has been mediatedby historically specific

scripts governing the interpretations through which it has emerged."60 This critical

stance is certainly not new, as a large amount of work has been produced in the

postmodern or poststructural vein to reemphasize IR's textuality. For instance, in

Der Derian and Shapiro's volume , International/Intertextual Relations, much stress has

been placed on the ctoss-associations of IR with such texts as sports, defence

manuals, the spy novel, and pseudo-political statements against terrorism.ó' While

there is much to be benefited from such readings, there is no clear exegesis on

querying tlrre larger imperialism-IR intertext that seems to encompass so much of the

Cambridge University Press, 1993); Christine Sylvester, Feminist Theory and international

Relations in a Postmodern Era (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994); Richard Ashley

and R.B.J. Walker, eds., special issue on "speaking the Language of Exile: Dissidence in
Intemational Studies," International Studies Quarteþ 34.3 (1994); and Pauline Rosenau,

"Once Again into the Fray: Intemational Relations Confronts the Humanities," Millennium

19.1 (1990): 83-110.

60Michael J. Shapiro, "Textualizing Global Politics," Intemational/Intertextual Relations:

Postmodem Readings of World Politics, eds. James Der Derian and Michael J. Shapiro Q'trew

York: Lexington Bools, 1989) 12

6'James Der Derian and Michael J. Shapiro, eds., International/Intertextual Relations:

Postmodem Readings of World Politics (New York: Lexington Books, 1989).
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postmodern "wofk." This is where the two concepts of "worldliness" and the "gaze"

may be instructive. By saying that IR's textuality is worldly, one does not only infer

the discursive conditions that constitute the text, but also to take into consideration

Said's departure from postmodernism. That is, even if IR's texts are worldly and

open to any number of interpretations, there is a Latently real understanding of the

world that has been deliberately ancl manifestly (mis)represented. It is such a starting

point in worldliness that allows for some form of resistance to be eflected against the

imperialism-IR intertext. In a similar manner, by linking IR's textuality to a

particular gaze, it is possible to make the cultural basis of observation more evident

and in particvlar to demonstrate the certitude of superiority inherent in it.

Second, both IR and imperialism's textuality mediates a cultural ground in

varying ways for subjects at both the metropole and the peripheries. If culture is to be

understood as a subjectivity-forming element that works differently to bind peoples at

the metropole and periphery to a false sense of commonality, then IR as much as

imperialism is constitutive of it. Such a culture frames the world as a déjà la, a wotld

structure akeady arrived at, consisting of sovereign states and whose interactions are

determined by conflict, cooperation, war, andpeace. Accordingly, an IR culture such

as this assumes that there is no need for emancipatory action because all the world's

subjectivity is presumably determined by an historicalfait accompli that can never be

undone. Clearly, as Amaturo insists, there is a need to investigate the link between

international power and culture, and also to inquire if instances of textuality are

enough for this task.62 Said's method of contrapuntal readíng ean therefore be

exffemely useful in navigating the imperialism-IR intertext in the uncertain waters of

culture. As I have demonstrated through the reading of Star Trek,both imperialism

6' Winifred L. Amaturo , "Litetattfie and International Relations: The Question of Culture in
the Production of Intemational Power," Millennium24.I (1995): l-25.
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and IR must be seen as counterpoints to the dominant narratives of interstellar

exploration and úavel As such, the presentness of the textuality of imperialism and

IR cannot be read without each other. The important point to note is that Star Treþ's

assþment within a fictive science fiction genre is not a matter for concern. What is

vital is that it occupies the same cultural location as imperialism-IR intertexts do.

Contrapuntal readíngs of "factive" or "scholarly" texts of IR are therefore crucial

since they can reveal so much more about mechanisms of western dominance.

Finally, rcadinginternational relations as imperial culture and text is to expose

the ambivalence between a celebratory attitude that is directly attributed to the

presumed superiority of westem values and its perpetuation as a universal doctrine.

Let me conclude this chapte r by rcferring to some textual and cultural questiont {-

implicitly raised by Martin Wight's famous essay, "'Westem Values in International

Relations." In his essay, Wight inquires into depth in which "western values" are

reflected in diplomacy and international relations.ó3 As theoretically rich and dense as

the essay is, Wight is unsystematic about his explanation of what are western values

except to relent that they are mired in plurality or political biases of the day. Yet, he

remains tnfazed as he takes the essay through (what is now known as) the "English

school" of realism or the concept of "intetnational society" and how order and

intervention are variously conceived. Wight emetges at the end of the discussion to

declare that in cteatinga"middle ground" between individual "moral necessity" and

collective "practical demands," the practice of intemational morality best

encapsulates the spirit of western values.6n But what is one to make of the imperialist-

IR intertextuality of this essay? Certainly, a number of silences and elisions stand out.

ó3Martin Wight, "'Western Values in International Relations," Diplomatic Investigations: Essays

in the Theory of Intemational Politics, eds. Herbert Butterfield and Martin Wight (London:

George Allen and Unwin, 1966)89-131.

uowrght 120-131.
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One can easily point to a forgotten delineation in Wight's project. If he claims to be

searching for or recovering "western values" in IR, then there must be a set of values

in IR that is either non-western or presumed to be universal. The former is totally

ignored as Wight celebrates the "habitual intercourse of independent communities,

beginning in the Christendom of western Europe and gradtally extending throughout

the world."ut What is the non-\Mestern is succinctly incorporated into this inevitable

intercourse and stricken from the ability to speak against these westem values. This

however is only the basic critique of V/ight and alarger question must be addressed.

'What is Wight looking for in his essay and why is he doing this? The answer is not

found within the discourse of IR itself, but must be framed according to imperial

practice. This calls for'Wight's essay to be read against Ranajit Guha's "Not at Home

in Empire." At first glance, one might declarc that there is no connection whatsoever

between Wight and Guha. 'Wight is addressing cultural values in a globalized social

ptactíce, while Guha is strategically highlighting an irony in the British

administration of colonial India.6ó Howevet, when read contrapuntally, Wight's

essay actually depicts a sense of cultural loss. Just as Guha deftly denies that the

British ever exercised mastery over their Indian subjects but that they were

overwhelmed by a sense of homelessness, displacement, 1oss, and anxiety, so too is

Wight with regard to IR. By the 1960s (when Wight's essay rwas written), IR had

already leapt across the Atlantic and become apptopriated by the American

academy. So thoroughly was the discipline redesigned according to a positivist

methodolo gy that the IR that emerged out of the US pretended to speak about a

natrxal, universal world with no accreditatíon to its intellectual and cultural

forebearl, Thus, overwhelmed by his own universalizing tendency in silencing the

6tv/ight 96.

66Ranajit Guha, "Not at Home in Empite," Critical Enquiry 23.3 (1997): 482493
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non-western world, Wight, like the British in Guha's essay, has displaced himself

from a culturally superior position from which to speak. To search for western values

in IR, is for Wight, an admission of his cultural loss and anxtety.6T

6'For a discussion on the sense of anxiety and loss in imperial practices and its cross reading
with the fear of infantilization and impotence, see McClintock 26-27.
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Chapter Three

REPRESENTING OTHERNESS
IocatÍng CoIonÍaI DesÍre Ín

InternatÍonal RelatÍons

Throughout the history of imperialism, there has never been a static or time-resistant

way of describing the relationship between the colonizers and the peoples, lands, and

cultures they came to control. To a large extent, such a relationship could be

understood as the colonizers' attempt to negotiate questions of sameness and

difiFerence under the influence of philosophical understandings about human liberty,

modernízation, and Christianity on the one hand, and material, strategic, and

political considerations on the other. But beyond this the context of

sameness/difference in which the colonized was situated fluctuated dramatically

across time, colonies, and imperial domains. Were the colonized inherently the same

as the colonizers, or \ryere they different? Under what conditions were the colonized

considered different? And with what structures of affiliation, symbols, metaphor, and

metonym was this diflerence to consist in? Formulating an answer to these questions

is undeniably risþ and potentially succumbs to reductionism. Yet these questions

did, in one way or another, form part of the debate within policymaking and

academic circles at the metropolitan centre. For instance, the debate between Las

Casas and Sepuelveda in the 16th century revealed the internal tensions in how the

colonized were to be represented. This and many of the deliberations that followed

took place within severely bracketed terms, and as such the coexistence of sameness
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and difference in the colonized remained paradoxically unresolved, and at best,

deferred in favour of the expression of an imperial will or desire.

As this chapter attempts to establish, starting with this sameness/difference

parudox and noting that there is a recurring will or desire is not necessarily reducing

avery complex history into simple phenomenon. In effect, it inclusively redirects the

concept of colonial "otherness" as both an enduringfeature of the relations between

the west and non-west, and as an innately mercurial strategy of imperial dominance.

In this regard, there is no better historical epoch than the twentieth century to note

this aspect of colonial otherness. In particular, one might ask how the process of

otherness continues despite the widespread changes that have taken place after

decolonízation and the imposition of monolithic global political structures? Or

whatever happened to the world that was once teeming with people having difflerent

appearaîces, geographies, and socio-cultural habits could become the international

world we inhabit today. Everywhere in the world, the experience is noted to be the

same. We are now all sovereign subjects of an anarchic world where military power,

competition for scarce resources, and effectiveness of production and

communications determine our outlook and ordering in international life. What

happened to the pafücular identities that were so necessary for imperial conquest?

What role do they play today?

In a sense, this chapter seeks to contribute to these questions by interrogating

the relationship between international relations (IR) and a broad institutionalized

field of the earlier colonial disciplines. By this term, I am referring to the academic

practice of observation, description, analysis, theorization, and even prediction that

was so prevalent in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. In pafücular, disciplines

like anthropology, ethnography, philology, history, and geography were certainly not

the dispassionate and objective practices accorded to them through modernity.
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Instead, to use Edward Said's term broadly, they were "Orientalist." 'While 
Said had

argrsed that these disciplines were complicit with European desires of conquest and

occupation by representing the Orient in ways amenable to the interests of

imperialism, these disciplines can be seen as having a larger geographical scope,

rationalizing and legitimizingBurope's imperial presence throughout the world. Thus

in many ways, sojourners to the non-European lands, armed with western academic

methods, brought home with them ever increasing knowledge about the mysteries of

the soon-to-be occupied world, set in its strangeness, exoticism, barbarity, and

sensuality. Consciously or unconsciously, the repatriated travel writings, novels,

academíc reports, and other bits of information fed into a complex colonial

machinery, one that harboured ambivalently an economy of desire, domination, and

civilization.

It is the turn of the twentieth century that presents a number of problems

because these disciplines faced a crisis that are associated with a syndrome described

by Ali Behdad in Belated Travelers. By this time (even by the mid to late nineteenth

century), travelers to the Orient had come to encounter a world that was rapidly

losing its strangeness and exoticism.l While colonial assimilation to some extent

started to convert the unfamiliar into the familiar, it was the abundance of writings

about the orient thathad made it extremely difficult for anything new to be said. For

these colonial disciplines, the changing historical circumstances such as the

dissolution of the British and French empires and the impossibility of novelty posed a

serious challenge. Typically this was the inability to reconcile the desire of retaining

the non-western person in his or her exotic, primeval, and native state while lauding

the teleological thrust of colonialism. This was the success in transmogriffing the

tAli Behdad, Belated Travelers: Orientalism in the Age of Colonial Dissolution (Durham and
London: Duke University Press, 1994).
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colonized lands and their peoples into thriving, developed clones of the modernized,

western world. Thus retreating into a form of insularity, many of these colonial

disciplines began to retrain the zones of interest. While many of them kept an eye on

tribal societies, they fell under a general miasma of political correctness, thereby

refocusing their objects of study on the other within themselves, the strangeness and

incomprehensiveness of western societies and cultures.

Emerging alongside these disciplinary transformations were newer disciplines

seeking to address the perennial, post-decolonization problems of hunger, poverty,

and political mismanagement that have become characteristic of the Third World.

The result was disciplines such as developmental economics, Third World studies,

comparative politics, and area studies. But it is perhaps the arrival of international

relations in the early twentieth century that best underscores and elucidates this

problem of belatedness and colonial desire. I do not deny that the way traditional

colonial disciplines as practiced today are able to provide insight into the continuity

of imperialism or the perpetuation of neocolonialism, as social practices in their

transformed historical settings are problematic in their own right. But in contrast to

IR whose tensions between universalism and particularism underpin complex modes

of colonial otherness, colonial disciplines possess alinear gazebetween the observer

and observed that is too statically unidirectional. For reasons I shall explain later in

the chapter, IR possessed an ambivalent structure that allowed for the discipline to be

constructed overtly as objective and universal assessments of global life while

subversively and inconspicuously retaining a referential system of otherness. By this

reasoning, IR represents an imperfect "completion" in the imperial teleology

consisting of microscale, strategic vacillations between the world that is an end

product of colonial tutelage and the world that will forever be divided between the

western self and the non-western other.
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For now let me provide a few more justifications as to why IR should be

understood as an imperial discipline as contrasted to the traditional colonial

disciplines. Having been institutionalized at the end of the first world war, IR was

present at the scene of so many epochal developments: the outbreak of the second

world war, the dismantling of European colonialism and the emergence of many new

nation states, the ascension of the United States as the postwar imperial power par

excellence, and the onset of the cold war. As such, in the strictest sense, IR did not

have to serve in the actual establishment of physical colonies as the colonial

disciplines and was partly a product of very different historical circumstances.

Nonetheless, despite its emergence at the end of formal empire, IR shares the same

discursive space of imperialism that gave rise to the colonial disciplines in therfirst

place. Trupped between a latent desire of imperial domination on the one hand and

modernity's teleological thrust towards global oneness on the other, IR exemplifies a

new disciplinary practice interweaving imperialism with the creation of the

"decolonized" subject. In this respect, it is the persistence of the "imperial

unconscious"' in IR that highlights the discipline's complicity w:ith the operations of

imperialism.
'Where such terms of reference barbarism, incivility, primitiveness,AS

and effeminacy were used characteristically to describe the colonial world, the

hagmentation of the international world into anarchy, conflict, belligerence, and

m:Íitarization leaves little to the imagination. Such descriptions aÍe merely

relocations of western disciplinary practices from one register to another without any

fundamental alteration to the desire for the other

At a time when there is an increasing confusion and conflation between the

universal and the particular, and between sameness and difference, the placement of

2Latra Chrisman, "The Imperial Unconscious?: Representations of Imperial Discourse,"
Colonial Discourse and Post-Colonial Theory: A Reader, eds. Patrick Williams and Laura
Chrisman (Hemel Hempstead: Harvester Wheatsheaf, 1993) 498-516.

.D

I
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IR as an imperial discipline raises disturbing issues especially with regard to the

location of the missing signifier, the colonial other. Are the former colonial subjects,

as understood by the imperial teleology, brought out of darkness? Or are they stül

wandering in a landscape marked by the complete destruction of their cultural

uniqueness, the subsuming of their identities into a western constructed sense of

global uniformity, and yet will never be equal to their western counterparts? In the IR

that is presently studied in non-western academic centres, this is surely seen in the

lack of symmetry between the physical location and the texts being used. Here,

academicsyllabi especially in the more theoretical areas of the discipline are virtually

dominated by Angto-American writers; and even if these texts were written by

writers outside the west they tend to borrow heavily from the western theoretical

canon. This chapter therefore has a number of objectives. If the previous chapter

sought to demonstrate that contemporary expressions of both imperialism and

international relations could not be thought separately, and that they are textually

interwoven, this chapter tries to consolidate this idea. It argues that IR can be \
considered an imperial discipline because it possesses a fundamental desire for

otherness that is split benveen colonial assimilation and the retention of the non-

western subject as permanently difflerent. In other words IR articulates the imperial

desire for an objective representation of a "finished" llberal egalitarian world

contradicted by the permanent defenal of the non-western subject's arrival on this

scene. For the traditional colonial disciplines, such a desire cannot be so aptly

expressed because by the turn of the twentieth century their observational linearity

that tends towards local and the societal are unable to account for the global

consciousness that IR pretends to hold. The central concern of this chapter is

therefore not so much to compare IR with the colonial disciplines but to demonstrate

how otherness is used to fuel contemporary expressions of western dominance. It is

'
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on this concept that this chapter begins, stressing that examining otherness as a

delineated entity may arouse critical consciousness of its presence in any disciplinary

practice, but it is through disjuncture that the ambivalence of otherness can best be

appreciated.

Representing the Other

The notion of otherness is without doubt a complex philosophical concept. It

circulates around a person or a grovp of people's source of identity, ways of knowing

andbeíng, and perceptions of society and culture. But any knowledge of otherness is

also historical, cultural, and circumscribed by interplays of power and dominance as

much as by fantasy and desire. For this reason, there is no pure or pre-discursive way

of coming to terms with otherness without confronting the particularity of this

concept. Thus, there is the possibility of expressing the commonplace but fallacious

assumption that otherness and its adjunct, difference, pre-exist all forms of knowing

and being. This is the assertion that for everyorre, at any time and place, certain

groups of people, their geographies and socio-cultural habits, are recognized as

relationally different. Quite simply, everyone, in varying circumstances, either others

someone eise or feels that he or she is correspondingly other to that person. Hence in

many ways, the other person is marked as different because he or she possesses

certain temporal, spatial, or bodily essences that are irreconcilably dissimilar. For

example, the other could be another person, of another sex, gendet, class, country,

race, nationality, ethnicity, spiritual dimension (such as a deity), language, and

culture. This list is definitely not exhaustive and if anything alludes to the

circumstantial nature of alterity; that the mark of diflerence that matters or conveys a

special significance to a person depends on the occasion. In short, this transcendental

view holds that otherness and the tendency to other is common to all because we aÍe

t
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already primordially situated in interactive social domains and are phenomenally

guardians of particular identities.

Conceiving otherness as a universal signifier may ultimately be elusive because

another view holds that nothing can be ahistorical or acultural because "our"

constitution as pafücuIar subjects possessing certain identities and knowledge

frameworks precedes any experience of alterity. As sttch, before any theorization can

be made about the concept, otherness first confronts this question: did otherness exist

before the Enlightenment, before the onset of the imperial age, and outside of western

philosophy? To a large extent, the answer to this resides in the negative since any

history of a concept is already preconceived in the present. Edward Said's claim that

otherness and its adjunct, diflerence, possess talismanic properties therefore makes a

lot of sense.' 'Where their functioning was understood to reaffirm the magisterial

centrality of the self and identity, the "magical" or "metaphysical" rediscovery of

otherness and difference, so to speak, is "profoundly conditioned by their historical

and worldly context."4 AS such, any expression of otherness-no matter how

straightforward or commonsensical-forms a seamless consonance with the long

intellectual lineage that includes continental philosophy (Hegel included),

psychology, phenomenology, and anthropology. The point here is not so much that

this intellectual tradition was so potent that any notion of otherness spilled over from

its disciplinary boundaries and onto everyday langtage. Rather it is to suggest that

both the "secular" and "sacred" langvage of otherness are interconnected via the all

encompassing network of Enlightenment thought and the way modern memory

serves as a repository for the ever changing inscription of ethical values and social

3Edward W. Said, "Representing the Colonized: Anthropology's Interlocutors," Critical

Inquiry I5.2 (1989): 2I3.

asaid, "Representing the Colonized" 2I3.
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meanings onto otherness. otherness can therefore not be ahistorical because such

networks or memory repositories have become so ubiquitously global that it may be

impossible to find a pre-Enlightenment perception of the concept'

If any understanding of otherness is always a cultural and historical trope, then

how can one begin to examine its relationship with particular formations like

imperialism and colonialism? Specifically, by recognizing that all claims about the

commonality of otherness are rooted in the Enlightenment, one establishes awareness

of preconditioned ideas of alterity masking as universality. But this limits the

possibility of a recuperative strategy of exposing and recovering the myriad of

identities and margrnalized subject positions that have been subsumed into

modernity's system of otherness. It is not my intention to ofler a solution to this

problem. However, by recalling the notions of delineation and disjuncture

(introduced in the previous chapter), in their counterpoising scope, it is possible to

arrive at a sense of otherness that is both enabling and productive. Both delineation

and disjuncture do not pretend to be outside of history or purely descriptive of an

existing social cultural order, but are correspondingly critical and strategic. By

framing a given social situation as something that is delineated, one calls to attention

a relational setting whose divisiveness, fissures, and boundaries have been hidden

behind a monolithic schema of sameness, uniformrty, and universality. For the

project of modernity and its interconnected features of Cartesian rationality and

progress, otherness is a delineated entþ in accordance to three interrelated contexts.

In brief, they are the creation of the sovereign Cartesian subject through the binary

paking of mental and "real world" concepts, the ascendancy of universal and

objective facts, and the possibilrty of mediating these facts between their real world

source and subject recipients through systems of representation. According to such a

schema, otherness attains an essential property. It no longer resides in its own unique

t
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and diverse state but has to be juxtaposed with certain selves as well as a whole raîge

of binary pairs like rdentity/dtfference and subject/object in order for otherness to be

meaningful andhave a sense of purpose. But what is more egregious is through the

presumption of universality otherness becomes purely an entity well within the

capabtlity of modern systems of knowledge to represent'

If anything, delineation serves to show that critically it is possible to accentuate

the presence of otherness and the myriad of subject positions that constitute it when it

has otherwise been subsumed by the universalizing tendencies of modernity. This

alone is however not enough because by thinking of otherness as a delineated

concept, one reinforces the selÈother divide without being able to account for the

internal contradictions and inconsistencies that modernity harbours towards alterity.

This is where thinking about otherness as disjuncture may prove to be instructive.

'While delineation merely incites awareness about the separateness or bounded

presences in the Enlightenment thought, disjuncture proceeds to demonstrate that

what is delineated, hence paradoxical, incommensurate, and contradictory, need not

be problematic because it exposes the true ambivalent nafiire of modern thought.

Moreover, disjuncture moves strategically towards the recovery of the other. Let me

provide an example. In recent years, there has appeared within the western scene of

the humanities and social sciences a critical consciousness about the delineated figure

of alterity. Materializrng broadly as feminism, postmodernism, and

poststructuralism, this consciousness sought to provide a practical channel through

which the marginalizedand silenced other could be recovered. In part this was due to

ethical reconsiderations and cultural transformations in which the western academy

was situate d, anddue to its worldliness such a consciousness straddled between being

effectively praxeological and mired in its own cultural grounding. The question it

seemed was to what extent was this critical consciousness capable of breaching the
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delineated fixture of otherness while being located in a particular cultural context?

Could there be any discussion of otherness that did not reinforce the western systems

of reference? For some critics, this proves to be difficult. Since modernity tolerates

internal dissension and feeds on dialectical contest, the delineated critiques of

otherness do not always stand outside of and apartfromit. Instead, this awareness of

the other is to critics like Homi Bhabha a "limit text", the anti-western trope that

does not provide any effective emancipation.5 Even for the philosopher Emmanuel

Levinas, who has been noted for promoting a notion of otherness that defies western

rationality,ó his refusal to identiff any subject position the other could occupy

continues to subjugate the identities that have been effaced by modernity. By

eradícatíngthe essences of the ratíonal subject such positions inadvertently vanquish

otherness and, to many critics, undercut an efflective form of identity politics. By

thinking of otherness disjunctively, however, it is possible to circumvent some of the

problems posed by delineated otherness. Disjuncture does not seek to recover a

notion of otherness that is pre-Enlightenment, non-western, or pre-discursive. Rather

it begins by recogni zing that the ironies inherent in the recovery of the other, such as

the presence of the west in such an action, can subsist with basic identities. Thus for

the contributors to Social Postmodernism, it is a form disjunctive thinking that begins

with the fundamental critiques of modern universalism without losing sight of

particular identities that form the basis of political action'7

ssee Homi K. Bhabha, "Difference, Discrimination and the Discourse of Colonialism," The

politics of Theory, eds. Francis Barker, Peter Hulme, Margaret Iversen, and Diana Loxley

(Colcheiter: University of Essex, 1933) 195. Many other works are avalable along this line of
ihought. See also ZiauddtnSardar, Postmodernism ønd the Other: The New Imperialism of Westem

Culture(London and Chicago: Pluto Press, 1993). Also see the arguments in chapter 6.

óSee for instance, Elizabeth Grosz, "The 'People of the Book': Representation and Alterþ in

Emmanuel Levinas," Art and Text26 (1987):3240.

TSee Linda Nicholson and Steven Seidman, eds., Social Postmodernism: Beyond Identity Politics

(Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University Press, t995)'
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This disjunctive categorization and reinsertion of identity politics through

otherness unsurprisingly play a vital role in how imperialism and colonialism has

come to be reassessed. While earlier academic studies have preferred to concentrate

on the physical and formal structures of imperial control, otherness as disjuncture

forces one to reconsider the role of power and identity. Because it was no longer

possible to extricate the actual physical projection of imperial power from Cartesian

rationality, the vast system of scientific and cultural knowledge that was maintained

over the colonies \Mas complicit with imperial interest and ideology. A Iarge

consequence of this was that knowledge about the people and cultures that

imperialism encountered became part of a cosmopolitanism (far from being truthful

accounts of world heterogeneity) that was complicit with an ever-glowing appetite for

expansionism, territorial acquisition, and tesource exploitation. The world came

immediately made up of strange people, entities, and objects that were essentially

different from what the western man was lamtliar to. In brief, a world of others: other

races, other cultures, other languages, other sexualities, and other geogtaphies. But

what is even more potent about this form of othering was the presence of an imperial

gazethatprevented a reversal of the location of the other on the same terms.

The Ambivalent EconomY of Desire

In an exemplary display of the density of colonial practice, Anne McClintock

,discusses how domestication and tropes of "cleansíng" activate a very complex

attitude towards the colonial other.s In particulat,my attention is drawn to the 19th

century Pears' soap advertisement that features a white child attempting to bathe a

sAnne McClintock, Imperial Leather: Race, Gender, and Sexuality in the Colonial Conquest $\ew
York and London: Routledge, 1994), esp' 207-23I.
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Pears Soap Advertisemenl
Reproduced from Anne McClintock,

lmperial Leather (1994).

black child.e In two "before and after" scenes, a radical transformation takes place,

ostensibly to emphasize tJne effectiveness of the product. While the before scene

shows a somewhat bewildered and dourlooking black child being soaped in the

bathtub by a white child, the after scene reveals the end result. The black child is

astonished and even elated to discover that his body has successfully turned white,

although his visage remains discernibly black. In spite of the exaggerated

effectiveness of the product, the white consumer forms a phatic bond with the

advertisement because it occurs within a densely cross-layered system of

signification. Thus a public memory of many past experiences, values and ethical

positions, and the use of metaphor and metonymy intersect and fuse to provide that

advertisement with certain meanings. In other words, the scene of (partial) racíal

change as a consequence of cleansing mobtTízes and integrates discrepant ideas to

e Mcclintock 213
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express a larger and more coherent expression of imperial desire. For instance, this

involves the conflation of domestic or household chores with it tperial responsibility;

the encapsulation of a g\oba| political action (imperiatism) within a Iocalized

economy (the sale of soap within Europe); the presumption that fair complexion is

universally valorized; and the expression of a desire to transform the colonial other to

the same while also restricting how far this could go.

McClintock discusses the significance of this advertisement in greater detail,r0

but for the purposes here, it is the density of colonial practice, described by the Pears

advertisement as penetrating two surface layers of western culture, that needs some

attention. First, instead of merely encouraging consumption of a commodity, it

reveals a deeper social and psychical will over the black or coloured person. Second,

it goes beyond a caricafixe of a typical scene of colonial encounter by stressing that

imperialism is not merely a conscious or deliberate effort to colonize or to dominate

the subject peoples. Instead, what this density does is to mobilize an entire gamut of

actions, texts, and signs that are unique to that historical epoch. It further

demonstrates that the contradictory, ironic, and paradoxical layers of meaning

surrounding them work in consonance to produce a form of imperialism that is more

in tune with the psyche and lived experiences of the colonizer. In sum, it confi'gures

an economy of desire comprising of a system of exchange that cuts across the social

realm and the individual to determine how otherness is to be regulated. Tellingly, this

system not only regulates the transactions within a repository of collective social

knowledge and experiences (capitalism, patriarchy, imperialism, colonialism,

empiricism, etc.) but also disperses and recollects the individual psyche into these

transactions. Thus, to this point, a number of examples used to elaborate a

disjunctive fusion between disparate texts or entities have drawn on the functioning

to Mcclintock2l4
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of this economy. In the previous chapter, I tried to argue that imperialism and

international relations were intricately interwoven. This is largely due to their

location in this economy. Even in an earlier part of this chapter, I emphasized that

both the (empirical) quest for laws of nature in the physical sciences and the study of

tribal peoples could be read as harbouring views consonant with colonial othering.

Again, this is because that economy of desire was pÍesent. But if the location of the

colonial other were to be more effectively articulated, then it would be the following

scenarios that are most outstanding. For instance, how does colonialism enact a will

to civilize or modernize its others and yet need to sustain them as essentially different

and inferior? How does the colonizer maintain a stereotype of the other that is split

between one of revulsion and as an object of fantasy? How can there be a celebrated

\Mestern canon (in the arts, political philosophy, etc.) that is also readily transmuted

as a universal practice? And in particular, how can divergent practices of colonialism

by several polwers in different places and at different times be understood as having

the same overall effect of domination? If the process of otherness were to be found

within the complicity between imperialism and internatíonal relations, it would

certainly be interspersed in these questions. But where does one begin? And is it

possible to chart the working of this economy?

Within colonial discourse theory, there are many debates surrounding these

questions, each of them positing a diflerent perspective to these questions. Yet to

uniff these views under an economy of desire would not be to over generalize the

complexþ of colonial discourse or to reduce these debates to a mattet of dialectics.

In a disjunctive way, they contribute to a macro-scale understandíng of imperial

power at its core. This notion of colonial desire has been used in different ways

within colonial discourse studies, and it therefore requires some contextual

clarification. In most cases the use of colonial desire conjures up Robert Young's
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eponymous work, linking sexuality andrace to the ambivalent reaction by the west to

tropes of hybridity and miscegenation.lr It is difflrcult to ascertain what theoretical

position has informed Young's colonial desire until we have reached the last chapter

where the author belatedly introduces Gitles Deleuze and Felix Guattari's re-reading

of the Freudian "Oedipus complex" and their invention of the "desiring machine."12

This is the strongest hint of psychoanalysis to this point but Young's attempt to

account for ambivalence in colonial discourse through desire as opposed to fantasy

takes a separate track, explaining "the role of capitalism as the determining motor of

colonialism, and the material violence involved in the process of decolonizatíon'"\3

Thus desire becomes read as some social force binding the subject to an

indeterminable, ceaseless play of flows, crossing between individual and group

actions. In a feat of parallel intellectual development, Revathi Krishnaswamy's recent

Effeminism uses the term colonial desire without any reference to Young's work.ra

This is not a shortcoming as Krishnaswamy's immediate objective is quite different

from Young's. In her text, Krishnaswamy argues that the representation of the

colonial other through femininity as opposed to the masculinity of the metropolitan

center has been assumed to be one of the strategies of colonial discourse. Disagreeing

on this point, the author believes that it is the use of effeminate masculinity to

represent the other that more appropriately constitutes colonial discourse. However

ItRobert J.C. Young , Colonial Desire: Hybridity in Theory, Culture and Race (London and New

York: Routl edge, 199 5).

t2Young, Colonial Desire 166-174.

t3 Young, Colonia.l Desire 166.

laRevathi Krishnaswamy, Effeminism: The Economy of Colonial Desire (Ann Arbor: The

University of Michigan Press, 1998). It is by coincidence that the subtitle of this book is

similar to the title of this section. I have been using the phrase, "economy of colonial desite"

liberally and in various orders in numerous drafts of this chapter before Krishnaswamy's

book óas published. I decided to retain this phrase in keeping with the intentions of this

section.
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in substantiating this point, Krishnaswamy's understanding of colonial desire

approxtmates with that of Young's, implicitly stressing on the overdetermination of

gender, race, and class and the way they are intricately interconnected. How does

such a consonance on coionial desire come about?

I do not intend to directly answer this question except as a result of explaining

what I understand by colonial desire. First of all I use desire as a way of

understanding the implication of the self in the construction of otherness. This does

not refer to the delineated idea that the self can create its identity through the way it

sees the other but that it is more fully an intrinsic process involving the psyche.

Desire may curiously seem to be associated with individual "wants"rs but for the

psychoanalytic theory of Jacques Lacan it has a more complex meaning, linking it to

the other who is expected to satisff that desire. In his conception of the insatiable

individual, Lacan keys desire with need and demand, disjunctively linking them

through the ways language mediates the Real, imaginary, and symbolic. These

concepts will be addressed later, but for now I note that these developmental stages

where the subject acquires identity in relation to the needs forming at different stages.

For instance the most primal and basic needs become converted to demands when

the child develops linguistic ability that it uses as a substitution for the presence of the

mother, something it cannot control. Since need and demand cannot form a perfect

consonance, desire steps in as something to mediate them. As Sheridan writes:

The human individual sets out with a particular organism, with certain

biological needs, which are satisfied by certain objects. 'What effect does

the acquisition of languagehave on these needs? All speech is demand; it
presupposes the Other to whom it is addressed, whose very signifiers it
takesbver in its formulation. By the same token, that which comes from
the Other is treated not so much as a pafüct:Jar satisfaction of a need, but
rather as a response to an appeal, a gift, a token of love. There is no

adequation between the need and the demand that conveys it; indeed, it
is ttre gap between them that constitutes desire, at once particular like the

tslt is impossible to categorize Lacan's distinction of need, demand, and desire under a

general term. As such I use "\ilants" aS matter Of collective convenlence.
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flrst and absolute like the second. Desire (fundamentally in the singular)

is a perpetual effect of symbolic articulation. It is not an appetite: it is

esseñtially excentric and insatiable. That is why Lacan co-ordinates it
not with the object that would seem to satisôr it, but with the object that

causes it...l6

By placing desire in such deeply embedded and psychical levels it is possible to see

the process of othering in Iarger cultural setting at reflections of the substitution,

replacement, and displacement that take place in the individual psyche. To this effect

just as otherness does not have to reside within any essential entity-as it shifts from

the child's own mirror ímage, external objects, the symbolic father, and mother-

there is nothing to stop its transposition into a realm like the relations between the

colonízer and the colonized. More speciñcally it forces one to perceive of the

representation of otherness within colonial discourse as not solely an authoritative

and deliberate play of power in which the peoples outside of Europe were neatly set

apart and deemed to be distinct and separate from metropolitan culture. Thus it

conveys a full raîge of emotions with which the colonial other must now be

observe d, love / 1o ath ing, attr action,/ repuls ion, and s o on.

In the rest of this section I will provide examples from a few writers who have,

in one way or another, dealt with the problem of colonial desire and otherness and,

by doing So, demonstrate that large-scale historical change has been deeply

intertwined with strategies of colonial othering. I stress that in spite of the differences

and disagreements among Edward Said, Homi Bhabha, and Abdul JanMohamed

over questions of the location of otherness, its material and literary manifestations,

and its pretensions of permanence and flexibility, it is possible to detect some

synthesis in their views. That is, colonial otherness vacillates between historical

epochs, text and practice, and subject positions. As such, otherness as desire both

tuAlan Sheridan, Translator's Note in Jacques Lacan, Ecrits: A Selection, trans. Sheridan

(London: Tavistock Publications, 1977) vtli.
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supercedes while also being foreshadowed by an historical episode like formal

colonialism. The earlier colonial disciplines like anthropology, geography, history,

and philology are an example of this. If they emerged out of a need to support a

specific phase of imperial expansion; typically, to keep the colonizer-self as fat apart

from the colonial other, then the function of these disciplines could readily be

apprehended. They \Mefe, in the Foucauldian sense, part of an important

power/knowledge connection that continued to produce and reproduce a periphery

in ways amenable to imperialism. But with the end of nineteenth century and the

gradua! diminution of colonialism, the colonial disciplines started to respond to a

problematic that seemed to miss the representational strategies of the twentieth

century. Here, the self-other divide is no longer so arduously policed even if the

people of the former physical colonies of Europe remain interminably locked in a

position of marginalíty and inferiority. There is, instead, a fat more dynamic

mechanism or economy that regulates how the polarities between self and other

swing back and forth. In some cases, as in the more fashionable "global" disciplines

like international relations, aÍea and third world studies, and developmental

economics, there is a tendency to appealto a universal sameness. That is, no matter

where "we" go, the components and ideas behind these disciplines will vary only

marginally since "we" are now all communal subjects experiencing the concerns,

dilemmas, and problems on a global scale. Yet, at a much deeper level, there is much

reason to remain skeptical over this presumed global oneness. And it is the

application of this economy of desire that exposes how, beneath the surface of a

(western) delusion of global sameness, is a profound system of otherness that

continues to promote a hidden expression of imperial power.

Let me begin first by revisiting Edward Said's Orientalism. Since its publication

in the late 7970s, Orientalism sustained a number of attacks for its representations of a
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monolithic and dominating Occident, its glossing over of postcolonial resistance, its

paradigmatic assumptions about power (the assertion of the strong over the weak),

and its emphasis on texts rather than on the material transgressions of the west. Even

in the previous section, I argued that Said's treatment of colonial disciplines refuses

to account for otherness in a globalizrng context. Indeed, instead of presenting a

more fluctuating or malleable Orientalist discourse, Said accentuates one that is,

time-wise, consistent and coherent.lT Said has undoubtedly moved beyond the

methodology of Orientalism since, but if this bookposes a number of problems, it is

also the very same that possesses its own recuperative potential. In short, it sets the

pace for how economy of desire may transpire.

In his new epilogue to the 1995 reprrnting, Said makes this interesting comment

about the internal negotiation within Orientalism when it confronts historical forces:

My objection to what I have called Orientalism is not that it is just the

antiquarian study of Oriental languages, societies, and peoples, but that
as a system of thought it approaches a heterogeneous' dynamic, and

complex human reality from an uncritically essentialist standpoint; this
suggests both an enduring Oriental reality and an opposing but no less

enduring Western essence, which observes the Orient from afar and...
from above. This false position hides historical change. Even more
important, from my standpoint, it hides the interests of the Orientalist.
Those, despite attempts to draw subtle distinctions between Orientalism
as an innocent scholarly endeavor and Orientalism as an accomplice to

empire, can nevef unilaterally be detached from the general imperial
context that begins its modem global phase with Napoleon's invasion of
Egypt in 1798.18

It is important to note that Said does not alter his original stance on Orientalism but

redirects our focus on an aspect of his book that is oftentimes not discussed. By

juxtaposing the lack of a critical attitude in Orientalism (its continued perpetuation

and the inability of Orientalists to recogníze its full discursiveness) with a changíng

historical context, Said demonstrates a characteristic of Orientalism that cannot so

lTgdward W. Said, Orientalism: Western Conceptions of the Orienr (London: Penguin, 1995

ue78l).

18said, Orientalism 333-334.
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easily be seen as an inadvertent essentialism of the west on his part. Simply put, it is

possible to discern a paradox within Said that situaies his claims of internal

consistency and coherence in Orientalism in a more productive way. For Said,

Orientalism, in "a quite constant way, ...depends for its strategy on [a] flexible

positional superiority." Temptingly, one feels the urge to remark on the oxymoronic

description of Orientalism as "constantly flexible." But there is indeed a purpose to

this, and if Said refuses to see the Orientalist project as a static and ahistorical

formation, it would be evident in the numerous ideas that spin off from this patadox.

Consequently, Said worries about how Orientalism retains its unwavering gaze ovet

a number of centuries, and in particular, its period of "crisis" beginning in the

twentieth century.le Because the Orient had undergone transformation so substantial

as to disrupt the credibility of its representational methods in the west, there rwas a

necessity to reevaluate how Orientalism was to continue. In other words, if there had

been a profusion of different academic disciplines in the west plus nationalism and

sustained modernization in the Orient, what would happen to Orientalism?

Theoretically, Said negotiates this by using Gramscii's concept of hegemony in

shifting the exercise of power from one that was brusque, overt, and physical to one

that was consensual, thereby laying a more "hidden" will over the Orient.20 But more

concretely, Said formulates a crucial distinction between a latent and a manifest form

of Orientalism. Where latent Orientalism forms "an almost unconscious positivity"

in certain elemental "truths" about the Oriental peoples, their habits, and society,

manifest Orientalism is where the greatest amount of knowledge change takes

place.t' For Said, this latentlmanifest integration allows for the tension and

lesaid, Orientalism 92-II0

2osaid, orientalism 6-7 .

2'Said, Orientalism 206.
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contradictions in twentieth century Orientalism to be flip sides in an operative

economy. For instance, in response to the crisis of Orientalism, Said shows how

latent and manifest Orientalism works together, There is no fundamental shift in the

"backwardness, degeneracy, and inequality" imparted by the Orientalists on the

Oriental,2z but alongside came the general philosophical theories and social sciences

in which the Orientalists were eager to embed their observations of the Orient. At a

juncture where there was an increasing call for the social sciences to be added into

the study of the Orient, there was a curious admixture between a position that

grudgingly accepted newer academic practices and an ambivalent reservation that the

Orient remained timeless and resistant to these practices. However much the Orient

has changed, the Orientalist remains adamant that only by getting back to the

essential roots, like the centrality of Islam, can the true nature of the Orient be

understood. Citing the Orientalist, H.A.R. Gibb, Said has this to say about

Orientalism's supposed transmutation as Area Studies:

What we now need, said Gibb, is the traditional Orientalist plus a good
social scientist working together: between them the two will do
"interdisciplinary" work. Yet the traditional Orientalist will not bring
outdated knowledge to bear on the Orient; no, his expertise will serve to
remind his uninitiated colleagues in atea studies that "to apply
psychology and mechanics of Western political institutions to Asian or
Arab situations is pure Walt Disney."23

If Said provides his readers with a model of an "economy that makes

Orientalism a coherent subject matter,"2a it detracts from the criticism that Said holds

a view of western representation practices that is too monolithic and unchanging. In

a word, this economy demonstrates Orientalism's worldliness. But in the attempt to

convey an Orientalism that is "constantly flexible"; that is, it strategícaIIy fluctuates

t'Sard, Orientqlism 206-207 .

23H.4.R. Gibb quoted in Said, Orientalisml06-L07

tnsaid, orientalism 202.
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in accordance to historical circumstances without losing its internal consistency, Said

at best presents a model that is only rudimeîtary. Even the references to latent and

manifest Orientalism are, by large, instances of complex western representational

practices that remain unaccounted for. This is where the works of Homi Bhabha may

prove to be instructive. Where Said's theoretical understanding derives from the

"power/knowledge" perspective of Michel Foucault and the concepts of hegemony

by Antonio Gramscii, Bhabha introduces the field of psychoanalysis into colonial

discourse theory. By appropriating the theories of Jacques Lacan, and in partícular

his revisioning of Freudian principles, Bhabha is capable of elevating the

understanding of this economy to gteate'r heights. In this regard, Said's ideas about

projects of otherness, like Orientalism, are based upon a collective social experience.

Hence, any shift, contradiction, or paradox within that project can only be perceived

as the result of some intransitivity in the way decisions are made and actions are

taken at the group or social level. Bhabha positively sees this as restricted25 and, in

contradistinction, appeals to the psychical depth of the (western) individual as

offering more insight to not just the coexistence but the co-functioning of such

ambivalence in colonial discourse.

Note the use of "ambivalence" here. Because the individual is always subjected

to numerous forces constituting his [srd'6 identity, (sub)consciousness, and needs,

ambivalence has a distinct connotation. If the subject's relationship with his other is

always constituted by desire, then ambivalence is the foundational principle on which

25See Bhabha, "Difference, Discrimination and the Discourse of Colonialism," 200. Also
Homi K. Bhabha, "The Other Question...: Homi K. Bhabha Reconsiders the Stereotype and
Colonial Discourse, " Screen 2a.6 Q983): 24-25.

2óPsychoanalytic theory is particularly gendered, and to use a generic set of pronouns like

"his" or "hers" would be to universalize a theory that has particularly been informed by a
masculine bias. The use of "his" is in accordance to the pronoun used by many works of
psychoanalytic theory.
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an individual's being negotiates the need for the other that must also always remain

apart anddifferent. In Bhabha's theory, ambivalence traces the paradoxes of colonial

discourse back to this basic "fantasy of origin and identity."2'Fot example, it takes

the stereotype of the colonized as contested by two opposing positions; the stereotype

as a flxed, unchanging aspect of colonial knowledge versus its placing as "disorder,

degenerucy and daemonic repetition," and locates it as a form of fetishism.2s As

Bhabha says

The fetish or stereotype gives access to an 'identity' which is predicated

as much on mastery and pleasure as it is on anxiety and defence, for it is
a form of multiple and contradictory belief in its recognition of difference

and disavowal of it. This conflict of pleasure/unpleasure,

mastery/defence, knowledge/disavowal, absence/ptesence' has-

fundamental significance for colonial discourse. For the scene of
fetishism is also the scene of the reactivation and repetition of primal

fantasy-the subject's desire for a pure origin that is always threatened

by its division, for the subject must be gendered to be engendered, to be

spoken.2e

Let me try to explain this. For the subject, the fetish consists in the desire to return to

a point of origin or purity that is untainted by its fluctuating social context. Such an

origin is found in the subject's initial onset of castration anxiety and awareness of

sexual difference. The origin is thus an attempt to compensate for the discovery of the

mother's 1ack. But before the colonial scene is appropriated as a substitute for this

anxiety and difference, there is one important manifestation of the psyche that must

be elaborated. In order for the "vacillation" befween the "wholeness" of the subject

and the "similarity" (but not identicalness) of the other to be appreciated, one needs

to recognize how these psychical functions embed themselves in metaphor and

metonymy. For Bhabha metaphor and metonymy are not just deliberate or conscious

substitutions where one object alludes to or stands in for another to achieve arational

27Bhabha, "The Other Question" 19

tsBhabha, "The Other Question" 18

tnBhablna, "The Other Question" 27
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or stylistic purpose. Instead they function in a more profound way to expose a deep

psychical need.3o The metaphoric process, on the one hand, becomes a means by

which absence and difference ate masked, and the "narcissistic object choice" is

established.3t On the other hand, metonymy constantly reminds the subject of the

lack and is linked to the aggressive phase of the imaginary." Bhabha sees this

strategic functioning of metaphor andmetonymy as entities that mediate between the

individual psychical needs and material situations lying on the "outside." In short,

the encounter with the colonial other traces and becomes coterminous with western

desire

In reading Said's Orientalism, Bhabha produces a theory about the economy of

desire that is more productive and developed. In particular, Bhabha already finds

traces of such an economy in Said (as I have discussed above) and highlights an

implicit ambivalence in his text:

What gives the immense number of encounter [between East and West]

some unity, however, is the vacillation I was speaking about earlier.

Something patently foreign and distant acquires, for one leason ol
another, á status more rather than less familiar... The Orient atlarge,
therefore, vacillates between the West's contempt for what is familiar

and its shivers of delight in-or fear of-novelty.t'

To say that we can locate the source of this ambivalence of colonial otherness in

one's inner psychical trapptngs is all very well. But if Bhabha uses a western

psychoanalytical method-ho\Mever much ironic and removed he may be from its

30 For instance Freud has referred to women as the "dark continent." One may stress that he

used such a metaphor to overdetermine the mysteriousness of women. Since the "dark

continent" conjurei the exploration and exotic nature of undiscovered Africa, by juxtaposing

women to all these ruun."ì of colonialism Freud associates women with the semiotic system

rccognizedduring his time. Whether or not Freud can be seen as having rational control over

,rr.Èu sþtement is another matter since the use of such a metaphor is deeply entrenched in

the anxieties surrounding sexual difference, and in particular exposes the desire in how

women as the other poses that vacillating and insatiable process of substitution.

3tBhabha, "The Other Question" 29.

32Bhabha, "Difference, Discrimination and the Discourse of Colonialism" 202-203.

,rsaid, orientalism 58-59 quoted in Bhabha, "The other Question" 25-26.
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position of authority-further contextualizing of the economy of desire is needed.

Otherwise stated, Bhabha maintains some critical distance from theories about the

psyche, because he does not seek to provide a conclusive argument about what causes

ambivalence in/and otherness pel se. Rather, by relocating a latger social

phenomenon as an expression of an internal, individval, and subconscious desire, he

provides a platform on which the western imperial gaze and the will to dominate

over the colonized are,ln effect, constituted by a minutiae of psychical problems that

are fragmentary and divisive. Although Bhabha is seldom explicit about his own

intellectual projects, by cross readíng a number of articles like "Of Mimicry and

Man" with "The Other Question" it is possible to arrive at a crvcial understanding

about the economy of this desire. One does not so much as "account for" or

"explairf'why the economy is in place but to strategically demonstrate the possible

sites for postcolonial resistance. There are therefore two Bhabhas; one employs

psychoanalytic theories to destabilize the presumed integrity of colonialism, while the

other exposes an image of the colonized that is subversively diflerent from that which

is anticipated by the colonizer. Between these two positions, Bhabha presents an

economy of desire that is dissonant and disjunctive. One side of this perceives the

colonizer as haunted by a psychical interior that is never stable, as something that is

relentlessly given to a desire for the other that can (and must) never be fulfilled. This

results in a narcissism/selÊhate divide that manifests itself in colonial discourse as

Iove/hate and sameness/difference ambivalence toward the other.3a The other side of

Bhabha's economy stresses on the image of the colonized as something more,

something always in "excess" of what the western psyche expects of its other.35 In

3aBhabha, "The Other Question," esp. 28-29, 32-33.

3sBhabha, "Of Mimicry and Man: The Ambivalence of Colonial Discourse," The Location of

Culture (London and New York: Routledge, 1994) 86-

t
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this sense, otherness is always utilitarian because, for the colonizer, it creates the

mirror image upon which the western subject completes its selÊness or wholeness.

But instead of being the perfect reproduction of western man, the other leturns only a

mimicked ímage, one that is fragmentary andsplit between many different cultures.3ó

The colonized thus possesses the potential in inflicting a sense of anxiety on the

colonized by interdictíng a desired returned image, and by so doing conduct a

"psychological guerillawarfare."3T This side of the economy places the colonized as,

in Bhabha'S words, "almost the same, but not quite," "almost the same but not

white."3t

As insightful as Bhabha's conception of colonial desire may be, therc are a

number of shortcomings that need to be mentioned. Notwithstanding an

uncommitted use of psychoanalysis as an ironic counter-critique of colonialism,

Bhabha's economy somewhat understates the full material eflects of imperial

dominance and inadvertently absolves the colonizer for the violence and

displacement that has occurred as a consequence. If colonialism, its conflicting

modes of dominance and desire, sameness and difflerence, were to be instances of a

necessary psychical extrojection, then one arrives at a conception of colonialism that

seems to be more innocent and less rapacious. It is as if to say that imperialism and

colonialism rvere never fully within the western person's conscious control. Even the

colonial other's response to the colonizer is trivialized because Bhabha appears

uncertain if the psychical effects the colonized has on the colonizer is an intentional

36Bhabha, "Of Mimicry and Man" 90.

378art Moore-Gilbert, Postcolonial Theory: Contexts, Practices, Politics (London and New York:

Verso, 1991) I30.

38Bhabha, "Of Mimicry andMan" 86,89.

'
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or conscious form of resistance, or if it is simply an accidental and passive

As Moore-Gilbert claims:

If the resistance inscribed in mimicry is unconscious for the colonized,
however, ...it cannot function for the colonized as the grounds on which
to construct a considered counter-discourse, let alone as a means of
mobilizing a strategic proglamme of material and 'public' forms of
political aition from within the oppressed culture.3e

What this calls for is another aspect of the economy of desire that is more aware of

the material consequences of colonialism, its conscious application while retaining

the critical edge psychoanalysis proffers for Bhabha's theories. Writing at about the

same part of the 1980s that saw the emergence of Bhabha's seminal works, Abdul

JanMohamed was unsurprisingly preoccupied with similar questions about colonial

discourse. Like Bhabha, JanMohamed was influenced by the French school of

psychoanalysis and the critical possibilities it had to offer. But in combination with

his Marxist leanings (especially in his earlier works), JanMohamed's understanding

of the economy of desire is somewhat different from Bhabha's. For JanMohamed,

the material impact of imperialism takes a central role, as does his attempt to

foreground the conscious actions made in colonialism. In this respect, JanMohamed

sees Bhabha's theories as "bracketed" because ambivalence implies a colonial

authorþ that is "genuinely and innocently confused, vnable to choose between two

equally valid meanings and representations."a0 The fluctuations between

domination/destre, sameness/difference, and universalism/pafücularism in

colonialism become not just an aspect of a psychical will but also avery material and

systematic facet of western domination. In this connection, JanMohamed pushes

beyond such imputations of colonial naivete by recasting ambivalence as a product of

3eMoore-Gilbert 133.

n0Abdul R. JanMohamed, "The Economy of the Manichean Allegory: The Function of
Racial Difference in Colonialist Literature," "Race," Writing, ønd Dffirmce, ed. Henry Louis

Gates, Jr. (Chicago and London: The University of Chicago Press, 1986) 79.

3
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a highly efficient "exchange mechanism" that consists in metonymic

displacements." He calls this the manichean allegory:

We can better understand colonialist discourse... through an analysis

that maps its ideological function in relation to aÍEual imperialist
practices. Such an examination reveals that any evident "ambivalence"

is in fact a product of deliberate, n at times subconscious, imperialist
duplicity, operating very efficientþ through the economy of its central

trope, the manichean allegory' The economy, in tum, is based on a

transformation of racial difference into moral and even metaphysical
difference. Though the phenomenological origins of this metonymic

transformation may lie in the "neutral" perception of physical difference
(skin color, physical features, and such), its allegorical extensions come

to dominate every facet of imperialist mentalify.a2

According to the manichean allegory, imperialism is first and loremost an

expression of western will and resolve over subject peoples and territories that enacts

an overarching strategy of western rule. Hence the most overt practices of

domination like colonialism, racism, slavery, population displacement, and

exploitation work in tandem with the seemingly most benign forms of academic and

Iiterary representations. But how do these different forms of material and discursive

imperial strategies work together? Although JanMohamed is silent about his

theoretical sources, perhaps with the exception of Lacanían psychoanalysis, his

earlier Marxist influence sheds some light into certain delineated necessities in the

manichean allegory. Imperialism is implanted onto apartio,iar history that follows a

linear sequence of events and causes atemporal split within colonialism. Thus, there

appears to be an originating foundation of imperialism, capitalism, on which other

consequences are anchored (e.g. racial difflerence), as well as a distinctively

domínant/material phase in colonialism that precedes its hegemonic/discursive

one.n' Alone, a strictly Marxian connection is not enough as JanMohamed relates

arJanMohamed, "The Economy of Manichean Allegory" 87. See also 83

a2JanMohamed, "The Economy of Manichean Allegory" 80.

a3See JanMohamed, "The Economy of Manichean Allegory" 80-81.
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elsewhere that it is actually Ernesto Laclau's concept ol "antagonism" that he wishes

to exempliff in the manichean allegory; in this case, antagonism refers to the way

grovp identities are the product of inter-group oppositions.nn It must be stressed that

the point here is not so much to speculate over JanMohamed's theoretical sources but

to come to some understanding about the manichean allegory. If JanMohamed's

economy bears traces of the Marx-Laclau-Lacan triumvirate then the tension

between delineation and disjuncture (that I have been using) stands to be altered.

Central to the manichean allegory are oppositional categories and subject positions

like "white and black, good and evil, superiority and inferiority, civilization and

savagery, intelligence and emotion, rationality and sensuality, self and other, subject

and object."4t 'While colonial discourse generally demonstrates how the colonizer

fixes himself and the colonized onto different sides of the oppositions, JanMohamed

uses the manichean allegory to show that such oppositions are, in effect,

interchangeable. Thus, in a wide array of representational practices (JanMohamed

uses colonial literature), the colonial other is never fixed but vacillates from one form

of essentialism to another, and always in accordance to the whims of imperial power.

Ç r.rcfr, even when one cultural gap between the colonizer and the colonized
t-
narrows, there is usually another channel for the colonizer to turn to retain-the other

as difflerent. But for now, this form of disjuncture is questionable because

while it amplifïes the discursive aspects of colonial othering, it seems to eclipse the

material problems that so concern JanMohamed. How is it that the exchange

mechanism within these oppositions can also eventuate at the physical and material

level of colonialism? And how does the use of delineation in the manichean allegory

4nAbdul R. JanMohamed, interview in "Theory, Practice and the Intellectual: A
Conversation with Abdul R. JanMohamed," by S.X. Goudie, Jouvert: A Journql of Postcolonial

Studies 2 (1997): î.pag., online, http:/ /www.social.chass.ncsu.eduljouveft/íssue2/Goudie.htm.

asJanMohamed, "The Economy of Manichean Allegory" 82.
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also become disjunctive? This is where JanMohamed's Marxist-Lacanian connection

comes in promoting a zoîe of thought where the material is inseparable from the

discursive. The Marxian side to this economy relocates representational practices as

part and parcel of a physical exploitation of colonized territories. In a word, the

colonial other becomes commodified in a way that he [sic] is made generic and

i¡terchangeable with any other colonized person and is "reduced to his exchange-

value in the colonialist signiffing system."a6 But if JanMohamed's essay delves

heavily on a subject matter-colonialist literature-that is usually more amenable to

discursive forms of analysis, then the material efflects surroundingit ate in danger of

being lost. Hence, the Lacanian side to this economy is important because by

conceiving literature as either "imaginary" or "symbolic", it becomes possible in

creating a position where the material and the discursive become fused and

intertwined.

Let me discuss briefly JanMohamed's distinction between "imaginary" and

"symbolic" literatures, because this is where his manichean economy is most

comprehensively elaborated. JanMohamed takes these concepts from Lacanian

psychoanalysis and, like Bhabha, uses them to "map" the broader operations of

colonialism. Where the imagin ary for Lacan is noted to be a preJinguistic phase of

the "mirror stage" that is marked by aggressivity and a complex self-identification

process through the other,aT JanMohamed stresses that imaginary texts are similarly

"structured by objectification and aggression."48 Since the pre-lingual child can never

reconcile its need for a reflective surface (such as a mirror or another person), on

*óJanMohamed, "The Economy of Manichean Allegory" 83.

nTJacques Lacan, "The Mirror Stage as a Performative Function of the 'I' ," Ec-rits: A Selection,

ed. and trans. Alan Sheridan (London: Tavistock, 1977), esp.24'

asJanMohamed, "The Economy of Manichean Allegory" 84.
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which it invests its being, with the fact that this imaginary remains always apart and

different, an internal conflict emerges. For JanMohamed, this psychical properfy,

which surfaces at the level of colonial literature as the European man's "internal

rivalry," becomes instrumental in his treatment of the colonial other. Lacking the

ability to fully set the other from the western self, rmagínary texts become selÊ

referential as they show the manichean aI\egory in function.ae As for symbolic texts,

JanMohamed uses Lacan's conception of a lingual phase where subjects now have

access to alanguage that pafüally mediates and alienates their desire even though the

imaginary is never entirely superceded. Such an understanding subsequently allows

JanMohamed to formulate aIíterary order further comprising of two sets of texts; one

of which co-functions with imaginary texts while the other remains selÊreflexive in

avoiding the manichean allegory.to It is the former set, the symbolic that colludes

with the imaginary, that effectively characterízes JanMohamed's economy. For

imaginary texts, the displays of othering are in full view as they work by eternally

confining the colonized in a series of interchangeable as well as inferiorized subject

positions. But some symbolic texts are more subversive in that their writers maintain

a consciousness about the irreconcilable alterity of the colonized without being able

to stand outside of their own culture. As a consequence, the text becomes split

between an emotive level, which confines the other to manichean allegory, and a

cognitive level where the other is perceived to be a cultural representation problem.

Although JanMohamed does not provide much comment on this except to discuss

how novels like Forster's A Passage to India and Kipling's Kim exempliff this, a

reference is made to Anthony'Wilden's correlation between the imaginary and the

symbolic. This refers to the relationship between the two as being "simultaneously

aeJanMohamed, "The Economy of Manichean Allegory" 84.

s0JanMohamed, "The Economy of Manichean Allegory" 85.
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diachronic (developmental) and synchronic (structural)." Lacan's "mirror stage" is

not a singular or periodic aspect of the psyche but must be perceived in three ways:

backwards-as a symptom of or a substitute for a much more primordial

identification; forwards phase in development; and timelessly-as
a relationship best formulated in algorithmic term_s. The subject's

'fixation' on (ãr in) the Imaginary is a matter of degree.st

We can therefore appreciate JanMohamed's perspective when he uses the example of

A passage to India. Here, the author experiences a need to sidestep racial

consciousness and the identity problems they pose by reaffrming the difference

between the British colonizer and the native Indian. In order to avoid converting the

other into a "metaphysical îact," JanMohamed believes Forster has only one

alternative, that is, to place both gfoups into a setting of antagonism. The two

characters who represent either groups, Fielding and Azí2, reach a stage in their

relationship that can no longer be reconciled. Friendship is no longer possible

because this would mean subservience on the part of either. The result is the creation

of an India, or more precisely, an Indian person, who becomes antithetical to the

west but still other. As JanMohamed says, "the nanative decision to turn India into a

metaphysical protagonist inherently antithetical to western liberal humanism

probably stems from a sense of larger cultural differences, the machinery of which is

similar to that of the manichean allegory."s2

In reading JanMohamed's manichean allegory, one gathers a perspective of the

economy of desire that is not contrary or does not negate Homi Bhabha's. In effect,

even if JanMohamed provides an initial skepticism towards Bhabha's ideas and tries

to establish an alternative economy, he does so in a way that supplements Bhabha

rather than providing a radically different view of colonial discourse. As mentioned,

JanMohamed has two major disagreements with Bhabha. The first is Bhabha's

srAnthony Wilden quoted in JanMohamed, "The Economy of Manichean Allegory" 105
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failure to argue how the heterogeneous positions that make up the colonizer and

colonized could be generalized or essentialized as homogeneous entities. The other

concerns the privileging of the discursive or textual realms over the material impact

of imperialism. Generally speaking JanMohamed's attempts to overcome the flrst

problem remains unclear; although his implicit use of Marxian thought and explicit

appropriation of Lacanian imaginary/ symbolic distinction, to account for the second

problem, also creates a fused material and discursive ground where a "unitary"

colonial subject may be located. This, however, does not mark a significant departvre

from Bhabha since they both appeal to psychical processes as capable of conveying

the internally split, fragmented, and ambivalent (sub)conscious onto the larger social

practices of imperialism. In this case, Bhabha concentrates on ambivalence arising

from the fetishization of the other, while in a similar vein, JanMohamed uses an

internal psychical contest (read antagonism) that generates a mode of self/other

relations. For otherness in colonialism, therefore, an economy exists because the

representational ploys of colonial discourse, such as stereotyping, inferiorizing, and

metonymic displacements (e.g. colonial peoples as substitutes for landscape or vice

versa), are never straightforward or overt expressions of imperial power. Rather,

there is a very complex machinery afoot that elucidates the subversive and potent use

of otherness. Thus depending on the time or locale where imperial interests arebeíng

exerted, colonial otherness is never concrete or stable but fluctuates in accordance to

a stratery of dominance.

Thus, the ambivalent economy of desire has a number of telling implications

for the execution of academic disciplines. First, regardless of their claims to

empiricism, all disciplines are constituted by selÊother relations because they cannot

escape a cultural ground that is also the locus of the western psychical image.

s2JanMohamed, "The Economy of Manichean Allegory" 96.
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Disciplines are thus elemental articulations of otherness as they are symbolic

mediations of primal, imaginary desires. Therefore, to say that we can contrapuntally

read a scientific text against a humanistic one does not necessarily mean that the two

are equated with each other. Rather, it is the psychical extrojection of desire that

intertwines them and permits them to be cross-associated. Second, the

representational strategies of disciplines are put into effect by very complex

metonymic and metaphorical processes. In this sense, the use of metonymy and

metaphor cannot be thought of as stylistic or aesthetic language practices but

expressions of a deeper psychical will. In academic as well as in literary works, all

objects, characters, or processes, no matter how divorced they may appear to be from

an extra-textual context, are always worldly. As seen in Said, Bhabha, and

JanMohamed, otherness is never fixed or stable but fluctuates and vacillates. Finally,

by embedding disciplinary otherness onto a more enduring economy of desire, it is

possible to locate a shift from the colonial to the imperial disciplines. Thus even if

anthropology, philology, and geography were instrumental for colonialism and that

their present problematic lies elsewhere, they are still part of a larger process of

imperial dominance. Simultaneously, this compels the need of examining the grander

scope of the imperial disciplines and their attitudes towards the other. International

relations is, therefore, a good example.

lnternational Relations as an Imperial Discipline

To this point, this chapter has presented a number of themes about otherness and its

relationship with the knowledge projects that were inaugurated through colonialism.

For all its complexity and historical transformations, otherness materializes as an

enduring position that the west uses in delineating itself from a set of categories and

subject positions that are believed to be radically different and opposed to its own
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culture. At the scene of imperial dominance, therefore, the figure of colonized

peoples, lands, societies, and cultures visibly become subjects of a representational

practice that fixes them into a signification system forming an opposition to the west.

In this way, the other is also simultaneously threatening, dangerous, batbaríc,

licentious, and exotic. But one needs to be more circumspect about the role of power

and interest in the construction of knowledge. While it is true that imperial power

and the interest in conquest, territorial control, and resource acquisition had a

tremendous hold over the way the colonized was to be known, there is a potential

intransitivity between the representation of the other during colonial times and the

twentieth century. To a Iarge extent, this was due to the omission of "desire" as a

fundamental aspect of imperialism. Disjunctively speaking, desire's ambivalent

nature in forging the other as an object of revulsion as well as attraction produces an

economy that regulates otherness in imperialism. Hence, far more than being just a

deliberate system of sustaining difference, the economy of desire elaborates how in

imperialism (not just colonialism) otherness does not have to reside in essential and

material entities. Instead, the very basic alterity of the colonized person and his or her

immediate effects vacillate between different nodes of signification. In some

instances, the economy is allegorical and metonymic, thereby making it impossible to

dissociate all forms of academic activity from the presence of the othered colonized

subject. In other cases, the economy collaborates with historical, moral, and attitude

transformations in colonialism without altering the intrinsic yearnings of imperial

desirJ(nut more impo rtantly, it is the economy of desire that allows for the other to

be reduced to the same (through modernízation, Christianity, and universalism)

witho uJ qlq o,_g lvig€ _gP thg_eli¡ ion between the western self and its other.

Such an economy of desire has tremendous impact on the inception of late

imperial culture, and is pafücularly evident in twentieth century academic practices.
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Through this economy, a discipline like international relations becomes not a faithful

and objective account of international political life, but a mechanism that exposes

how the discursive and material effects of imperialism employ changing strategies of

otherness to sustain \Mestern hegemony. Conversely, the economy of desire also

subverts the debates that shape the objectives, scope, explanatory principles, and

methodology of IR. If it is said that IR consists in three debates-hermeneutical

(between realism and liberalism), methodological (between reflective and positivist

methods), and critical (between positivism and anti-positivism)-then the historical

and even teleological locus of IR remains fixed at aparticvlar cultural centre. In other

words, by focusing on the economy of desire, it is possible to redirect IR's insular and

exclusive register to a more secular dimension tied to the marginalized colonial

subjects. For instance, it is only after the third debate that questions of difference and

otherness have become more politically enabling in IR. V/hile the previous two

debates revolved around universal presuppositions, such as the international political

world as a given or that every individual on earth was privy to observable global

forces, the third sought to uncover ways to critique these universals. By doing so it

was the ambition of the third debate to produce a ground on which difflerences could

surface.

However concerned the thifd debate was with otherness, only a

disproportionately smaller number of critical IR works dealt specifically with this

topic. Even where otherness \Mas most visibly addressed, it was treated in very

constrained ways for instance falling back on tropes like identity.53 In the writings of

David Campbell, for instance, otherness is an important element because it allows

him to relocate the role of identþ in IR. For instance, Campbell relies on a

s3lver B. Neumann, "Self and Other in International Relations," European Joumal of
International Relations 2.2 (1996): I39-I74.
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dichotomistic division between self and other to illustrate how US foreign and

security policies predicate on constructing a particvlar identity or to re-concepfiralize

ethics and responsibility in IR.5a In doing so, otherness becomes merely a facet of

deconstructionism meant as a challenge to IR's reliance on dichotomistic models of

thought. Moreover, such methods inordinately privilege the self over alterity and fatl.

to enunciate the specific identities of the other that such works so pontificatingly

attempt to recover. Together with other works by William Connolly, James Der

Derian, Iver Neumann, and Richard Ashley, Campbell's views, no matter how selÊ

conscious they may be, form an element in the larger economy of desire. I will return

to this in a more substantial way in chapter six. For no\M, two important concerns

arising from the extent of the thrd debate's treatment of otherness must be noted.

First, existing works on alterity and IR tend to focus on difflerent aspects of

international relations. Foreign poticy conduct, diplomacy, and theory have been

important objects of critique, but few writings have actually emerged on the link

between otherness and the discipline of IR in general. Second, by relying on

deconstructionist, power/knowledge, and social interaction models, these writings do

not go far enough in addressing the issues of desire and ambivalence. Typically, the

sort of criticalconsciousness one might associate with the third debate coincides with

that of the colonial disciplines. If a basic critique of colonial disciplines begins by

viewing imperial power and interest as central to maintaining a representational

system aimed at delineating a western self from a non-western other, then a text like

Campbell's Writing Security parallels this schema. For Campbell, the power and

saSee David Campbell, Writing Security: United States Foreign Policy and the Politics of Identity

(Manchester: Manchester Universþ Press, 1994); "Global Inscription: How Foreign Policy
Òonstitutes the United States," Altematives 15.3 (1990): 263-286; "The Deterritorialization of
Responsbilþ: Levinas, Dercida, and Ethics after the End of Philosophy," Altematives I9.4
(1994): 455484; Politics without Principle: Sovereignty, Ethics, and the Narratives of the Gulf War

(Boulder: Lynne Rienner, 1993).
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interest associated with US foreign policy also analogously maintains a

representational mechanism that constructs and preserves an "American" identity

from non-American ones.tt Such primal delineations between self and other do not

necessarily fit into the complex picture of IR because, if anything, identities are no

longer so clear-cut or pronounced in the discipline. How does otherness locate itself

in IR? How does it weather the moral changes with respect to imperialism,

intervention, and sovereignty? How does it provide a perspective on an alterity that is

also sometimes reduced to sameness? These are questions that the third debate is yet

to address effectively.tu

The economy of desire does not necessarily account for or explain the existence

of these paradoxes in contemporary IR, but strategically interpolates the discipline as

integral to imperialism. 'What this refers to is that the process of otherness remains

fundamental (and not axiomatic) to all forms of cultural productions because it

occupies ambivalent and allegorical positions in the western psyche. Specifically,

these cultural products assume a mantle of dynamism and adaptiveness because they

ssDavid Campbell, Writing Security.

tóThere is one book that tries to account for some of these concerns. In an attempt to discuss

representational sftategies between what is today the first world and third world, Roxanne

Lynne Doty employs existing theories on power and knowledge to examine the persistence of
inequality. Mainstream intemational relations is largely complicit with this, and draws on

pasf imperial practices in order to sustain the representation of north-south relations. Doty

understãnds tñat there have been changes in academic views on these relations but the

lingering effects of otherness continue to effect the way IR is performed. Doty looks at Robert

Jacksofs Quasi-States: Sovereignty, International Relations and the Third World (I shall also be

examining this text in the following pages) and Stephen Ktasner's Structural Conflict to

exempliff how even IR writings during and after the 1980s still draw on colonial stereotypes,

even though the language and terms of reference ate extremely worldly. For instance,

sovereignty, democracy, conflict, and human rights. However, Doty fails to appreciate the

operadóns of imperial desire within contemporary IR, and as a result, falls back on the

aisumption that the "repetition and variation" or IR discourse is an aspect of intertextuality'

Particularly, she locates Jackson and Krasner's understanding of the third world as "intertexts

linked with a wide array of discourses and representational strategies" (I47). In addition, she

believes that these texts are unable to shrug off the fust world/third world delineation

because the "power of earlier representations" align these oppositions with those during

"earlier imperial encounters" (16I-162). Roxanne Lynne Doty, Imperial Encounters: The
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incorporate a system of othering that is never fxed. Rather, they track the internal

dissensions of the western mind where alterity is always disjunctively split: for

instance, between the imaginary and the symbolic, and metaphor and metonym.

Thus, the presence of otherness is not always easy to discern since this internal

economy often times dispels it with aggressivity, accentuates it through exoticism,

sutrsumes it as self (as a necessary self-reflective surface), or hides it through allegory.

IR as one of these cultural products is no less prone to these effects of the psyche

because otherness remains avital discipline constituting element. Far from its project ¡

in creating universal constructs like sovereignty, interstate conflict, and the global

citizen,IR harbours an internal ambivalence towards the location of the other in the

cliscrpline IR almost entirely ignores the most material manifestation of the other-

women and cgloni?:!.p?pI? (this includes their cultural and territorial effects). Yet

no matter how divorced from these subject positions the discipline claims to be, the

other returns to haunt IR's execution at every turn. One may ask why is it that IR

claims to be universal but needs to constantly celebrate its western philosophical

roots, or query the normative efforts made by academics to patch up loopholes

whenever established paradígms fail to live up to their theoretical capacities. It is also

possible to query how representational strategies are at work even though some IR

texts may be unspecific about political actors and agencies or may even have

"deferÍed" references to them. In order to put these concerns into proper perspective,

one must therefore turn to conceive of IR as complicit with the economy of desire.

Let me explain myself a bit more by referring to two IR texts written in the

1990s. The first is Robert Jackson's Quasi-States: Sovereignty, International Relations and

otherthe Third World and the is James Goldgeier and Michael McFaul's "A Tale of

politics of Representation in North-South Relations (Minneapolis and London: University of
Minnesota Press, 1996).
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Two'Worlds: Core and Periphery in the Post-Cold'War Era."s7 As works written at a

partícvlar juncture in the history of IR and under the shadow of a heavily

Americanized discipline, they reflect certain worldly concerns. In particular, the

global political uncertainties coming at the end of the cold war combined with an

influential US policy-making mechanism caused a dramatic shift in IR's research

olrjectives and agenda. While questions of Soviet aggression, military balance of

power, alliance structures motivated IR specialists to think of the world in Realist

terms during the cold war, the canonical lR of the 1990s had to reconsider the nature

of state sovereignty, international security, and new issues of transnational flows' In a

sense, this new agenda coincides with US preoccupation with new security threats

from the Third World and a renewed missionary zeal to spread democracy and

human rights. It is at such a juncture that Jackson, Goldgeiet, and McFaul are

located, for in spite of dealing with different topics, they have much in common.

Both texts begin with the premise that Realist IR, while possessing some amount of

salience, need to be overhauled as far as their conceptions of state sovereignty and

interactive nature are concerned. Their claims of novelty lie on the assumption that

the world has truly changed and that there will always be a structural, cultutaI, and

political lag between the first world and the third, and between core and periphery.

yet, densely embedded into these two texts are numerous ironies andparadoxes that

appear suspiciously to regurgitate elements of imperial desire.

sTRobert H. Jackson, Quasi-States: Sovereignty, Intemational Relations ønd the Third World

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990); James M. Goldgeiet and Michael McFaul,
iA Tul. ãf t*o Wortds: Core and Periphery in the Post-Cold War Eta," International

Organization 46.2 (1992): 467491 . See also a number of other works in a similar vein. For

ins=tance, Robert H. Jackson and Carl G. Rosberg, "'Why Africa's Weak States Persist: The

Empirical and the Juridical in Statehood ," World Politics 35.I (1982): l-24; andBarry Buzan

and Gerald Segal, "Triumph of the 'West: Its Ideas are Shaping the Globe," The Australian

FinancialReview 6 Mar. 1998: 1-2 Review section.
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For Jackso n's Quasi-States, these ironies and paradoxes reside in the manner by

which an Orientalist representation of the third world occurs in tandem with an

almost humanistic attempt to transcend the moral dilemmas associated with

colonialism's aftermath. Jackson's text begins innocently enough as an inquiry into

IR's founding assumption that state sovereignty is a universal and coherent

experience across the world. But by comparing first world states with those of the

third world, he finds essential diffFerences that justiff a delineation of sovereignty.

Using Isaiah Berlin's negative and positive liberly where human beings' control over

themselves is split between a legal-social anangement that allows for an individual's

,,immunþ from others" and an individual's intrinsic capabilities to secure his own

independence respectively, Jackson develops the terms, negative and positive

sovereignty.s8 Remaining fairly faithful to their original use, he asserts that positive

sovereignty is understood to be the original model of "empirical" statehood surfacing

dramatícally in Europe during the peace of westphalia. In a more contemporary

sense, positive sovereignty is, in most cases, practiced by first world states and

characterízes the possession of an internal consensus as well as the economic and

military wherewithal to safeguard their own sovereignty.se Negative sovereignty, on

the other hand, does not rely on the states' internal abilities or the right to govern but

attain their independence more appropriately through aî international legal

courtesy.óo In other words, at the end of formal colonialism, a wholly different

structure emerged such that a (former colonial) state's stage of development, ethnic

composition, and political system did not matter. Such states through decolonization

became sovereign in all respects merely through an international legal system that

ssJackson 26'3I.

seJackson 29.

6oJackson 29-30.
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recognizes them as such. Thus, Jackson recognizes third world states as exemplars of

negative sovereignty and are the "quasi-states" he refers to in his title'

This division between positive and negative sovereignty, and between empirical

states and quasi-states is not without its cultural solipsism. By also assigning the first

world to the position of empirical states and the third world to that of quasi-states,

Jackson relies on a simplistic schema that constructs the first world as liberal,

democratic, and progressive while the third world is relegated to stereotyping.

Consider the following passage:

These

Quasi-states possess arms but they usually point inward at subjects rather

than outward at foreign powers which indicates that either no significant

extemal threat exists or an internal threat is greater. Looking outward

there can be no balance of power or international equilibrium based on

the credibility of sovereigns. Quasi-states by definition are deficient and

defective as appara1Jses of powel. They are not positively sovereign or

naturally free. Instead, they are constitutionally independent which is a
formal and not a substantive condition. Looking inward, there can

hardly be a social contract since the ruler is threatening (at least some of)

his zubjects and evidently they him. This is an instance not of
'covenants, without the sword' being 'but words' but of swords without a

covenant signiffing nothing but force and terror. The quasi-state is an

uncivil more than a civil place: it does not yet possess the rule of law
based on the social contract. The populations ofquasi-states have not yet

instituted a covenant. Ifno covenant exists, there can be neither subject

nor sovereign nor commonwealth: no empirical state.61

words bear an eerie resemblance to Orientalist texts of the eighteenth and

nineteenth century in which the orient and its people are not just stereotypically

reduced as inferior or threatening to a pre-given order of normality but also the

opposite of how the west chooses to construct itself. Jackson's text, however, goes

beyond the category of being merely Orientalist because it possesses its own

rectiffing and dissociative mechanism. V/hat this means is that however much one

may read into Jackson's text and note the abundance of value laden terms, the

subconscious prejudice afoot, or the inability to shrug off the institutional influence

órJackson 168.
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that forces the third world to be thought in set ways, the text suspends its own

element of disbelief.

As a purported piece of academic writing, Quøsi-States erects three nodes of

reading: as an objective observation of sovereignty, as a selÊconscious employer of

value laden concepts, and as a advocate of moral political change. At any given

rnoment, the text slides among these three nodes, constantly deferring the prospect

that it can be solidly any one of these at any given moment. This, however, only

exemplifies the complex functioning of an ambivalent desire because it causes a

primaT, intricate, and quiet form of othering to be interspersed with a conscious

(symbolic) attempt to mediate it with the prevailing set of moral rules. For instance,

Jackson strives to be selÊaware of the biases his text could promote but switches to a

form of objectivism about IR before hinting a moral purpose behind his study.

V/ithin the span of a few of his introductory pages, such vacillation can be seen.u'He

begins by saying that value judgements have to be made, but then glosses over this by

saying that "categorical goods" do not exist in international relations.6t Then, he

goes on to suggest that while a "cultural relativism" makes it difficult for first world

academics to evaluate the third world, the conditions third world citizens face under

their governments should inspire effiorts to help them find a voice.un Jackson claims

that such is his agenda before ironically imputing that his concepts of negative and

positive sovereignty "do not signiff 'bad' and'good'."65 Even elsewhere in the text,

he tries to empathetically demonstrate that historical Europe is not unlike present

62Jackson 9-11.

63Jackson 9-10.

óaJackson 10-11

ósJackson 11.
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quasi-states but does away with it before it can become too morally incriminating; as

in this passage

The political history of Europe can be read without distortion as a long
record of political incivility. Postwar Eastern Europe continued the
malpractice. Today, however, it is a particularly evident outside the
West where citizenship is scarcely more than a nominal status with little
or no real purchasing power. This is because the Third World state is
usually the possession and instrument of elites who often act as if
sovereignty is their licence to exploit people.uu

I do not consider Jackson's wavering from objectivism to self-awareness and to moral

advocacy a form of inconsistency or incoherence. Instead it is a good illustration of {

how desire is present at every point. Hence beneath the surface of a text that purports

to observe (and hberate) a group of people and to fix a problem in canonical IR

theory lies a dynamic process of otherness that is tied to the western psyche. If Quasi-

states weÍe to comprise of so many cross-cutting functions then it reflects the inner

psychical will to display aggressivity towards the other while also desiring the other

as a completion of its ego. The basic othering of the third world as quasi-states fulfils

the psyche's need for an object of revulsion just as the quasi-states' negation as an

opposite of the first world satisfies the western self s demands of primary narcissism.

Similarly, the appropriation of quasi-states as both_ a critique of and contribution

towards sovereignty theories in IR can also be read in this light.

This hidden desire for the other can also be noticed in Goldgeier and McFaul's

"A Tale of Two Worlds." This is not surprising considerrngthat Jackson and they

share a same interest in accounting for theoretical problems in post-cold war IR. But

there is a slight difference between them as Goldgeier and McFaul appear to adopt a

larger level of synthesis (i.e. between the realist and liberal paradigms) and are more

ambiguous and silent about partícular identities owing to the use of global

"structures" as terms of reference. At the end of the cold 'war, they discover certain

66Jackson 140
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changes in the way the international system operates. While the cold war

necessitated the maintenance of vast security and military apparatuses, a bipolar

world system, and balance of power politics, what one witnesses now, at least in

many parts of the world, is a system based on wealth maxtmization through

negotiation and compromise. In short, Goldgeier and McFaul believe that the

international system can be better understood if it were divided into two coexisting

but hierarchically ordered structures ("worlds" as they call them). At the "core,"

there is a convergence towards shared norms as economic interdependence,

democracy, and collective institutional actions force a shift away from structural

realism. At the periphery however is the confluence of a wide rarLge of political

systems (from "democratic" ones to "monarchic" ones) whose interaction, while

honed somewhat towards wealth creation, basically reaffirms the applicability of

realism. In other words, at the periphery, insecurity, militarism, territorial

aggrandizement, and the unilateral acquisition of power persist. This is where the

ambivalence in "A Tale of Two Worlds" begins. Goldgeier and McFaul are not

explicitly clear about whether or not the core-periphery separation relates to

transnational, and thereby horizontal, structures or if there are definite states

belonging to either category. Right at the beginning, it appears that the core-periphery

delineation refers to a circumstantial and normative categorization all states must

undergo, hence a given state can at about the same period of time behave in ways

symptomatic of either the core and periphery.6l But later, the authors insist that there

are definitively core and peripheral states that, although not necessarily paralTehng

the flust world/thtrd world division, remain firmly tied to their assigned categories.

Thus at the periphery one fi¡ds irredentist states in parts of the Middle East, central

I

óTGoldgeier and McFaul 46947 0; 47 547 8.
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Asia, and the former Soviet lJnion,68 while in contradistinction the core is, by

deduction, made up of the more communally minded states of Europe, North

America, and East Asia.

Even if the composition of Goldgeier and McFaul's core-periphery does not

readly correspond to the core-periphery distinction during the time of colonialism,

this mismatch or slippage produces its own imperial logic, andby doing so invoke the

economy of desire. The article first and foremost rationalizes itself against a

teleological principle that aIl states are at different stages of social, cultural, and

political development. Although the authors reject Fukuyama's argument that we

(meaning the west) have arrived at the final stage of this development,6e their

underlying logic strongly sees states as progressing towards a final destiny that is yet

to be known. This teleology is by no means a new one but reveals that Goldgeier and

McFaul's core-periphery is not aradícally new way of thinking about the world. It is,

so to speak, a different rung of the evolutionary ladder of modernization and the

civilizing mission. In this case, Johannes Fabian's thesis that the westem gaze

produces the other by the denial of coevalness has much relevance.7O As Goldgeier

and McFaul's story goes, today's core states were, at one time, like today's periphery,

given to endless militarism, threats of nuclear exterminism, and relentless bickering.

While the end of the cold war and the increasing importance of transnational

economic flows have something to do with the emergence of the core states, the

authors do not qualify how this change came about. This preoccupation with

describing the core,periphery phenomenon rather than accounting for it promotes an

imperial mystique keeping the periphery out of the core. In this connection, the core

ó8Goldgeier and McFaul 47 9 480

6eGoldgeier and McFaul 468469

t
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remains a symbol of unwavering progress, while the periphery is confined to a

diflerent time and to a disjunctive history'

There is without a doubt an important role for the periphery, and far more than

being just another node of the international system it becomes the location where

otherness is situated. One of the most immediate readings of "A Tale of Two

'Worlds" 
as an example of contemporary colonial discourse is that periphery serves as

object of representation through which the core defines itself. This, however, is only

part of a larger picture of the economy of desire because there are deeper allegotical

forces at work. When Goldgeier and McFaul apply the concept of the core, there is a

superficial avoidance of Eurocentricism because its members include, apart from the

United States and the former European imperial po\Mers, a number of liberal

economies that were also former colonial possessions. As if to provide the semblance

that the world has truly progressed beyond colonial times, such an inclusion has two

interrelated levels that are tied to maintaining the west as the core's rightful signified.

At the secondary level, the non-western states are full members of the core because

their membership of which reaffirms and revalidates the "success" of modernization,

political and social development, and the civilizing mission. At the primary level,

however, the core-periphery system during the period of formal imperialism is so

deeply entrenched in contemporury social practices that forms an inflection in

anything that succeeds it. These two levels are mediated by an alTegorical function

that uses the notion of a parasitíc and unfixed periphery to reveal the text's location

of otherness. Again, if "A Tale of Two 'Worlds" is emblematic of western psychical

desire, then the secondary level of Goldgeier and McFaul's core-periphery system

reflects the basic graíficatíon of the need for the imaginary, and hence a very simple

ToJohannes Fabian, Time and the Other: How Anthropology Makes its Object Q'[ew York:

Columbia University Press, 1983).

t
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conflation of other and self within the core. Such a relationship cannot be indefinitely

maintained because the western self must also regard the other with aggressivity, and

a concept of the periphery that is not so clearþ defined and whose membership is not

so specifically assigned lessens this psychical tension. For this reason, it is also

possible to adduce that the authors' concluding warning that some core states (e.g.

China, Russia, Germany, and Japan) are in danger of falling back into the ways of

peripherytl is more a product of this ambivalence rather than a structural

imperfection. Similarly, the primary level is more profound because it parallels the

psyche's symbolic stage and its capability to mediate desire without completely

giving up the needs of the imaginary. The two levels become extremely symbiotic

since the periphery becomes negotiabie. This does not necessarily mean that it takes

advantage of the "grey areas" within the core, but that its very presence is

consciously used to constitute the core in every sense. In a word, reminding that the

periphery is also in the core.

The works of Jackson, Goldgeier, and McFaul are unique texts within

international relations because they seek to reform certain deficiencies within the

canons. However, they are also not atypícal because they reflect a manifestation of

desire and otherness that appears faidy consistent across IR's broad terrain. Such

examples of desire, as I have attempted to show in the preceding, cannot be found in

that which is explicitly written but must be reconsidered and reread as part of alatger

social/psychical will. Both Quasi-states and "A Tale of Two 'Worlds" easily lend

themselves to this critique because their emphasis on dichotomies and

representational strategies rely on a system of othering that transcends that of the

colonial disciplines. It is in effect constant fluctuations between self and other that are

discursively tailored to avoid easy detection. Their refusal or uncertainty about the

'

TrSee Goldgeier and McFaul 488490
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composition of political agency as well as their implicit incorporation of imperial

designs show how IR works to sustain western preeminence. Both texts ate, however,

fairly obscure in the larger corpus of IR, and much more argument will have to be

applied to the defining texts of the discipline. Such is the purpose of this thesis, and

the following chapters aim to further explain how otherness via this economy of

desire integrates imperialism with IR.

-t23-



Chapter Four

IMPERIALISM BY ANOTHER NAME

America's Empire in lnternational Relations

The cultural imperialism which disavows economic advantages, but
gains a selfish satisfaction in the aggrandisement of a national culture

through imperialistic power, may reveal itself in the most refined and

generous souls.

Reinhold Neibuhrl

The most widely practiced disguise and justification of imperialism has,

however, always been the ideology of anti-imperialism. It is so widely
used because it is the most effective of all ideologies of imperialism. As,

according to Huey Long, fascism will come to the United States in the

guise of ántifascism, so imperialism will come to many a country in the

guise of anti-imperialism.

Hans J. Morgenthau2

In chapters 2 and 3 I argaed that a study of the connection between imperialism and

disciplinary international relations (IR) provides a useful tool in the analysis of

contemporary colonial discourse. Far from having disappeared with the dissolution

of formal colonialism at the end of the second world war, imperialism can be

reinterpreted as a volatile and protean entity, subversively altering its appearance,

meanings, and scope in tandem with changíng moral standards. The concept of

,,disjuncture" as opposed to "delineatiol'r" was, therefore, formulated in response to

the impossibility of articulating (within a langtage proscribed by modernity) the

lReinhold Niebuhr, Moral Man and Immoral Society: A Study in Ethics and Politics Q'{ew York

and London: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1949) 93.

2Hans J. Morgenth au, Politics Among Nations: The Struggle þr Power and Peace, 6th ed. Q'{ew

York: Alfred Knopf, 1985) 108.
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conflation of domination and emancipation in western discourse. How else is one to

suggest that the imperialist-inspired referents of universalism-particulatity, self-other,

and civlization-barbarism can co-function unparadoxically? How else is one to

express the idea that the temporal segments of imperialism then and imperialism now

are both distinct but also continuous? If disjuncture had anything to proffler it would

be to interweave IR and imperialism as having separate teleological paths but a

unified vision of the Iatger scene of western domination. And so, drawing from a

number of cultural critics, disjuncture was argued to have intertextual efflects

allowing for "conffapuntal" readings between texts that deny their consanguinity to

each other, for the exposing of their worldliness, and for the penetration of rampant

narrative rnisalignments. In more ways than one, disjuncture is also a product of the

most primal constructions of identity, and the intrinsic processes of self and other

produce ambivalence that extends to the social realm. Thus the recognition of the

,,universal" in IR cannot be but an external projection of the west's desire (and

inability) to incorporate the other into the self. By so doing it leaves behind traces-

textual allegories and metonymic functions-that both exclude and subsume the

other from what is known to be the "international world." By being twinned with

international relations, imperialism is capable of being recognized as having

discursive, transformative, as well as teoxring aspects'

The preceding assertions somewhat understate the scope of the discussion

contained in the earlier chapters, but they were necessary to preface a number of

questions that need to be addressed. How does IR as a twentieth century discipline

also have residual aspects of the imperial past? How does one qualiff IR's imperial

present? How does IR's heterogeneity and eclectic nature become a singular

expression of western dominance? If academic disciplines are said to patallel an

ongoing social intentionality or reflect the prevailing conflrguration of political po\iler,
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what does one deduce of IR? To a certain extent these questions have been

theoretically elaborated as aspects of disjuncture and ambivalence but are yet to be

substantially exemplified. While IR is undoubtedly a more recent incarnation of the

western social science than the earlier colonial disciplines like anthropology, history,

and philology, it nonetheless possesses its convolution, mechanisms of moral and

intellectual rectlfication, as well as internal dissension. If IR appears so complex,

where does one begin? However daunting this task may seem, there are areas of

theoretical simpliflrcation, reductionism, and abstraction that have popularly come to

constitute IR's mainstream. Known as "realism" this version of IR is something of a

misnomer because it is a fusion of so many philosophical, cultural, and aesthetic

traditions as to be capable of having any objective or explanatory power about the

way the political world really operates. Internally realist IR vacillates among

observers of international affairs , súategic studies, and theorists as either a manner of

objective world descriptions or philosophical testaments about the belligerent,

uncooperative, and anarchic aspects of human nature. Nevertheless this is where my

story about IR and imperialism's disjunctive relationship continues. In this, and the

following chapters, I will selectively read a number of texts that demonsffate certain

episodes where transformations in the study of IR have only led to marginal shifts in

the imperial attitude. It is not my intention to provide an explanation for these

transformations but to show how IR's mainstream has altered in reaction to what it

perceives as changing world realities and increasing dissent among its own ranks. In

principle such an approach tries to accentuate the three modalities it has encountered

since 1945. First, within itself as it moved from a hermeneutical or classical variant of

realism to its structural and positivist version. All of this takes place within the

acclamation of IR as an American social science. Second, as a geogïaphical and

spatial reconsideration following the creation of the "new world order" in the 1990s.
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And third, as an emancipatory effiort contained within new cultural movements like

postmodernism.

In particular the approach this chapter takes in exploring the disjuncture

between imperialism and IR is to locate the discipline at its contemporary

foundations. Granted that IR was framed through the liberal ebullience of the post-

World War I world and that the British academia had sired their own breed of

scholars, I attribute these foundations to the end of the second world war and to IR's

virtual monopoly by American institutions. My intention is not to belittle the British

IR venture. Indeed they have contributed immensely to the discipline and such

figures like E.H. Carr, Martin'Wight, and Hedley Bull have provided a distinctly

British flavour to the discipline. But with respect to contemporary expressions of

imperialism, IR is said to have American foundations because it reveals so much of

the parallels between the US appropriation of the discipline and its superceding of the

British as the new imperial power. Furthermore American IR in itself exposes much

about the ambivalence within the US over the notion of empire. Even in most recent

times, amidst speculations about America's dwindling resources and political

wherewithal, there is no shortage of texts redefining the role of US power or the

nature of its expansionism.3 For example the Managing Editor of Foreign Affiirs,

Fareed Zakaria, has recently published an unoriginal book attesting to the fact that

states rationally expand for the reasons of classical (which he later redefines as "state-

centered realism") or defensive realism.a This means that states expand either

because they simply have the capabilrty of doing so and wish to further acquire

power and status, or because it is simply a preemptive move to provide its security.

3See for example Joseph S. Nye, Jr., Bound to Lead: The Changing Nature of American Power

Q.{ew York: Basic Books,1990).

aFareed Zakaria, From W'ealth to Power: The Unusual Origins of America's World Role (Princeton:

Princeton University Press, 1998).
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Nonethele ss Zakaria uses the US to demonstrate that the former is true and that it is

only through the acquisition of power that expansionism follows.

.What 
is noticeable here (and elsewhere) is the tacit celebration of American

mlght and its expansionist past, but done so mechanically as to ignore the more

imperialistic or morally disturbing consequences of the deployment of US power.

And it is at this juncture that the ambivalence materializes. First, perhaps there are

few places in the world where there has been so much ambivalence over imperialism

and the use of political power as in the United States. US policymakers and

intellectuals often celebrate America as a truly "exceptional" natior¡ distinct from the

aggrandízing record of European expansionism. By being styled as promoting

worldwide democracy and self-determination, America's own historical leap from

continental expansionism to the acquisition of overseas territories came to be a

denied ot contested memory, sitting problematically with its avowed anti-

imperialism. Hence the euphemisms delegated to such actions-globalism,

internationalism, Pan-Americanism, interventionism, multilateralism, and non-

isolationisms-have been preferred descriptions of US foreign policy affitudes. Even

its behaviour overseas has been regarded as a demonsffation of "world leadership"

and "responsibility" and not imperialism. And furthermore the term, "supeÍpower,"

has come to be a preferred label over "empire," hinting to the structural possession of

power in itself rather than in the actual use of power. This semantic play is not a

trivial by-product of US imperial ambivalence but exemplifies a restless search for a

national identity that intertwines the desire for domination and liberation.

5So ingrained is the anti-imperial stance on mainstream US society that these labels have

becomã the currency for discussions of foreign policy in political, social and academic circles.

In texts on diplomatic history and foreþ policy these terms have been accepted to be more
,,precise" anlless value laden than simply imperialism. See ficr instance Stephen E' Ambrose,

i.iy to Globalism: Foreign Policy since 1938, 4th ed. (New York: Penguin, 1985).
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The second reason why the United States' impact on IR allows us to better

appreciate that discipline's aflect on contemponry colonial discourse is that nation's

ascent to world power in the twentieth century. At the height of the British empire,

for instanc e, an elabonte cultural system was inaugurated to promote certain

aesthetic and technological knowledge that was in line with the expression of

imperial power. Thus Victorian and modern literature, Orientalist texts, paintings,

scientific and academic writings were mobtTized to support the proposition that

British were "trlly" superior and that its colonial subjects were deserving of their

overlordship. As British power began to wane during the first half of the twentieth

century, these cultural ar1irfacts became eclipsed by a new set of writing that had

emerged from the other side of the Atlantic. Although the British colonial text did

have its coeval counterpafts in the US during the 19th and early 20th century, the

newer American imperial texts possessed and fitted more precisely with the social

and cultural changes that were taking place during the interregnum and after the

second world war. To a large extent the British colonial texts lost some of their

appeal due to what Ali Behdad describes as "belatedness," the loss of the exotic, the

unfamiliar, and the other through the widening forces of universalization and

globalization.6 As mentioned in the previous chaptet texts bearing the ultra-

modernist stance of American culture and the positivist mark of the social sciences

came to adaptvery well, especially to the formally decolonized world. In particular

the US social sciences appealedbecause they appeared to strive for apragmatism and

objectivity that was unencumbered by the prejudices of an impeÅal past. What

transpires in such a case is necessarily the obliviousness to the incorporation of the

subjectivities of colontzed into an international world that was deemed universal' If

anything such a belief in the social sciences developed simultaneously with US global

óAli Behda d, Belated Travelers: Orientalism in the Age of Colonial Dissolution (Durham and
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power and, as such, that powet is in itself constituted through social sclence

knowledge.

The third reason for the US example as a starting point of query for the IR-

imperialism relationship is the virtual monopoly of that discipline by American

universities and research institutes. Related to the above elaboration, the ascent of

US power did have much to do with the increasingacceptance of the credibility of its

type of social sciences worldwide. After all, American theories are used to account

for an American- rreated world. Yet the pervasiveness of the US social sciences is

founded upon a larger rationale as well as confined by its own particularity' If the US

social sciences enjoy a tremendous amount of influence in institutions outside of the

US, their distinctive origins reveal an intellectual transplantation that has come via a

form of imperialism that is difflerent from the earlier ones. As Dorothy Ross

mentions, the social sciences in the US is largely a product of post-civil war

American society, emanating from its sense of exceptionalism and faith in llberal and

positivist doctrines.T Even for Stanley Hofflrnann, international relations rwas

acclaimed "an American Social Science" because the democrutization and positivism

found in the US increased the transparency with which the public could observe the

conduct of diplomacy and foreign affairs.8 As such it fostered the growth of the

disciplines in ways not found "in the rest of the world."e Hoffrnann provides more

reasons for calling IR an American social science, and even though he stresses that ít

London: Duke University Press, 1994).

TDorothy Ross, The Origins of American Social Science (Cambridge: Cambridge University

Press, l99l).

8Stanley Hoffmann, "An American Social Science: Intemational Relations," Daedalus 106'3

OgiD:4243. See also Ekkehart Krippendorf, "The Dominance of American Approaches in

Ìntemational Relations," Millennium 16.2 (1987): 207-214. Krippendoft does not adopt as

positive a view as Hoffrnan on the strength of American IR, but even as he seeks to uncover

ihe discipline's shortcomings, he tacitly recognizes the US policy-oriented research as having

greatly influenced IR.

eHoffrnann 48.
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has a number of shortcomings (like American IR's lack of historicity), he does so

within a general celebratory attitude.rO Nonetheless this particularity of IR raises a

few questions. If IR were to be tied to a specific geographical location and national

identity, why is it said to have global applicability? How much attachment does US

social science have to imperialism as a valid category? To what extent does US

imperialism echo its earlier antecedents, particularly the version practiced by

European countries?

The notion of American ambivalence towards imperialism is therefore a very

crucial aspect in the study of contemporary colonial discourse. No doubt American

imperialism is now difflerent from its earlier incarnations,rl just as the British had

different conceptions of empire from the French in the nineteenth century. At the

same time, it is also impossible to separate such practices with the larger structures of

western imperialism, and it is crucial to understand that it is disjunctively coherent

and consistent. This chapter argues that a critical reading of international relations

texts written in the decades immediately preceding and following the second world

war allows us to situate that ambivalence as pursuing a teleological progtession. This

is the transformation of IR's understanding of imperialism from outright physical and

territorial acquisition to convergence as a scientific principle. But at the same time

this teleology is anything but linear as the meanings of imperialism have vacillated

backwards and forwards more incessantly. The authors that this chapter is concerned

with, Reinhold Niebuhr, Hans Morgenthau, George Liska in the mid-20th century as

loln other words, Hoffrnann attributes American IR's shortcomings like premature theoretical

formulation, lack of historicity, and conceptions of a rigid dualistic hierarchical international
structure to beließ and values that are uniquely American. Thus the "quest for certainty" and

the fear of retreating to the past are used as some explanations for these problems. Ironically
instead of devaluing the position of IR these critiques tacitly reaffrm the US social science

culture. See Hoffmann 56-59.

I rFor example, the form of imperialism practiced at the end of the Spanish-American war in
1898.
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well as the anti-imperialist writers in the early 1900s, have indeed produced seminal

works to which contemporary mainstream IR owes its origins to. Yet their

representations of imperialism, morality, po\ryer, as well as the world exterior to the

United States have been more disingenuous, reflecting a desire for American

supremacy on the one hand and an equitable world without a hegemonic power on

the other. What do we make of this, and how does this exempliff the disjunctive

bases of imperialism?

This chapter, therefore, tries to account for the emergence of international

relations in the US context and queries how the discipline has made the notion of

imperialism extremely opaque and virtually absent from America's conduct of

forergn relations. Together with widespread changes in moral concepts, linguistic

techniques, and constructions of otherness, IR's inception as social science has been

one of substitution, allowing both material and subliminal expressions of US power

to circumvent the moral apoia norw associated with "traditional" forms of

imperialism. I begin this story both in 1898 and 7945, tvto crucial junctures in

American history. For in no other periods of time have there been such an acute

revelation of the US desire for global supremacy interlocked with the military,

political, and economic wherewithal to fulfill it. But these two periods are also

disjunctive because they revolve around two very different views of the world. In

1898 imperialism was more tangibly expressed through the European precedence,

conflating it with formal colonialism. The anti-imperialism that was to ensue in the

US, thus, came to revolve around the acquisition of Cuba, Puerto Rico, and tlrre

Philippines following the end of the Spanish-American War. At the end of the second

world war, however, facing a nptdly decolonizing world, imperialism was regarded

pejoratively and as the US made its exponential climb to global hegemony, the

concept itself became contested as an applicable description of American diplomacy'
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I argue that an appreciation of these historical transformations is needed in order for

the substitution or allegorical misalignments to be recognized as more pervasive and

coherent imperial textual strategies. This leads to a dilemma: how is it that the

dissimilar imperial contexts can be unified by textual strategies, and how is it that

,,unique" American appropríations of imperialism can also be re-integrated into the

larger picture of western dominance? This chapter goes on to reiterate some of the

features of disjuncture by stress ing that opposing effects often slip and bypass each

other but may lead to a utilitarian end that is also a consequence of the ambivalent

psyche. Finally these textual strategies are exposed through readings of "eatly"

international relations, exploring how the IR flrgures regwgitate these strategies of

narratíve substitution and misalþment.

Historical Missions

In mainstream American society today the use of the term, imperialism, to describe

US conduct towards the rest of the world has all but disappeated. Even public

discussions about its manifestation anywhere else in the world has become

increasingly taÍe as it becomes relegated to history. There aÍe a few exceptions'

Notably the subject of imperialism remains largely the preserve of academic and

intellectual circles. Second it is used rhetorically by politicians and statesmen against

the actions of its enemies like the former USSR. And third it is used by interest

groups outside the US in objection to America's economic and political

preponderance; for instance, what certain French elites considered as cultural

imperialism in the creation of a Euro-Disneyland there. At first glance this

rarefaction appears to come in distinct contrast to the anti-imperialist debate during

the start of the twentieth century. This distinctness is true insofar as imperialism is

understood unwaveringly as the actual acquisition of colonies and is seen to have a
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wide base of protagonists. For during this period of time, imperialism did become a

tangible matter of public debate, mobilizing interest groups, intellectuals, diplomats,

and politicians, and even creating official institutions like the Antilmperialist

Leagte. Furthermore, speeches, popular presses and literature directþ or satirically

brought the debate down to the middle and working classes. However, if imperialism

is perceived to be an underlying, discursive eflect of western dominance, then its

historical record is more indeterminate. For instance, even if imperialism-as-public-

debate re-emerged during the anti-Vietnam war protests in the 1960s and 70s, it had

become more of a hybrid matter; synthesizing and cross associating accumulated

historical knowledge since the 1900s with such worldly conditions as the civil rights

movement, counter-cultural revolt, and the ongoing cold war. Such reappeaÍance

after a fifty-year "absence" from public discourse does not imply that imperialism

recurs through phenomenal shifts in history, but that it possesses a more dynamic

nature adjusting to the changing conditions of the day.

To illusffate the subversive and divisive efFects of contemporary US

imperialism, it will be necessary to begin with its "founding" moment in 1898 and to

rcadthatconsequence as the ambivalence of the mission. V/hat I mean by this is that

imperialism is constituted in an overall missionary goal that is either intended or

accidental. Such a goal does not have to be religiousl2 but refers to the export of any

justification for imperial rule. This is the position of perceived superiority and is

paradoxícally used by both imperialism's advocates and critics to argue why

t2 It is virtually impossible to separate the religious aspect from the secular in the conduct of
imperialism. Rs nnaUna quotes Eric Stokes, a "transference" has taken place in which

"reìigious emotion" has spilled over into "secular purposes." Homi K. Bhabha, "Articulating

the Ãrchaic: Cultural Difference and Colonia Nonsense," The Location of Culture (London

and New york: Routledge, 1994) 124. Indeed ttre zeal and passion that have been

incorporated into imperialist actions oftentimes reach a religious fervour even though the

driving force could bá something more secular. Democracy, for the US, is one such case' By

sayinfthat the mission does not have to be religious, I am stating that the mission has to be

known as more potent underlying force in whi the reasons behind imperialism cannot be so

neatly and rationally delineated into categories like economic or strategic.
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imperialism should or should not take place. Thus the mission is always ambivalent

because even if anti-imperialists decry the exertion of power by their state, the

Iangtage and logic employed by their critique has to come through the very discourse

that lends credence to the mission itself.tt Thus the irony made popular by the 1835

Macaulay "minute" in rccognízing the totality of democratic ideals and

representative government on the one hand but deferring its implementation in India

on the other is an example of this ambivalent mission.tn More apptopriately in the

context of US history, both the proponents and opponents of imperialism have drawn

on the same principles of the mission, that is, the supremacy of American values and

exceptionalism. For the opponents these values-freedom, democracy, and selÊ

determination-are the reasons why the US should not become imperialist, while for

the proponents these reasons form the basis of American expansionism. 
'Woodrow

'Wilson's idealistic catchphrase, "making the world safe for democracy" is an

example of this. Without a doubt the circularity of the "mission" serves as an

important channel between imperialism past and present.

In terms of the actions following the Spanish-American War in 1898, the anti-

imperialist debates came to represent the mission in such conflicting ways that

opposing sides could not effectively be delineated. 
'What was in contention was

whether or not the US should acquire Cuba, Puerto Rico, and the Philippines from

Spain, and if so what form of governance would be applied to these territories.

Without a doubt the proponents and opponents of America's foray into imperialism

saw themselves as unique to and different from Europe's colonial experience and

believed that US political values like liberty, democracy, and self-government lwere to

set them apart from the monarchic and autocratic ways of the Old World.

13See Homi K. Bhaba, "Sly Civility," The Location of Culture (London and New York:

Routledge, 1994) 93-101.

rnBhabha, "Sly Civility" 94-95.
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Imperialism was more or less agreed, as Thompkins defines it, to be "the acítal

political domination of one people by another."'s Such a definition allowed

supporters and opponents to deny being imperialists, although this might be the label

directed by the latter against the former. For the advocates of US colonial

acquisition, their principles arose as a combination of "nafrJral," idealistic, and

pragmatic considerations. In this regard, it is true that every advocate had his motive.

For Alfred Thayer Mahan the publication of his Importance of Sea Power Upon History

celebrated the greatness of the nation and the necessity of sound naval strategic

principles and called for urgency of expansionism.l6 For Reverend Josiah Strong it

was both the fear of national overpopulation and God's divine intention of a superior

Anglo-Saxon race that legitimated colonial acquisition. For Theodore Roosevelt,

who was so conscionably aware of dangers of imperialism, the Monroe Doctrine's

call for keeping Europe out of Latin America justified it. But perhaps few advocates

of American imperialism came as close as Senator A.J. Beveridge in displaying the

full scope of the mission. While claiming that these territories had to be acquired for

economic reasons (for instance, maintaining shipping and telegraphic networks), he

also tried to make overseas expansion as "nattJtal" as America's continental

expansion and manifest destiny during the preceding decades.tt Then one may also

ascertain Beveridge's divine (but not necessarily original) interpretation of

imperialism's function. As in this passage:

God has not been preparing the English-speaking and Teutonic

peoples... for a thousand years for nothing but vain and idle self-

èoniemplation and self-admiration. He has made us the master

rsE. Berkeley Thompkins, Anti-Imperialßm in the United States: The Great Debate (Phtladelphia:

The University of Pennsylvania Press, 1970) 2'

lóAlfred Thayer Mahan, The Influence of Sea Power (Jpon History, 1660-1783 (London: Samson

Low, Marston, 1889).

t7V.G. Kieman, America: The New Imperialism: From White Settlement to World Hegemony

(London: Zed Books, 1978) 85.
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organizers of the world to establish system where chaos reigns..'[sic] He

has made us adept in government that we may administer govemment

among savage and senile peoples. Were it not for such a force this world
would relapse into barbarism and nlght. And of all our race he has

marked the American people as his chosen nation to finally lead in the

regeneration of the world.18

Indeed the task of many a modern historiography is to sift through a lepertory of

these imperial motives and to distinguish between momentary, political-inspired

rhetoric and anunderlying reason that can be independently verified as ftue. Thus fbr

many scholars of America's imperial record these arguments by Beveridge, Mahan,

Roosevelt, and Strong are too circumstantial and a coherent and credible reason had

to be isolated through sound intellectual judgment. In the opinion of American

diplomatic historian, Walter LaFeber, US imperialism no longer becomes constituted

by these diverse and eclectic propositions, but is a calculated response to the

pressutes of its industrial revolution and the economic need for markets and materiel'

It is at this point that al7 other reasons, strategic and military, converge.le LaFeber is

not alone in this account of imperialism, and the "economic" dimension became

particularly popular in the 1960s and 70s. But as I argted in chapter 2, this tendency

to reduce imperialism to amatter of delineated categoríes has its shortcomings since

they are self-contained, selÊreferential, and they organize knowledge about empire as

existing separately to the consciousness of the observer. More speciflrcally they do not

envision the motivations of imperialism to be complex interplays of desire; that the

rhetoric used in support of American expansion usually reflects an inner unconscious

will.

Just as there are difficulties in interpreting the cause of the proponents of

expansionism, there are also immense complexities involved in teading its

tsA.J. Beveridge quoted in Reinhold Niebuhr, The lrony of American History (London: Nisbet,

t9s2) 6r.

leryalter LaFeber, The New Empire: An Interpretation of Americøn Expansion 1860-1898 (Ithaca:

Cornell University Press, 1963) 60.
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"Troubles which may follow an ¡mper¡al policy"
Chartes Nelan, New York Herald, 1898.
As seen in this cadoon, the opposition to America's potential imperial policy were in

themselves extremely prejudiced in their representations of the Filipino native. Here the

cartoonist uses savage and tribal images of the natives to warn against the constitutional

problems that may result from the annexation of the Philippines'

opponents' views. As a matter of fact those who claimed to be anti-imperialists at the

turn of the century consisted of a very diverse lot of individuals whose dogmatic

positions vacillated from an insular concern for safeguañtng cherished national

ideals to outright racism. In this respect the most frequently used affack against the

,,imperialists" was that territorial acquisition violated the spirit of American political

ideals and contravened the provisions of the Constitution. These anti-imperialists

perceived the United States as a very different entity from Europe and were quick to

uphold the moral beneficence of its republican uniqueness and avowed refusal to use

force. And since the Constitution did not provide for the acquisition of vassals and

colonies, any territory annexed will have to be admitted to the "llnion" with the

same representational privileges as the other states. Therein lies the rub. These anti-
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imperialists demonstrated very little concern for the welfare of the potential colonies,

and as Beisner expounds in reference to the Philippines, "with a few exceptions, they

feared not so much what U.S. imperialism would do to the various peoples of the

philippines, about whom they knew precious little, but to American ideals and

institutions ."'o That insularity aside the anti-imperialists were ephemeral, in some

cases they applauded the annexation of Hawaii but condemned the taking of the

philippines.,t But more interestingly they could be ambiguous, supporting anti-

imperialism for the sake of American values but also believing that colonialism

would only lead to the inclusion of non-White peoples into the union, thus

underminin g ttre "purity" of America's ethnic composition. For instance, the

prussian migrant, Carl Schur z, is recognized as one of the leading voices in the anti-

imperialist movement. But his objection to the impending annexation of Santo

Domingo consisted of a fear that America's "constitutional and social integrity"

would be undermíned.22 This led to a "circular" logic that Santo Domingo was best

left alone. Says Beisner:

'

This was a circular argument-a kind of permanently revolving

syllogism-based upon his conception of constitutionalism, national

iharãcter, race, and geography. [Schurz's] Law went briefly as follows:

the United States in order to remain true to her political principles' could

never rule over other peoples undemocratically; thus, if Santo Domingo
(for which in 1898 read "Hawaii," "the Philippines," or "Puerto Rico")

was to be annexed, it should by rights be made a state and placed on a

Annexation, in short, would either violate the Constitution of corrupt

20Robert L. Beisner, Twelye Against Empire: The Anti-Imperialists, 1898-1900 (Chicago and

London: The University of Chicago Press, 1985 [1968]) xv'

2lBeisner x.

zzBeisner 22.
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the homogeneity of the nation that was essential to orderly constitutional
operation.23

If Schurz's views were to fall back onto the central premise of US ideological

superiority, then there appears to be very little difference between the views of those

supporting and those against imperialism. The contention was no longer whether or

not the US had a world role (a question that recurs to this day) or how it was to telate

to the more "disadvantaged" peoples of the world. For indeed the US approached

Asia, Afric a, the Pacific Islands, andLatin America with a mixture of condescension

and missionary responsibility. The question came to be how the superiority of US

culture (believed to be universally valid) was to be dispensed and what forms of

power \üere to be used in support of this process. It comes as little surprise then that

anti-imperialist views bear anuncanny similarity to those of the imperialists, as seen

in this statement by one of Senator Beveridge's opponents in Congtess:

The forcible annexation of the Philippine Islands is not necessary to

make the United States a world power. For over ten decades our nation
has been a world power. During its brief existence it has exerted upon

the human race an influence more potent for good than all the other

nations combined, and it has exerted that influence without the use of
sword or Gatling gun. Mexico and the republics of Central and South

America testiff to the benign influence of our institutions, while Europe

and Asia give evidence of the working of the leaven of self-govemment.

In the grõwth of democracy \Me observe the triumphant march of an

tdea-.ln idea that would be weighted down rather than aided by the

armor and weapons proffered by imperialism.2a

The individual behind this statement was Williams Jennings Bryan, one of the

Anti-Imperialist League's most ardent supporters. But while Bryan was usually

critical of many overt forms of annexation made by the US, he eventually came to

favour the transfer of the Philippines to the US because, pra4matically, it was only by

committing itself to a colonial policy that a possible independent Philippine republic

23Beisner 22-23.

2a Wifliam Jennings Bryan, Bryan on Imperialism: Speeches, Newspaper Articles and Interviews

(Chicago: Bentley and Co., 1900) 23.

I

t
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could be created in the future.2t Bryan fell out of favour with the Anti-Imperialist

Leagte over this action, but by then the outcome of the anti-imperialist movement

had become rather mixed. The US did eventually annex the Philippines and

president McKinley's moral justification was the mission of "benevolent

assimilation" and to provide their "little brown brothets" (as the Filipinos were

called) with the right political and ideological tutelage. Thus in some respects the

philippines became the testing ground for American ideals, reaffirming the moral

force both the imperialists and anti-imperialists relied on. But consequentþ as the US

attempted to remake the Philippines in its "own image," the benevolence of the

mission descended into violence that was initially structural and epistemological and

eventually physical.'6 Sensing that the antispanish rebels in the Philippines-who

were so ardently allied by the US in the struggle against their erstwhile rulers-were

not disbanding but turning against their new conquerors, McKinley authorized a

systematic military campaign against rebel positions until they were subjugated and

their leader, Aguinaldo, defeated and made to swear an oath of allegiance to the US.

What was initially lionized as America's first attempt at colonial liberation thus gave

way to an ironic display of aggressive colonialism ending with tragic results.

THishowever became mediated by American calls for a practical course of action,

notwithstanding the suppression of the rebellion, but because of the condescending

belief that the US knew what was best for the Filipinos in the long run.

My intention in the foregoing was not to provide a history of the anti-

imperialist debates or of the US administration of colonial rule in the Philippines.

Rather I pointed out that what was central to such issues was the notion of the

mission, around which all positions in the anti-imperialist debates converged. Hence

2sThompkins 197.

26For a good account see Stanley Kamow, In Our Image: America s Empire in the Philippines

(New York: Random House, 1989).

t
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both the proponents and opponents of imperialism did not have incommensurable

views but were ironically unified by the idea of a superior American civtlization This

episode in history is, however, not necessarily unique but fits into an evolving

strategy of the mission. In the years following the second world war, the mission

came to be tested by a number of historical changes. One of the most significant was

the end of the British empire and the fragmentation of the world into a large number

of "sovereign" nation states. Another aspect was the ascent of American social

science and the corresponding rise of a different linguistic structure in which alterity

and otherness was to be located. Then there was also the residual tension caused by

the increasing misalþment of the other. For no longer was the basis of large-scale

political difference centered around the "westem world" and its periphery, but came

to comprise circumstantially of shifting and undecidable entities. Therefore the other

could also be the recalcitrant Gaullist French on leaving NATO, the revisionist

Soviet empire, or Third world countries. In some ways this has been the result of the

increasing atomizatíon of global life where identities have become discrete and

ftag¡tred. Finally, further moral transformations have reified certaín mechanisms

through which moral choices are made. For imperialism, its most physical

manifestation and nuances of violence and domination, has come to be recognized as

an ultimate evil, and its antonym, selÊdetermination, has become valorized The use

of power was deeme dbad, but then was justifiable in a situation where the "balance

of power" stood to be challenged.

The presumed disappe arance of imperialism (as a label for the conduct of US

foreign policy) since the second world war is largely attributed to these historical

changes. When the Philippines was finally granted independence in 1945, the

advocates of its annexation (if they were still alive then) must have felt vindicated.

Even if the Filipino polity were to eventually degenerate into the mismanagement
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and horrors of the Marcos regime, the Philippines came to be conveniently

remembered as a US foreign policy success only because imperialism lost its

conceptual utility (q.v.) under the weight of the cold war and the evolving

international political system.2? What was now in fashion were terms like the

internation al balance of power, bipolarity, the three worlds system, and more

problematically, the so-called superpower politics. It is also important to remember

that under this mantle of neologisms and in very select circles, imperialism remained

a potent mobilizing concept. As mentioned earlier the 1960s and 70s saw a

resurgence in its use as anti-Vietnam war protestors and sympathetic intellectuals

mounted a sustained campaign against the mainstream American society that had

pummeled the nation into the war. But far from using the same understanding of

imperialism as their turn-oÊthe-century counterparts, imperialism had become

interpolated with increasing awareness of the non-American world and a selÊ

reflexive consciousness about how it consisted of different forms of violence' There

were a number of monuments to this new antiimperialism, not least the striking

parallels between the textual and material conditions of the times. Thus many of the

sources I have used regarding the anti-imperialist movement of 1898-1920 were

published atthatperiod of time. The undertaking of reprinting 52 volumes of (what

may now be called) primary texts printed on US imperialism between L898 and l94l

by the Hoover Institution, Arno Press and the New York Times is also another

27It must be remembered that Marcos was hailed by a number of US presidents, especially

Ronald Reagan, for his commitment to "liberty, democracy, justice, equality." There is no

doubt abouithe dubiousness of such assertions and that keeping the Philippines as an ally

was of strategic importance during the cold war. But this exemplifies the overwhelming

prioritization made by US policymakers in downplaying the initial values of the mission (like

ãemocracy) for what was perceived as more urgent political problems of the day. See

Raymonó bonrr.t, Waltzing with a Dictator: The Marcoses and the Making of American Policy

Q.{ew York: Vintage Books, 1988).

,
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example of such parallels.28 But more significantly there was also growing

appreciation that imperialism had to be seen as something of a larger scope, as

evidenced in Felix Greene's The Enemy:

And it became clear to me, as it has of course to so many others, that
imperialism means far more than the exploitation of poor countries by
the rich. It involves a whole social system based on exploitation and
violence, a whole way of thinking about other people. The ghettos of
America, racial injustices, the glaring inequalities that exist in every
'W'estern country, the dehumanization of our industrial society, are as

much products of imperialism as apartheid in South Africa or the
wanton slaughter of villagers in Vietnam.2e

Greene indeed demonstrates a critical awareness of the many dimensions

imperialism may possess. But like many of the earlier anti-imperialist texts The Enemy

does not elaborate what problems imperialism may present in itself or demonstrate

any immediate concern for the victims of that imperialism. Rather it rationalizes anti-

imperialism on the basis of the dangers US imperialism twinned with capitalist needs

would bring to American society, particularly in being self-destructive and leading

the US into fascism and social degeneration.3o

Imperialism, therefore, possesses an incredible amount of resilience not only

across historical but temporal settings as well. Even the internal intellectual and

academic projects to isolate the cause of imperialism vary little in terms of the scope

of contestation. Thus for US, Britain, and France, the arguments have shifted from

capitalism to modernization and from the strategic to the religious. My intention here

is not to support any one of these arguments but to suggest that this contestation is in

itself enveloped by imperialism. The case of the United States is extremely useful

2sVarious authors, American Imperialßm: Viewpoints of United States Foreign Policy, 52 vols.

(New York: Arno Press and the New York Times,1970).

2epelix Greene, The Enemy: Wat Every American Should Know About Imperialism (New York:
Vintage Books, l97I) xlli; see also 101.

30Greene's accusations of fascism need to be qualified. He sees this as the "imperialism
without the social-democratic 'liberal' mark which the 'satisf,ied' colony-owning imperialisms
are able to assume. Fascism involves repression. It serves the interest of monopoly capitalism
which, through demagogy, acquires a mass base." Greene 89-90.
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because it harbours such a deep-seated longing to be identified by the rest of the

world as a nation different from Europe in terms of moral consciousness, domestic

polity, and use of power. Yet every attempt to inculcate that difference has been

accompanied by a sense of superiority that has led to a violent export of its "unique"

mission that is circular and ambivalent. It is circular because every attempt to either

support or oppose imperialism usually returns to a pre-given dogma. For example,

while the mission appeared to be buriedby globalizíng terms of realist IR discourse,

scholars like Tony Smith have recently returned to the langaage of the mission.

Writing in America s Mission, Smith fears that so many texts in US foreign policy have

been preoccupied by the strategic narratives of cold war that it is now vital to revive

"democracy" as a means of re-reading the American diplomatic record.3t Smith's

writing is almost celebratory but he also inadvertently fractures and misaligns

contemporary understandings of US foreign policy; he appropriates the eatlier forms

of imperial mission without necessarily abandoning later understandings of

international relations.

Transition: Theories of American Uniqueness?

Thus far this chapter has concerned itself with the imperial mission and in particular

the circularity and ambivalence associated with its appropriation by the United States

in the twentieth century. There are a few aspects of this that need to be discussed'

How does one locate US imperialism as being both unique and also part of a latger

history of western domination and violence?'What is the relationship between the US

attempt to construct moral difference and its ultimate use of political power? And

where does international relations situate in this picture?

31Tony Smith, America's Mission: The United States and the Worldwide Struggle þr Democracy in

the Twentieth Century (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1994).
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Without a doubt mainstream American society prefers to consider itself as

diflerent from Europe. In literature, political speeches, and popular culture, the US

has referred to itself invariably as "God's own country," "ciú on the hill," land of the

free," and "the melting pot." Certainly the list of selÊgiven accolades goes on as

contemporary discourse works to further reiff an American "civtlization" distinct

from the repressive and tyrannical ways of Europe. This exceptionalism has

manifested itself in countless ways and for international relations this has come

through the creation of the social sciences whose positivism and objectivism attempts

to steer clear of the deductive, hermeneutical styles of European humanities. Greg

Russell's attempt to separate American from continental IR is one good example.

V/hile unlike Stanley Hoffrnann, Russell does not singularly acclaim IR as an

American discipline he nonetheless works within that attitude. To Russell,

continental or European realist IR's central premise was " raison d étaf' or the purpose

of the state as being the ultimate ends in the execution of international political

power.t' Thus what one finds in Europe especially during the pre-first world war

years and the interregnum were opaque and secretive diplomatic interactions whose

conduct borrowed heavily from the classical doctrines of Thucidydes, Hobbes, and

Machiavelli. In most cases realpolitik overwhelmingly justified the use of power.

Russell however finds European raison d état as not precisely applicable in realist

American IR because the question of morality consistently foreshadows the use of

international power. For example, Hans Morgenthau, a German émigré and notably

one of the chief figures of American IR, is shown by Russell to possess views

ttGregory T. Russell, Raison D Ént and the American Philosophy of Realism in World Afairs,
diss., Louisiana State University and Agricultural and Mechanical College, 1987. (Ann
Arbor: UMI, 1989). See also Greg Russell, Hans L Morgenthau and the Ethics of American

Statecrart (Baton Rouge and London: Louisiana State University Press, 1990).
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vacillating between the primacy of power and national interest and the possibilities of

moral restraint.33

Russell does not necessarily explain the obsession with morality in American

IR nor does he qualiff the subsistence between morality and power. While this seems

to feed on the intrinsic and selÊexplanatory basis of the US being a diflerent society

and thus dissimilar intellectual views, it is Russell's PhD advisor, Cecil Crabb, who

tries to reconcile these conceptual incongruities through a unique American

philosophy. In a word this philosophical system is called pragmatism. Although very

few works (apart from Crabb's) have been written about American pragmatism and

international relations, this philosophy has appeared in other areas, culminating with

the works of William James, Charles Pierce, John Dewey, and much later, Richard

Rorty. A few general points have to be made about pragmatism especially with

regard to its acclamation as "America's most original and influential contribution to

the philosophical ftadítion."3a It is seen to be an intellectual project filling the need of

the "innovatively" new US society for a commonsensical approach in the inquiry of

truth. Pragmatism's purpose, therefore, was to avoid the "abstract philosophical

speculation" associated with European philosophy but to valorize the realm of

experience as the way truth could be revealed.3t Consequently the universe is

perceived as incomplete and pluralistic, leading to the presence of competing

thoughts and societies. Since pragmatism is utilitarian and oriented towards problem

solving it has, therefore, a number of political implications. First staying close to the

docffines of the Enlightenment and modernity, it upholds humankind's relentless

capacity for selÊimprovement. Second it rejects "closed" or deterministic systems like

33Russell, Hans J. Morgenthau and the Ethics of American Statecrart.

3aCecil V. Crabb, Jr., American Diplomacy and the Pragmatic Tradition (Baton Rouge and
London: Louisiana State University Press, 1989) 53.

3sCrabb 84.
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Social Darwinism or Marxism and embraces "open" systems like liberal

democracy.36 This is because it is only under these systems that the search for truth

can best be facilitated. Similarly it opposes " 'value-free' scientific and philosophical

enquifies. "37

Crabb argues that US international relations is actually consonant with

pragmatic philosophy especially in the way choices are made and prioritized and also

the manner with which the world is conceived. If the presence of an "open" world

system were vital to the pursuit of truth, then much of the moral basis of IR would be

dedicated to the promotion of that system. The use of power, in this rcgard, becomes

extremely problematic because even though there is a general dislike for it, power is

recognized not as a means to an end or used for its own sake. Instead it must serve a

higher and justifiable purpose. Thus for John Dewey power is "man's ability or

capabtlity to execute, rcalíze ends" and is the "sum of conditions available for

bringrng the desired end into existence."tt In a similar vein William James sees

power as legitimate so long as it is justified in the long run. In "the Moral Equivalent

of 'W'ar," particularly, James sanctions the use of war when the higher and more

immediate moral standard such as national security left few other choices.'n Fot

example, facíngcomplex circumstances like the need to decisively end the war in the

Pacific Theatre, the nuances of pragmatism could be felt in the use of atomic

weapons on Japan because, as overbearing as such an action was, it was believed that

the costs involved were minimal compared to the further loss of lives had the war

36John Dewey, "Philosophy and Democracy," John Dewey, eds. Debra Moris and Ian Shapiro
(Indianapolis and Cambridge: Hackett Publishing, 1993) 4347.

3TCrabb 84-86.

3sCrabb 111.

3eWilliam James, "The Moral Equivalent of 'War," The Works of William James, eds. Frederick
H. Burkhardtetal. (Cambridge and London'.Haward University Press,1982) 162.
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continued. Because the making of moral and rationalistic choices has become

internalized as a necessity in US society, these pragmatic moves become blatantly

acceptable without any awareness of its logqçe!_4ç_!gy-oJta.*I shall revisit this

problem of power and morality in my later discussion of Reinhold Niebuhr'

For now, despite these attempts to construct these philosophical positions and

practícal/theoretical notions of IR as different from European forms, there is an

inordinate amount of intertwining that makes it impossible to deny the Euro-

American connection or to separate the pragmatism as absolutely unique. At one

level, pragmatism appears tobe a very celebratory, distinct, and political move to

consffuct an American intellectual identity upon which social practices could be

explained or verified. At another delineated level the hybrid behaviour of American

IR appears difficult to reconcile. For instance one may ask how US foreign policy

can comprise of both very liberal and optimistic views of the world (the possibility of

progress, the importance of exporting American ideals and values) as well as the

constant return to realist power politics. With the introduction of structuralism into

IR in the 1960s this separation becomes even more acute, making the dynamics and

functioning of the international world outside the control of contingent human

intervention.no This is where it is important to recall the concepts of disjuncture and

ambivalence discussed in the previous chapters. Since all rationalistic forms of

thinking derive from delineation, the question about uniqueness in American thought

becomes discrete and atomistic. It attempts to reinforce the notion that such

categories like the United States, Europe, colonialism, independence, international

relations, domestic politics, human ageîcy, and external sffucture have to be held

separate from each other. This is thus the driving force behind contempotary

exertions of difflerence, superiority, and exceptionalism. As I stressed delineated
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modes of thinking are problematic in that they fail to take into consideration that

these categories are pafi of an imperfect network of connections slipping, bypassing,

and converging at difflerent moments. It is important to think of American IR

disjunctive; while it is produced in reaction to changing worldly conditions and

underpinned by different philosophical concerns there are still aspects that connect it

back to alarger and more coherent system of western domination.

'What materializes as difference in this connection-difference from Europe,

diflerence from the "rest of the world"-is also a feattxe of the ambivalent economy

of desire. As I have argted in the previous chapter a number of critics have stressed

that cultural production cannot be delineated from the desire implicit in individual

psychical processes. This desire is not merely a general wish or longing but an

unconscious identificational need with respect to the other. It is at this site that

ambivalence develops because this desire forms a consonant split between the

attaction and repulsion to the other. Similarly this relation to the other returns to the

subject in the form of a narcissistíc/self-hate divide, for in both attraction and

repulsion, the longing to subsume cannot and must not be fulfilled if the subject is to

retain his psychicalintegrity. Cast in a broader setting social desire comes to double

the selÊother relations that lie at the heart of colonial discourse, articulating a

panoply of imperial actions including: the desire to subsume the colonial other as self

but the impossibility of doing so, the function of textual and metonymic processes as

attempts to satisff that desire and to assuage tensions associated with that

ambivalence. The "impossibility" of desire becomes a helpful element in the

discussion of disjuncture because it exemplifies how discrepant entities could also be

paft of a more coherent action. JanMohamed's "Manichean Allegory" picks up so

much of this feature of desire because, for him, the material, textual, and physical

a0See Kenneth N. Waltz, Man, the State ønd War: A Theoretical Analysß Q.{ew York: Columbia
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realms are all a part of a multifaceted colonial strategy that is both conscious and

unconscious. In light of the pragmatic assertions of US IR, the ambivalent economy

of desire produces a number of readings. First pragmatism can be held as a separate

philosophical doctrine insofar as it is used as one of the many hermeneutical models.

But in the larger scheme of things the cultural space it appears to afford to

international relations (IR having both an American and European "flavour")

reiterates the internal psychical conflict. On the one hand the desire to be distinct and

unique is wrapped up in fantasies of the other (in this case Europe). On the other

hand the need to produce a universally valid form of international relations is also

dependent on the avoidance of value free science and celebration of a pafiícularistic

American version of that discipline. These are not ironies in themselves but

expressions of US cultural desire. Second these questions of American intellectual

uniqueness are ín themselves complex issues vacillating between worldly conditions

of US hegemonic power and its own assertions of being non-imperialistic. In this

respect this intellectual position mirrors America's own position of global supremacy

today and yet whether or not the US should be understood as a "post-colonial" state

remains a largely contestable notion.al This split confuses America's assumption of

the imperial mantle with its anti-colonial intellectualism. To a large extent this is

underwritten by the economy of desire thatagain echoes the production of difflerence

that incorporates both self and other.

Writing America's Empire

During America's ascent to global hegemony in the twentieth century, history,

conceptions of morality, the role of American ideals and values, and the deployment

University Press, 1959): 80-123.

arsee Peter Hulme, "Including America," Ariel: A Review of Internationat Englßh Literature 26.7
(1995): tl7-t23.
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of power have cast an ambivalent shadow over the textual expressions of US

imperialism. As evidenced in the surreptitious and periodic intrusion of

"imperialism" in public discourse, the changing interpretations of empire do not

adhere to a seamless eschatological progression where they are gradually "written

out" as aberrations of humanity or any moral order. As a maffer of fact the increasing

moral scrutiny placed on imperialism constantly returns to a number of themes about

the "mission," the universal ideals of American democracy, selÊdetermination,

liberalism, and freedom. Whether or not such themes are emancipatory is disputable

considering the violent means associated with their propagation in places that were

former colonies of Europe. The delineation between emancipation on the one hand

and the use of political might on the other is not distinct but claimed by ptagmatíc

philosophers to be a form of ambivalence in US foreign policy making characteristic

of a unique American society. The point here is not so much to deny that

pragmatism helps to account for that ambivalence but also to suggest that such

reasoning fits into thelarger picture of disjuncture. Thus the morals that US society

honours is part of the same discursive system as the violent use of power that it

excoriates. What is claimed to be distinctively "American" comes to subsist with

European practices of imperialism activating a myriad of psychical forces projected

onto the social realm.

If the textual production of America's empire were to be assayed, it would

surely have to come via such themes of ambivalence. As quoted at the start of the

chapter these two seminal figures in international relations appear to be consciously

elaborating a split in the practice of imperialism, that in the first case, individuals

could be morally selÊaware but also imperialistic when located as part of a social

collective, and in the second, how the opposition to imperialism could also lead to it.

There are undoubtedly more of these ideas in the writings of IR and this is the
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ground that has to be covered with respect to twentieth century colonial discourse.

This is because the American empire is chiefly constituted through IR as US

perceptions of the world are derived from a larger cultural system that also produces

the discourse of world politics. And just as the trajectory of imperialism has never

been static, the development of American IR since the second world war has also

been dynamic, shiftin g from a largely explanatory and historicist model to one that

aspires to be scientific and positivist. Scattered along this "teleological" line is an

eclectic group of writers like Reinhold Neibuhr, Hans Morgenthau, and George

Liska.a2 There are many more IR intellectuals but I have chosen these to demonstrate

the presence of circular, insular, and ambivalent inflections of imperialism. What

uniflres them is how they are situated within the American imperial mission. Thus in

spite of the difference in their time frames, objectives, and explanatory models, in one

way or another, their writings revolve around as well as constitute the mission that is

specifically coterminous with moral conduct. In this sense morality is not just the

consciousness of good versus evil but a whole ethical system governing and

legitimizing the totality of social life. In Levinasian terms such ethics is considered

responsibility for the Other."43 The morality question takes hold at every level of

agency, moving from the morality of individuals within a society to the morality of

each society within a larger social collectivity like the international realm.

Imperialism seeps into American IR because these notions of morality form the basis

of inquiry about how sovereign states relate to each other. No doubt IR perceives the

n2There is an interesting coincidence that many of the early American IR scholars were either

German in origin ot of G.rtnan parentage. Neibuhr for instance was a son of a German

immigrant u.rd Motg.nthau arrived in US after fleeing the Nazi occupied Germany. An
.rn"-piri"ul observatlon suggests that the IR theory they produced was a combination of
some cultural displacement-,- a sense of "exiIe" (and yet patriotism for their new found

homeland), and tñe continental philosophies they were influenced by. This is, of course,

purely speculative and much more work could be done in this area.

a3Emmanuel Levinas, "Ethics as First Philosophy," The Levinas Reader, ed' Seàn Hand

(Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1989) 82-84.
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interaction of states as technically regulated by "natural laws," yet there rs a

predilection for morality as a basis upon which interstate behaviout is analyzed.

True, these IR theorists do see numerable differences between individual and inter-

state morality, and also question if individual morals could be applied to

international relations. And to a large extent this separation becomes a convenient

way of justiffing imperialism, the use of power, and other forms of intervention

without necessarily compromising individual moral standards.

In surveying these questions of the moral mission, the writings of Reinhold

Niebuhr would be the best place to begin. After alI, an important realist IR figure,

George Kennan, gave Niebuhr the honorific title, "father of us alli'aa indicating the

pervasiveness of his thought in the American IR literature. But more so because of

the way his writings justify and legitimize tlrre use of US imperial power while

simultaneously reconciling with the strictures of US moral beließ. As a theologian,

Niebuhr's route to IR has been comparatively less direct, although his writings on the

individual's relationship to Christendom paralleled pressing political developments

like America's foray into the secondworldwar, its rise to global predominance, the

onset of the cold war, and nuclearization.a5 Niebuhr's work is therefore worldly

because of a growing need to account for the relationship between individual

morality and an increasingly chaotic, anarchic, and immoral world. The result of

which is a form of writing that is best called "prophetic realism"a6 in which Christian

views of human nature are twinned with the unalterably deterministic and conflicting

course of social life. As such the Niebuhr who extols the US employment of power

politics on the one hand cannot easily be reconciled with the Niebuhr who upholds

aaGeorge F. Kennan quoted in Michael Joseph Smith, Realist Thought from Weber to Kissinger

(Baton Rouge and London: Louisiana State University Press, 1986) 99.

assmith ll3-114.

oósmith 99-t33.
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the intrinsic good in the individual. And although there are a number of shifts in his

ideas across his life, the disjuncture between the individual and the society and

between good and evil is a recurring feature. In Moral Man and Immoral Society

Niebuhr accepts the inevitability of conflict, selfishness, and immotality of society

and criticizes ltberals and "utopians" for their "romantic overestimate of human

virtue."nt As he intones:

It may be possible, though it is never easy, to establish just relations

between individuats within a group purely by moral and rational suasion

and accommodation. In inter-group relations this is practically an

impossibility. The relations between groups must therefore always be

predominantly political rather than ethical, that is, they will be

detefmined by the proportion of power which each group possesses at

least as much as by any rational and moral appraisal of the comparative

needs and claims of each grouP'48

But Niebuhr's assertions are more complex and ambivalent as individual expressions

of morality are rwrapped up in the social and external production of immorality. As

Niebuhr upholds individual loyalty towards nations can be considered a "high form

of altruism" but paradoxically contributes to some of the most egregious and selÊ

serving behaviour in international society. Thus this loyalty to the state

becomes the vehicle of all the altruistic impulses and expresses itself, on

occasion, with such fervor that the critical attitude of the individual
toward the nation and its enterprises is almost completely destroyed. The

unqualiflred character of this devotion is the very basis of the nation's

power and of the freedom to use the power without moral restraint. Thus

ihe unselfishness of individuals makes for the selfishness of nations.ae

This notion about the ambivalent moral positioning of the individual is more

developed in his later works . In The Nature and Destiny of Man the conflicting sides

between "moral man" and "immoral society" becomes integrated into the individual.

The difference between the individual and society, as fat as moral actions are

nTNiebuhr, Moral Man and Immoral Society xx.

asNiebuhr, Moral Man and Immoral Society xxii-xxiii.

onNiebuhr, Moral Man and Immoral Society 91.
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concerned, is therefore slight.to Here Niebuhr considers human beings to consist in a

duality; on the one hand the individual can have a God-like nature and is capable of

selÊtranscendence, but on the other he also has an earthly, sinful nature.51 In alarger

social settingthis duality is now an affective characteristic of two positions on social

behaviour, a grouping that he divides between the "children of light" and the

"children of darkness."s2 What remains fairly consistent in Niebuhr's thought is the

persistence of sin and social conflict and his disagreement with the liberal doctrines

on the perfectibility of man. In this respect these two groupings become a platform on

which Niebuhr arrives at an undecidable juncture. Certainly he rejects the optimism

of the "children of light" in their belief in the possibility of a "moral community" and

he dismisses them as foolish. In spite of the negative connotation of the "children of

darkness" Niebuhr admires their worldly and selÊserving nature, as they are more

aware of the "realities" of the social political order. Niebuhr's theological

backgtound refuses to accept the latter as the ultimate ends of social behaviour and

seeks somehow to íntegrate aspects of the two.

In the face of a rapidly changing international politics after the second world

war, anintellectual void was present in US society as to how the complexities of the

world "out there" could best be interpreted alongside American moral beließ' To a

large extent Niebuhr's writings filled this void in providing a way of ordering

concepts like empires and nation states as well as establishing a means of

understanding the moral implications of their interactions. By so doing he creates a

sense of international order that consists in a relationship that tracks the moral

tosmith 107.

srReinhold Niehbuhr, The Nature and Destiny of Man: A Christian Interpretation 2 vols. (London:

Nisbet, 1945 and 1948).

s2Reinhold Niebuhr, The Chitdren of Light and the Children of Darkness: A Vindication of

Democracy and a Critique of its Traditional Defence (London: Nisbet, 1945).
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dissensions in the individual and society at large. At one level there can be a

discernible diflerence between the moral possibilities of individuals and inescapability

of immorality within the community. But at another level the duality of good and

evil within the individual also makes for the possibilities of nation states. First, under

such a consideration, something like American power or the idea of the US as empire

becomes justifiable as a contingent feature of the nation state. For Niebuhr the nation

state as "the human group of strongest social cohesion, of most undisputed central

authority and of the most clearly defined membership"s3 is thus the precise social

collectivity that can tangibly be realized as the embodiment of immorality:

selfishness, greed, conflict, and war. Niebuhr does not reconcile the tension between

the moral possibilities of the individual and the evils of the state, but uses this

dichotomy to denigrate the liberal preference for institutional or peaceful methods of

conflict resolution. But since the prevailing evils of the state arc believed to be a pre-

existing fact of life, moralistic choices not unlike those of pragmatism will have to be

made. Niebuhr sees no alternative but to meet power with power by saying "when

collective power, whether in the form of imperialism or class domination, exploits

weakness, it can never be dislodged unless power is raised against it'"54 Second

Niebuhr's conception of the society or community (a grouping of individuals)

becomes the platform on which an uncertain affitude towards imperialism is

observed.

Writing tn The Structure of Nations and Empires Niebuhr presents yet another

perspective on the duality and dilemma of human morals. Unlike his other writings

this book appears to be less philosophically speculative and more documentary and

53Niebuhr, Moral Man and Immoral Society 83.

saNiebuhr, Moral Man and Immoral Society xri'
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analytical.ss In effect it directly addresses an audience that is concerned with the

global problems of community life as it is impinged by the nuclear arms race. At first

glance The Structure of Nations and Empil¿s seems to have a more social science appeal

as Niebuhr styles it as a study on the ahistorical and recurring patterns in the ordering

of communities and dominions. From the classical times to the present and from the

'western empires to the Islamic and Chinese, Niebuhr weaves in a sense of an

international world that is caught between an unchangeable human nature and an

ever-reforming vision of how communities should be structured. For example the

concept of empire and the deployment of imperial power appears to be a perennial

phenomenon, but Niebuhr prefers to deduce differences among them, noting in

partictlar the differences between abandoned imperialism and the existence of new

"forms of supra-national communities."s6 It is this premise that allows Niebuhr to

provide the context (the late 1950s) of this work, comparing the American Empire

with that of the Soviet Union. However in doing so the author locates The Structure of

Nations and Empires in the same philosophical stance as many of his preceding texts,

creatíng a zone in which an ambiguous morality is recognized as the only "safe way

of building communities."sT Fot Niebuhr the establishment of communities is an

inevitability of human life and every community has its own internal mechanism that

provide for cohesion such as the power of central authority or some other contrived

universalism.ts To this concept Niebuhr intimates that the "dominion" is the

embarrassing outgro\Mth of community that colludes with authority in promoting a

55Reinhold Niebuhr, The Structure of Nations and Empires Q.[ew York: Charles Scribner's Sons,

resg).

sóNiebuhr, The Struaure of Nations and Empires 7 .

sTNiebuhr, The Struaure of Nations and Empites293.

ssNiebuhr, The Structure of Nations and Empires 3348.
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self-interest that flies in the face of man's moral sensibilities.se Such distinctions are

necessary because they linguistically allow Niebuhr to empirically situate empires;

and he afgues that as an attempt by an aggrandizing "parochial community" to

create a dominion ovet others empires have never in history succeeded in truly

building cohesive communities within their dominions.ó0

Whether or not Niebuhr believes imperialism tobe a moral travesty is another

story altogether, as he avers to his ambivalent stance on the necessity of nature and

the possibility to goodness. In his conclusion Niebuhr recapitulates his objection to

various ideas of the times. He sees that man is ironically trappedbetween nature and

freedom, and it is through the latter that he can transcend the former. Yet freedom,

where man acquires the ability to "harness the forces of nature in the world and to

transmute the natural appetites and drives in his own nature,"61 possesses as much

destructive potential as it does creative. To alarge extent it is the nuclear problem

that Niebuhr alludes to. But this also refers to the contravening ideas of liberal

democracy and Marxist theories whose failure to offer explanation for the existence

of supranational communities that also highlights the tension of man's preternaínal

side. For Niebuhr liberal democracy posits too optimistic a view of the cooperative

and pacific potential of communities while Marxism's utopian anti-imperialism

revalidates another form of universalism.'2In a sense Niebuhr's own feelings are to

call for an admixture between a realist worldliness and the possibility of morality not

unlike the views articulated in The Children of Light and the Chíldren of Darkness. By

arriving at this position the idea of the United States as empire becomes obscure and

sNiebuhr, The Structure of Nations and Empires 33.

ó0|.Iiebuhr, The Structure of Nations and Empires 66.

utNiebuhr, The Structure of Nations and Empires 287 .

ó2Niebuhr, The Structure of Nations and Empires 2t7-238
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ambivalent. In many cases Niebuhr is concerned that America's power disposition

alone makes the country poised for imperialism, as it cannot escape the "natttal"

forces of world politics that relentlessly compels it towards that direction. The

Structure of Nøtions and Empires provides no way out of that conundrum, and even as

Niebuhr is comparatively less analytical of the US than of other dominions in history

the indecisiveness about US power and imperialism exacerbates the matter. In a

sense Niebuhr's blending of a moral community and the inevitability of power has

akeady prewritten into the US a disjunctive way of casting doubt about America's

world role without absolving it from its current position of global hegemony.

'Without a doubt the moral concerns and usability of imperial force articulated

by Niebuhr is an inflection that resonates in the more "sttictly" IR literature and is a

theme to which American IR returns constantly. One good example of the legacy oî

Niebuhr and of the residual nature of the mission is Hans J. Morgenthau, perhaps

one of the most cited scholars in mainstream international relations. His most

commemorated work , Politics Among Nations remains a classic text in IR that is still

read and continues to be edited and revised posthumously by Kenneth Thompson.

Yet his association with Niebuhr remains under explored and is also interpreted in

varying ways, for instance, by the US policy machinery as a guide to the conduct of

American power overseas, and by critical IR theorists as a symbol of the

enffenchment of the discipline in the strictures of moderníty and positivism.

However, Morgenthau, like Niebuhr, remains more complex since his work straddles

across a number of disjunctures; at one level it is a praxeological desire and faith in

American ideals-the need for an effective US foreign policy rn a pte-given anarchic

world-that drives his views of international relations. At another level Morgenthau

comes actoss as restrained by the need to locate morality in IR, thus offsetting the

strictness of power politics. And yet at another level there is the Morgenthau who
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aspires towards scientific and conceptual rigour upon which all inquisitions of the

world must fol1ow.63 It may then be somewhat ertoneous to conceive of Morgenthau

as a strict practitioner of power politics. More appropríately he fits comfottably

within the same mission that has produced so much debate between the imperialists

and the anti-imperialists, and now between the realists and the liberals. Perhaps the

subtitle of Politics Among Nations, "The Struggle fot Power and Peace," neatly

highlights this ambivalence.

If the first chapte r of Politics Among Nøtions, "A Realist Theory of International

Politics," is considered the defining chapter of that book, then it is also the same

where Morgenthau's sense of the mission resides. Here he provides six principles on

which realist IR must be grounded. The frst three exempliff ayearníng positivism

that is tempered with an uneasy determinism of human nature. First he insists it is

possible to ascertain "objective laws" derived from human nature and that these laws

shape politics and society.6n Second the key concept from which all inqurry of IR

must flow is "interest defined in terms of power."6s Thfud he goes on to circumscribe

the laws surrounding "interest" as objective and universally valid but also unfixed

and changirrg.uu These principles are curiously opposed by three further principles

involving the moral consequences of political action. Thus the anatchíc and selÊ

serving nature of collective human nature that he implies is also conscious of the

irreconcilability between the needs for "successful political action" and the moral

imperative.6t In fact Morgenthau claims that political realism does not make any

63Morgenthau, see esp. chaPter 2.

6aMorgenthatt 4-5.

ósMorgenthau 5-10.

6óMorgenthat l0-I2.
6TMorgenthalt 12.

t
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moral decisions and it would be dangerous to assume that either positions

predominate:

[Political realism] is unwilling to gloss over and obliterate that tension

ànd thus to obfuscate both the moral and the political issue by making it
appear as though the stark facts of politics were morally more satisffing

thån they u"t,.rãlly are, and the moral law less exacting than it actually
. ÁR
ls. ''

More pointedly this causes a Neibuhrian separation between "universal moral

principles" and the immediate moral requirements of the state. Under this principle

he goes on to state that a "universal" moral idea like liberty has different

consequences, because for the individual self-sacrifice for that value is possible in

contrast to the necessity of survival. Writes Morgenthau, "the state has no right to let

its moral disapprobation of the infringement of liberty get in the way of successful

political action, itself inspired by the moral principle of national surviva1."6e The

following two principles then flow from this point, one sffessing on the refusal of

conflating the moral laws of the state with those of the universe, and the other

declaring the difference between realism and other schools of IR thought is the

former's practical and profound combination of moral and realistic views of the

world.to

These views of political realism are considered incommensurable insofar as the

concerns about morality, presumed laws of interstate behaviour, and the need for

accurate and objective description cannot easily be reconciled with each other. In

other segments of Politics Among Nations, the tension between the American

missionary or moral angst and the desire for historicalþ precise form of knowledge

validation produces ambivalent interpretations of power and imperialism. These

interpretations are subtle forms of linguistic control where precise definitions are

ósMorgenthat 12.

óeMorgenthat 12; see also 244

t
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sought in the name of conceptual utility. Thus Morgenthau claims that political

power, for instance, is too broad a term for the scientific claims of IR and as such

requires a rigorous system of definition and difflerentiation. Consequently he makes

four distinctions, between power and influence, power and force, usable and

unusable power, and legitimate and illegitimate power.tt The nuances between them

are only very slight but the internal justifications made by Morgenthau seem

compelling. For instance power is absolute while influence is more of "persuasion,""

force is the "actual exercise of physical violence,"73 usable and unusable power are

instruments of policy (like threat of the use of nuclear weapons) that can rationally

lead to success,t' and legitimate power is something that has to be "morally or

legally" justifiable.?s Morgenthau does not explain why such distinctions have to be

made save the presumption that the basis of a scientific IR relies on such forms of

analyses. But in thelarger scheme of things these distinctions form the point at which

moral concerns, the American uncertainty in the use of porwer, and the social

sciences converge. It is important to note that much like the six principles of political

realism these ideas of power are also separated into two. 'With the latter portion,

usable/unusable power,legitimate/rTlegitimate power providing a utilitarian as well

as moralistic for the legitimizing of US power. Similarþ Morgenthau's def,rnition of

imperialism goes through the same pseudo-empirical scrutiny and moralistic testing.

He claims that because imperialism has become so value laden and polemical a

ToMorgenthau 13-16

TlMorgenthat 32-37

T2Morgenthau 33.

T3Morgenthau 33.

TaMorgenth at 33-34

TsMorgenthau 34.

t
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concept, it "has lost all concrete meaning"'6 and in particular tries to disclaim that

not all exertions of power can be considered imperialiÅtic. Hence relying on the

preferred interpretation of imperialism as physical and formal territorial control

Morgenthau says that there are three misconceptions, First, not every act sought by a

nation in expanding its power is imperialism." Second, not every foreign policy

action used to sustain a pre-existing empire is imperialism.t' Third economic reasons

are not enough in explaining imperialism because empires existed long before the

advent of the modern capitalist system.Te Facing these challenges, Morgenthau

prefers the concept ground of "status guo," or the preservation of an international

distribution of power system atany point in history.Bo To him, then, imperialism is

any action that threatens to disrupt the status quo and an imperialist power is

similarly any entity behind such behaviours. Since the very langtage of IR is

structured in such a \May that the US (and even its allies in Europe) are always

represented to be on the side of the status quo, it is diffrcult for the label of

imperialism to be applied to Morgenthau's realism. Instead imperialism now is

equated with revisionism and states like I7/18'h century Britain, Russia, Nazi

Germany, and the USSR become identified as imperialist powers. One may atgse

that such strategies all too conveniently absolve the US of any imperial guilt for the

want of theoretical precision. Without a doubt Morgenthau believed that he was

being as objective as possible, which is interesting consideringthat in process of this

intellectual pragmatism he unconsciously replicates the ambivalence of the mission,

T6Morgenthau 58.

TTMorgenthau 59.

78Morgenthat 594l.
TeMorgenthau 6141.

8oMorgenthau 53.

'
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disclaiming American involvement in imperialism in one way but reinforcing its

p articip ation in another.

The fluid and vacillating nature of American imperialism contained within the

classical and hermeneutical realist tradition of Niebuhr and Morgenthau underwent

some transformation by the late 1960s and 1970s. These changes took place largely in

the realm of methodology where there was an increasing preference to turn away

from the historicist and morally uncertain speculation of IR and to implement an

observation of global politics that is not encumbered by the observing subject. In

other words it borrowed heavily from social sciences the notion that international

phenomena existed outside human language and consciousness. At one exffeme

delineated entities like systems, wholes, structures, and agencies aflbrded a number

of IR scholars to venture into the realm of mathematics and statistics. But a more

prominent or mainstream core came to rely on an admixture of larger scale

ahistorical/universal theoretical principles (constants) with smaller historically

changing structures (variables), stressing that historical phenomena were repetitive

and yet also dynamic. Writers using these modes of analysis do not deny the

existence of moral questions such as imperialism and the use of powel but precisely

employ such forms of empiricism to sidestep such concerns. This results in the

division of imperialism into two objects, the first as an instance of observable

(a)historical phenomena compelling a need for social analysis, and the second as an

aspect of collective human conscience lying outside IR. Howevet, where IR stands

with respect to this delineation is more uncertain because the discipline's immanental

concerns about being a social science precludes its original objective, which is to have

a transformative potential on society on the whole.

One IR scholar who demonstrates this is George Liska. V/hile a1neady located

in the realist paradigm Liska's writing shows a considerable amount of interest in the
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topic of US imperialism that does not easily reconcile the ambivalence between

imperialism as a social science object and as a moral dilemma. While most of his

texts concern themselves with questions like how American expansionism could be

conceptualízed or how US imperialism could be compared to historical patterns,

Liska tacitþ celebrates US imperialism as a rational symbol of American cultural

greatness and moral restraint. Two works must therefore be considercd, Imperial

Americø: The International Politics of Primacy and The Career of Empire.st Written

approximately a decade apart from each other both texts represent the subtle

theoretical revisions afforded by the social sciences without a corresponding shift in

the attitudes towards empire or without necessarily being embedded in a changing

moral discourse. Liska's work is thus disjunctive because his work overtly

foregrounds American imperialism as an objective, value-free aspect of social

sciences, locating it within a larger historical framework while the moral and

historical implications of imperialism clutters his text undecidedly as something that

he is ironically both conscious and unconscious about'

Written under the shadow of the Vietnam war, Liska's Imperial America

demonstrates such tendencies, which is tersely captured by Robert Osgood's rcadrng

as advocating the US as an imperial but not imperialistic nation. The subtlety of this

Ianguage play begins at Liska's surmising that IR is a compound of two entities, the

politics of nation states as a consequence of formal decolonization in Africa and Asia

and the "politics of empire and interempire relations."82 He mentions that these two

forms of politics are difificult to distinguish from each other and the sole reliance on

past European models of imperial politics was insufficient. Yet such statements belie

stGeorge Liska, Imperial Americø; The International Politics of Primacy (Baltimore: The Johns

Hopkins Press, 1967); and The Career of Empire: America and Imperial Expansion Over Land and

sea (Baltimore and London: The Johns Hopkins university Press, 1978).

8'Liska, Imperial America 3.
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a more uncertain and nostalgic attitude about how the ahistoricity of the social

sciences and the historicity of current events co-functioned with the image of the US

as both a nation state and empire. Imperial America does not resolve this tension but in

ef¡ect exacerbates it. For instance Liska apptopriates the term "empile" as having

closer affinity to the Roman or classical empires of antiquity than to Euro-colonial

systems during the last few centuries. In practicality Liska finds US external

behaviour in global politics of the late 1960s to be aspects of empire, par2'llelrng

episodes of US expansionism, the adoption of an activist (as opposed to isolationist)

foreign policy, the accumulation of vast power resources, the competition with the

USSR, and the wagingof "imperial wars" to be all akin to the contest between Rome

and Macedonia. For Liska the definition of empire comes to selÊservingly refer to

a state that combines the characteristics of a great power, which, being a

world power and a globally palamount state, becomes automatically a

poweï primarily responsible for shaping and maintaining a necessary

modicum of world order'83

Vicariously this definition of empire allows Liska to place the US as "an imperial

state" operating at the heart of the "international system."sa Liska then claims that

there are three features that attest to America's imperial status:

One is the tendency for other states to be defined by their relation to the

United States; another is the great and growing margin for error in world
affairs which guarantees that, barring an act of folly, the United States

can do no *rottg under the unwritten law of the balance of power; and

yet another has been the slow, hesitant, and still-inconclusive movement

ioward containment aimed at America's supremacy, which is wholly
legitimately arrived at andlargely beneficently exercised'8s

Curiously this celebratory stance about American supremacy in a politically

,,unifocal" world is intermixed with Liska's recognition that the international system

83liska, Imperial America 10.

saliska, Imperial America 26.

8sl.iska, Imperial America 26.
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is actually mixed or "multipolar."86 To Liska such a combination appears rational.

Since the US pretends to be both an empire and a nation state, it is torn between

opposing forces, the necessity of exercising restraint and responsibility as a nation

state versus the embroilment in interempire conflict and desire for expansionism as

an imperial power. This allows Liska to argúe that the dualistic nature of IR has a

transformative potential, changing imperial US from merely an entity bent on the

accumulation of power andresources to a state more consonant to certain ideals. He

notes for instance that the desired outcome of the Vietnam wat and ongoing

diplomatic confrontation in Europe will allow for a more effective difFerentiation of

US role and distribution of its power. In saying this Liska is not just reverting to a

role as a social scientist but also someone unable to dislodge himself from the

ambivalent mission. Some of his concluding words in Imperial Americø therefore

reveal a sense of Americ an greatness that seems to have come from the anti-

imperialist debate of the earþ twentieth century:

If the United States comes out of the military confrontation in Asia and

out of the diplomatic confrontation in Europe with a sharpened sense of
how to differentiate its role and distribute the various components of
national powef in the different areas of the world, it will have ascended

to the c.rr"ial and perhaps last step toward the plateau of maturity. It will
then have fulfilled the early hopes of its spiritual or actual founders and

will have become a true empire-a strong and salient power with the

sense of a task exceeding its national limits but not its national

resources.tt

In a more pronounced way one finds the ambivalence of American imperial

mission in IR to be more distinctly artictiated ín Career of Empire where Liska further

pursues the question of American empire and how it could rationally be understood.

But in a way not dissimilar to Imperial America this text encompasses both a tacit

reliance on social science models and an implicit, value-laden sense of American

s6On this note Liska suggests a different political system in which states are actors that have
,,independent power capable of exercising initiatives and assuming responsibilities as well as

influencing the behavior of the two supefpowers." Liska, Imperial Americq 46.

87liska, Imperial America 108.
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superiority and global responsibility. Therefore what appears to be on the one hand

distant, rational, and documentary collapses into dogmatic proclamations of US

exceptionalism on the other. Liska's overt task claims to find an historical model for

the US, honing in on the experience of Rome and Britain to produce a "hybrid"

example. Here Liska fails to find a neat parallel between the US and historical

patterns since its search for global power and resulting interempire conflicts made it

resemble Rome mote, while its maritime imperium appeared closer in style to that of

the British. This nostalgic mood to be "like" Rome and Britain presents Liska with a

crisis because these historical experiences have also been moral travesties, something

that Liska is silent about.

Career of Empire's interpretation of American imperialism thus appears to

suspiciously incorporate a rectiffing element that, unknown to Liska, is a

fundamental trope of colonial discourse. This can be seen in one of his opening

statements:

The present volume sets out to show, on the side of method, how closely

the periods of empire in the American cateet can be fitted into a

framèwork of análysis connecting the American with the earlier

experiences of empire. on the side of substantive issues, this volume

..Ëkr to lay the gfoundwork for a considered answer to the question

whether thé htesiAmerican appointment with empire, on a world-wide
basis, was to be accounted a success or a failure. It was a success if it
prepared the ground for a global system of equilibrium within which the

Ùnit"¿ States could perform a role partaking of the best (or idealized)

elements of the gritish empire at its apogee; and it was a failure if an

inadequate implementation of empire aftet a too facile expansion, and a

prematufe withdrawal from it, wefe to leave the world in a condition apt

io reproduce some of the worst (or caricatural) characteristics of the
,,dark ages" consequent on the disappeatance of the Roman empire.88

The rectiffing element-the moral capacity to evaluate success or failure of empire-

is particularly misleading because there is no neutral or acultural standard on which

such judgements could be made. Liska's preferred neutral ground is unsurprisingly

the rutíonality contained within the social sciences. If one of the main features of

88liska, The Career of Empire x
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empire is expansionism, then any analysis of that action must be based on

transparent, calcúated and well-planned decisions. For Liska realist IR prescribes

this as a result of predatory and preclusive drives and of the state's necessity of

projecting or protecting itself. Any decision to expand is at once caused by primeval

necessities like the satisfaction of the state's psychological or material needs (like selÊ

assertion for "security and sustenance") or of systemic demands leading to further

preemptive expansion. Mechanically such views immediately presume that imperial

expansion is an inevitabtTiry, but more appropriately recalls the Niebuhrian dilemma

that once the US is thrown into a pre-existing chaotic and competitive world, it has

no choice but to become imperial. Since the US has always reacted to imperialism

and power with great ambivalence, Liska's method of assuaging the inherent tensions

between the overt "Íealíty" of empire and the intrinsic desire for restraint and

responsibility is to alter the terms on which IR theory of empire is based. Hence

Career of Empire becomes a selective statement about American experience with

empire, claiming similarities with earlier historical examples on one hand and

uniqueness on the other.se

America's lmper¡al Mission Revisited

In surveying the imperial record of the United States a number of outstanding

features must be mentioned. The concept of the "mission" was elaborated broadly as

the export of any justification for imperial rule and as such seems to be applicable to

the creation of any empire in history. Specifically in the context of the twentieth

century, however, this mission is also ambivalent and provides useful insights into

changing networks of knowled ge and power as far as world political descriptions are

concerned. Events like formal decolonization, the political restructuring of the world,

8eliska, Career of Empire 336-351
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the creation of globalism, and increasing search for scientific terms of reference have

tended to discount the applic abtlity of imperialism as an analytical concept. Yet the

ambivalence of the mission has qeated a paraTlel textual condition where at every

historical turn imperialism returns with an intensity and visage that adapts to

prevailing moral standards. Hence in America, it is possible to borrow

JanMohamed's distinctionbetween "imaginary" and "symbolic" texts. At one level

the conscious debate about imperialism (read locally as formal colonialism) in the

early 1900s converges ironically as a celebration of the superiority of American

values and culture. By so doing the debate ironically becomes imperialist in one form

while being antiimperialistic in another. At another level even with the extended

awareness of the colonial complexity in the texts, such awareness is restricted by an

overall social compunction or rationalization in that criticism must somehow be

beneficial to the American community. There is a prevailing tension here because

one is forced to argue that American imperialism is in some ways patticular,

revolving around changinghistorical and cultural conditions. But on the other hand

US imperialism is also a system that coheres with a latger facet of westem colonial

desire. The attempt to "write" the empire is thus based on the ambivalent and

disjunctive mission. The texts in question arc the "eaflier" literature of postwar

international relations. Not unlike its 19th century counterparts of literary fiction,

travel writing, and works of anthropology and other scholarþ descriptions, IR serves

to reinforce the legitimacy of the empire and the realtty of the western consffucted

world. But its embedding in a combination of social sciences, ptagmatic philosophy,

and sense of the mission (each mutually reducible to the other) produces a moral

angst reinterpreting the meaning of imperialism and the use of its associated power.

In this chapter, Reinhold Niebuhr's works were read as aparadigmatíc illustration of

these concems. Because of space limitations the full complexity of Niebuhr's ideas
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could not given the coverage they deserve since they straddle between a moralistic

and religious view of the world that cannot be reconciled with the notion of the world

as eternally conflicting and political. This irrational approach articulates and

produces a form of realism that has become the foundation for so many other texts in

IR including those of Morgenthau and Liska. I referred to these authors subsequently

so as to stress the adaptation of Niebuhr's moralistic irrationalism as zone in which

imperialism came to be constantly reflrgured. In the case of Morgenthau, realist IR

created alanguage in which America's moral angst could be lessened, separating the

moral individual from exigencies of the immoral international community. By so

doing it creates a linguistic structure through which imperialism returns as a selective

trope directed towards others and to justiff American power as a fbil to this

imperialism. For Liska this linguistic structure is further apptopriated, ueating

imperialism as an entity split between its figuring as an analytical system "devoid" of

any moralistic implications and as a contingent move against which US policy has to

react. I argte that these are important textual strategies that must be observed in

reading contemporary colonial discourse. What further transformations about

America's imperial mission can be gathered from this? If the cold war gave rise to the

canonicity of the texts of Niebuhr, Morgenthau, and to some extent, Liska, how

would changes in the intemational system have affected the ímage of imperialism in

IR? It is to these questions that the following chapter tums'
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Chapter Five

BRIDGING TENSIONS IN
INTERNATI ONAL RELATION S

ImperÍal StrategÍes ancl the WrÍtÍngs of
foseph Conrad and Samuel HuntÍngton

For the f,irst time in over lrralf a century, no single great power, or
a "clear and present danget" to the national

s. The end of the Cold War has left Americans
of being without an obvious adversary.... It

would be foolish to claim, though, that the United Sates after l99I can

feturn to the role it played in world affairs before 1941. For as the history
of the 1930s suggests, the absence of imminent threat is no guarantee

that threats do not exist. Nor will the isolationism of that erabe possible

in the 1990s. Advances in military technology and the progress of
economic integration have long since removed the insulation from the

rest of the world that geogtaphical distance used to provide. The passing

of the Cold War world by no means implies an end to American
involvement in whatever world is to follow; it only means that the nature

and the extent of that involvement is unclear.

John Lewis Gaddisr

...[The] prospects for major crises and war in Europe are likely to

inôreasã markedly if the Cold War ends and [the replacement of
European bipolarity with multþolarity] unfolds. The next decades in
Europe withôut the superpowers would probably not be as violent as the

first 45 years of this century, but would probably be substantially more

prone to violence in the past 45 years. . ..

Three principal policy prescriptions follow from this analysis. First,

the UnircA Staaes should encoufage a process of limited nuclear

proliferation in Europe. Specially, Europe will be more stable if
^G.r-utty 

acquires a secure nuclear deterrent, but proliferation does go

beyond ihat point. Second, the United States should not withdraw fully
from Europe, euetr if the Soviet Union pulls its forces out of Eastern

Europe. third, the United States should take steps to forestall the re-

emergence of hyper-nationalism in Europe.

John Mearsheimmel

rJohn Lewis Gaddis, "Toward the Post-Cold War'World," Foreign Afairs70.2 (199I):102.

2John J. Mearsheimer, "Back to the Future: Instability in Europe after the Cold 'War,"

International Secarity 15.1 (1990): 6, 8.
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These quotations represent just two of the many views that have come to constitute

post cold war international relations. While they disagree on the future shape of

world order-positing either an optimistic one view of the potential for peace or a

pessimistic one alluding to the return of international chaos and anarchy-they

converge on the ídeathatAmerican international activism remains the sine qua non of

global politics today. This form of selÊserving reasoning is a good example of the

,'ambivalent mission" I have outlined in the previous chapter. In brief, it is the export

ofjustification for imperial rule by writers, diplomats, and policymakers who may (or

may not) be actively aware of the colonial mentality of their writings. Such a return

to the centrality of American (imperial) power notwithstanding the outcome of world

order interestingly raises questions about how the "mission" negotiates historical

transformations in textual productions. Hence, the purpose of this chapter is to

extend the argument of the previous one by surveying the IR literature of the 1980s

and 1990s. If scholars generally express a note of bafflement about IR in recent times,

how do the anxieties and tensions in these writings enunciate the relationship

between imperialism and IR? How do they remain convergent and yet also apart

from the consistent imperial culture that underpins it? By cross readíng the works of

the great colonial author, Joseph Conrad, with those of the well-known political

scientist, Samuel Huntington, I seek to mutually collocate their works in colonial

discourse and to accentuate the central ffope of ambivalence at the heart of their

views about morality and imperial power.

When Texts fail Us...

Since the 1950s and 60s, disciplinary international relations has been consistently

dominated by a set of texts. There are too many of these to mention here but can

similarly be represented by the intellectual styles of Reinhold Niebuhr, Hans J.
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Morgenthat, and George Liska, as was elaborated in the previous chapter. To this

list we can also add KennethWaltz, Robert Gilpin, Robert Keohane, and George

Kennan from the US, and Hedley Bull, Martin Wight, and E.H. Carr from the UK.

So influential have their texts been that they have in some cases been revered as

"founding fathers" or "masters" of international relations,3 tacitly suggesting that

they collectively established a golden age of the discipline. But what was so

remarkable about these texts and why have their authors been so lionized? Supporters

of these writers would attribute their success to their genius, inspiration, or

perspicacity of the complicated realm of world affats, but to many of the recent

critics, these canonical IR texts became what they were because of their complicity

with the growing popularity of the broader field of the social sciences and the

prevailing American desire to represent the world in certain set ways amendable to

US supremacy.n Thus the number of varied theories and ideas proposed by these

,,masters" of IR-the indefinite duration of global bipolarity, the relentless

mtlitarízation (or nvclearization) of international life, and the indissoluble fixrty of

the sovereign state-were vital to constructing the imagination of the world in a

particular way. By so doing the increasing circularity of canonical IR texts

discursively produced sub-texts like the espionage novel,5 neìwspaper rcportage, and

contemporary forms of travel writing that only served to reinforce that imagination of

the world.

3Kenneth W. Thomps on, Masters of International Thought: Maior Twentieth-Century Theorists and

the World Crßß (Ba{onRouge and London: Louisiana State University Press, 1980). See also

Kenneth W. Thompson, Fathers of International Thought-The Legary of Political Theory (Baton

Rouge and London: Louisiana State University Press, 1994).

aSee Jim George, Discourses of Global Politics: A Critical (Re)Introduaion to Intemational Relations

(Boulder: Lynne Rienner, 1994) 4-9.

tJames Der Derian, "Spy Versus Spy: The Intertextual Power of International Intrigue,"

Intemational/Intertextual Relations: Postmodem Reødings of World Politics, eds. James Der Derian

and Michael J. Shapiro (New York: Lexington Books, 1989) 163-18'1'
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Towards the end of the 1980s mainstream IR was coming under attack from

newer subdisciplines, methodologies, and epistemologies. To a large extent the

collapse of the old cold war structure, the international response to the Gulf War, the

acceleration of globalization and the increasing integration of the world economy

came to unsettle the canonical IR texts, challenging, in one way of another, the

centrality of the state and the mode of international exchange. In some cases the

alteration to the prevailing presumptions of the realist canon were only slightly

modified, such as through the newer subdisciplines of globalizatíon studies,

International Political Economy (IPE), and Peace and Conflict Studies. In other

cases IR was reworked from ground up as a host of metatheoretical practices such as

postmodernism, Critical Theory, neo-Marxism, and feminism sought to reconstitute

and critique the very social and cultural foundations of the discipline.ó Whatever the

case may be, what was previously recognized as the unshakeable and dogmatic texts

of IR have come to be rent about by rather divisive forces. Aptly, it has become what

Holsti brands as the "dividing discipline."7

Consequently there is a double tension in IR. The first is intrinsic to the canon's

impact on IR practíce, artieúating the fear to the policy community and other

interested circles in Washington that it is now impossible to "accrtrately" predict

what the new world order would resemble and what forms of contingency planning

US foreign policy must make. In effect the world has become openly interpretable,

producing an eclectic group of those who support such scenarios as globalízation, the

liberalist "end of history,"8 or the prevalence of intercivilízational conflict. Ironically

6See the following chapter.

tK.J. Holsti, The Dividing Discipline: Hegemony and Diversity in Intemational Theory (Boston:

Allen and Unwin, 1985).

sSee Francis Fukuyama, "The End of History?," The National Interest 16 (1989): 3-I8; and The

End of History and the Last Man (London: Penguin, 1992).
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all three views are "spin-off,s" from positivist-realist IR and mark a desire to be

"gloundbreakingly" different without necessarily stepping away from the

mainstream. Lying parallel to the undecidable world order is the second tension

especially resonant among scholars that the discipline stands in danger of being too

divergent to have any conceptual utility. Thus the rejection of ever having an

objective and value free representation of the world makes it diffrcult for there to be a

dialogue in which diflerent groups of scholars could engage. This is not problematic

in itself but produces varying responses from outright celebration and collectively

point to anxieties in the American IR academy.e What this means is that even though

the crisis of post cold war IR affects many peripheral centres of IR learning in the

world, it has a distinctively American metropolitan flavour inflecting a sense of

anxiety over the dispensation of its political power in the future. As Jim Richardson

observes, in most cases, the writings theorizing the "changing world order" over the

last decade (1990s) have been largely American ones, with a small British

contribution, and an even tinier international component.ro

That the American IR academy should be so engtossed in post-cold war

disciplinary anxieties should not come as a surprise, since the US has consistently

been both pedantic about its greatness as a civilization and world power and

nostalgic for a tradition of colonial adventure (which the British had) that it could

never claim as its own. At the same time these attitudes toward empire are also

tempered by a claim to be "exceptional," more liberal, and essentially different from

Europe, in a word, anti-imperialist. What is now thought of as IR's "golden age,"

eYale H. Fergurson and Richard \M. Mansbach, "Between Celebration and Despair:

Constructive Suggestions for Future Intemational Theory," International Studies Quanerþ 35.4

(1991):363-386.

toJ. L. Richardson, "Questions About a Post-Cold War International Order," Department of
Intemational Relations Working Paper no. 2 (Canberra: Australian National University,
1e92) 3.
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when t¡¡e grand texts were established, its boundaries conquered, and its canon

propagated, must perforce be reread as an era of tension no different from its current

moment of crisis. After all IR in the 1950s had to paciff and domesticate the

representation of the world. It had to do so at a period of time when the uncertainties

of the postwar world had to be solidly interpreted into something amenable to

American "anti-imperialist" sensibilities that were difFerent from the British empire

but still possessing the inflection of imperialism nonetheless. Once more in the 1990s,

such redefinition desperately attempts to seize particular imaginations of the world

that outwardly appear novel and unexplored but arc, in effect, re-articulations of

American imperial desire.

Appearing as an idée fx¿ in this thesis is the concept of disjuncture, dispensing

with delineated and rationalistic arguments and insistingthat colonial discourse is

pervasive and enduring because it can remain coherent in spite of opposing and

contradictory strands of thought. Disjuncture is the central link between imperialism

and IR because it allows the changes in modern academic learning, litetary genles,

material historical conditions, and not least, increasing moral self-awareness in IR

without creatíng space for non-westem views to contest the discipline's

understanding of the world. Therefore, disjuncture can be considered highly

ambivalent as it inculcates in post-cold war IR a sense of imperial consciousness

without disengaging from the mission that remains resolutely at its core. This

assertion, of course, requires further elaboration since it juxtaposes with ttre reading

of IR literature by several scholars in the 1950s, 60s, and 70s. In this respect, it is

possible to ask how the mote recent tensions in world politics have given rise to the

post cold war writings in IR. How do they fit into the disjunctive connections

between IR and imperialism? How do they on a whole possess that affinity with texts

more readily identifiable with colonialism?
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This chapter is, in principle, a cross readingbetween two writers, the late lgrh

and early 20th century adventurer, author, and social critic, Joseph Conrad, and in

more recent years, the Harvard-based political scientist, Samuel P. Huntington. To

the uniniti ated, rcading between Conrad and Huntington may appeu to be a curious

task. Notably both authors belong to diflerent timeframes, metropolitan centres, and

different genres. For instance Conrad's work comprise mostly of fiction concentrating

on stories about travel adventures in the non-rwestem world or commentaries about

social problems in Britain. On the other hand Samuel Huntington's are mole

"factíve" in nature, dealing heavily on a wide array of issues like political change,

developmental societies, democratization, and US foreign policy. If anything,

Conrad and Huntington could not be more difFerent. Or are they? It is precisely on

this note that one must query because if it can be shown that both authors are

culturally more similar than originally thought and that their writings strongly reflect

the ambivalence of imperialism, then the proposition that post cold war IR retains its

disjunctive affiliation with empire stands to be buttressed.

Let me further explain why it is important to read Conrad in tandem with

Huntington. First both authors do not operate in a mode that canbe strictly classified

as "fictional" or "factive." This is certainly a post-structuralist assertion that holds

true with all texts, and similarly trace the idea that all texts are worldly, incorporating

such attitudes as imperialism in them. However there are some unique aspects about

Conrad because even in the most líterary of his novels there is a very close affinity

with the background and cultural forces that give rise to them.rrSuch texts like

Nostromo, Heart of Darkness, or The Secret Agent are very personal to Conrad because

they form the basis of his criticisms about certain social conditions he finds appalling

and disheartening. Indeed the works of Conrad are moralistic because they attempt
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to engage with the materially real and pressing concerns of the dar'. Morec 'ci,

Conrad's writings have heen described to be autobiographical allusions,12 blurnng, the

boundaries between which characters and events ate rcal or fictitic,'¡s. For

Huntington there are considerably fewer selÊconscious reflections about the

relationship between his personal moral concerns and his writings. In most cases he

tries to write with an objective voice that varies markedly. This is not due to personal

indecisiveness but became constant fluctuations in the prevailing conservatism of

American culture. I shall explore this more in alater section.

Second, both Conrad and Huntington harbour attitudes towards colonialism,

imperialism, the idea of the west, and the use of power in ways that do not readily

disclose aspects of a colonial representative economy. Instead they vacillate

indecisively between views that either reinforce or justifli these ideas among their

metropolitan readership and positions that appear critical of them. Many of Conrad's

writings have been rcadby contemporary Líterary analysts as powerful and profound

indictments of western imperialism. Yet ironically the selective nature of such

colonial criticisms is actually conveyed through a selÊsustaining discourse that

strengthens-and resists-the larger image of the west. Similarly Huntington's

dif¡erent writings shift from the importance of global democratization to the futitity of

universalism, andfrom the diminution of western political power to the outright need

to celebrate western uniqueness. These patterns cannot be reduced to a matter of

inconsistency but must be analyzed as examples of underlying colonial desire.

The third reason for juxøposing the works of Conrad and Huntington is the

prevailing social and political conditions of their respective eras. Both write at

ttD.C.R.A. Goonetilleke, Ioseph Conrad: Beyond Culture and Background (Howdmills:

Macmillan, 1990).

t' See Edward W. Said, Joseph Conrad and the Fiction of Autobiography (Cambr\dge: Harvard

University Ptess, 1966); F. Driver, "Geography's Empire: Histories of Geographical

Knowledge ,,, Environment and Plønning D: society and space l0.I (1992):23-26.
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historical junctures that are watershed periods, reflecting either an inordinate amount

of anxiety and uncertainty or a period of certain triumph and mastery. For Conrad

and Huntington these opposing moods coexisted. In Conrad's case the turn of the

century saw the transition of literary style from the Victorian novel to contemporary

fiction. But more importantly it was one in which the British Empire reached its peak

and the denoting of what GoGwilt sees as the "invention of the west."r3 It is at the

pinnacle of power that allows for an imperial world outside and the concerns of

British social fragmentation to be doubly inscribed. This conversely creates its ironies

as the height of British mastery also spelt the loss of the exotic and other foreign

lands to discover and occupy. It also meant that one could no longer be certain about

how much longer British superiority and power would last. Huntington's post cold

war world is no different because it celebrates the moral and strategic triumph of the

US over the Soviet Union on the one hand but leaves the question about US power

open to interpretation on the other. Otherwise stated there was no specific langtage

in which this power could be mateially comprehended.

Finaþ a note about the stature Conrad and Huntington occupy in their

respective fi.elds. These two authors were chosen because of their profile, visibility,

and impact on different genres. 'While being influential in their own right they are

important figures to consider because they have virtually monopolized an entire field

but because they have incited as much criticism as they have commanded admiration

and support. In this manner Conrad is worthwhile pursuing because his works have,

over time, been read and reread, and has been labeled anything from a humane anti-

imperialist to a racist,la and also as the only literary great to come after Charles

Dickens. Likewise Huntingfon has been regarded as one of the more important

r3christopher Lloyd GoGwilt, The Invention of the West: Joseph Conrad and the Double-Mapping

of Europe and Empire (Stanford: Sønford University Press, 1995).

tnchinua Achebe, "An Image of Africa," The Massachusetts Review l8'4 (1977):788'
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writers in international relations. Yet his position in the disciplinary canons is more

controversial as his critics number as many as (if not greatü than) his supporters. But

Huntington is an embodiment of the post cold wat era and even if his predictions

about clashing civilizations fail to mateialize, the fact that his views have been so

widely debated give purchase to the very fundamental concerns subconsciously lying

at the root of American societY.

Tensions stemming from large scale historical change and the failure of texts to

adequately meet social and political needs are thus important elements in the critique

of imperialism. In the following two sections I rercad several works belonging to

Joseph Conrad and Samuel Huntington, emphasizingther affinþ with morality and

the employment of power. The theme that resonates is that even when they least refer

to imperialism the inflection of western dominance lies discretely at each turn.15 In

the last section I reconsider post-cold war IR as a product of these disjunctive

readings.

foseph Conrad and the Ambivalence of Fiction

The relationship between texts (or textuality) and imperialism has oftentimes been

analyzedthrough the trope of power and legitimizatíon. 'With regard to late Victorian

and early contemporary texts like scholarly writings in anthropology and geography,

and works of "pure" fiction, such a relationship is a mutually reinforcing one. Texts

set out with predetermined views about their non-western objects and represent them

in ways that celebrate the superior and advanced position of the west while at the

r5For instance, some of Conrad's works did not have overly imperialist themes and may have

focused more on domestic political issues. Yet no matter how far he departed from his usual

depictions of the colonies and focused on the metropoliøn centre, the image of empire

remains undeniably present. See Roger Lee Harm, The Literature of Imperialßm: Kipling,

Conrad, and Forster, diss., Stanford University, 1975 (Ann Arbor: UMI, 1980). See also

GoGwilt.

t
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same time legitimizing colonial ventures in these parts of the world. Although such

forms of criticisms powerfully expose a fundamental aspect of colonial discourse,

especially pertaining to the late lgth and early 20th centuries, they can also be

inadequate in dealing with texts that appear to be more indecisive and ambivalent

about their connections with imperialism. For instance, how does one come to terms

with texts that are aware of the complicity between strategies of representing the

colonial other and colonialism but are also productive of imperialism on a larger

scale?

Joseph Conrad is just such an author who defies an easy classification within

that textuality-imperialism schema. Depending on the time and prevailing attitudes

of literary criticism, Conrad's work as well as its reception have shifted from

unqualified universalism to trenchant anti-imperialism. If Conrad's works were to be

recognized as instances of greatness and literary mastery, how is one to locate this in

the moral framework of imperialism? On the one hand conservative lítetary critics

would dismiss the importance of imperialism, arguing for larger universal relevance

of his work. As such imperialism merely serves as the cultural background on which

the more vital aspects of writing, like thematic, linguistic, and stylistic command an

author has, could be appreciated. On the other hand there are also critics who

perceive his greatness as a direct efFect of his imagination of empire. In this case

Conrad's mastery arises out of his selÊconscious anti-imperial stance that is

exceptionally different from such counterparts as Kipling, Fotster, and Rider

Haggard, and in pafiícttlar, his abitity to secure critical narratives that spoke

powerfully to a mainstream metropolitan readership.

This difficulty in locating Conrad within colonial discourse should not lead to

an interpretation that his works depart from it. Instead Conrad is more appropriately

recognized as a symbol of ambivalence that is also central to colonialism. This

t
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ambivalence is an important element to consider because it consists in a duality that

reaffirms the central ídea of western imperial power. In particulat one

commemorates the moral positioning of Conrad that appears to be so solidly against

the physical and violent implications of imperialism. For example, in Heatt of

Darkness, Conrad's charactet, Marlow, makes this famous statement:

They were conquerors, and for that you want only brute force-nothing
to boast of, when you have it, since youf strength is just an accident

arising from the weakness of others. They grabbed what they could get

for the sake of what is to be got. It was just robbery with violence,

aggravatedmurder oî a great scale and men going at itblind-as is very

piõp.r for those who tackle a darkness. The conquest of the earth, which
*oitty means the taking it away from those who have a different

compiexion or slightly flatter noses than ourselves, is not a pretty thing

when you look at it too much.ró

But in the same breath Conrad seems to negate this indictment of imperialism by

addtng, "what redeems it is the idea only. An idea at the back of it, not a sentimental

pretence but an ídea; and an unselfish belief in the idea-something you can set up,

and bow down before and offler a sacrifice to. . .."t7 Conrad's selectiveness in deciding

aspects of imperialism that are deplorable and redeemable are not contradictory in

themselves. They are both delineated and disjunctive. In one case Conrad obviously

makes the distinction between the more immediate and physical forms of violence

with subtler structural ((þs¡sf1ts"-progress' science, and development-of

colonialism. These are simply conceptual or categorical distinctions that do not

undermine the overall project of imperialism. In another case Conrad's works are

also disjunctive because they are dialectically intransigent, suggesting that even when

Conrad's impressions of colonialism are more delineated at local or more precise

levels of reading, they can also be understood as having overlapping or divergent

efflects. This means that his words are more subversively embedded in an economy of

desire making it extremely difficult to separate the imperialist from the anti-

lóJoseph Conrad, Heart of Darkness, ed. Robert Hampson (London: Penguin, 1995 ll902l) 20'

t
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imperialist. As Devlin argues, "writers have only limited control over intended

textual meanings and even less over their reception."18

The ambivalent nature of Conrad's writing necessarily results in a splitting in

his perception of empire but does not make him any more a distinctive writer. In

effect it places him within a dualistic structure of modernity that depends on a

"simultaneous rejection of and dependence upon traditions of imperial narrative-"te

There have been numerable assertions on this point. For example, Edward Said

locates this double vision as an exact by-product of European imagination

comprising of its own "moral and intellectual framework" and also as time and place

specific to a set of narratives.20 Fraser calls him a "homo duplex" where his

perceptions of moral problems are divided between conflicting loyalties.2l Andrea

'White identifies this "double vision" as symptomatic of modernity in which the

desire for colonial conquest subsists with its condemnation.z2 But amidst these views

it is Benita Parry who provides a more discerning account of this duality. Says Parry,

Scholars may differ on defining the source and content of Conrad's

double vision, but the consensus is that he is the artist of ambivalence

and the divided mind, a writer who discemed and gave novelistic life to
those binary oppositions eritance of the

species and defining its d perceived of
tñe world dualistically interaction of
antagonistic forces, are propositions abundantly evident in the fictions

l7Conrad, Heart of Darkness20.

rsKimberly J. Devlin, "The Eye and the Gaze in Heart of Darkness: A Symptomological

Reading," MFS: Modern Fiaion Studies 40.4 (1994):7I2.

1e Sarah Cole, "Conradian Alienation and Imperial Intimacy," MFS: Modem Fiaion Studies

44.2 (1998):252.

20üdw ardW. Said, Culture and Imp erialism (London: Vintage, 1993) 20-3 5'

"Gail Fraser, Interweatting Patterns in the llorks of Joseph Conrad (Ann Arbor and London: UMI
Research Press, 1988) 135.

22 Andrea 'White, foseph Conrad and the Adventure Tradition: Construaing and Deconstructing the

Imperial Subject (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993) 6-7 .

t
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and confirmed by his commentaries on how he conceived the nature of
his f,rctional undertaking.23

How then does Conrad's ambivalence locate him in the discursive textual formation

of his era andwhat ideas on imperialism can one gather out of this? This section now

examines three different groups of work, collectively his essays on "Geography and

Some Explorers" and "Ttavel,"24 lnis famous novella, Heart of Darkness, and his novel,

The Secret Agent.

There are a number of reasons why it is helpful to begin an examination of

Conrad's work with "Geography and Some Explorers" a¡d "Ttavel." In these essays

a few concerns stand out. They can be considered "opinion" pieces rather than works

of fiction. As such Conrad is more candid about the prevailing cultural influences in

his work and less circumlocutory and indirect. More importantþ they reveal a

cultural grounding that Conrad reviles but must inevitably rely on for his works to be

accepted. As such these essays underline his obsession with the heroic exploits

associated with earlier forms of geographical travel and discovery as well as sadness

with what has come to be routinízedtravelin the late 19'h century. It is on this notion

that the fust of the Conradian ambivalence stands out. In "Geography" Conrad seeks

to historically locate the manner by which space is conquered by the western

imagination and how he perceives of himself within this arrangement.2s For Conrad

geography is the very entity that summons his attention and incites his passion

because it is linked to the romantic tradition of travel, adventure, and exploration. In

23 Benita Parry, Conrad and Imperialism: Ideological Boundaries and Visionary Frontiers (London

and Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1983) 3'

2o Thejoint examination of these two articles was inspired by Driver. My appreciation of
Conrad's division of geographical history into three phases comes via Driver's reading of
these two essays.

2sJoseph Conrad, "Geogtaphy and Some Explorers," Tales of Hearsøy and Last Essays

(London: J.M. Dent and Sons, 1963ll928l) I-21.
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this sense Conrad calls it the "most blameless of sciences"2ó because it does not

directly intervene in moral or human agency. But Conrad is remarkably disingenuous

in this instance because all of the Conradian oeuvre vacillates between various forms

of geographical pleasure and the call for a superior observatory view. In a word

Conrad is unable to escape the ambivalence of the colonial gaze, drawtngan elision

between the propriety of "passive" geographical and textual representations of the

non-west and the evils of physical colonial violence.

In "Geography" Conrad divides the history oî geography into two phases,

medieval or fabulous geography and geography militant. Each is not without its

underþing anxiety and moral intransitivity, although in this essay (far more than in

,,Travel") he celebrates a facet of geography and its not so illustrious past. As

inevitably a modern subject Conrad dismisses medieval geography as an era of

speculation and fantasy. For example, he says that its maps are "crowded-.. with

pictures of strange pageants, strange trees, strange beasts drawn with amazing

precision in the midst of theoretically derived continents."21 For geography militant,

an eramarked by increased maritime activities and exploration, it is also represented

by the "vilest scramble for loot that ever disfigured the history of human conscience

and geographical exploration."28 This displeasure cannot stand alone because it is

also part of the economy of desire that motivates Conrad. If fabulous geography

thrives on the exotic and the unsupporte d imagination of the non-European world,

then it is this drive that motivates the gaze to represent the other as exotic as well as

the glamour andthrill behind the necessary travel and exploration. In a similar vein

Conrad's aversion to some of the "evtl" eflects of geography militant also subsists

26Conrad, "Geography and Some Explorers" 3.

z7Conrad, "Geography and Some Explorers" 2.

28Conrad, "Geography and Some Explorers" 17
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with his celebration of its heroic nature. After all this era is also marked by countless

episodes of explorers and adventurers who had "selflessly" contributed to increasing

objective geographical knowledge. Thus in celebrating the accomplishments of James

Cook, Tasman, and John Franklin, Conrad recapitulates his ideals of geogtaphy' He

commends them as the "single minded explorers of the nineteenth century, the late

fathers of militant geography whose only object was the search for truth."2e In this

connection one must juxtapose this with the terms of imperialism Conrad appears

oblivious to:

Regions unknown! My imagination could depict to itself there worthy,
adventurous and devoted men, nibbling at the edges, attacking from
north and south and east and west, conqueringabit of truth here and a

bit of truth there, and sometimes swallowed up by the mystery their

hearts were so persistently set on unveiling'3O

Suffice it to say such an expression exposes to colonial tropes of conquest in which

,,truth" metonymically and subversively stands in place of the other.

These ambivalent views of fabulous and militant geography are not without

personal commitment as they form a memorializingbackground on which Conrad

locates his passion in conffast to the harsh realities pf his geographical present. It is

important to remember that Conrad was never an actual pafücipant of "geography

militant" and much of his fantasies about them were acquired through teading about

the exploits of the early discovers, his boyhood fantasies, and his intetnalízation of a

moral logic of travel.3l By the time Conrad became an adult the mysteries of the

2eConrad, "Geography and Some Explorers" 10.

30Conrad, "Geogtaphy and Some Explorers" 13-14.

3rConrad's passion for travel cannot be so easily described as aligning oneself to the prevailing

morals of society. In other words Conrad was not just influenced by Victorian society's

valorizationof masculine exploration and travel, but Conrad's own passions were aroused as

a need for self-discovery. Thus Conrad's desire physical travel and exploration doubles as a

more intem alized and more psychical joumey. As he says, "The geat spirit of the realities of
the story sent me off on the romantic explorations of my inner self; to the discovery of the

taste of þoring over maps; and revealed to me the existence of a latent devotion to geography

which interfeied with my devotion... to my other schoolwork'" Conrad, "Geography and

Some Explorers" 12.
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\Morld outside Europe had all but evaporated. The era of exploration had given way

to an era of commercial and routine travel, and the great texts of adventure were

replaced by mundane travel guides. As Conrad laments:

.. .the days of heroic travel are gone; unless, of course, in the newspaper

sense, in which heroism like everything else in the world becomes as

common, if not as nourishing, as our darTybtead. There would be always

a lady or a gentlem an ready to discover with considerable fuss a bit of
territory of, say, ten square miles, resembling exactly the surrounding

and a¡eady explored lands; or interview some new ruler, like a reflection

in a dim and tamished mirror of some real chieftain in the books of a
hundred years ago; or marvel at a disagreeable fish of ferocious habits

which had been described afueady in some old-time, simply-worded,

unsensational "Relations." But even this is a game which is losing its

interest, and in a very little time will have come to an end.32

It is precisely because geography's past is unattainable that Conrad exalts ít and longs

nostalgically for a retum to "real" travelling, even as he sets up his present as a foil

for the past. This desire for the past produces an anxiety that parallels the dualistic

aspect of modernrty. But in Conrad's life this disappointment with the increasing

knowledge of the non-west ceases to dissuade, and Conrad subsequentþ finds

himself in the footsteps of his explorer heroes, rediscovering places that have aheady

been conquered.

Much more of this valorization of travel and exploration and disenchantment

with his present can be found in the fictions of Conrad, and in particular Heart of

Darkness stands out as an important example. Noted as the colonial novel par

excellence Heart of Darkness can be described as a nanative microcosm of colonial

discourse. Since so many difflerent interpretations have emerged from it, readers have

found virtually every aspect of colonial history in it. These include the question of

race/racísm, the representation of Africa/the other, the jostling between commercial

and other forms of imperialism, the tensions of capitalism, the righteousness of

science, the triumph of western knowledge, and the dangers of "going native'"

32Joseph Conrad, "Travels," Last Essays (London and Toronto: J.M. Dent and Sons, 1926)

t28-r29
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Certainly the list does not end here. But if Conrad displays an ambivalent attitude

towards geography, travel, and exploration in "Geography and Some Explorers" and

"Ttavel," then many of the same anxieties are echoed in this novella. It is important

to remember, in this sense, that Heørt of Darkness was not spun out of abstract fantasy

or imagination but parallels Conrad's own experiences in and memories of the

Congo. And many of the ideals harboured by its îarrator, Marlow, ate the same as

the author's.33 The novella is an example of Conrad's feelings of his geographical

present. As in "Travel" Conrad transposes his childhood passion for adventute and

travel into Marlow, something that would be, much Iatet in his narrator's adult life,

shattered through a combination of the corruption of the ethic of exploration and the

diminishing of the frontier. In an oft quoted segment of Heart of Darkness Marlow

recounts that his childhood fantasies were filled by the "blank spaces" on maps that

beckoned to be explored and conquered in the name of scientific geographical study.

But much is to transpire over the course of his growing years. As these "blank

spaces" came to be increasingly filled, Marlow finds his dreams shattered'34 But an

underlying desire transforms and retrains his passion. Thus we find that the adult

Marlow never loses sight of the "biggest blank" (presumably Africa) and eventually

finds his way venturing up a river that has akeady been discovered.3s

33Cf. Conrad, "Geography and Some Explorers" I2-I4with Heart of DarknessZl-22. See also

patrick Parrinder, 'tmeart of Darkness: Geography as Apocalypse," Fin de Siècle/Fin du Globe:

Fears and Fantasies of the Late Nineteenth Century, ed. John Stokes (London: lly'3cmílan, 1992)

86.

3aConrad, Heart of Darkness2I-22'

35The concepts of discovery and úavel are of grave importance to the colonial experience, not

so much ir the way they express the power of the colonizer, but in the mechanism that

reconciles the anxieties àrroóiut.d with discovery. Since physical space is a finite entity,

increasing colonial discovery would only mean that the unknowns of this world will only

disappear-rapidly, leaving fewer and fewer places to explore. Conrad's concerns reflect this as

Afri¡ã becomes less andless mysterious. But Conrad's manifest ability to overcome the loss

of the unknown does not mean that the continent is becoming a different place. In effect, it
ironically demonstrates a latent desire to keep Africa in a state that is permanentþ inferior to

Europe. As Bill Ashcroft writes, "the increasing darkness of Africa is proportionate to the

g.or6tt of exploration and colonisation rather than the reverse, because the perpetuation and
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I contend that this is a crucial focal point in Heart of Darkness because such an

aspect of geographical loss has already sown the seeds of dissatisfaction. And this

forces us to reconsider the novella as an instance in which Marlow/Conrad cannot

decide on the imagination of imperialism but must produce a disjunctive idea that

both celebrates and condemns western presence in Africa. For many readers over the

last three or four decades Heart of Darkness has been interpreted as a work of

disafflection ,by anauthor who, unlike others, was capable of penetrating the imperial

mind and proffered an alternate moral picture of empire. Such interpretations make

use of the novella's narrative in any of the following ways. Heørt of Darkness has a

simple plot at the surface; that is, Marlow's recounting of his river journey in search

of Kurtz, the manager of a frading outpost. But it is the density of the text that

provides much fuel to what appears to be an altack on colonialism. This assault is

propelled by many things; a pre-existing moral consciousness that is written into

Marlow, the use of atmospherics and contrasting metaphors,36 the conflation of time

and space,37 and Kurtz as the metonymic embodiment of Europe'38 Thus, in the

entrenchment of the idea of Africa was integral to the process of colonial control." Bill
Ashcroft, "Globalism, Post-Colonialism and African Studies," Post-Colonialism: Culture and

Identity in Africa, eds. Pal Ahluwalia and Paul Nursey-Bray (Commack: Nova Science

Publishers, 1997) 12.Italics in original.

36Parry 21.

3TParrinder 94-96.

3sKurtz is without doubt a complex figure representing the fusion of so many European ideas

and morals of empire. The nature of Kurtz, as Harm believes, connects respectability and

savagery as "his greatness includes all of European civtTization within the perimeters of a
singlã pärsonalirylo that when he falls the th him." Harm 106' There is

afsõ a very intãresting segment in Heart h Marlow assesses Kurtz's

contribution to the "International Society fo of Savage Customs'" Here

Kurtz's background becomes a precondition for understanding his involvement with the

society:

The original Kurtzhad been educatedpartly in England, and - as he

*ur goód enough to say himself - his sympathies were in the right
place. His motñer was half-English, his father was halÊFrench. All
Europe contributed to the making of Kurtz....

Conrad, Heart of Darkness 82-83.
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story, Marlow sets out to find Kttrtz and to rcpatriate him. But as the story proglesses

Kurtz's character becomes simultaneously more enigmatic and more developed

through second hand accounts. His is a figure that is veritably described as towering;

one of the trading company's best men abroad, and as someone possessing the most

mainstream of views about European dignity in the non-western world and the

barbarism of the natives. But as Marlow ventures further up the river one loses sight

of Europe and is thrust into Conrad's heart of darkness. Here the geographical

specificity is also lost because the darkness is no longer reserved for this part of the

world but transmutes to Europe as well. When Marlow finally finds Kurtz, the

sovereign symbol of Europe (via Kurtz) has akeady been disturbed. Kurtz is no

longer the bastion of European light in the (African) wilderness exporting the

symbolic ivory. Instead he is sick, dying, and has "gone native." Kurtz's ambiguous

but infamous dying words, "the horror, the horror,"3e provides an irresolvable

epitaph for the figare of Europe, making it impossible to discern the presumption of

guilt in colonialism.

I do not disagree with such readings of Heart of Darkness so long as they ale not

assessed to be an unshakeable anti-imperialism on Conrad's part. If anything the

novella is a potent form of contemporary colonial discourse because it produces a set

of morals predicated on delineation and whose Tangtage provides no way out of the

imperial conundrum. Even if Conrad intends for the river journey to be a

transformative experience for Marlow, forcing him to be more conscious about the

ironies and excesses of colonialism towards the end of the story, there is a distinct

separation of Europe from Africa. This separation is necessary in the founding

moment of Marlow /Conrad's moral sense in which the imperial gaze, the

incorruptible nobility of travel and exploration precedes any articulation of the evils

3eConrad, Heørt of Darkness II2.
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of imperialism. For example such ideas conveniently hide the sense of European

superiority behind the necessity of travel. The representation of Africa, which should

have revealed Conrad's racism, is avoided in Heart of Darkness. As Chinua Achebe

claims, the novella backgrounds the image of Africa and foregrounds Europe, its

vices and morals as the subject of debate in the text, causing Africa to be a mere

backdrop in which the European disintegration could be articulated:

...Africa as setting and backdrop... eliminates the African as human

factor. Africa as a metaphysical battlefield devoid of all recognizable

humanity into which the wandering European enters at his perils. Of
coufse, there is a preposterous and perverse kind of afiogance in thus

reducing Africa to the role of props for the breakup of one petty

Europeãn mind... The real question is the dehumanization of Africa and

Africãns which this age-long attitude has fostered and continues to foster

in the word.ao

As in the two essays, Conrad's sense of the gaze makes his morality more dubious. If

he appears to object to imperialism it would be especially selective, singling out the

aporia of its physical forms of violence such as the wars, bloodshed, and plunder

associated with colonialism. Yet Conrad finds the role of science, geographical

observation, and any passive líterary or scholarly representation (in the name of

discovery and adventure) unobjectionable, even though they may reinforce the

western cultural ground that gives rise to different forms of violence. As Marlow

approaches Kurtz's station during his journey upriver, he and his crew come under

attack by arrow-shooting natives from the riverbank. The pilgrims on board teactby

opening fire (with their Winchesters), but to no avail, as the banage of arrows

continued. Marlow's resolution of the situation \ilas several blows of his boat's steam-

whistle, effectively ending the assault. Metaphorically this episode agatn

demonstrates the moral lesson Conrad wishes to inculcate; that insffuments of war

and physical violence cannot resolve such problems as effectively as through the use

aoAchebe 788
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of science.ar Once again this illustrates Conrad's faith in science and his inability to

recognize that both war and science are intricately linked, and in any event does so to

the detriment of the representation of Africa and its natives. If this instance heralds

Conrad's paclftc stance, then it also establishes the superiority of westem mind in

being able to make such distinctions and to nonetheless prevail over the other:

With one hand I felt above my head for the line of the steam-whistle,

and jerked out screech after screech hurriedly. The tumult of angry and

*u.lik. yells was checked instantly, and then from the depths of the

woods went out such a tremulous and prolonged wail of mournful fear

and utter despair as may be imagined to follow the flight of the last hope

from the .urth. Th... was a great commotion in the bush; the shower of
arrows stopped, a few dropping shots rang out sharply-then silence...a2

Thus Conrad's need of establishing his pacificism comes at the expense of confining

the natives in a form of belligerent primitiveness.

In a similar vein Heart of Darkness also strives for sense of geogtaphy that

confuses time and space in favour of a non-physical third space represented by

western imagination. In doing so Conrad avoids the distinctive and matetial space

occupied by Africa in order to privilege a sublime or exalted form of travel that is

incomprehensible to the African native. At the outset the story emphasizes a very

physical form of travel that takes Marlow from Britain to Belgium and to the Congo.

But such a travel pales in comparison to the journey that takes place within the

colonial mentality. As the plot eventually develops, Marlow's appreciation for the

exotic in his journey up river is not predícated on strangeness but in the affiliative

connections to the human (meaning western) past. Consider the following segments:

Going up that river was like traveling back to the earliest beginnings of
the wãrl,ct, when vegetation rioted on the earth and the big trees were

kings... The broadening waters flowed through a mob of wooded

islands; you lost your way on that river as you would in a desert, and

butted il auy long against shoals trying to find the channel, till you

alFor instance see Conrad's objections to militarism and his valorization of scientific studies

in essays like "Geogtaphy and Some Explorers" and "TraYel'"

a2Conrad, Heart of Darkness 78.
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thought yourself bewitched and cut off forever from everything you.had

known once-somewhere-far away-in another existence perhaps.a3

We penetrated deeper and deeper into the heart of darkness. It was very

quiei there.... We wefe wanderels on a prehistoric earth, on an earth

ihut *.r. the aspect of an unknown planet.aa

Such articulations are afueady flrlled with anxiety, as we remembet, this river journey

has already been made by explorers and the trading company officials many times

before Marlow/Conrad. Thus reconciliation takes place in which the known tenain

is forever embedded in a prehistory that will always remain distant and strange.ot In

this partictlar part of the text, Marlow's equation of the landscape with the

unknown, untrodden aspect of earth's prehistoric past is punctuated by series of

irregularities, for instance the occasional hut, village, or throng of natives they

encounteted must also be assimilated into Conrad's sense of humanity:

[The earth] was unearthly, and the men No, they were not

inhuman. 'We11, you know, that was the worst of it - this suspicion of
their not being inhuman. It would come slowly to one. They howled,

and leaped, and spun, and made horrid faces, but what thrilled you was

just thJthought of their humanity - like yours - the thought of your

iemote kinship with this wild and passionate uproar.n6

This forms an exceedingly complex tension in which spatiality becomes intertwined

with the desire for the other to remain perennially exotic and the necessity of framing

and locating the unknown within the boundaries of western experience' If Conrad

recognizes such an affiliative kinship with the landscape and the natives, then the

mysterious nature of Africa remains forever fixed.

The moral dilemmas, anxieties, ambivalence about the involvement of the west

in imperialism, and the implication of nostalgia in the world as palimpsest (the

constant discovery and rediscovery of the colonized world) are indeed characteristics

a3Conrad, Heart of Darkness 59.

aaConrad, Heart of Darkness 6l-62.

asJacques Danas, Joseph Conrad and the West: Signs of Empire, trans. Anne Luyat and Jacques

Darras (London and Basingstoke: Macmrllan,1982) 4I.

aíConrad, Heart of Darkness 62-63.
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of "Geography and Some Explorers," "Ttavel," and Heart of Darkness. But even as the

settings for Conrad's works have often been outside Europe, the image of the west

constantly resurfaces as an unstable and fragmenting entity that has through its

participation in empire been transformed into a morally dubious continent,

vacillating between righteousness and perversity. In particular, Conrad's Britain does

not escape such effects, and even where Conrad writes uniquely about his adopted

home there is a discernible pattern that relates these works to writings on empire.

This refers not just to the reappeararrce and consistency of some characters (like

Charlie Marlow) but through "certain thematic connections [that] comprise a

dialectical method of exploring a cenfral idea'"41 One good example is the way a

dangerous cosmopolitanism is informed by imperialism in Conrad's The Secret Agent.

Set in late Victorian London this novel initially appears to have very little to do with

empire. In fact it has been more widely recognized as Conrad's experimentation with

melodramatic narrativeas or publícized as a different genre as it is about "diplomatic

intrþe and anarchist treachery ," aÍrd the author calls it a "píece of ironic treatment

applied to a special subject"ae and "purely a worþ of imagination."to However, the type

of interaction that takes plac e in The Secvet Agent invokes a consciousness of the

dangerous world outside metropolitan Britain that is now inextricably drawn into the

labric of English society. It is through Robert Young's bríef reading of the London in

the novel as "defined by incongruous combinations of relationships, mentalities,

aTFraser 4. See also Harm.

a8Goonetilleke I42.

aeJoseph Conrad quoted in Roger Tennant, Introduction, The SecYet Agent: A Simple Tale

(Oxford and New York: Oxford Universþ Press, 1983 [1907]) x'

50Conrad quoted in Tennant x. Italics in original.
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genders, classes, nationalities, aîd ethnicities"sl that sets this dangerous

cosmopolitanism going.

The Secvet Agent,like many of Conrad's other works of fiction, is drawn from

factual events. In lSgllondoners received with great consternation the news about a

failed attempt to blow up the Greenwich Observatory, ttiggering widespread

reflection on the way London's cultural and social integrity had become

compromised. Out of this event Conrad weaves in a complex tale of anarchists,

revolutionaries, spies, and duplicitous embassy officials with intersecting plots in

marital relations, irreconcilable morals, and the mundane facets of everyday life.

Conrad's melodrama constructs Adolf Verloc as an ordinary but despicable porn

shop dealel, paÍtrevolutionary, and part secret agent in the employ of an unnamed

foreign embassy in London. Sensing that Britain had become too much of a safe

haven for political revolutionaries, the Embassy's First Secretary Vladimir threatens

to dismiss Verloc unless he demonstrates his usefulness by planting a bomb in the

Greenwich Observatory. Verloc enlists the help of his halÊwitted brother-in-law

Stevie to deliver the bomb to the observatory, but in the process of doing so the latter

stumbles, prematurely sets the bomb off, and kills himself. This sets a number of

melodramatic plotlines going: for instance, Winnie, Verloc's wife, avenges the death

of her beloved brother by killing her husband; Ossipon's moral disagreements with

the misanthropic Professor, who supplies Verloc with the bomb; and the dissensions

that take place within the police as they investigate the matter. Although this plot

sounds simple it is Conrad's use of a very dense and temporally displaced narrative

that makes it possible for The Secret Agent to be read as a product of more duplicitous

forces.

trRobert J.C. Young , Colonial Desire: Hybridity in Theory, Culture and Race (London and New

York: Routl edge, 1995) 2.
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At the outset the London Conrad creates ín The Secret Agent no longer appears

to be a sovereign imperial centre with an unwavering English culture at its core; it

has become tainted by all things foreign. This does not mean that Conrad still

perceives these identities in London as a delineated mixture of different groups, but

instead casts a disjunctive light on them. Thus foreign-ness of London becomes a

microcosm fraught with squabbles, dissensions, and moral disagreements. What

strikes the reader is a babble of foreign sounding names: Verloc, Michaelis, Yundt,

Ossipon, Vladimir, 'Wurmt, and so on. There is a point to this since the original

perpeftator of the 1894 bombing attempt was of French origin, and while France

figures as a passing reference as the source of London's revolutionary activities it is

the blending of the "foÍeígn" with Europe in general that creates the greatest

complexity in Conrad's cosmopolitanism. Verloc is of questionable national origins.

While he claims to Vladimir that he is a British-born subject with Frenchparentage,s2

that he had served in the French arttllery, and that he was working for an unnamed

,,hybrid" embassy,s3 the narrative appears more cynical about that and prefers to

construct Verloc as a less ffustworthy person. After all, his attempt to bomb the

Observatory was Vladimir's attempt to discredit the revolutionaries in London, some

of whom (like Michaelis, Yundt, and Ossipon) he keeps as "friends." But before we

can claim that Verloc's act \Mas one of betrayal, Conrad demonstrates that the

relationships within the coterie of revolutionaries are far from cordial, in effect they

52Joseph Conrad, The Secyet Agent: A Simpte Tale, ed. Roger Tennant (Oxford: Oxford

University Press, 1983 [1907]) 19-20.

s3Conrad does not reveal what country the Embassy represents. The Russian sounding

"Vladimir" is ofßet by one staff with a Germanic name, "'Wurmt." The Secret Agent also

reveals that one of Vladimir's predecessor was a Baron Stott-Wartenheim. This is possibly

another attempt to conflate Europe into one generic entity.
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are more selflrsh and self-indulgent in their o\Mn sense of moral correctness to bind to

any common cause.to

The equation of the revolutionary underworld in London as contemptible

imports from the foreign world have been noted by a number of literary critics. As

Brian Shaf|er stresses, The Seøet Agent uses the double image of pomography and

revolutionary politics to represent the vices that are infiltrating England.ss For

example Verloc is not only a double-crossing secret agent and revolutionary but also

a purveyor of pornographic products that we learn are shipped from France.

Furthermore there is also the conflation of sexual abnormalities with the

revolutionaries, such as the onanistic Professor who seems to be relentlessly

protective of his phallic, "perfect detonator," that he keeps under his clothes.5ó

However, while it may appeat these problems originate fuom overseas, Conrad

obfuscates it by interweaving the domestic with the foreign. Notably as Ossipon

confronts the Professor whom he suspects as having been involved in the explosion,

thelatter "moral ageîtof destruction"sl presents a view in which the police could not

be regarded sepante from the revolutionaries :

[Chief Inspector Heat] was as insþificant as-I can't call to mind
änything insignificant enough to compare him with-except Karl Yundt
perhaps. Like to like. The terrorist and the policeman both come from
ihe same basket. Revolution, legality-counter moves in the same game;

forms of idleness at bottom identitical. He plays his little game-so do

you propagandists.ss

'While the Professor sees the terrorists and the police as essentially the same, the

nanative further confounds by making it difficult to identiff with the authorities as

saConrad, The Secret Agent 4I-60.

55Brian W. Shaffer, " 'The Commerce of Shady 'Wares': Politics and Pornoglaphy in

Conrad's The Secret Agent," ELH 62.2 (1995): 443466.

sóShaffer 45M57.

sTConrad, The Secret Agent 83.

ssConrad, The Secret Agent 69.
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archetypal heroes of the story. Like the revolutionaries, the police are affected by

their own internal disputes. The narative introduces Chief Inspector Heat of the

Special Crimes Department as an expert on the anarchist underworld in London, but

in one fell swoop that authority is discredited as we discover that he had no

forewarning of the Observatory bombing.se To make matters \Morse Heat wrongly

suspects Michaelis as the culprit and this places his superior, the Assistant

Commissioner, in a high society quandary because Michaelis' patroness was an

important social connection of his wife's.60 As a result the Assistant Commissioner's

involvement in the bombing becomes more active and less supervisory.

If the Continent and the internal fragmentation of London are implicated ín The

Secret Agent, how does one associate this novel with an ambivalent colonial

consciousness? In a sense this is akeady implicated in the way late Victorian London

has been pre-configured for the novel's timeframe. A London of such a cosmopolitan

nature immediately presupposes the consequences of imperial power that distorts the

rmage of the metropolitan centre as firmly in control of itself and its peripheries. If

London was to be constructed as the centre of the British Empire, then the constant

inward movement of people from around the world was to reaffirm the greatness of

that city. But the London in The Secret Agent is no testament of Britain's imperial

prowess providing some enlightenment for all its visitors. It is instead a distorted

image, a picture of an imperial centre that had become a victim of its own success'

With this in mind it is possible to see the Assistant Commissioner's role as

contributing to this picture. Although this character's background seems to be given

cursory treatment by the narrative, it is an important aspect that melds the colonial

world with the Continent, the internal revolutionary politics with the subversion in

seConrad, The Secret Agent 84.

óoConrad, The Secret Agent 104.
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the colonies. The Assistant Commissioner, we are told, started his career in a

,,tropical colony" where he excelled in exposing and destroying certain secret

societies within the native population. Nothing more is said about his work there

except that he withdrew from the colonies to humour his new wife.61 However the

Assistant Commissioner's work in London is not very different from that of the

Special Crimes Department, which he currently heads, and in a particular segment

recalls his colonial experience to make sense of his chief inspector:

His memory evoked a certain old fat and wealthy native chief in a

distant colony whom it was a tradition for the successive Colonial

Governors to trust and make much of a firm friend and supporter of the

order and legality established by white men; whereas, when examined

sceptically, he was found out to be principally his own good friend, and

nobody else's.ó2

Furthermore when the Assistant Commissioner pays Verloc a visit without

identifliing himself to 'Winnie, she frst confuses him as one of her husband's

anarchist associates who had just come from the Continent or as one of the Embassy

people.ó3 Such aspects of the Assistant Commissioner's chatacter must not be

considered incidental, as they overdetermined allusions to extricating an untainted

British identity. What The Secyet Agent surreptitiously reveals in such a case is that

even the British imperial mentality cannot be constant and unmovable, and it is

through this display of irony that London becomes confused with a chaotic exterior.

At the Eclge of lmperial Anxiety: Huntington's Worlcl Order

During Joseph Conrad's time it was fairly impossible to write without reference to

the ironic combination of triumph and anxiety that existed in imperialism. Britain

had reached the height of its power, with colonies established across the globe and

61Conrad, The Secret Agent 99.

62Conrad, The Secret Agent lI8.
ó3Conrad, The Secret Agent 148-149
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possessing a sense of profound superiority that it was divinely meant to rule over the

world. Yet such attitudes intermingled with a sense of hopelessness and despair,

reflected by the internal social decay and fragmentation of English cities, the

persistence of class problems, as well as the fear that Britain's colonial successes had

precluded the possibility of any further discoveries and conquests. As such Conrad's

writings, as anti-imperialist as they might seem, ate accvtate depictions of imperial

anxieties and in order to understand them as works of literary mastery one must be

prepared to accept the disjuncture between romanticism/nostalgia and moral sense

contained in them. Correspondingly in the 1990s and across the Atlantic, similar

qualms were being expressed by numerous authors, both in realms of scholarship and

fiction. I do not wish to assert that historical cycles exist and that the United States is

now at the same juncture of its imperial history as was Britain in the decades

immediately before the first world war. I will leave this to teleological and positivist

historians. Instead, the uncanny coincidence of attitudes to imperial history and the

associated writings produce a. powerful indictment of contemporary colonial

discourse

Writing on a broad range of political issues in the 1990s, Samuel P. Huntington

is a very good example of such imperial anxieties. First of all, Huntington's works

since the 1960s have not always fallen under the rubric of international relations.

Having emphasized strongly issues like civilian-military relations in the US society6a

or political change in developing countries,ós this Haward-based professor has been

more widely identified with the subfield of comparative politics. Towards the end of

the 1980s, however, Huntington's work shifted towards the conduct of US foreign

óaSamuel p. Huntington, The Sold.ier and the State: The Theory and Politics of Civil-Military

Relations (Cambridge: Belknap Press, 1957).

óssamuel p. Huntington, Political Order in Changing Societies (New Haven: Yale University

Press, 1968).

:}
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policy, the global felevance of democracy, and, of late, the emerging inter-

civilizational conflict. This cosmopolitan consciousness was subsequently detected by

mainstream IR and adopted as one of the major interpretations of the post-cold war

world. Like Conrad's Britain, Huntington's lJnited States (vis-à-vis the world) had

reached a turning point in its history, clamouring for new directions in its "world

role," redefinition of strategic principles, and reconciliation with an increasingly

fragmented metropolitan centre. Thus Huntington's texts are inordinately divided

between a tacit valoÅzation of demo cracy as a universal idea and, contradictorily, a

rejection of universalism in favour of a multi-civtlizational world order'

This last view is perhaps Huntington's defining vision of post cold war IR,

having been enunciated in his lgg3 article, "The Clash of CivtTizations?,"óó

substantiated in his book, The Clash of Cfuilizations and the Remaking of World Order,6l

and continuously reiterated in numerous essays thereafter. The clash of civilization

thesis appears to be most memorable because it seeks so intently to rewrite the

theoretical bases of IR. For example, mainstream IR has, until the end of the cold

war, founded itself on the unassailable presence of the sovereign state and the

enduring bipolar world order. Under such a system Huntington perceives that

international conflict is divided along ideological lines with states, regardless of their

cultural or ethnic affinities, fallíng among the American, Soviet, or non-aligned

camps. Such a version of realism has become unsupportable in the last decade and

with the dissolution of grand ideological structures, states group themselves around

five or seven core civilizations. In briel the idea of the sovereign state or the structure

of the international state system has not entirely collapsed but has found new

6ósamuel P. Huntington, "The Clash of Civtlizations? ," Foreign Afairs 72.3 (1993): 2249 -

6TSamuel P. Huntington, The Clash of Ciuilizations and the Remaking of World Order (New York:

Simon and Schuster, 1996).

'
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multipolar bearings in civilizational alignments. As Huntington surmises, most of the

world's conflicts will occur between these civilizations.

It is too easy to dismiss Huntington's "new" theory of international conflict as

an example of mainstream solipsism. While there have been numerous attacks by

opposing quarters on the simplicity of Huntington's views, I contend that much of his

work has been misappreciated. For instance he has been rcgarded as toying with a

neoconservative, isolationist line, or falling into a US policymaking stance calling for

new enemies to be manufactured out of Islam and the Middle East (i.e. the "Green

Peril"). Interestingly Edward Said has also joined the fray, citing Huntington as

having too facile a view on the nature of culture and civtlizations, entities that should

rightly be understood as hybrid and dynamic.6s Many of these criticisms are valid on

their own terms but fail to identiff a type of Conradian ambivalence existing in

Huntington's writings. In other words, he possesses a moral stance that resembles a

form of conscious criticism of imperialism. But instead this is eflectively enveloped

by imperialism's self-reflective tendencies.

In this connection Huntington's apparent anti-imperialist ideas can be noticed

on three broad accounts. First he appears, at times, to be so conscious about the

enduring effects of imperialism and, in particular, implicates the US for perpetuating

it in the postwar era. With the end of the cold war, Huntington upholds, there has

been a desire on the part of the US to make the world as unipolar as possible, forcing

the rest of the world to accommodate to its political leadership. While it pursues an

active policy of isolating "rogue regimes" (countries like Libya, Syria, Iraq, and

North Korea that constantly contravene the wishes of the "international

community"), Huntington inverts the tefm to the US, branding it as the "fogue

ó8Edward W. Said, Afterword, Orientalism:Western Conceptions of the Orient (London: Penguin,

tees lre7gl) 348-349.

t
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superpower."óe Moreover imperialism for Huntington is more than just physical and

materíal, it is also built on differentways of reptesenting otherness. Hence he agrees

with Said's ideas about the lasting legacy of Orientalism and the arbittariness of

COnStruCtS like "East" and "'WeSt," "Europe" and the "Orient,"70 while noting the

importance of othemess in the formulation of an American national identity.i'

Furthermore he also uses the term, civilizatron, with some caution, payíngheed to its

value-ladeness and its specific imperial use in reinforcing the image of a superior west

contrasted with the barbaric, primitive non-west.72 As such Huntington makes a

preference for the plural over the singular sense of the word, conceiving civilizations

as certain cultural or national groupings.T3

Second he is also aware of the dangers of universalism and he sees this

distinctively as a ploy by the US (and the west) as a narrow-minded worldview, a

maLter of deliberate strategic positioning, or a move to propagate its values. This

affempt to universalize flies in the face of positivist data (which he presents) in terms

of langtage, cteed, religion and so on that show American culture and values to

represent a tiny fraction of the world.Ta Instead such universalism is, in pafi, the

mistaken assumption that because of the widespread use of English, application of

technology, common (American) popular culture, and the pervasiveness of the

media, the world was becoming more of a single or unified place.Ts Indeed, scattered

óesamuel P. Huntington, "The Lonely superpower," Foreign Afairs78.2 (1999):4044.

T0Huntingon, The Clash of the Civilizations and the Remaking of World Order 33.

TrSamuel P. Huntington, "The Erosion of American National Interests," Foreign Afairs 76-5

(1997):29-32.

T2Huntington, The Clash of the Civilizations 4041.

T3Huntington, The Clash of the Civilizations and the Remaking of World Order 43.

TaSee especially Huntin gfon, The Ctash of Cfuilizations and the Remaking of World Order 59-66.

TsHuntington, The clash of civitizations and the Remaking of world order 66-68.
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across Clash of Civilizations one finds such decrying of universalism as, "What is

universalism to the west is imperialism to the rest,"7ó or "imperialism is the necessary

logical consequence of universalism."TT On a more somber note Huntington sees such

assertions of universalism as downright dangerous, having the propensity of

tr ígger íng a multi- civ t7íz ational w ar .

Thfud, the most striking account of Huntington's critique of imperialism is his

bízarre vision of a resurgent and revanchist non-west. With their political voices and

independence suppressed under the totalízing and monolithic structure of the cold

war, the non-western states are, lor the first time in international political history,

capable of challenging the hegemony of the west. For him this is the "ttute"

muliçolar and multi-civilizational moment in which the "three worlds" system has

become unraveled.Ts This burgeoning power of the non-west is witnessed in

contradistinction to the west's inevitable dwindling command of the world. As a

result, any affempt to ptopagate universal values has been and will continue to be

met by stern opposition. Paradoxically if the US desires to build a unipolar

intemational order with the rest of the world gravítattng around it, Huntington

surmises, it would have an entirely opposite efflect since it would further sensitize the

non-west and lead to greater multþolarity and fr agmentation. 7e

Such understandings of imperialism may appear to be keen and penetrating.

Moreover the representations of the non-west also seem to be generous and

accommod ating. Unfortunately Huntington is never consistent in his views on

internationa!/foretgn affairs. It is thereforc appropriate to say if Huntington has a

?6Huntington, The Clash of Cfuilizations and the Remaking of World Order 184'

TTHuntingto n, The Clash of Civilizations and the Remaking of World Order 310 .

T8Huntington, The Clash of Cfuilizations andthe Remaking of World OrderLl-29

TeHuntington, "The Lonely Superpower" 36-37.
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partiç¡rlar set of anti-imperialist visions, then he also has a corresponding set of ideas

that oppose each of them. Scholars and thinkers do change their minds many times in

their careers, yet Huntington belies any transitionary movement from one idea to the

next. Instead his worldviews vacillate backwards and forwards across a range of texts

(over a period of a decade or so) and also within each given text. Typically in l99l

Huntington published The Third Waye: Democratization in the Late Twentieth Century.

This book quintessentially celebrates the "third wave" of democracy spreading

dramatically around the world, effectualþ adopting the triumphalist fervour of

American democratic universalism.s0 Yet in his later texts Huntington outwardly

rejects any form of universalism but refuses to abandon the beneficence of modernity

or the privileged role of the west. 'What appeaß to be an outright rejection of

universalism, for instance, becomes suspiciously a way of preventing the uniqueness

of western culture from getting lost.

For a scholar of Huntington's stature this vacillation in views has been greeted

by numerous attacks, expressing exasperation on how his contradictions could be

reconciled. Writing in "The Clash of Samuel Huntingtons" Jacob Heilbrunn finds it

difficult to understand how such conflicts of opinion could occur, but resolves them

by indicatingthatHuntington's clash of civllizations is probably erroneous and that

the real problem lies with the Harvard professor himself. As Heilbrunn notes, "thete

is no multicultural clash, no uniquely Asian democracy, and no grand clash of

civilizations. But there are two Huntingtons. And the real clash is between them."8l

But in a display of logocentric rationalism Heibrunn's critique can be expected. After

all he writes from an academic perspective that cannot tolerate internal

soSamuel P. Huntington, The Third Wave: Democratization in the Late Twentieth Century

(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, l99l).

slJacob Heilbrunn, "The Clash of Samuel Huntingtons," The American Prospect 39 (1998):28.

See also Jacob Heilbrunn, "Huntington's Disease," The New RepublicBDec.1997:4,49.
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contradictions and ironies, and also from a cultural milieu that is also very

emotionally charged (the subliminal belief in the essentialism of American values). If

this tension in Huntington seeks to be investigated, then what are its likely sources

and can they be understood within a strictly delineated context? Surely this

vacillation must arise out of so many disjunctures determining the way his texts are

produced, namely between the utilitarian need for actual foreign policy ptactice and

the "objectivity" of academic description, or between some niggling, underlying

personal dogma and an increasingly fragmenting intellectual landscape? I do not seek

to provide an explanation for Huntington's contradictory views but emphasize on

locating him-in the same way as Conrad-in an ambivalent structure of colonial

desire. That is to say, within the context of othemess, both assimilation and

differentiation of the other are flip sides of an imperial power relations. And in terms

of the "mission" both firm support for empire and the trenchant criticisms of

imperialism are disjunctively one and the same. Ultimately, regardless of the seeming

anti-imperialism of Huntington's IR, the resulting image of the west is usually one

that is dynamic, enduring, and ascendant. As Samir Amin has argued, Huntington's

obsession with "civilizations" and their cognate, "culturalism" in no way provides a

position whereby one could speak of an original, primeval culture that can be

celebrated as being "non-western." To articulate any notion of culture and

civilization is to once agarn embed it within apartíevLar history, unproblematic form

of essentialism, and predefined methods of categorizatíon. Amin makes this point:

Theories of cultural specificity are usually disappointing because they are

based on the prejudice that differences are always decisive, while
similarities are the result only of coincidence. The desired results of that

enterprise are obtained, a Pti
betray the banality of the
Huntington does in his famo
diflerences are fundamental
"relations between human beings, and God, Nature, Power," is at one

and the same time to reduce cultures to religions, and to suppose that
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each culture develops specific fixed concepts ofthe relations in question

in the categories predetèrmined by Huntington.s2

It follows then that Amin's criticism of Huntington's culturalism is that it implicitly

extends the project of imperialism'

Instead of starting with the Clash of the Civilizations texts as a juncture to

locate Huntington, I would like to examine three difFerent articles and from there

return to the aforementioned works. These articles are, "The U.S.-Decline or

Renewal?," "The Erosion of National Interests," and "The Lonely Superpower,"

published in 1988, 1997, and 1999 rcspectively in the policy journal, Foreign Affairs.

Underlying these articles is a consistent anxiety about America's potential decline,

and it is this anxiety that provides the basis for the Clash of Civ:fizations thesis. The

time range of these articles is sufficient to reveal that Huntington has, for many years,

been concerned with the world role of the United States and especially with the

composition of its power resource base, the expenditure of that power, and the

domestic social integrity needed for that structure. In 1988 Huntington sought to

engage a debate called "declinism," which was emerging in intellectual, professional,

and policy circles. With the Wall Street crash of October 1987, the publication of

Paul Kennedy's Rise and Fall of the Great Powers, and the potentially competitive

Japanese economy, many individuals were worried that America's hegemonic

position was inevitably spiraling downwards. Using a combination of positivist data

and amysterious faith in American exceptionalism, Huntington sought to debunk the

declinists, stressing that the US was diflerent from the former great powers and that it

had the innate capacity to renew itself.83

s2Samir Amin, "Imperialism and Culturalism Complement Each Other," Monthly Review 48.2

(1996): î.pag., Expanded Academic ASAP Intemational Ed. Online'

s3Samuel P. Huntington, "The U.S.-Decline or Renewal?," Foreign Afairs 67.2 (1988/89):

76-96.
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According to Huntington it was thus premature to talk about America's decline

in 1988. But the Huntington of the late I990s is different, this time tacitly affirming

that US hegemony is indeed becoming compromised and will inevitably be buffeted

around by a resurgent multi-civilizational world. "The Erosion of National Interests"

will perhaps be remembered more as an illustration of certain (possibly)

neoconservative views in the US than for any scholarþ insight. Indeed, the essay is

embellished with innumerable references to threats from within and without; that the

US can no longer cohesively express its national interests because multiculturalists

have taken over the running of the country and are depriving it of its Anglo-Saxon

core, an identity that has for centuries served to shape a coherent national identity as

well as a sense of foreign policy purpose.sa This destruction of a common culture and

rejection of assimilation has become fragmentary, encouraging mytiad of foreign

interests to determine the course of US foreign policy. As Huntington anticipates

these ideas in the Clash of Civilizations,

The American multiculturalists... reject their country's cultural heritage.

Instead of attempting to identify the United States with another

civilization, however, they wish to create a country of many

civilizations, which is to say a country not belonging to any civilization
and lacking a cultural core. History shows that no country so constituted

can long éndure as a coherent society. A multicivllizational United

States will not be the United States; it will be the United Nations.ss

Huntington's anxiety can therefore be captured in one word-dewesternization-and

the fear thereof subsequentlY.só

This consternation trickles down to "The Lonely Superpower" published in

lgg9. V/hile this essay is more heavily versed in the classical langtage of

international relations, discussing alþments, polatity, and powel' there is

nonetheless an affinity with his earlier and more polemical piece. In this essay

8aHuntington, "The Erosion of National Interests" 28-29;33-35'

ssHuntington, The Ctash of Civitimtions and the Remaking of World Order 306.

86Huntington, The Ctash of Civilizations and the Remaking of World Order 307 '
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Huntington draws heavily on the clash of civilizations ideas in envisioning the world

as fragmented along cultural and civtlizational faultlines. The method of interaction

among states and their fundamental structure are basically intact. As such the world

is still understood to revolve around the assertion of power, bandwagoning, and

polarity.sT Huntington's concem here typically focuses on the United States' role in it

and divides his analysis between two cardinal positions, how Americas8 perceives of

its global responsibility as an extension of some divine or natural order and how the

'World actually responds to it. Thus atthe surface Huntington's objective seems to be

practical advice to the policy community: the American obsession with creating a

unipolar world is counterproductive as it strengthens the increasing global opposition

to American hegemony. 'What passes as an attack on the quixotic self-construction of

the US as the "benign hegemon," the "first nonimperialist superpower"8e eventuates

as a subliminal and profound concern for a better way of dispensing American

power. Consider this segment:

In the unipolar moment at the end of the Cold War and the collapse of
the SoviefUnion, the United States was often able to impose its will on

other countries. The moment has passed. The two principal tools of
coercion that the United States now attempts to use are economic

sanctions and military intervention. Sanctions work, however, only

when other countries also support them, and that is decreasingly the

case. Hence, the United States either applies them unilaterally to the

detriment of its economic interests and its relations with its allies, or it
does not enforce them, in which case they become symbols of American

weakness.eo

If anything, these \Mords convey a sense of regret directed at the current direction of

US forergn policy and not necessarily to the idea of American power in itself. In

sTHuntington, "The Lonely Superpower" 35-37 '

ssHuntington's use of "America" in "The Lonely Superpower" is especially ironic,

considerilng that in the earlier piece, "The Erosion of National Interest," he has denied the

possibility of there betng a single idea of as

Huntington switches over from a highly ne

revolving around intemational relations theo

seHuntington, "The Lonely Superpower" 38.
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effect the use of the words, "American weakness" works in the reverse, shedding

more insight to a deeper desire fot "American power." AS in "The Erosion of

National Intetests," "The Lonely Superpower" feeds on the apprehension of the

multicivilizational world order but pretends to dispense advice fot 21't century

policymakers. While Huntington recognizes the anxiety to be a product of so many

conflicts, like the increasing external multicultural influence, the inability by the US

to deploy powef, he still sees a prime role for it as a "lonely Superpowef" in

realistically allowing the world to become multipolar'

Let me no\M retuïn to the ambivalence of Samuel Huntington and the

relationship between his works and imperialism. As discussed in the Foreign Afairs

essays, Huntington was in the late 1980s and 1990s surrounded by fears and

uncertainties of late 20th century America. These include the fragility of its social and

cultural composition, an increasingly powerful non-western world, and the doubts

about the United States' capability to act unilaterally and decisively. The writings

that emerged out of this complex invariably articttlated a sense of loss and

disorientation, although they tried to cling to the methodology of the social sciences.

Even in the Clash of Cfuilizøtiozs Huntington reaches a crucial point on the concept of

western power. On the one hand it continues to project a disproportionate amount of

influence on the world today through international institutions, its technological

capabilities, and its economic preponderance, yet Huntington is convinced that this is

met by increasing non-western opposition on the other hand. As a result he is forced

to confront this question: is western power declining or perennially resurgent?

Huntington arrives at ahybrid (or is it indecisive) position stressing that it is both.er

Moreover Huntington's anti-imperialism had to give way to an underlying praxis of

e0 Huntington, "The Lonely Superpower," 39'

elHuntington, The Clash of the Civilizations and the Remaking of World OrderS2
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the work. This can be framed as a different question: if the world did clash on

civilizational lines, what must the west do in order to remain a vital part of world

politics? Huntington's concluding chapter seals the overall focus of the book and

warns that the west must avoid the horrors of dewesternization It had to renew

itself.e2

There is also another element to Huntington's ambivalence, and this is the

inability to transcend the selÊreferential and circular logic of lang:uage- In other

words, he writes within a tradition that presumes the neutrality and objectivity of

langaage without rcalizing that its delineated aspects are part of alarger scheme of

western cultural production. As a result Huntington's work is reduced to a matter of

categorrzation in which each entity is distinct and separate from the other. The

decline of western civilization, for example, is divided into territory, population,

economic product, and military capablity.e3 Furthermore what is more notable is his

separation of modernization from westernization. And it is this point that proves to

be most baffling. Because of the way language is structured, Huntington can claim

that westernizatíon is separate because culture is essentially separate (from science,

commercialism, politics), and it is possible for societies to modemize but not

westernize. Here is an example of this delineation:

Somewhere in the Middle East a hall dozen young men could well be

dressed in jeans, drinking Coke, listening to tap, and, between bows to

Mecca be putting together a bomb to blow up an American airliner.

During the 1970s and 1980s Americans consumed millions of Japanese

"u.r, 
TV sets, cameras, and electronic gadgets without being

"Japanized" and indeed while becoming considerably more antagonistic

toward Japan.ea

Huntington overlooks the fact that this is an example of disjuncture and not

delineation between westernization and modernization. As a mattet of faú it further

e2Huntington, The Ctash of the Ciyilizations and the Remaking of World Order, esp. ch. 12

e3Huntington, The Ctash of Civilizations and the Remaking of World OrderS3-9I.

eaHuntington, The Cløsh of Civilizations and the Remaking of World Order 58.
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fuels the notion that the west is now a victim of its own successes, because if

modernization was propagated through imperialism then much of the anti-western

opposition today is an indirect result of this. Ironically Huntington believes typically

that the power of the west is being relatively reduced because modernization has

empowered the non-west.es If such a delineation were to be maintained it could only

come as a selÊserving need to legitimize Huntington's theories. In other words either

Huntington is oblivious to the complexþ of language in itself or that the

westernization-modernization split is needed to demonstrate the increasing anti-

western backlash that has come through highly technical and structural means'

And what of Post colcl war lnternational Relations?

Joseph Conrad and Samuel Huntington may have been writers separated by

geography, time, and genre but this chapter read their works in light of their

relationship with imperialism. There is something uncanny about them since their

writings appear so conscious about the image of the west, the constitution of

imperialism, the moral problems associated with colonial systems of representation,

and their struggle to present a worldview different from their contemporaries. In spite

of this their works form a tenuous bond with imperialism because the linguistic

structures, implicit concern for European or Euro-American fuagmentation works

surreptitiously to revive the figure of the west. What is one to make of this? Both

Conrad and Huntington are very good examples of the disjunctures of colonial

discourse. In moments of crisis and transformation where it appears that imperialism

on the verge of dissolution their writings rcafftrm that it is still very much alive and

operating in far more subversive levels than one can easily observe. In a word the

effects of the ambivalent economy of desire that negotiates the tensions in the

esguntington, The Clash of Cfuilizations and tlte Remaking of World OrderTS
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representation of othetness and the presentation of rationale for domination I call the

"mission."

As far as post cold war international relations is concerned, both Conrad and

Huntington exemplifl' that the crises texts face and their division into varying and

sometimes opposing interpretatíons work within a dialectical framework that is part

of western domination. We may see this as colonial discourse's wide tolerance for

internal dissent. There are undoubtedly many more views about post cold war IR

beyond Huntington's "Clash of Civilizations." First, as elabotated in one of the

opening quotes to this chapter, is the all-encompassing ahistoricity of political

structures. This is a neorealist viewpoint that perceives of a transcendent

international state structure that subsumes any possibilþ of human agency to alter

the conflictual nature of states. Even if the cold war has ended, the chaotic and

anarchic nature of the structure predisposes the world to perennial hostility andwar.

Hence the future could even be more dangerous. John Mearsheimmer is a proponent

of this view. Second, there are the triumphalists who see the collapse of Soviet-style

socialism as indicative of the victory of universal (read western) liberalism. This

liberalism or its correlate of liberal democracy is the final form in the evolution of

human philosophy. These triumphalists subsequently pontiftcate that history has all

but ended. Third, and as a consequence of more effective means of travel and mass

communications, the world is becoming more unified. This is the process of

globalization in which wars are no longer fought in battlefields but in markeþlaces,

where there is increased consumption in a presumably central culture. But there are

also variants of globalízation, and Thomas Friedman's division of the world between

a consumerist one and arevanchist one is one of the mote fecent.eó

e6Thomas Friedman, The Lexus and the Oliye Tree (London: HarperCollins, 1999).
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These visions of post cold war IR may have significant differences but the

central sÍucture is essentially the same. All of them rely on universalism in order for

their worldviews to be recognized as truthful and correct. The neorealists assume that

the effacement of human agency and the state system are universal experiences. Yet

the latter is obviously an effect of formal decolonization while the former is a

solipsism of the social sciences. Both triumphalists and globalists also see a political

median point-liberalism for the former and common culture for the latter-around

which the world will revolve. Yet these are also aspects of the larger Euro-American

influence. Such views have akeady been critiqued by Huntington, and it was

therefore appropríate that Huntington's work, in turn, be reviewed as a cluster of

dynamic texts tied to imperialism and the post cold war world.
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Chapter Six

..H 
U M I LIATI NG REDESCRI PTIONS''

Postmodernist lnternational Relations and the

Ambivalent Search for the Other

Ironism, as I have defined it, results from awareness of the power of
redescription. But most people do not want to be redescribed. They want

to be talen on their own terms-taken seriously just as they are and just

as they talk. The ironist tells them that the language they speak is up for
grabs by her and her kind. There is something potentially cruel about

ãhut "lui*. 
For the best way to cause people long-lasting pain is to

humiliate them by making the things that seemed most important to

them look futiIe, obsolete, and powerless.... The redescribing ironist, by

threatening one's final vocabulary, and thus one's abilify to make sense

of oneself in one's own terms rather than hers, suggests that one's self

and one's wo{d are futile, obsolete, powefless. Redescription often

humiliates.

Richard Rortyt

The contention of this thesis is that late twentieth century imperialism has functioned

more disjunctively as an element of colonial desire than as an overt and systematic

form of western domination. This means that unlike its earlier incarnations when it

consisted in both the physical control of land and people as well as the domination of

cultural and knowledge production, it is today more subversive, less easily detected,

incommensurable, and vacillates between certain moral choices. As was discussed in

earlier chapters the notions of domination, appropriation, and occupation of the non-

western worlds were ofien juxtaposed undecidedly with the necessities of civilization,

the consffuction of metropolitan patriotism, the consequences of cultural

rRichard Rorfy, Contingenqt, Irony, and Solidarity (Cambridge: Cambridge Universiry Press,

t989) 89-90.
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fuagmentation, and the anxieties of hegemonic decline. Thus as academic work in the

west becomes more conscious of the travesties of imperialism, it is usually

accompanied by the horrendously diffrcult question of whether or not such awareness

also dismantles the cultural system on which these disciplines are founded.

In the 1980s and 1990s such critical consciousness has variously fallen under

the rubric of postmodernism, postmodernity, and postsûucturalism. What these

,,posts" refer to is perennially unsettled because they seek to destabilize the very

structures of knowledge one is accustomed to, such as definitions, disciplinary

boundaries, instrumental rationality, positivist research methods, and the possibility

of objective "realitl¡." Generally speaking they claim to break away from the cultural'

aesthetic, and philosophical underpinnings of the more traditional movements like

modemism and modernity. Thus rather than the result or object-driven approach of

mainstream scholarship, postmodernist humanities and social sciences lend

themselves to difference, play, irony, metatheory, and metanarratives. The purpose

behind this is split between two incommensurable positions. First contrary to its

opponents' accusations of relativism, postmodernism is political. It possesses, as

Bryan Turner stresses, a "new vision of social justice"2 that remains culturally

undecidable. This position holds that virtually every aspect of modernity is an

exclusive and sffategic stronghold of the White, male, bourgeois subject (what Audre

Lourde calls the "master subject"3) masquerading as ideas that are universally

applicable. As a result any position that is not white, male or bourgeois is

immediately rejected as irrational, false, or incorrect, eflectively silencing modemity's

,,other" and substituting much of his or her beliefs with those of the master subject's'

2Bryan S. Turner, Orientalism, Postmodemism, and Globalism (London and New York:

Routledge, 1994) lI.
3Audre Lorde, "The Master's Tools will Never Dismantle the Master's House," Sls/ør

Outsider: Essays and Speeches (Trumansberg: Crossing Press, 1984) 110-113.
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The postmodernist atfempt to discredit the narrowness of modernity therefore

emerges in the following waYS:

. The celebration of dffirence. There is no longer just one point of view, but all

knowledge, ffuth, reality must now be considered in the plural sense, and all

identities become paramount to the production of knowledge. This gives rise

to the category called "otherness" and while the other remains

terminologically margínalízed, its reconstituted presence seeks to be strategic.

. The refusøl of grand nalratiyes. Everyone, every identity has a unique story or a

different take on who he or she is and how he or she has come to be'

Modernity has presented a totalizíng narrative, for example, in the way it

deals with the history of the world or inaugurates a universally applicable

research agenda. This must be rcplaced by narratives that coexist rathet than

by those that subsume each other.

o Science, representation, and language. Just as modernity has its preferred

narative, its preferred method of rationalizatíon is through positivist science,

upholding how certain knowledge is validated and how others are rejected.

postmodernism creates a different agenda which refuses the "objective

reality" thatmateríalizes as a result of the scientific method. It gives deference

to textuality (knowledge of all that is real is not in itself but mediated through

texts and language) and that all forms of representation are vested with

interests

There are undoubtedly more elements to postmodemism's political agenda, but for

now these revolve around the need to establish ways of recovering the other. But the

principles and ethics behind such a recovery are contingent because they are unable

to locate it in a langaage that is not aheady paft of modernity. Thus even if the

recovery of the other smacks of the projects behind westem liberal egalitarianism, it
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refuses to relegate it to this, stressing that the ethics cannot presently be articulated.

For imperialism, postmodernism provides a consciousnèss in which the continued

project of empire is understood to be more profound than overt forms of colonialism

and the physical imposition of western institutions and forms of governance over

non-western peoples. In effect postmodernism allows imperialism to be critical about

the widesprcad effacement of identities, cultures, and imaginations with totalizing

discourses of the white master subject.

Whether or not postmodernism provides a more productive way of observing

imperialism is still dubious since it also has another facetthat is culturally restrictive.

In this sense the second position of postmodernism is not so aligned to philosophical

speculations but to acþ¿al productions of "high" or "popular" culture. This is the

compunction by people, when looking at a piece of art or architecture, or after having

rcad anovel or watched a movie, to remark, "my, isn't that postmodernist." Such a

position does not merely have to be simply a reaction to deliberately-created objects

but also the cultural production of quotidian and routine habits of different subjects'

Hence a walk in the city,n the person in an afi gallery, youths in a video arcade

become relentlessly assimilated into different forms of sþification, and in the

context of the technology, simulation, hyperreality, and acceleration of western

society become instances of postmodern culture.s Quite appropriately Said has

referced to this as an aestheticization in which postmodernism is sepatated from the

non-European world, divorced from any history, and obsessed with its o\Mn

aMichel de Certeau, The Practice of Everydøy Life, trans. Steven Rendall (Berkerley: University

of Califomia Press, 1984).

ssee also Jean BaudrtTlard, America, trans. Chris Tumer (London and New York: Verso,

1938). Here Baudrillard attempts to record the mundane, repetitive, taken-for-granted

trivialities of American society and to read them as cultural production.
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"aesthetic of quotation, nostalgía, and indifferentiation."ó The reason why this

position sits uncomfortably with the ethical drive of postmodernism is that while the

former tries so hard to divest itself of any cultural solipsism the latter is a more

ambivalent creafrire, promoting postmodernism as a cultural movement of late-

industrial, western(ized) societies. After all it is laughable to assume that producers of

postmodern culture like Gore Vidal, Samuel Beckett, the designer of Los Angeles'

Bounaventure Hotel, Ridley Scott, or the ficto-historicism of Normal Mailer will

have imme diate affniry with the people in the ghettoes of New York, let alone the

avetageperson in non-western countries. When exported to non-westem cultures this

aspect of postmodemism cannot but induce continued disorientation and cultural

1oss.

These two aspects of postmodernism cannot be seen as separate and although

there is a distinction between postmodernism in the first instance and postmodernity

in the Iatter, both are intricately interwoven. Let me explain the disjuncture of these

two positions through Ziauddin Sardar's Postmodernism and the Other: The New

Imperialism of Western Culture. Sardar's book seeks to address the continued inflection

of imperialism in so many incarnations of postmodernism in the west: culture,

science, religion, consumption, and so on. He particularly sees postmodernism as

disingenuous about its ethical claims of creating space for alterity but instead finds it

a more absolute form of domination,i seeking to consume the other through an

assoftment of philosophy and culture valoÅzingplurality. As Sardar writes:

While postmodemism is a legitimate protest against the excesses of
suffocaiing modemity, instrumental rationality and authoritarian

traditionalism, it has itself become a universal ideology that kills

6Edward W. Said, "Representing the Colonized: .Anthropology's Interlocutors," Critical

Inquiry lS.2 (lgSg): 22f. See also Anne Maxwell, "The Debate on Current Theories of
Colonial Discourse," Kunapipi 13.3 (1991): 74-75.

TZiatddtnSardar, Postmod.emism and the Other: The New Imperialßm of Westem Culture (London

and Chicago: Pluto Press, 1998) 15.
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everything that gives meaning and depth to the life of non-westefn

individuals and societies. It represents a partial displacement from

repression to seduction, from the police to the market, from the army to

ttre bank, from the depth reading of epistemology to a surface reading of
hermeneutics. If postmodernism ]nad a slogan it would be 'anything
goes'; but when ,anything goes" everything stays and expediency guides

Itrougtrt and action. Postmodemism preserves-indeed enhances-all
the classical and modem stfuctures of oppression and domination'B

Now if one reads Sardar with distinct interpretations of postmodernist philosophy

and postmodern culture in mind, it would apper that the book conflates these two

positions and elevates virtually all cultural productions coming from the west as

,,postmodern." For instance he mentions so many tokens of western culture-

McDonald's, Walt Disney's Pocahontas, the Body Shop, Scorsese's The Last

Temptation of Christ, Rushdie's The Søtanic Verses-as postmodern and interpolates

them as both indicative of postmodernism's ethical reconsiderations and as aesthetic

forms heralding the creation of a new type of western cultural identity. In each of

these examples there is an irreconcilable split; all of them do represent an aspect of

western cultural dominance through globalized consumption or the appropriation of

non-western narratives. But some of them are also symbols of a form resistance to

stories that must otherwise be told according to certain set ways.e One may easily

disagree with Sardar's examples as being postmodern but it is also diffrcult to dismiss

the work as a desperate attempt to totalize postmodernism as eschatology. For Sardar

the existence andessentialism of non-western cultures, and their interaction with the

west always remains prior to langtage and knowledge. As such there cannot be a

ssardar 13-14.

eFor instance Sardar examines Disney's Pocahontas as a very different colonial narrative that

no longer portrays the White settlement of the New World as a noble venture' In this
,,port-äd.- hisioricism" (88) the characters are split between the archetypal colonizing

,rilluin portrayed by Ratcliffe and the mofe accommodating hero, John Smith. Even the

otherwiie silent Pocahontas becomes the indomitable heroine refusing the typecasting of
native Americans as being barbaríc or savage. This explicit denial of a "self in which the

narrative swings no* pro-otes every character as being an "other." However this cartoon is

unable to pullãway frôm the tacit conservatism of Walt Disney and inevitably returns to an

essential morals goveming mainstream society, like political correctness and multiculturalism

(88-108).

]}
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free-floating and contingent philosophy or culture that mediates. Any move to

fragment postmodernism into ethics or culture is excoriated as a deliberate strategy of

imperial selÊabsolution. Hence in identiSing postmodernism as a gtand imperial

scheme Sardar replicates the lack of translation between west and non-west. As Rey

Chow argues this problem of how non-west fits into the schema of postmodemism

results because of the "modernism-postmodernism problematic."10 Because

modernism's notions of progress and historicism are aheady so globally integrated,

the First World's ascension into postmodernity leaves the Third World still struggling

to cope with modernity. Hence postmodernism still inevitably juxtaposes a

historicism in which the west celebrates its arrival at a new level of critical

consciousness while forcing the Third World to live through modernity "as cultural

trauma and devastation."II

If postmodemism is upheld by its proponents as having a new conceptual edge

over the understanding of imperial power and knowledge, the disjuncture that

straddle between these two positions raises a number of serious issues. Do the

concepts of postmodernism, poststructuralism, and postmodernity represent

completely new cultural, social, aesthetic, and intellectual developments? To what

extent do they parallel or produce the social and political problems in the places they

inhabit? And with this in mind do they universalize these as probleml jtltce those of

modernity) confronting all of humanity? Similarly arc they resolutely western in

design and do they, or should they, have more wofldwide appeal? These are

undoubtedly questions that have set the "postmodemist debate" over the last two

decades and there are many texts addressing these concerns. These problems are

mentioned somewhat rhetorically because they continue to demonsffate the

10Rey Chow, "Postmodem Automatons," Feminists Theorize the Political, eds. Judith Butler

and Joan W. Scott (New York and London: Routledge, 1992) 102'

1D
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ambivalent moral anxieties of the west to protect its cultural core and remarn

ascendant in the face of the internal, selÊreflexive outrage against imperialism,

racism, and sexism. In a more particular way the texts that this thesis focuses on-

those belonging to the discipline of international relations-seem to follow this

moral, cultural, and intellectual path. For in the late 1980s and l990s,IR (along with

other social sciences) began to come under postmodernist revision. At the outset the

opposition was against positivist methodology but soon came to incorporate abroad

and decentred agenda. This involved the ethical problem of difference and otherness,

the location of women and construction of gender in IR, the role of simulation in war

and diplomacy, the centrality of language and textuality, and the primacy of identity

in foreign policy. In general these new approaches attempted to create a new space

for different subjectivities and perspectives to be inserted into the disciplihe what

does this signiff for imperialism, and are postmodernist IR texts imperialist?

The purpose of this chapter is, therefore, to extend the argument that

contemporary imperialism has potentially some of the most subversive and

ambivalent inflections in IR. More specifically this chapter argues thæ 
1ltho_99-þ

postmodernlst IR has the capacity to provide critical consciousness in deconstructing

the "grand narratives" of the discipline's mainstream thus positioning the other as a

recoverable subject, it does not go far enough and subsequently lapses into the

undecidable and irresolvable anxieties of colonial desire. In other words

postmodernist IR harbours a utilitarian and political purpose in providing a more

inclusive and productive way of studying global politics, but in so doing ambivalently

treads on its own interest in being an ethically selÊconscious discourse. I stress that

this problem strongly parallels postmodernism in general but leans very closely to the

pragmatíc variant embodied by Richard Rorty. Admittedly most postmodemist IR

t

riChow 103
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scholars claim to be heaviþ influenced by French intellectuals like Foucault,Derrida,

Lyotard, andBaudrlllard, and few mention Rorty or any of his intellectual forebears'

(Charles Pierce, William James, and John Dewey) works. Yet postmodernist IR's

resemblance to pragmatic postmodernism is more than coincidental. Just as Rorty's

pragmatism marries contingent, critical, and postmodernist positions with the

necessities of patriotism, bourgeois liberalism, American exceptionalism, and

democratic solidarity, postmodemist IR vacillates between the contingent positions

of identity and representation, and the necessity of disciplinary plogress.

To attempt the above this chapter flrst discusses the arrival of postmodernism"

in the literature of international relations. It introduces some of the more

groundbreaking texts and discusses how they attempted to depart from the canonicity '

of realist IR to cteate a ground that was conscious of solipsism, positivism, and

cultural identities. It also discusses some of the entrenched difficulties it faces with

respect to a western cultural nuance and how otherness is reconciled. In the following

section I argte that the postmodernism adopted by these critical IR scholarsl3 is not

t2The terms, postmodemism, postmodemity, and poststructuralism, have to this point been

used variabty. Rs mentioned there is tremendous conceptual diffrculty in stating what they

are because their very inception resists modernity's need for deflrnitions and conceptual

boundaries. Nonethelèss theie have been a number of understandings concerning their use.

All of these are reactions to the numerous aspects of modernity such as the Enlightenment,

rationality, notion of progress and so on. But since modernity is so all encompassing,

directing all aspects of western or westemized l1qe it permeates into knowledge, culture,

intellectualism, to name a few. Postmodemism is therefore the cultural and (post)

philosophical movement as a collective project, whereas postmodernity is the social,

technolãgical condition emanating from life in late-industrial societies. See for instance David

Lyon, plstmodemifT (Buckingham: Open University Press, 1994) 6. Poststructuralism, while

enveloped within the postmodern refers more specifically to exceeding structural ideas like

those introduced by Clãude Levi-Strauss. It attempts to inculcate a different conception to the

way one looks ai langtage, texts, and representation and how they shape reality and

subjectivity, Since all thre" arc interrelated, confining them to individual categories could be

dang"rour, as I have argued through Ziauddn Sardar's book. It is this disjuncture that forces

-" io be unsystematicln the use of "postmodemism" and wherever it is referenced in this

chapter, I have this problem in mind.

l3The notion, postmodemist IR scholars, is not without its conceptual problems. Most IR
scholars producing writings about postmodernist IR do not necessarily identiff themselves as

,,postmoäernist." There is, in this regard, a preference for the more heterogeneous and

inclusive term, "critical," thatincorporates among others, postmodemism, poststrucfuralism,
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necessarily a set of "views from nowhere" but are intricately connected to the

revisionism now sweeping through the Anglo-American academy. As such, that

which produced postmodernist IR, also gave rise to tlrre pragmatic postmodernism of

Richard Rorty. Here my intention is to address the difficult mutual-assimilation of

American pragmatism and postmodernism and to claim that the ethnocentricity

produced as a result instantiates the disjuncture of western imperialism; that deeper

and more complicated consciousness about problems of domination and hegemony is

accompanied by ever more resurgent needs of staying relevant. After which I

reexamine postmodernist IR projects and the dialogue that surfaces between their

proponents and opponents. In particular this refers to the strategies adopted by

postmodernist scholars to reif,i realism as a monolithic entity belies an inability for

realists to communicate effectively with their critics. This failure to communicate

derives from the insistence that "strategic essentialism" is important for the recovery

of the other. Yet there is no similar treatment for the other, leaving it intangible and

irrecoverable

Postmodernism, lnternational Relations, and the Crisis of

Modernity

For many years, when people spoke about the "power of intemational relations,"

they were almost always referring to the discipline's descriptive and analytical power'

In brief they understood that the discipline served inordinately well in explaining and

accounting for certain political developments in the world as well as to predict what

was likely to happen. In recent times, however, there has been a fundamental

postcolonialism, colonial discourse theory' feminism, neo-Marxism. By doing so these

scholars may demonstrate a preference in some instances for postmodemism, but may also

agree with sômewhat opposing positions like Frankfurt School critical theory and feminism'

Tie use of "postmodemist IR scholars" in this chapter does not intend to absolutize the

political and intellectual positions of these academics. When reference is made to them I am

ieferring to a particula. rèt of texts and the arguments raised by their authors in their defence'
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transformation to what this means. IR's power was no longer an a priori, intrinsic

capabtlity, as much as it was an exclusive, partisan,"and particularistic social

phenomenon that had been extremely successful in masquendíng as a set of

universal ideas. It was in effect emblematic of certain institutional characteristics: it

signified the totalizing power of the Anglo-American academy; its most important

texts were written by White, middle to upper-middle class men; it enjoyed

tremendous appeal in undergtadtate political science courses; and in the context of

the cold war it was one of the most vital tools in understanding the dangerous world

,,out there." Such form of power is not necessarily a conscious or deliberate strategy

of deception but is more appropriately a result of IR being embedded in the cultural

and intellectual project of modernity. As a result the power of IR is ascribed with

modemity's production of global political consciousness. For example modernity's

embracing of Enlightenment rationality enforces a system of delineations like the

necessity of boundaries and dualisms. Thus IR does not accept any "gray areas" but

forces one to make a choice between these bínary pairs: wat/peace,

realism/liberalism, domestic order/international chaos, security/insecurity, and so

on. Moreover rationality also legitimizes certain events with purpose and meaning

via the actions of sovereign states. Hence an action like lraq's invasion of Kuwait is

interpreted as rational if it was done to seize the latter's territory and oil production (a

resource-m axímizíngaction) andtrratíonal if done without considering the possibility

of western punitive response. Modernity also becomes complicit with IR in many

other ways, namely through positivism and empiricism as the only ways to validate

truth in the international realm, and through the use of langtage as capable of

representing objective realitY.

This complicity between modernity and the power of IR is most pronounced

when they are viewed as disjunctive elements that ambiguously promote cultural
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particularism while also possessing a mechanism to convert that patticularity into

universal practice. This complicity is invested in one word, realism. As subjects

whose identities and imaginations have been constituted by modernity, we are

coerced into valorizinga certain way of understanding reality as the way in which

truth and knowledge are sought. And all without realizíng its cultural slant and

dismissing its ambiguity. In international relations the most dominant and successful

interpretive lens used is political realism. In spite of its denotations of the "real" and

"reality," political realism is a series of particular western philosophical premises

about man's behaviour in a society of limited resources, and about the difficulty in

being altruistic and moral. Following a line of thought from Thucidydes,

Machiavelli, Hobbes, and Rousseau, political realism pessimistically upholds the

innately selfish, greedy, and selÊmaximizing nature of man. Adapting much from

these principles IR's political realists extrapolate this "nature" of man onto the image

of the sovereign state, forming a double in which states seek to maximize their

power, pfotect their interests, refuse to cooperate, and create an image of a world

where anarchy, belligerence, and distrust prevail. This subordinates contending

philosophical visions of reality to a more pressing and deliberate reality of a

constructed international system. Political realism, however, does not end there. In

effect it is intricately interwoven with another system of realism that shares a

common system of rationality, and for our purposes we shall call it epistemic or

positivist realism. Just as political realism claims to have discovered the "real"

essence of human nature, epistemic realism upholds that reality exists outside the

consciousness of individuals , that it is capable being grasped and understood, and

that it is only through positivist methods that truth can be valídated. Thus knowledge

about the intemational world iS, as Morgenthau would say, it iS "real, and it is
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profound."t* All its components like sovereign states, institutions, diplomatic

activities, and various forms of exchange arc not reflected upon as constructed

entities but as real world objects not needing further proof or explanation. But it is in

the fusion with political realism that epistemic realism attains its most ambivalent

status since, in many cases, the latter uses the former as the foundation for its

assumptions. In other words the development of scientific or quantitative IR may

have aimed at steering the discipline away from its more traditional and

hermeneutical orientations by introducing research methods and statistical

computations that one finds in the physical sciences. While the objective is to

produce an IR that more acctrately depicts the international system, it cannot escape

a culturally created core. Thus this fusion with science increasingly positions IR

scholars further and further away from the "original" insertion of western

philosophical values.

While such forms of disciplinary power have been a perennial feature in

international relations, a number of interrelated developments between the 1980s and

1990s beganto foster a consciousness about that power itself as well as to formulate a

resistance to the totalizing complicity between modernity and IR. First of these

developments was the inffusion of (largely) French poststructuralism and

postmodernism into the Anglo-American humanities and social science academies'

Second there was an increasing disenchantment with the positivist method in the

social sciences and growing cynicism about the exclusiveness of realist IR. Third the

political changes in the former Eastern Bloc counffies, the end of the cold war, and

Soviet lJnion's cooperation in the Persian Gulf War showed how incapable

mainstream IR was at predicting or accounting for these. Fourth the overall cultural

lnHans J. Morgenthau, Politics Among Nations: The Struggle þr Power and Peace,6th ed. (New

York:AlfredA. Knopf, 1985) 13
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crises of modernity, as evidenced from environmental disasters like the accidents at

Bhopal and Chernobyl, renewed environmental consciousness, and the prevalence of

famine depict the unwillingness of mainstream IR to deal with any issue that was not

about power politics or international strategy.ls These developments subsequently led

to a radical rethinking of internatíonal relations that had to take into consideration a

number of concerns. How is it possible to expose the biases, exclusiveness, and

convolution of the discipline without using modemity's innate capacity for selÊ

reprobation? How does one promote a different academíc agenda and still remain

recognized as the discipline of international relations? How does one create a

langtage and strategy that speaks against IR's totalizing scope without also being

another form of exclusivitY?

The result of these reflections has been the ongoing debate about

postmodernism in IR. As postmodernism in general defies the attempt to make

definitions, it is difficult to state what is postmodern IR. Instead one gets a better

sense of postmodem IR by discussing the various projects it undertakes and by its

contextual and literary background. Just as the French postmodernist and

poststructuralist theories (as well as other forms of continental philosophy) were

making significant inroads in the American humanities and social sciences in the

early 1980s, younger IR scholars were in the latter part of that decade beginning to

incorporate these positions into their work. For instance tn 1987 James Der Derian

published On Diplomaqt: A Genealogy of Western Esftangement. Whether or not this

book is postmodernist is open to interpretation, but what is unique about it is its

presentation of diplomatic history. This is quite a contrast with say, a modernist work

of diplomatic historiogaphy like Henry Kissinger's recent tome, Diplomacy.In Der

lsJames N. Rosenau, "superpower Scholars: Sensitive, Submissive, or SelÊDeceptive?"

Gtobat Voices: Dialogues in Iitemational Relations, ed. James N. Rosenau (Boulder: Westview

Press,1993)2-3.
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Derian's text there is no sense of a singular narrative, no compulsion to tell

diplomatic history as it "really" was, and no mention of the towering geniuses of

Metternich, Lloyd George, or Le Duc Tho.16 Instead all these symptoms of

historicism ate unaware of the many contending historical "layers" around

diplomatic history. To this end Der Derian uses Hegel, Marx, Sartre, Nietzsche, and

Foucault,s critiques of history to recast diplomacy as indicative of alienation and

estrangement among people and the ways they are mediated'r7 Because On Diplomacy

still retained alargely rationalistic academíc narrative as well as a wide-ranging

theoretical scope, itwas acceptedby canonical IR to acertaín extent. I say "certain

extent,' because in the following few years a number of postmodernist IR scholars

took the same philosophical and theoretical base that informed On Diplomacy to

mount a more substantial attack on canonical IR.18 For already On Diplomacy

possessed an element of postmodernist critique, casting doubt over the relationship

between power and knowledge, culturc and reality, as well as the status of gtand

narratrves

The criticism of canonical IR and its complicity with modernity was to

materialize more acutely with a number of other publications that were to appear at

around the same time. During the same yeat thatDer Derian wfote On Diplomøqthe

co-edited a volume with Michael Shapiro that was more controversially cynical about

tucf. Henry Kissinger, Diplomary (New York: Simon and Shuster, 1994); James Der Derian,

On Diplomacy: A Gineatogy of Westem Estrangemenr (Cambridge: Blackwell, 1987).

rTDer Derian, On DiplomacY.

1s It is interesting to note that when Der Derian published the "sequel" to On Dþlomacy in

1992, he *u, -rt by more pronounced criticisms, even from those who acknowledged his

earlier book as u *.i"o-. uádition to intemational relations. By the time the latter book_wgs

written Der Derian rvas more concerned with the implications of postmodern culture and the

ramifications of the Persian Gulf War than about historiographical questions of diplomatic

practice. In the latter the

iryperreality, and accel aud

Jámes Dei Derian, An Wa

Blaclawell, 1992).
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IR in general. Perhaps its title, International/Intertextual Relations, and its eclectic

collection of essays ranging from more theoretical and philosophical subjects to

references on sport, pornogfaphy, and espionage novels emphasize the overall ambit

of postmodernism in opening up new ways of reading IR and in forcing one to face

the more profound efFects of langmge, textuality, atchaeology, genealogy, and

subjectivity that form the discipline's foundation.re As Donna Gregory introduces in

her foreword, postmodem IR attempts to "make strange" and to "denaturalize" the

various issues confronting the discipline.2O Furthermore beside a plethora of books

that emerged in the early 1990s on postmodern IR, numerous related articles were

also to appe¿¡ in scholarly journals ltke International Studies Quarterly,2l Millennium,22

and Alternatives, all of which incorporate concepts like dissidence, marginality,

otherness, discourse, discursivity, boundaries. Particularly with the collapse of the

Soviet Union in l99l the writing of postmodern IR rose to a new height, frenetically

opposing mainstream IR's inability to predict and account for this event. But how do

these projects sit in the broader disciplinary framework of IR and what purposes do

they serve?

As mentioned, opponents of postmodern IR reacted to it because it attempted

to critique the canonical centre without using the predetermined rules of the

disciplinary langtage. Hence postmodern IR was at once obscurantist, verbose, and

contained no familiar theoretical landmarks like realism, liberalism, sovereignty, wat,

tn James Der Derian and Michael J. Shapiro, eds, Intemational/Intertextual Relations:

Postmodern Readings of World Potilrcs (New York: Lexington Books' 1987).

20 Donna U. Gregory, foreword, Intemational/Intertextual Relations: Postmodem Readings of

World Politics, eds. James Der Derian and Michael J. Shapiro (New York: Lexington Books,

1987) xiv-xv.

21See the special issue, R.B.J. Walker and Richard Ashley, eds., "speaking the Language of

Exile: Dissident Thought in International Studies, " Intemational Studies Quarterþ 34.3 (1990)'
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diplomacy, or peace. Rather it attempted to position IR together as an entity that was

discursively produced by modernity. What does this mean? The foundations on

which IR is built are problematic and there aÍe insufficient mechanisms in

questioning the bases of these foundations. For instance, two major analyticaT

methods of IR, realism and liberalism, ate disjunctive interpretations of the

relationship between man, nattlre, and society. Applied to IR they extend such

relationships to the behaviour of sovereign states in international "society." Even if

these tropes presume to have universal applicability they are not immediately self

aware of their cultural origins. Postmodern IR's questioning of these foundations

attempts to foreground this cultural perspectivism of IR and to emphasize the

constructed-ness of so many other "givens" of the discipline. In a Sense

postmodernist IR, although wide-ranging in scope, emanates from this' Both the

realist and liberal IR paradigms, as Jim George notes, are unified through their

,,empiricist-positivist metaphysic."23 In other words they both agree on viewing the

world as comprising of "real" objects that exist outside of one's consciousness, that

sovereign states are some of these objects, and that (especially since the late 1960s)

the only way to ascertain the truth about these objects was to subject them to

dispassionate scientific inqurry.

The postmodern IR project has, therefore, during the late 1980s and early

1990s come to be represented by a number of projects. The most resonant of which

concerned the discipline in general and revolved around the binary division between

theory and practice. Thus in the conventional sense international relations had been

divided between humanistic, philosophical, and qualitative side and a more hardcore

22See various special issues in Millennium on "Culture and Intemational Relations" 22.3

(lgg3), "Philosãphical Traditions in Intemational Relations" I7.2 (1988), as well as l7.l
(1e88).

23Jim George, Discourses of Global Politics: A Critical (R)Introduaion to International Relations

(Boulder: Lynne Rienner, 1994).
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component comprising of event-driven analysis. This specifically refers to the

theoretical writers studying the overarching nature of global politics, interstate

relations, and to provide the means to predict and explain their actions while the

latter falls into purview of subjects like country studies, defence and strategic studies,

foreign policy analysis and so on. 'While both sides are undoubtedly intertelated,

there is nonetheless a chasm that separates their respective scholars. Thus it is

possible for a newspaper columnist, for instance, to write about United States'

relations with China without necessarily having been schooled in IR theory.

postmodern IR's reintegration of theory and practice attempts to blur the cause and

eflect relationship between theory andpractíce andto elevate the discrete and specific

knowledges of world politics to alarger cultural production, discourse, class interest,

or worldview. This theory/practice aspect of postmodern IR strategicalþ raises the

prospect of the "Thifd Debate."2a Again although "debates" in IR have often been

relegatedto the domain of "theory," the postmodern "Third Debate" now implicates

the discipline in its entirety. If the first involved the debate between realism and

liberalism as the preferred way of looking at world politics (during the Interregnum)

and the se_cond took place between hermeneutical -realism 
and positivist realism, the

third attempted to inatgvrate a post-positivist era. By this the theory/ptacttce divide

was not so much made irrelevant as it create d an awareness that both theory and

practice emanated from a larger social need to construct certain truths about the

world. Examples of this include the questioning of sovereignty and the interpolation

of political theory,25 the linguistic and textual nature of the discipline,2ó the

2ayosef Lapid, ,,The Third Debate: On the Prospects of Intemational Theory in a Post-

positivist Era," International Studies Quarterþ 33.3 (1989): 235-254 Thomas J. Biersteker,
,,Critical Reflections on post-positivism in Intemational Relations, " Intemational Studies

Quarteþ 33.3 (1989): 263-267 '

2sR.B.J. Walker, Inside/Outside; Intemational Relations as Political Theory (Cambridge:

Cambridge University Press, 1993).
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construction of gender andthe inclusion of feminism,2T the problem of universalism

in IR and the contingency of identity and differcnce,28 and the primacy of space.'n

Once this fundamental critique of positivist international relations was in place, it

increasingly characterized canonical lR as a centrifugal entíty, weaving in the various

subfields into a complex of cultural signification, representation, and production.

Subsequently this opened up possibilities for examining IR from other points of view,

for example, United States foreign policy as construction of American identity rather

than a method of safeguarding national interests;3O the heterogeneity of the security

discourse,3l its video representation and simulation;32 and the social construction of

nuclearism.33

2óSee works by Michael J. Shapiro as Language and Political Understanding: The Politics of

Discarsive praciices (lrfew Haven: Yale University Press, 1981); Language and Politics (Oxford:

Blackwell, 1984); The Politics of Representation: Writing Practices in Biography, Photography, and

policy Analysß (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1988); Reading the Postmodem Polity:

pol¡i¡cat Theory as Textual Practice (Mtnneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1992).

2TChristine Sylvester, Feminist Theory and Intemational Relations in ø Postmodem Era

(Cambridge: ôambridge University Press, 1994); V. Spike Peterson, ed', Gendered States:

þeminist (ndV¡s¡ons of lntemational Relations (Boulder: Lynne Rienner, 1992); J. Ann Tickner,

Gender in International Relations: Feminist Perspectives in Achieving Global Secarity (New York:

columbia university Press, 1992); and Jan Jindy Pettman, worlding women: A Feminist

Intemational politics (3t. Leonards: Allen and Unwin, 1996).In more recent years the feminist

project has moved ito- on" asking questions abo discipline to

priarcmatizrng the notion of maiculinity. See ki and Jane

Þurpurt, eds.,lhe "Man Question" in Intemationtl R ess, 1998)'

28william E. Connolly, "Identity and Difference in Global Politics." Intemational/Intertextual

Relations: postmodem ñ,eadings of Gtobat Potitics, eds. James Der Derian and Michael J. Shapiro

(New york: Lexington goãks, lgSg) 323-341; Identity\Diference: Democratic Negotiations of

Þohtical paradox (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1991). Jim George and David Campbell,
,,patterns of Dissent and the Celebration of Difference: Critical Social Theory and

International Relations," Intemational Studies Quarterþ 34.3 (1990):269-293'

tnlohn Agnew and Stuart Corbridge, Mastering Space: Hegemon4 feryt1o2t and International

potiticat Èroro*y (London and New York: Routledge, 1995); Gearóid O Tuathail, Critical

Geopolitics: The'Politics of Writing Gtobat Space (Mrnneapolis: University of Minnesota Press,

t9e6).

3oDavid Campbell, "Global Inscription: How Foreign Policy Constitutes the United States,"

Altematives t5.¡ (tgqO): 263_286; and Writing Secarity: United States Foreign Policy and the

Politics of Identity (Manchester: Manchester University Press' 1992).

3rsimon Dalby, "security, Modernity, Ecology: The Dilemmas of Post-Cold War Security

Discourse," Altematives l7 .I (1992): 95-134.
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This tension between a canonical discipline that insists on certain restrictions rn

observing the world and a radical postmodern critique that predicates on

antifoundationalism opens up numerous possibilities. For the concept of imperialism

it produces an increased consciousness of what it means, how it is manifested, and

how it envelops diffflerent subjectivities into a grand scheme of knowledge. Under a

positivist or canonical framework IR has a very limited capacity in comprehending

the full extent of imperialism's reach. Since it recognizes sovereign states as rational

agents from which power is dispense d and that power is traditionally overt and

physical (military, institutional, economic, etc.), canonical IR sees imperialism as a

very logical consequence of state power exceeding national interests, as was seen, for

instance, in the works of George Liska. As such one arrives at very specific and

conditional definitions of imperialism, like the need for a hegemon to alter the status

quo and balance of power before it can be rccognízed as being an imperialist.3a Under

such a consideration traditional IR blindly absolves other forms of power and, by so

doing, ignores the disjunctive bases of power that seep through cultural and

intellectual propagations. In other words IR fails to realize that long aftet an imperial

power's physical and material domination has ended, these forms of domination will

continue to interoperate with newer modes of control, for example in literature,

culture, and academic work.

As illustrated at the beginning of this section postmodernism in IR begins at the

level of consciousness rather than foundationalist representation. Power is therefore

disciplinary in that prior to any knowledge about world politics, IR is complicit with

32Michael J. Shapiro, "strategic Discourse/Discursive Strategy: The Representation of
,security Policy' in the Video Age," Intemational Studies Quarterly 3a3 Q990): 327-340.

33william Chaloupka, Knowing Nuþes: The Politics and Culture of the Atom (Minneapolis:

University of Minnesota Press, 1992).

3aSee the discussion in chapter 4 on Hans Morgenthau'
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certain dominant, cultural, and intellectual predispositions. Subsequently imperialism

is through such a view interlinked with the interests that underlie IR, such as US

propensity for global hegemony, modernity, and masculinity. By accepting

traditional IR wholesale as a way of locating themselves in global politics, non-

western countries demonstrate what postmodem IR seeks to uncover: the colonial

discourse that continues to regulate exclusive western patterns of thought. Such

contributions towards the exposure of the collusion between imperial power and

world knowledge also gives rise to another productive facet ofpostmodem IR. If

canonical IR promotes a very selective interpretation of world politics, it does so by

excluding the voices, ideas, and worldviews of what may be called the subaltern.

'Women, people of colour, the insane, terrorists, rogue regimes; all these are groups

that mainstream IR believes are identity positions that carry too much emotional

baggage and are therefore unable to provide a rational approach to the discipline'

Mainstream IR does not necessarily exclude these people from being participants in

its discourse but to be taken seriously they must background all these effects of

identity and uphold the principles and rules accepted by the discipline. In this regard

postmodern IR excoriates this practice because it eflectively subsumes diversity and

difference under a particular culture that, through modernity, masquerades as

universality.3s Therefore what postmodern IR does is to revert IR's totality and to

uphold difference as the very vehicle through which the understanding of global

politics is to take place. All of this through methods like deconstruction (the inversion

of binary pairs where the lesser antinomy is revalued), exposing the social

construction of meaning, andthe constitution of privilege in the discipline' Hence for

3sTony Porter, "Postmodern Political Realism and International Relations Theory's Third

Debaie,,, Beyond Positiyism: Critical ReJlections in Intemational Relation¡ eds. Claire Turenne

Sjolander and Wayne S. Cox (Boulder and London: Lynne Rienner Publishers, 1994) 108-
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the notion of imperialism postmodern IR attempts to allow identities that have been

suppressed to be given a more central and recogntzable role than before'

Although postmodernism appears to provide a new way of thinking about the

relationship between international relations and imperialism, thete ate a number of

shortcomings that do not go lar enough in its purported recovery of the other' In

effect this disjunctively locates postmodernism as both inside and outside of

imperialism because it dabbles with a contingency of otherness whose essentialism is

permanently deferred. Postmodernist readings of international relations impose three

restrictions on their representations of otherness. First, while the politics of

postmodernism conceives itself as a struggle against dominant, disciplinary regimes

of knowle dge/power. it fashions its resistance not as the factval or the alternate

counterpoint to prevailing norms, values, and culture.3ó In other words, even though

it attempts to introduce differing "cultural elements" into the debate, to create space

fof ,,new ways of thinking," and to allow previously margínalized views into the

discipline, postmodernism refuses to locate itself as a dialectical contest that merely

seeks to replace one viewpoint with another.3T As a result, IR theorists like Richard

Ashley, Jim George, James Der Derian, Michael J. Shapiro and'William Connolly

have preferred to leave the identity of the other ambiguous in their writings. This

move appeaß to be advantageous in the sense that it allows alterity to be infinitely

contestable and by so doing create the space for other critical social movements like

feminism and postcolonialism to enter. For example, in William Connolþ's essay on

,,Identity andDlfference in Global Politics," the discussion of tensions between the

colonizer and native during the "discovery of America" allows the writer to

36See for example, Connolly, "Identity and DifFerence in Global Politics" 331-332; Richard

K. Ashley, ,,Tïe Geopolitics of Geopolitical Space: Toward a Critical Social Theory of

Intemational Politics," Altematives D'  Q987): 408'

3TRichard K. Ashley, "Untying the Sovereign State: A Double Reading of the Anarchy

Problematic," Millennium I7.2 (1988): 254.
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intertextually locate the plight of the "academic othef."38 However, Connolly

subsequently references Tzvetan Todorov's methodological refusal of speaking from

either the side of the Christian hegemonic self ("universalism") or the "conquered"

other ("internal contextualism"). Explains Connolly,

While this ambiguity of otherness is potentially useful as a space-clearíng gesture, its

position within dichotomistic relationships in postmodem politics is more suspicious.

In Connolly's later writing, otherness becomes subordinate to the pau,

identity/dlfference, because it is the ethicality by which the dominant identity

inscribes itself into being that Connolly wishes to investigate. otherness is, in this

context, seen only as aî efFect of difflerence that identity requires for selÊ

legitimati_on.no On closer inspection, the postmodernist literature of Third Debate IR

questionably follows a similar schema in its recovery of the other. While pontificating

on the importance of "celebrating" difflerence, the role of the "marginal," of lending

voice to silenced elements, and of reopening closures, postmodernist IR scholars rely

heavily on dichotomies. In effect, it is presumed that under the Cartesian (equated

with modernity) regime, logocentricity is instrumental in sustaining a difFerence-

effacingorder.al This presumption thus compels Ashley to wam:

38Connolly, "Identity and Difference in Global Politics" 325

3eConnolly, "Identity and Difference in Global Politics" 327

aoConnolly, Identity\Dffirence.

atGeorge, Discourses of Gtobal Politics 30-31, 70-74. See also Richard K. Ashley, "Living on

Bordei Lines: Man, Poststructuralism, and 'W'at," International/Intertextual Relations:

postmodem Readings of Wortd Politics, eds. James Der Derian and Michael J. Shapiro (New

York: Lexington Books, 1989) 261-264.
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The logocentric procedure is not difficult to understand. Its workings are

most plainly s.è.r in relation to familiar practical oppositions such as

literalTfigaral, structure/superstructufe, cote/periphery, continuity

/ change, naturelculture, serious/nonserious, individual/collective,
real/iãeologrcal, depth/surface, male/female, and domestic/inter-

national. Encountering these and other oppositions, the logo-centric

disposition inclines a participant in the regime of modemity to impose

hieiarchy. It inclines a participant to identiff his voice of interpretation

and practice with a subjective standpoint, a sovereign interpretive centef,

from which one side in such oppositions can be conceived as a higher

reality, belonging to the domain of logos, or pure and indecomposable

presence in need of no explanation.a2

Given such an understanding, postmodernist theorists subsequentþ adopt Jacques

Derrida's deconstructionism as an attempt to show how the hierarchical relationship

in each dichotomisticpar could be inverted, andby so doing, render senseless the

tendencies of antihistoricism, continuity, and ethical appropriateness ln

logocentricity. A tension now pervades this discussion of alterity. While previously

assuming that there is ambiguity with regards to the identity of the other, the

inclination to think in dichotomistic terms actually conflates alterity in a process that

is not only western in its inception but also discrete, fragmented, and singular in

composition.

If logocentric processes preoccupy postmodern IR scholars by providing an

object of critique, then the other cannot stand isolated from its antinomous

correlate-the self. This self/other relationship forms the second set of restrictions on

the representations of alterity by the postmodernist IR literature; that for all its

interest in recovering the other, postmodernist theory eventually reasserts the position

of the self. One good example is the work of David Campbell. In Writing Security,

Campbell seeks to displace the common understanding of US foreign policy as

predicated on the conduct of state to state relations in an anarcho-realist world

order.a3 Instead, he situates US foreign policy as an identity constitutingptactice that

o'Ashley, "Living on Border Lines" 261

a3Campbell, Writing Security'
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reiflres a (/ an American) territorial, ideological self while constructing the other

outside of recogni zable ídentity-protecting markers such as state boundaries or

American societal values. While Writing Security provides a means to introduce

identity into the discussion of foreign policy and to suggest how an "American" self

is constructed in relation to a "îoreign" other, the ultimate object of the study

y the United States. By avoiding examination of how the othqr has

\
accept (or resist) iìs alterity as such, Campbell's book continues to privilege

the American self even though it appeats at frst to be a critique of it. This

subordination of the other to the self continues to figure prominently in many of

Campbell's writings, but it is perhaps in "the Deterritorialization of Responsibility"

that this problem is clearly demonstrated.44In this essay, Campbell is skeptical about

the limitations of moral considerations in international relations and proceeds to find

alternate ways with which the postmodernist project could be ethically productive.

Campbell finds the solution in the works of the Jewish philosopher, Emmanuel

Levinas, which allow responsibility to be deployed not as an action contingent to the

individual but as necessary in the very composition of one's subjectivity. In a word,

alterity is implicated in this understanding because Levinas conceives of subjectivity

as a product of its affinity with the other. Since the selfls right of existence inevitably

depends on the coterminous existence of the other, the selfs unconditional

responsibility to the other is invariably called into play. Campbell displays so much

commitment to Levinas' "radícaI refiguring of subjectivity" that he decides to

,,supplement" a number of the philosopher's shortcomings-the question of ethics in

an environment marked by multþlicity,as Levinas' unabashed support for the concept

aaDavid Campbell, "The Deterritorialization of Responsibility: Levinas, Derrida, and Ethics

at the End of Philosophy ," Alternatives 19.4 Q99$: 455484'

asCampbell, 
" The Deterr itorialization of Responsib ility " 463 465'
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of the (perhaps Israeli) state,a6 and his absolution of Israeli role in a massacre of

Palestinians by Lebanese Christian troops in 198247-with Derridean

deconstructionism.as Campbell doês not display any intention to critique the

self/other presupposition that Levinasian thought depends on, as his project seeks to

extend or augment Levinas' philosophy. In effect, the rationality that Campbell uses

through Levinas sustains the self as lying at the centre of inquiry. Subsequent

engagements such as by Daniel Warner fail to decentre the centrality of the self as the

question of the extent of responsibility appears to remain the subject of dispute.ae

Campbell is aware of the "departure" Levinasian ethics presents as he identifies

it as a form of "antihumanism" opposed to the Liberal, autonomous freedomsO that

characterizes so much of western philosophy. This point interestingly ushers in the

question of whether or not Campbell's work actually represents an irruptio

modern epistemologies gr if it extends western thought. This forms the third

restriction on the representation of otherness by the literature of IR, and it is at this

juncture that I assume all postmodern writings do sustain the project of modernity

and its cultural origins. In a certain way, this has aheady been preempted in my

discussion of the first two restrictions of othemess in postmodemism. I had intended

to show that the otherness in postmodern IR moves from its proclaimed political

ambiguity to its cultural specificrty by way of its reliance on the interplay between

dichotomies (eg. ídentrq/dlfFerence, dominant discourse/altemative) and the

inescapable embrace of the self as subject. In other words, postmodern IR's "way of

a6Campbell, "The Deterritorialization of Responsibility" 465466'

aTCampbell, "The Deterritorialization of Responsibility" 466467 '

a8Campbell, "The Deterritorialization of Responsibility" 468477 '

aeDaniel'Wamer, "Levinas, Buber and the Concept of Othemess in International Relations:

A Reply to David Campbell," Millennium2\.l (1996): Ill-128'

sOC ampbell, " The D eterritorializ ation of Responsib íity " 462.

:}
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knowing" otherness is not culturally neutral but has to be situated within a western

philosophical context that gives it meaning and comprehensibility. This way of

knowing, I sffess, privileges the rationality that emanates from the idea of the

autonomous and selÊreflexive subject.s'

However, this cultural standpoint is not something that is oblivious to

postmodern theorists as they do demonstrate selÊconsciousness of this problem. They

adopt such ways of knowing only "parasitically" because their politics of resistance

can only be realized when it engages with the very level of the discourse that they are

opposed to. Nonetheless, this parasitism produces tensions that leave the question of

otherness largely unresolved. 'Who is this other? Is this other expressible only in

western patriarchal discourses that understand it as "marginality" and "dlffetence"?

Can international relations, postmodern or otherwise, adequately recover the other

without consolidating or reproducing the west as the site of academic and intellectual

power? Is there a way of dealing with othemess without inciting or being parasitic to

3

any cultural standpoint? These are difficult questions, and although the answers are a

long way off, a direction towards them could be sought in addressing colonial

subjectivity as otherness. By colonial subjectivity, I am insisting that selÊ

understandíng- how a human being or groups of people come to recognize certain

things as true (and others as false) and to create their worldviews - takes place at

many levels and often in violent \Mays. In this regard, the selËother relationship may

be interchangeable since the statement, "I am always someone else's other" bears

some merit. In a larger group setting however, this statement loses valency as a

number of cross-cutting group subjectivities make it difficult to reduce subjectivity to

any particular individual. In other words, the earlier statement necessitates a

srprem Rajaram, "Self/Other and Responsibility in International Relations," thesis,

Australian National University, 1995.
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corollary, "We a1e always someone else's other." This presumes some parity among

all groups, which I can safely assume to be functionally impossible. This then calls

for the conception that some subjectivities prevail over others in such a way as to

render certain selÊunderstandings inappropriate ot invalid. This works to inculcate or

to impose one's subjectivity onto others', leaving the othered party convinced of its

own alterity. Borrowing from the Orwellian dictum about equality, it is then possible

for a third corollary to be made about subjectivity, that "some Selves are more selves

than others."

Richard Rorty and the Pragmatism of Postmodern

lmperialism t

Marx hoped for, and Heidegger dreaded. what Mehta ca11s... 'the

consuming Europeanization of the Earth.' I myself have no better

scenario io writè to spell out my hopes for the future than such

Europeanization.

Richard Rorry52

...pain is nonlinguistic: It is what we human beings have that ties us to

thå non language-using beasts. So victims of cruelty, people who are

suffering, do no have much in the way of language. That is why there is

[sic] no 
-such 

things as the "voice of the oppressed" or the "Iangttage of
victims." The langUage of victims once used is not working anymofe'

and they are sufferingìoo much to put new words together. So the job of
putting their situation into langUage is going to have to be done for them

ty somebody else. The liberal novelist, poet, or journalist is good atthat.
The liberal theorist usually is not.

Richard Rorryt'

In forging critical awareness of the restrictive, exclusive, and totalizing narratives of

mainstream intemational relations, postmodernism thereby wishes to accentuate a

position that has hitherto been suppressed and maligned. In a word the concepts of

s2Richard Rorty, letter to Anindita Niyogi Balslev, Aug. 1, 1990, Cultural Othemess:

Correspondence with Richard Rorty (Shimla: Indian Institute of Advanced Study, I99l) 23.

53Richard Rorty, Contingency, Irony, and Solidarity 94.
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difference and otherness become extremely crucial in reconsffucting global politics'

yet whether or not postmodern IR succeeds in doing so is another story, since it

disjunctively straddles between a desire for diflerence and otherness that

simultaneously rejects and promotes western and masculine solipsism. The latter

materíalizes as postmodern IR's cultural selÊreferentiality and introspection as well

as the inability to provide the essential grounds for a counter-modem identity. This

raises a number of questions: how does one come to terms with postmodern IR with

regard to the overall intellectual development of the discipline? If IR appears to have

increasingly distanced itself from imperialism and yet is capable of recreating

different forms of more subversive western cultural domination, how does

postmodernism figure in that process of distancing? In this respect how is one to read

postmodern IR?

In the midst of these questions one fi.gure to emerge has written little about IR

nor are his works often cited by postmodern IR scholars. Yet the Anglo-American

postmodern philosopher,5n Richard Rorty, writes with the type of ambivalence one

finds in the literature of postmodern IR. For instance Rorty's postmodern philosophy

possesses the antifoundationalist, grand narcative-disavowing, and anti-positivist

positions seen in many of his Continental counterparts. In a preliminary way this

produces the mechanism to decentre the cultures, ideas, and discourses that oppress.

However there is also a diflerent "functionalist" side to Rorty that sits uncomfortably

with his postmodern face. Since Rorty is also a pragmatist, all his philosophical

speculations that are informed by postmodernism must also have public utility,

contributing towards such forms of essentialism as moral progress, democracy,

community, national pùde, and citizenship. How Rorty the postmodernist reconciles

saOn the disinctiveness of the appellation, "Anglo-American postmodernism," see Nancey C.

Murphy, Anglo-American Postmodemity: Philosophical Perspeoives on Science, Religion, and Ethics

(Boulder: 'Westview Press, 1997).

lì
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with Rorty the pragmatist is very interesting indeed, for the difficulty in locating

Rorty oftentimes attempts to override the charges of Eurocentrism and cultural

imperialism that have been leveled at him.s5 As demonstrated in the two quotations

above, Rorty's concern with otherness must be interpreted as a public and material

problem and therefore returns them to the language of salvation one encounters

frequently in colonial discourse. In this section I argue that while Rorty's twinning of

postmodernism and pragmatism may have produced criticisms about his

commitment to a viable politics of difference, Rorty's beliefs more appropriately

represent the disjuncture in western culture that postmodernism cannot evade.

In this regard Rorty as a postmodemist advocates positions that familiarly

counter the numerous aspects associated with modernity, modernism, and the

Enlightenment. In Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature, for example, Rorty presents a

criticism of realist, Platonist philosophy.su What Rorty f,rnds problematic is that this

category relies on a pre-existing, static, and essential nature that poses "perennial,

eternal problems" to philosophical inquiries.ut The tendency of philosophy, Rorty

believes, is to conceive of knowledge as a grouping of representations and that

knowledge poses a problem for which a theory must be created. As in the title of one

of his chapters, Rorty prefers to view philosophy as a set of "privileged

representations," borrowing from the views of Quine, Sellars, Davidson, among

many others, the need to critique "givens" and the correspondence theory of truth

become crucial. As Rorty urges, "we need to turn outward tather than inward,

toward the social context of justification rather than to the relations between inner

ssAnindita Niyogi Balslev, letter to Richard Rorry, 14 Oct. 1990, Cultural Othemess:

Correspondence-w¡th Richard Rorty 73-74. See also Cliffiord Geertz, "The Llses of Diversity,"

Michigan Quarterly Review 25 .I ( 1 986) : 105-123 - -

sóRichard Rotty, Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature (Princeton: Princeton University Ptess'

1e7e).

sTRorty, Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature 3-7 -
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representations."ss While the rejection of reality and the critique of truth preoccupy

much of Rorty's thought, there are additional concerns about language and agency

that colour his version of postmodernism. Since Rorty flrnds problems with these

notions of reality and truth, the object that logically bears the onus of this

epistemological condition ends up being langtage. For Rorty langtage is always

contingent in which its users have the freedom to not make choices tegarding

explicit, commensurable truths. Instead such questions are deferred in favour of a

"provisional, pragmatic, pyrrhonic, until-further notice certainty'"se This

contingency of langUage is important for Rorty because, unlike such Continental

postmodern assertions as the "deathof the subject" or "death of the author," Rorty's

postmodernism recognizes the "self-creational" potential of individual agents. As

such contingency and langtage lend themselves to vocabularies that play an active

social and political role. V/hat does this mean? Within a conventional and realist way

of looking at things, vocabulary is final: it is a matter.of-fact tool that is capable of

mimetically describingrealworld things. But for Rorty vocabularies are arbittary and

people do have the ability to become a\Mare of this and formulate a different

vocabulary for their purposes. This act of "redescription" therefore produces Rorty's

conception of the postmodern agent-the ironist-an individual who is

uncomfortable with and doubtful of the use of a ftnal vocabulary, who cannot

ssRorty, Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature 2lO'

ssZygmuntBauman, Modemity and Ambivalence (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1991) 237. On that

samepage Bauman further observes:

Awareness of contingency dos no 'empower': its acquisition does not

give the ownef advantage over the protagonists in the struggle of wills

ãnd purposes, or in the game of cunning and luck. It does not lead to, or

sustáins^[sid, domination. As if to make the score even, it does not aid

the struggle against domination either. It is, to put it bluntþ, indifferent

to the current or prospective structures of domination'
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,,underwrite or envision" these doubts within his or her present vocabulary, and who

upholds the act of redescription as not creating a mofe "tealistic" vocabulary'60

Rorty's ironist is, however, a profoundly ambivalent chatacter. On the one

hand ironism demonstrates the postmodern propensity to oppose and reject the many

totalizíng aspects of social life. Indeed the ironist by inference has the ability to

provide a space in which the awareness of difflerence and otherness could emerge:

...playfulness is the product of their shared ability to appreciate the

po*.t of redescribing, the power of language to make new and diflerent

tttitrgr possible and important-an appreciation which becomes possible

only when one's aims becomes an expanding repertoire of alternative

deslriptions rather than the One Right Description. Such a shift is

porribl. only to the extent that both the world and the self have been de-

àivinized. To say that both are de-divinized is to say that one no longer

thinks of either as speaking to us, as having a langtage of its own, as a

rival poet. Neither are quasi persons, neither wants to be expressed or

repreiented in a certain way.6t

On the other hand Rorty's conception of the ironist is not a free-floating category or

position. Instead the ironist is embedded onto a distinctive agency and meets a very

partícular and essential moral purpose. As a pragmatist Rorty outwardly refuses to

speculate on what that purpose might be, preferring to leave this to contingency. The

basis of this is that once ironism clears the ground of totaliztng and dominating

vocabulary, "truth" and "goodness", whatever they may be, will eventuate'62 In

principle this sounds very well but Rorty also defends against taking his ironist

intellectual one step further. In this instance Rorty insists that the ironist must also be

liberal because failing to do so would destroy the chances in which social hope and

solidarity could be fostered.ut In a way that seems to contradict the contingency of

irony, Rorty presents another face to the liberal ironist that is steeped in culturally-

60Rorty, Contingency, Irony, and Solidarity 7 3.

ólRorty, Contingency, Irony, and Solidarity 3940-

62See RorËy , Contingenry, Irony, and Solidarity 84.

ó3Richard Ro.fy, "Method, Social Science, and Social Hope," Consequences of Pragmatism

(Brighton: The Harvester Press, 1982) l9l-210.
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solipsistic necessity. In other words, not only does Rorty attempt to combine

positions thatare antithetical, such as postmodernism with "bourgeois liberalism,"6a

democracy , and capitalism, his liberal ironist veers towards urging for patriotism and

ethnocenfficity.ut

Let me explain this point further by relating to Rorty's recent lectures,

contained in Achieving Our Country: Lertist Thought in Twentieth-Century America.

presented earlíer as the William E. Massey Lectures in the History of American

Civilization, Rorty's work concentrates on different leftist groups in US history and

the impact they continue to have on that country's sense of solidarity and

community.uG These gfoups under their various incarnations as the "reformist left,"

the "cultural left," the "academic left," and the "new left" have had very undecided

effects on national social progress. Some of these groups, harbouring elements of

postmodern skepticism (although Rorty does not mention this directly) have the

capabrlity of overcoming the "sadism" of American selfishness perpetuated through

conseryatism.6? However, Rorty avers that this form of skepticism, "bad

knowingness," carì be potentially damaging because it undercuts the possibility of

national pride, patriotism, and citizenship6s as well as being unable to resolve the

socio-economic problems that emerged as American sadism was declining.un In this

regard Achieving Our Countuy appears to be framed in a vocabulary that has a

óaRichard Rorry, Obiectivity, Relativism, and Truth (Cambridge and New York: Cambridge

University Press, 1991) 197-202.

6sSee David palumbo-Liu, "4wfu1 Patriotism: Richard Rorty and the Politics of Knowing,"

Diacritics 29.l (1999): 37-56.

66Richard Ro.fy, Achieting Our Country: Lefiist Thought in Twentieth-Century America

(Cambridge and London:Hatvard University Press, 1998)'

67Rorty, Achieving Our Country 82-83.

ó8Rorty, Achieving Our CountrY 7 .

6eRorty, Achieúng Our CountrY 83.
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tremendous sense of self-referentiality, centering on the United States as the entity

around which smaller vocabularies gravitate:

Repudiating the correspondence theory of truth was Dewey's way of
resiating, iã philosophical terms, Whitman's claim that America does

not need to place itìef within a frame of reference. Great Romantic

poems, such ãs "Song of Myself' of the United States of America, are

iupposed to break through previous frames of reference, not be

mtatgitte within them. To say that the United States themselves are

essentially the greatest poem is to say that America will create the taste

by whictrit wili be judged. It is to envisage our nation-state as both selÊ

creatngpoet and selÊcreated poem. t o

There are traces of Rorty the postmodernist here and although his philosophical

intimations are not as pronounced as in his other works, what is obvious is the use of

liberal ironism in proclaiminga dlfferent construction of national pride.

This creates a baffling complexity because Rorty embraces two seemingly

irreconcilable positions: a critical, ironist attitude and what appears tobe a culturally

conservative stance lamenting the increasing diversity and fragmentation of

American society. What is the priority Rorty holds as far as social and political

paftieipation is concerned and to what extent is ironist intellectualism subordinate to

it? To a number of his critics Rorty is incredibly disingenuous about these two

opposing faces. Although Rorty sees them as complementary, his critics find any

compromise unworkable and the pragmatic philosopher must in the end privilege one

over the other. For instance, Zíauddín Sardar observes that Rorty reduces all aspects

of social life to contingency, yet overtly longs for cultural hopes that ate anything but

contingent. In doing so Rorty summarily promotes one metanartative-that of

bourgeois liberalism-since (other) metanarratives have aheady been rejected as

vapid and meaningless.tt Moreover Haber charges Rorty fot ptacticing "cavalier

ToRorty, Achieving Our CountrY 29 '

TtSardar, Postmodernism and the Other 172-173
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elitism"T2 and being inconsistent with his fusing of liberalism and ironism. First

Rorty says that ironism and liberalism are "natural partners," then he proceeds to

conceive both as contradictory and antithetical before claiming that they are neither

nattra! partners nor antithetical.?3 As a result Haber notes that Rorty's politics of

difference is unfeasible because he universalizes both totality and difflerence. Thus

through this indecisive intellectual sleight of hand Rorty commits an unacceptable

violence to his sense of ironism. Haber categoÅzes these as cultural imperialism,

listing a number of issues. For instance Rorty's privileging of liberalism makes him

blind to his ethnocentrism, his sense of solidarity and community undermines the

ironist commitment to pluralism, his essentialism of difference is a western

construction, his notion of humiliation is inadequate for human solidarity, and his

ideas of progress and solidarity assimilates otherness.'a

There is merit to these criticisms as they show that the postmodernism Rorty

advocates is far from the politics of difFerence it initially appears to uphold' While the

attacks on Rorty have revolved around his inconsistency, his inabilþ or

unwillingness to sidestep his sense of ethnocentric agency, it is vitally important to

reconsider t11e pragmatic philosopher's works in terms of disjuncture. As it has been

stressed in this thesis, the relationship between ongoing imperialism and

contemporary disciplinary or philosophical speculation is ambivalent and

incommensurable. Within such a context the power of imperialism is not so much

the overt ability to produce literary and disciplinary knowledge that justifies and

sustains a given relationship between the metropole and its colonial peripheries.

Rather disjuncture instantiates the constant, transformative ability for imperialism

72Honi Fern Habet, Beyond Postmodern Politics: Lyotard, Rorty, Foucaølr (New York and

London: Routledge, 1994) 44.

T3Haber 49-50.

TnHaber 66-70.
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and disciplinary knowledge to undergo widespread moral and interpretive changes

without a fundame ntal alteration to a deep-seated, psychical desire for the other. In

previous chapters this desire has manifested itself in different ways, namely the

increasing sublimation of the colonial other with the self but the retention of a

disjunctive mechanism that sustains the western self as above and over these

categories. Transposed onto the link between international relations and imperialism,

colonial desire creates a set of literature thatappears to be morally conscious of these

issues but nonetheless sustains an adjunct machinery that collectively celebrates the

intellectual and cultural ascendancy of the west while simultaneously denigrating the

non-west.

Rorty's works are closely aligned to these disjunctures because while he is

aware of the moral considerations involved in ironism, the location and primacy of

such essentialist travesties like liberalism, US national pride, and citizenship vacillate

between contingency and necessity. As such these essentialisms are privileged and

exalted even when Rorty claims that they serve secondary andpragmatic pufposes'

Because colonial desire is already in-built into Rorty's work it is virtually impossible

for an entity like the llberal ironist to be exterior to any ethnocentric or cultural

solispsitic view. To further explain this I will locate this disjuncture in Rorty's

,,pragmatism" and the subsequent bifurcation of the private and public realms. First

of all, even though Rorty is proclaimed a postmodernist, he is also a pragmatist'

While Rorty's postmodernist side may be informed by such continental philosophers

as Wittgenstein, Nietzsche, Heidegger, and Foucault, Rorty's pragmatist side derives

from a largely American philosophy. Drawing from the ideas of Charles Pierce,

William James, and John Dewey, Rorty's pragmatism is a moral philosophy based

on the importance of action. As Rorty writes, "tile pragmatists hope to dissolve

traditional philosophical problems by vieweing [sid them as disguised forms of
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practicalproblems. Our slogan is that if it doesn't make a difference to what we do, it

makes no differen ce at all."75 But because pragmatism strives to be contingent, it

refuses to outwardly speciff what these problems may be or to prescribe what actions

may be taken to resolve them. Since pragmatism is a mediatory philosophy rather

than a "fiflal" philosophy about the basic nature of man, its purpose is to provide the

best intellectual means possible in which individuals could realize or "selÊcreate"

themselves and, by so doing, conffibute to overall social progress-whatever that

might be. Hence pragmatism consists in non-essentialist, anti-epistemological, and

inquiryJiberal doctrines that refuse to speculate on the inherent truthfulness and

goodness of things, trusting that individuals will best decide for themselves.t6

In pursuing these goals pragmatism results in a troubling bifurcation. Since

pragmatism is utilitarian its concern is to provide a set of tools for moral progress'

and the realm on which it acts is subsequently between the private and public. This is

the zone in which Rorty attempts to account for his inconsistencies and

contradictions with regardto mutual support for anddislike of the postmodern ironist

individual and also to the combination of ironism with liberalism. But as I have

noted in Haber's criticism that Rorty is not even consistent on the relationship

between private and public, ironism and liberalism, it is very difficult to ascertain the

direction he wishes to take on this matter. As a generalízatíon Rorty's understanding

of the private and public realm is that they are separate, incommensurable, but also

interconnected. Pragmatism provides the tools for both an ironist selÊcreation and

for social progress and community formation. Whether or not one leads or

contributes to the other is unclear but Rorty's valorization of the ironist stops the

isRorty, letter to Balslev, 1 Aug' 199017.

ToRichard Ro.ty, "Pragmatism, Relativism, andbrationalism," Consequences of Pragmatism

(Brighton: The Harvester Press, 1982) 162-166.
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moment she?' attempts to transpose that ironism onto the public realm' This is

because for Rorty the "public" continues to be a booming assemblage of activity: the

explicit creation of morals, communities, political decisions, and scientific progress'

While this public realm seems to rely on essentialism and metaphysics, Rorty flrnds

this perfectly acceptable as long as they do not trespass on the liberalism on which the

private and public can ceaselessly and freely play themselves out. In certain instances

Rorty sees the private practices of redescription and self-creation beneflrcial in

countering the stifling metaphysic aI and Platonist truths circulating around his

society, but yet consider them virtually useless because they see liberal society as

being too caught up in its insularity to offer any possibility of reform.tt In this regard

Rorty regards them as antisocial because at their deepest level of selÊcreation, they

have no sense of human solidarþ.?e Yet in other cases Rorty hopes to combine the

action and utilitarian approach of public life with that of the private.

Wherever the pragmatic philosopher affempts to go with his contradictory

distinctions of the public and the private is not the purpose here. V/hat matters most

is that it produces a confusing doubling in Rorty that, proverbially speaking, "covers

his own tracks" and makes it ambiguously difficult to label his thought as

ethnocentric. Since the private /ptblíc split forms the conjunction of postmodemism

and pragmatism, ironism and liberalism, it legitimizes a pivate Rorty reflecting on

the public as well as a public Rorty putting into literal effect what his private ironism

instructs. Since Rorty is never consistent about how the private and public realms

interrelate, such recursive-ness forces one to resþ to these realms as both

incommensurable and essential substances. Therefore Rorty's private, self-creational

77On referring to the ironist Rorty frequently uses the feminine pronoun'

78Rorty, Contingency, Irony, and Solidarity 83.

TeSee for instance Rorty's critique of Foucault in Contingency, Irony, and Solidarity 61-69. Also

see Achieving our CountrY.
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assessment of philosophical matters lead him to pontificate on open and contingent

theories of ironism. This is the Rorty one encounters when teading about his

discussions on metaphysical and ironist philosophers, and the conditions that

facilitate such reflections. Embedded within that private reflection is also a generic

public order that pragmatists of every badge and tribe should follow. As all

individuals are immediately members of different communities and societies, the

greatest responsibility they must uphold is to contribute to the practical and moral

improvement of their society and to provide for social hope, whatever this may be.

Rorty takes these aspects of private ironism seriously and they subsequently translate

to a public domain of action that reflects his existing cultural and political situation.

As an American academic, therefore, Rorty perceives a public necessity in the

progress of American society, drawing to the surface his interpretation of the

problems confronting the US. In view of this a book such as Achieving Our Country is

different from say, Philosophy ønd the Minor of Nature ot Contingency, Irony, and

Solidarity. Here one finds the most impassioned plea for an explicit and workable

solidarity in American society based on "a'we", social hope, and national pride. For

example his chapter on the "Inspirational Value of Great'Works of Literature" in the

same book predicates on a set of canonic aI and essentialist hterary text and invites

criticisms of his profound "romanticism."B0

In spite of this intransitivity what is more appropriate is that these textual

differences are not so much gtaútaltransformations in Rorty's thought but a result of

the private and public realm slipping and sliding past each other. In this case while

the public face of Rorty appears to be inducing such thoughts, there is a nagging

suspicion that it inserts a resonance on the private. Since the private, the private's

interpretation of the public, and the public are interrelated it becomes impossible to

8oPalembo-Liu 51-54.
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divest each term from its associated influences' A Rorty publicly committed to

celebrating American greatness is already caught up in that position of power that

governs these relationships in the first place. As a result, when one speculates about

the private and public realms there is an impossibillty to dissociate the image of

America from that articulation. All values that are deemed prior to philosophy,

whether or not they aid in private selÊcreation ot generating public hope become at

once both culturally particular and contingent. Something like liberalism that forms

the basis of Rorty's pragmatíc postmodernism ends up being location-less' Because

Rorty recognizes liberalism as culturally particular, he does not overtly endorse it as

the ultimate philosophical endpoint. But since pragmatism is more interested in

providing the tools rather than the end objective, liberalism becomes the founding

moment-the most useful and noblest instrument-in which individuals and society

can best rcalizethemselves. As liberalism becomes necessary for both the private and

public domains, conditioning the possibility of success for both, it becomes one of

those dreaded, free-floating concepts that impose its own cultural weight by

er adicating its own es sentialism.

The inherent complexity of Rorty's wotks is not so much the fact that his ideas

have changed over the years. Instead it is the convoluted, tecutsive doctrine of

pragmatic postmodernism he embraces that produces both critical consciousness as

well as totalizing and celebratory cultural viewpoints. At a glance this might appear

to be innocuous, but at a deeper level subversively exposes the type of machinery at

work, during recent times, to perpetuate an American form of dominance. Compared

to examples of disjuncture in other chapters, Rorty does not seem to be so different

after all. The anti-imperialists of the 1900s, the globalists of recent times, the realist

IR scholars, Joseph Conrad, and Samuel Huntington were all intellectuals who were

crittcal about imperialism in one \May or another but their cultural ties and
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predispositions converted their imperial awareness into yet more entrenched forms of

western hegemony. Likewise Rorty's work follows in the same pattetn; while it

promotes an even more profound way of penetrating the biases than before, it

nonetheless has an inherent refusal to relinquish the ascendancy of the west, and in

partiaflar the United States. How is such a situation reflected in postmodern

international relations? It is to this subject I now turn'

Between Disciplinary Politics and Otherness: Postmodern

lnternational Relations Reconsidered

In an earlier section I noted that postmodernism in international relations emerged as

a, result of rather mixed circumstances. These included, for example, the collective

rejection of positivism and cultural shift in the academy, the reasserted ethical

concern about identity in disciplinary practices, and historico-political events like the

end of the cold war. To situate the relationship between postmodern IR and

imperialism, therefore, becomes an exceedingly complex task because of the

ambiguity of postmodernism's critical consciousness, its stated commitment to

difference, and the difficulty it encounters in eliminating the resonance of western

dominance. This tension between cultural criticism and western insularity is reflected

keenly in the works of Richard Rorty, especially in his division between the private

and public realms and how his refusal to address the issue of otherness and his public

advocacy of American national pride push his work in the direction of

ethnocentricity. V/hile postmodern IR scholars hardly refer to Rorty in their works

there is an inordinate amount of correspondence between them. Indeed should Rorty

be invited to comment on these scholars he would probably respond by saying that

they exempliff the importance of private ironism or selÊcreative attempts by

individuals to redescribe their vocabulary of the political world. And although there
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are specifc areas where Rorty appeaß to diverge from them, that moment of

divergence coincides with the general tension between cultural consciousness that is

raised privately and the solipsism that is promoted publicly. For instance Rorty

would probably object to postmodern IR's little public utility, disagreeing with it as

something incapable of resolving the more matería| andpraetical problems facing the

world: hunger, poverty, global inequities, and militarization.Instead he would side

with the realists, for while he opposes their totalizingscope of truth and reality, they

possess the immediate instruments for political action. This specific opposition,

however, translates as an irreconcilable and disjunctive characteristic in Rorty's

pragmaticpostmodernism. This form of tension is not something that is missing from

postmodern IR and especially in the disjuncture arising from its engagement with the

mainstream.

In this section I will locate that Rortian tension in postmodern IR by examining

the writings of two of its scholars, Richard Ashley and Jim George. Both have

written extensively about international relations, but it is their writings on realist IR

and the strategies employed in coming to terms with its plurality that ate partícvlatly

notable. V/hat is troubling in this respect is that postmodernism regards realist IR as

representative of the tota!íztng mainstream narrative that has foreclosed the

possibility of alternative explanations of global politics. But in many cases realist IR

seems to be extremely eclectic and often consisting in characteristics different from

postmodqrn IR's ínterpretation of realism. In its attempt to make realism "more

realist," there is evidence that postmodern IR has made realism more monolithic and

totaliztng than it appears to be, resulting in an inability for postmodern and realist

scholars to communicate or to engage with each other. I do not intend to defend such

postmodem strategies of reading realism nor do I wish to promote realist pluralism as

a truly generous discourse. I also do not claim that the writings of Ashley and George
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in themselves mirror the private/public tension in Rorty. Instead, I am referring to

the whole process wherebVJ/these writings become a subject for mainstream IR

criticism; and under such terms of engagemenlTinstantíate a cultural production

indicative of Rortian disjuncture:þ result of this is a/ilisplay of introspective and selÊ

referential problems of western intellectualism, which in the end, like Rorty, refirses

to confront the more pressing questions of otherness'r 
i

)¡ How is realism rendered by postmodem scholars as a viable subject of critique?

Some works produced after the early 1980s appear to suggest that the postmodemists

have tended to seize realism in one particular manifestation or in a certain historical

juncture. Hence for Richard Ashley in 1984, the subject was immediately the

neorealism of Waltz, Ktasner, Gilpin' and Keohane.s' For Jim George í¡ 1993, ít

was also neorealism, but with emphasis on how in spite of changes to the world

order, its positivist tendencies stubbornly continue to inform mainstream

international relations scholars.s' And for Timotþ Luke in 1992, the subject was

realism facing postmodernity.B3 This is not to say that through such selectivity,

postmodernist scholars have circumvented the issue of realism's multiplicitous and

fragmented identity. Indeed, of the postmodern international relations scholars'

Richard Ashley and Jim George do display interest in coming to tefms with the

many realisms. While Ashley appears to diminish the problem of realism, George

puts the many contentions within realism into a genealogical perspective. As such, I

argùe, George's work is superior to Ashley's. Nonetheless, at a superficial level of

srRichard K. Ashley, "The Poverty of Neorealism," fnternational Organization 38.2 (1984):

225-286.

srJim George, "Of Incarceration and Closure: Neorealism and the New/Old World Otder,"

Millennium 22.2 (1993): 197-234.

s3Timothy Luke, "Discourses of Disintegration, Texts of_ Transformation: Re-Reading

Realism in the New'world order," Altematives 18.2 (1993):229-258.
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reading, the treatment of realism by both writers raise methodological questions

about postmodern politics in international relations.

I begin by re-emphasizingthat there is not and has never been one realism. As I

stressed earlier, only a few abstract principles, such as the nature of anarchy, the

predominance of the sovereign state, the role of national interest and the location of

power provide realism with its boundaries and perceptions of concreteness' Apart

from these, questions on normativity or descriptiveness, interpretivism or positivism,

the limits of moral awareness, the extent of the sovereign state, the role of

international institutions and the possibilities of peace prollferate. Instead of there

being one single, timeless and coherent philosophy, method, category in realism, the

many contentions within it resemble anything runging from a selÊrejuvenating

conversation to a cacophonous debate. For instance, John Herz's writings up until

the early 1980s suggests that he was disposed more towards the hermeneutical or

critical branch of realism than that of positivism. First, instead of charactetizing thre

sovereign state as a timeless, ahistorical essence, he embraced it as a fluid entity and

has even speculated on its changeability and potential demise.sn He even questioned

the presence of state centricity as he felt that the state was internally disunified.s'

Second, he upheld the impossibillty of realism based solely on power politics and

insisted that there should be a link between the descriptive and normative aspects of

tnJohn H.Herz,Intemational Politics in the Atomicr4ge (New York: Columbia University Press,

lgsg) 96-108; and "Rise and Demise of the Territorial State," World Politics 9.4 (1957): 473-

493. In this instance, Herz was responding to the notion of "impermeability" and

"impenetrability" of the territorial state,

politics. Hetz's concem was that with th
sovereign state is now violable' This
Economy theories of Keohane and Nye where
intematiônal relations is due in large part to changing transnational flows (eg. trading

regimes, non-governmental actors). Nonetheless, what is interesting here is Herz's departtre

frãm chssical realism where the assumption that the sovereign state as an actoÍ requires the

presupposition of internal coherence and uniry.

stJohn H. Herz, politicat Realism and Political ldealism: A Study in Theories and Realities

(Chicago: Chicago University Press, I95I) 28.
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international relations. This, he formulated as realist idealism in 1951.'6 Third, he

displayed remarkable critical insight by not only suggesting that reality is subjectively

constructed (hence eerily foreshadowing the postmodernist understanding of the

social and linguistic construction of reality) but by also warning against taking the

nation, power and the intemational system as real and given'tt

More realist "anomalies" can also be seen in the "gtand texts" of realism. For

example, in order to provide a "realist critique" of "utopianism," E' H' Carr

deployed such concepts as the "relativity of thought" and the "adjustment of thought

to purpose" to shatter the presumed objectivity of post-first world war liberal

thought.Be In Hans Morgenthau's Politics Among Nations, one witnesses the tensions

between Morgenthau the subjectivist, and Morgenthau the empiricist. On the one

hand, Morgenthau stressed the importance of the subjective constitution of meaning,

as exemplified by this oft quoted segment:

[the assumption] that statesmen think and act in terms of interest defined

àr po*..... allows us to fetface and anticipate, as it were, the steps a

statesman-past, present, or future-has taken or will take on the

political ,."tt.. V/é look over his shoulder when he writes his dispatches;

we listen in on his conversation with other statesmen; we read and

anticipate his very thoughts.se

the other hand, he upheld the possibility of objectively understanding

intemational behavrour:

[p]olitical realism believes that politics, like sogie-tv in general, is

g^ou.l1-l.¿ by objective laws that have their roots in human nature' In

86Herz, Political Realism and Political Idealism.

87John H. Herz, "Political Realism Revisited," International Studies Quarteily 25.2 (1981): 184-

185.

88E.H. Carr, The Twenty Years Crisis 1919-1939: An Introduction to the Study of Intemational

R lations,2"â ed. (Londón: Papermac,IggS Í1946]). On Carr's concept of the "adjustment of

thought to purpose," he implied that theories are directed towards mainøining the enemy as

-o.ully inieriôr while creãting the self as superior. This pre-empted David Campbell's

discussion of U.S. foreign poüõy's construction of the self and other as taking place along

similar lines. See David Campbell, Writing Secarity,

seMorgenthau 5.

On
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order to improve society it is first necessary to understand the laws by

which society lives.eo

The examples of Herz, Car- and Morgenthau leplesent just some of the many

varieties, tensions and contradictions within realism. In this case, that between a

hermeneutical or historicist apptoach as opposed to a positivistic one. Many more

can be pointed out as intersecting international relations theory at dlfferent levels of

concefn. First, ther e a1e the varieties of realism informed by different national

identities-between American and British realism.'1 Related to this is the second

varíety of realism relatedto the location and limits of political power. As discussed in

chapter 4, American IR scholars believed that there were diflerences in the moral

limitations in American realism compared to classical raison d état and reølpolitik as

well as anarchtc realism versus realist institutionalism. Third, realism is undecided

about the constitution of agency and structure. Typically, this problem has come to

be reflected in the dispute between the sub-field of International Political Economy

that stresses on non-state transnational actors operating in a fluid international

system, and neorealism that upholds the integrity and primacy of the sovereign state

within a rccognizable international state system./7nna fourth, realism appears to be

syncretistic and ever-ch angingf¡In this regard, realism is historicizable considering its

many debates and transformations since the late 1930s. For instance, the superseding

of Wilsonian liberalism by classical realism¡¡rthe eclipse of historicist/interpretivist

method by positivist neorealiSfir,,,the side-tracking of neorealism into International

eoMorgenthau 4.

n1A key work that establishes the difference between American and British intemational

relations Theory is Steve Smith, ed., Intemational Relations: British and American Perspectives

(Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1985).
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Political Economy, and more recently, the reconstruction of Waltzian neorealism

into structural realism.e2

How then have the postmodernist scholars dealt with these epistemological

variances within realism? Respondin g to Herz's "Political Realism Revisited" in

19g1, Richard Ashleye3 was astonished by Herz's hermeneutical sensitivity. The

problem posed by Herz'swritings were summarily reduced to two explanations'.Herz /

is not a,,truerealist" or Herz exemplifies that realism is a heterogeneous' open-ended

,'dialogue."en However, Ashley's reading of Jürgen Habermas allows him to claim

the latter as a more feasible way of understanding Herz's version of realism'

Following Habermas' categorization of human interests into the realms of the

practical, technical, and emancipatory, Ashley devises three different kinds of

realisms-p racticalrealism, technical realism, and emancipatory realism. To the first

two realisms, Ashley marks out the probable terrain within which the interpretivist or

the positivist forms of realism could reside. It is however in the third-emancipatory

realism-that Ashley locates Herz, stressing ardently that Hetz was interested "in

securing freedom from unacknowledged constraints, relations of domination, and

conditions of distorted communication and understanding that deny humans the

capacíty to make their future through full will and consciousness'"nu In other words,

it is not merely Herz's hermeneutic acumen that won him Ashley's accolade of

emancipatory realism (had this been the case, Hetz would have been relegated

e2See Barry Buzan, Charles Jones and Richard Little, The Logic of Anarchy: Neorealism to

Struaural ñ.eølism Q\ew York: Columbia University Press, 1993).

distinctly "postmodem" at this point. Rather,

ical Theory of the Frankfurt School. Ashley's
ey contribute to the larger picture of how he

after the mid-1980s.

e4Richard K. Ashley, "Political Realism and Human Interests," Intemational Studies Quarterþ

25.2 (1981):204-207.

esAshley, "Political Realism and Human Interests" 227 '

3
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merely to practical realism), but his commitment to a "universal consensus" and the

critique of technical realism.n6

After ,,political Realism and Human Interests," Ashley abandons his reading of

realism according to the Habermasian "interests." He also stops exploiting tensions

in Herz,s realism. Instead, from 1984 onwards, realism starts to disappear slowly

from his writings. In "The Poverty of Neorealism," there are no longer three realisms

as the realist "dtalogrre" becomes reduced to two cardinal points: classical realism

and neorealism. While Herz andMorgenthau were separated into different categories

in ,,Political Realism," they afe now brought together in a singular rubrique deemed

antinomous to neorealism." Subsequently in "the Geopolitics of Geopolitical

Space," even the distinction between classical realism and neorealism vanishes as the

two categories now become coterminous in a single, realist "community."" An

important thing to note here is that Ashley's objective was to point out that while the

state of anarchy presumes that there is no community in international politics, there

actually is one operationalizedby realist intemational relations." By "community,"

Ashley does not refer to a ce\ebrated stage of mutual oneness but the practices and

knowledges that inform the constitution of international tealíty. Ashley uses the

term, community, to refer to the many ideas advanced by such continental

philosophefs as Husserl, Heidegger, Kuhn, Bourdieu and Foucault'100 For the

purposes of "the Geopolitics of Geopolitical Space," therefore, Ashley no longer

e6Ashley, "Political Realism and Human Interests" 229-230

eTSee Ashley, "The Poverty of Neorealism" 230'

ttAshley, "The Geopolitics of Geopolitical Space" 403434'

'nAshley, "The Geopolitics of Geopolitical Space" 404,406'

l00Ashley, "The Geopolitics of Geopolitical Space" 403'

Ì
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mentions the multiplicities of realism for there could be no realist "community"

should realism be fragmented. As he mentions in an earlier essay:

my contentions are with respect to neorealism as a collective movement

oi project emerging in a shared context, having shared principles of
pra"tice, and ouierving certain background understandings and norms

ihat participants mutuãlly accept as unproblematic and that limit and

orienì the questions raised, the answers warranted, and the conduct of
discourse among neorealists-this regardless of the fact that the

participants may not be conscious of... the norms and understandings

integráting them as one movement'1.1

Finally, in his "Living on Border Lines," realism is no longer mentioned' as Ashley

preoccupies himself with the historical figure of "man" in international relations.l'2

His sparringpafinü remains Kenneth Waltz, and the presupposition at this point is

that since international relations has already been established by him to consist in a

fealist community, the conflation between realism and mainstream international

relations is complete and in no need of a reminder'

In Discourses of Global Politics, Jim George provides some explanation for

Ashley's changing perceptions and treatment of realism. In the earþ 1980s, George

surmises, Ashley was unaware of modernity's tendencies in incorporating both

hermeneutical principles as well as positivist imperatives, hence leaving Habermas as

Ashley's most reliable analytical implement. George goes on to asseft that aftet

facing responses to "The Poverty of Neorealism" by Friedrich Kratochwiltot and, to a

104 Ashley abandons Critical Theory for

search for a realistsuggests why AshleY's

l0tAshley, "The Poverty of Neorealism," note 4.

to2Ashley, "Living on Border Lines."

to3Friedrich K¡atochwil, "Errors have their Advantage, " Intemational Organization 38.2 (1984):

305-320.

ronRobert Gilpin, "The Richness of the Tradition of Political Realism," Neorealism and its

critics, ed. Robert o. Keohane (New York: Columbia university Press, 1986) 301-321'

tosGeorge, Discourses of Global Politics 172-116'

3

lesser extent, Robert GilPin,

postmodernism.'os This PerhaPs
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,,community,, andpreoccupation of the location of "man" in international relations

were at the forefront of his later writings.

George's discussion of Ashley's intellectual influences is not necessarily an

incidental part of Discourses of Gtobal Politics. I have chosen it to introduce the

epistemological device that George himself adopts to account for the variances and

tensions in realism. Through the first half of the book, George richly draws on the

connections between intemational relations and post-Enlightenment philosophy, and

establishes positivism as the dominant rationalizing fotce in modernity' As George

argues, international relations' irrrtrhrntensions can be ftaced back to the synthesis

between Humean and Kantian thought as well as the logical positivism after the

l9x0s.'06 In this regard, the subsistence of what appears to be rationalism and

empiricism, and of interpretivist and positivist methods is not necessarily an

aberration of modern thought but characteristic of it. On one level, George appears to

believe that these yerstehentensions are not equally distinct in their own spheres, but

exist in a Cartesian relationship where one dominates over the other; for example,

positivism over interpretivism/historicism.lo' On another level, Geotge telegates

them to aî arenawhere they both subsist equally within a metatheoretical mystique,

hence providing a ground for his later critique of modem thought.108

There are, therefore, many possibilities according to George's reading of

modern positivist thought in accounting for the contradictions and tensions in

realism. The coexistence of a hermeneutical radition with positivism in E' H. Carr's

The Twenty years Crisis is no longer the mysterious or unique deparfttre from the

mainstream realist thought but representative of it. Moreover, George is convinced

106George, Discourses of Global Politics 52-57.

r0TGeotge, Discourses of Global Politics, esp. ch' 2'

108See for instance Geotge, Discourses of Global Politics I75

j
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that in Carr's text, it is positivism that reigns supfeme since the politics of that book

necessitates distinctions between the descriptive and the normative.'oe Similarly, the

intermingling of hermeneuti cal and scientific thinking in Hans Morgenthau is

deemed unimportant with regard to the overall scientiflrc necessities encapsulated by

cold war politics:

Morgenthau here is, unequivocally, at the tt._m 9f scientiflrc (positivist)

Reañsm, primarily becauie in (re)invoking Carr's scientific ambitions,

[he] promp ted an already-existing "national ideology" in the United

States, set upon Enlightenment progressivist postulates. Committed at

the policy ievel, to- the crudest form of logocentricity (e.g., free

world/closed ideology), the U.S. policy elite now tumed increasingly

willing to speak to itt. "Prince" in terms supportive of a Realist cold

War perspective and the American (scientific) way'tto

Finally, as for the emergence of International Political Economy (IPE), George is

cognizantof the discursive circumstances leading to its inception. Recognizingthat

Robert Keohane and Joseph Nye sought to challenge the hegemony of the sovereign

state in neorealist thought and to provide for means to examine categories omitted by

realism, George nonetheless insists that IPE and all its manifestations (eg. Grotian

regime theory) are essentially an "adaptztion" of the discourse of realism rather than

a reaction against it.1'1 This theme of continuity extends from George's reading of

modern thought and its treatment of change within an object. Since traditional

realism and regime theory draw from the same modernist-positivist base, alternatives

to any mainstream thought are seen within a "politics of collaboratíon."r72 Quoting

from Richard O'Meara, George finalþ ends the notion of difference between regime

theory and fraditional realism by reducing them to several (general) points of

similarity: their dependence on power and selÊinterest as "analytícal concepts" and

t0eceorge, Discourses of Global Politics 77-80.

ll0ceorge, Discourses of Global Politics 94.

ttt George, Discourses of Global Politics 1 15.

rr2ceorge, Discourses of Global Politics 115-116'
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that ,,both are ultimately concerned with describing and explaining the behaviour of

states. " 113

As it can be seen in the writings of Richard Ashley and Jim George, the

reaction towards change in realism and its manifest tensions and contradictions have

been framedby atheoretical lens provided by "deconstructionist" ot "genealogícal"

methods loosely associated with postmodemism. Between Ashley and George,

therefore, the question of variance in realism has been siphoned through means'

which at avery simple reading, appear to be reductionist. In the case of Ashley, his

search for a realist ,,community" leads to his ceasure in further exploiting the

tensions in realism. For Ashley, a politics exists, which is the necessity of insisting

realism as a dominant discoufse, aS a "titval of power'" Even though George

addresses the tensions in realism that Ashley omits, his writings seem reductionist too

as he enshrouds the development of realist thought with modernity as an explanatory

"wildcard." George's ptimary assumption, as it needs to be reminded, is that the

basis of all contemporary knowledge is the positivizing impetus contained in modern

thought. The contradictions and tensions in realism supposedly then is traceable back

to their philosophical bases. Interestingly, George's "genealogy" of international

relations then becomes teleological as he shows how positivism foreshadows the

development of inte¡national relations at every stage. Realism, in this case, is shown

to be moving along a path from it classical, traditional form to its very scientific

rendering.tta

ll3Richard o'Meara quoted in George, Discourses of Global Politics 716-

ttnone point can be made about George's teleology: that to show realism's ultimate

transformation into a positivist project, its origins have to be solidified' Hence, the need to

establish Thucidydes, ivlachiaveltli, Hobbes and Rousseau to be at realism's foundations' Yet

whether these pirilosophers can be seen as "realist" is itself in question. See for .example'
Michael C. Wlltiu-.ott,. "Hobbes and Intemational Relations: A Reconsideration"'

International organization'S\.Z (1996): 213-236. Similarly R. B' J. Walker is uncertain if
Hobbes and Máchiavelli can be situated at realism's beginnings. See his Inside/Outside, esp.

ch. 5.
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These attempts to re-present the contradictions and tensions within political

realism as products of certain discursive circumstances, in Ashley's case, reduces

realism to a coherent "community" and in Jim George's, it was subsumed by a

larger, dominant discourse of (positivist) modernity. Yet to simply read Ashley,

George and other postmodernists for what their texts appear to say, would be to

misunderstand the political objectives towards which a patticular (ironic) foundation

or contingentreadingof realism is important. This patadoxbetween teadíngAshley

and George,s texts for what they are rather than what they intend to do can best be

located at companng the fesponses made to the postmodern international relations

literature in general and the stated objectives of the postmodernist scholars

themselves

First of all, systematic responses to the postmodern international relations

literature have been few and far between. If there have been any, they would have

come from very eclectic backgrounds responding either to specific essays or to the

broader critical theoretical impulse in the field."u This lack of mutual engagement

over ,,positivism" reflects the lack of agreement over the epistemic foundations of the

Third Debate, and if anything, bespeaks the irresolvable tensions between the

mainstream and the postmodern. Nonetheless, there have been certain essays which

do raise a few interesting ideas about the debate. I look therefore at Friedrich

Kratochwil's "Errofs have their Advantage" and Robert Gilpin's "The Richness of

the Tradition of political Realism" as the initial responses to the formative stages of

Ashley' s Critical / p ostmodernist thought'

11sln this regard, John J. Mearsheimer's essay, "The False Promise of International

Institutions," Intemational Sea,rity lg.3 (lgg4/95): 549; where he attempts to critique

(however poorly) a grotrp he óalls the ,,critical theorists,' Keohane's
ìInternatio^nat lnititutlonr, T*o Approaches," in his Intematio State Power:

nr*y, in International Relations Theiry (Boulder, San Francisco, tview Press,

1989) r58-r79.
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To begin, both responses fault Ashley on epistemological and methodological

grounds, presuming the possibilities of an apolitical and foundational reading of

international politics. Hence, Ashley is labelled a "polemic" and his "Poverty of '

Neorealism" deemed lacking in conceptual clarity."6 But it is Ashley's categorization

of both classical realism and neorealism that receives the strongest refutation.

Kratochwil stresses that Ashley is "beating dead horses and straw men" because his

understandingof rcaIism as an ideal type is inherently questionable. Ashley is unable

to veriff that the "errors" of neorealism can be interrelated in such a way as to be

associated with a larget whole, nor is he aware that the "neorealists" were themselves

sceptical about being good "positivists.""' Likewise, Gilpin, confessing that he is a

,,closet liberal,"tte insists that Ashley's conceptualizatíon of an all-inclusive

neorealism emerges from a lack of (modernist) academic rigour:

First, [Ashley] equates neorealism with a series of particular

philosoihical'positiòns. Next, he analyzes in turn each position as a-

.rrrrogui" for neorealism. And finally, employing a ready-made set of
stand-ard philosophical criticisms, he dispatches each sunogate and with

it its alleged neorealist adherents. Thus, all neorealists are at once

structuralists, physicalists, statists, utilitarians, positivists, determinists,

and,by virtue-of being all other things, totalitarians and imperialists as

well. If Ashley flrnds u itut.-.trt by a neorealist that happens not to mesh

with one of ihese philosophical positions, rathet than assuming that

perhaps the "neorealist" wrìer does not in fact ascribe to the position in

q.rrrtio.r, Ashley proceeds to accuse the individual of apostasy. One is

enmeshed tn a Catch-2Z.rre

This establishment of Ashley's faulty use of neorealism as an ideal type then allows

Kratochwil and Gilpin to charge Ashley for having misread realist international

relations. For instance Gilpin contends that Ashley has wrongly claimed Morgenthau

and Carr as interpretivists since they were more scientifically-inclined, or that

116Kratochwi1305- 06, 307-308; Gilpin 303.

1 rTKratochw tl 3lI-312 .

1r8cilpin 321.

lrecilpin 303.
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neorealism was returning to a traditional predilection for economics-based

analyses.t'o

This theme of reading and misreading, presumption of postmodern "heuristics"

is echoed in some of the generalist responses to "critical theory" as well. In this case,

John Mearsheimer miscomprehends the diversity of "critical theorists" by associating

them with alarger grouping he calls the institutionalists-a point of view he perceives

to be detrimental to international politics that should be seen in "realist" terms. Here,

critical theorists, according to him, "aim to transform the international system into a

'world society,' where states are gúded by 'norms of trust and sharing,'"' [and] to

relegate security competition and war to the scrap of history, and qeate instead a

genuine ,peace system.' "L2I The point here is not so much Mearsheimer's elroneous

reading of "critical theorists" or his ideal typing of "critical theory"122 but his

persistence in applyin g an actíon-driven, (material) result-oriented reading to this

group of theorists. In other words, he reads "critical theory" from within his

understanding of realist action. From this perspective, his assumption tlrrat "ctitical

theorists,' are out to create a "postmodern international system," "altet state identity

radically,,, and to "transform" the basis of interstate conduct,l'3 leads to his assertion

that these "objectives" ate logically flawed because they fail to provide any

explanationto the question of discourse hegemony.l'n Inferentially, readings from the

mainstream about the postmodernists' reading of intemational relations would hark

t'ocilpin 306-313.

l2rMearsheimer 37.

lt2*ere, Mearsheimer conflates a very diverse group of scholars into one political pole'

Included in his list of ,,critical theorists" are, inter ølia, Rjchard Ashley (in both his Critical

and postmodemist incarnations), Robert Cox, James Rosenau, Emst-Otto Czempiel,

priediich Kratochwil, John Ruggie and Alexander Wendt. See Mearsheimer, note 128.

r23Mearsheimer 39.

l2aMearsheimer 42.
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on a condition in modern scholarship-the presumption of a settled identity and the

role of scholarship in theorizing, abstracting, explaining and predicting the course of

this identity within the boundaries of a given discipline. As such, Kratochwil' Gilpin

or Mearsheimer's writings assume that the fundamental flaw of these postmodemist

writings is their lack of being critical about thefoundations of realism since it is these

foundations that the former presumes necessary for any project of critique'

This, however, does not appear to be what the postmodernist scholars are

doing. Dwelling on postmodern strategies and not denying the postmodernists their

rightto the metaphoric and ironic use of langtage, one sees diflerent articulations of

objectives. Most notably, within the metaphor of "dissidefìce" and "exile,"

postmodernist objectives are framed by various rallying tokens of "marginality" as in

"resistance," "Subvefsion," "po\iticization," "disruption," and "transgression'" For

Ashley, therefore, writing becomes tied to the questioning of traditional practices and

the "interpretations" of international politics-the reality-that has come to

constitute it. It subsequently becomes possible to "explore ways in which, under

various circumstances, these practices might be resisted or disabled; boundaries might

be put in doubt and transgressed; repfesentations might be subverted, deprived of the

presumption of self-evidence, and politicised and historicised; ne\M connections

among diverse cultural elements might become possible; and new ways of thinking

and doing global politics might be opened rrlp.""u Within this language of dissidence,

the objectives of the postmodern literature can be put more plainly; Jim George and

David Campbell stress the need to expose the inadequacy of the positivist/empiricist

project, revealing along the way the means by which knowledge has come to be

createdand marked-offas objective andrcal.In addition, there is also a need to show

t" Ashley, "IJntying the Sovereign State" 254'
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that this reality is linguistically constructed. In all, the postmodern literature aims to

"celebrate difference. "t'6

While these avowed emphases of postmodern scholarship/politics rarely

account for their silence on ontological questions, such as the presumption of a realist

community or a positivistically-dominant realist discourse, the postmodern objectives

mentioned above appear to provide some answers. Given that postmodern politics

locates itself within the margins and refuses to associate itself with any sovereign

voice of authority, its reading of realism becomes emplaced within an anti-

foundational double-bind. It attempts to destabilize, rcnder questionable discourse

masquerading as tealíty,but at the same time (since postmodernism can nevef stand

outside of modernism) it requires that the truth behind this assertion be, one way or

another, substantiated. This disjuncture between the mainstream"tealist" reading of

postmodernism and the postmodernists' reading of "realism" is thus the assumption

that anauthoritatively sovereign stance can be taken with regard to knowledge claims

on the one hand, and the impossibility of knowing the truth in its depoliticized lorm

on the other.

In what is presumed to be an essay located at the intersections between the

mainstream and works of "dissidence," "Reading Dissidence/'Writing the Discipline:

crisis and the Question of sovereignty in International studies,"t2' little assistance is

proffered towards any understanding of the postmodernists' anti-foundational

knowledge claims. Co-authored with R.B.J. 'Walker, Ashley's article situates the

question of sovereignty through the reading and anticipation of several possible

1r6Jim George and David Campbell, "Patterns of Dissent and the Celebration of Difference."

See also Jim George, "Interna:tional Relations and the Search for Thinking Space: Another

View of the Third Debate," Intemational Studies Quarterþ 33'3 (1989): 269-279'

r2TRichard K. Ashley and R.B.J. Walker, "Reading Dissidence/Writing the Discipline: Crisis

and the euestion of Sovereignty in Intemational studies," Intemational Studies Quarterþ 34'3

(1990): 367416.
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critical readings of "dissidence" wofks. In this Sense, a latge portion of the essay Ie-

articulates what Ashley and Walker see as the mainstream's comparison of its own

virtues with the absence of such at the "margins": for instance, "disciplinary

authority" as opposed to the unsupported work written at the margins, maturity

versus youthfulness, "commitment to a perspective" versus the lack of one, clarity of

langtage as opposed to "elitist jar gon:' evaluative standards versus relativism, and so

on.1r, This merely essentializes the mainstream-postmodern divide without

necessarily touching on the problem of truth. There is however one curious point that

Ashley and'Walker note concerning knowledge claims. This is that the mainstream

readings do not rely on any established basis in their critique of postmodetn wotks,

and by so doing "put the question of their own truth in suspension' as a question that

here and now need not be entettaítted.""n

Let me now return to the theme of disjuncture and imperialism that lies at the

heart of the present work. Disjuncture is just that strategy of contemporary colonial

discourse that presides ovef the increasing impossibility to speak about imperialism,

demonstrating on the one hand the increasing critical consciousness about its

difterent incarnations, its persistence, and its moral travesties. On the other hand it

also gives rise to the inclination in the modern social sciences to do away with

imperialism altogether, clearing the terminological path for something more precise

and less value laden. Such transformations are vita! in understanding the continuing

colonial desire in the west and how language, as Lacan would put it, undergoes

ffansformation and substitution in order to articulate the demand of the westem

mentality: powef, prestige, dominance, as well as the necessity of a continuously

reinscribed colonial other. Hence the disjuncture in Rorty's works produces arìL

r'8Ashley and Walker 373

t'nAshley and W alker 37 2
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incommensurable zone to discuss imperialism, privately allowing for the individual

to rebuke the moral problems of empire while, at the same time, vindicating it

through the necessity of the public oI ptagmatic realm' Likewise in the readings of

the impossible debate between postmodern and mainsffeam international relations,

there is just such a replication of westefn intellectualism's inability-and refusal-to

move beyond the tension between the private and public domains' Even if

postmodem IR appears to be overtly aware of the strictures of modernity and social

science with regard to diffefence, there remains an insular indecisiveness about the

other, in particular the ability to tecogníze its identity and agency.

In observing Ashley and George's treatment of realism and the numefous

fesponses to their writings, it is possible to raise a number of issues about the

intersection in which postmodernist IR, disjuncture, and imperialism meet' First it is

difficult to extricate the private politics of postmodetn consciousness from the larger

production of western culture. Even if postmodemist IR is deeply concerned about

difference, it is inherently wrapped up in ptagmatic dissensions, such as the call for a

more ,,inclusive,, international relations of ways of enlarging/ttoubling its

disciplinary boundaries. Consequentþ to the observer outside the framework of

western intellectualism, this intemal dispute must verge on absurdity, signaling the

ftagmentation of the western mind. It is also this breakup of western culture that

cfeates the same anxieties as suffered by writers like Joseph Conrad and Samuel

Huntington. Second while postmodernism allows imperialism to appreciated in ways

beyond what mainstream social science is capable of articulating, it is more silent

about how empire is interpolated within its own ranks' Similarly postmodem IR

provides a set of tools to implicate various discourses that dominate the

representation of world politics but it is through inference that imperialism is

rccognized as one of those discourses. However in many cases the object of
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postmodem IR's critique (as demonstrated here) has not been imperialism but

realism; and as such the obscuring of empire raises many questions about its implied

objectives. Inadvertently this struggle between the "critical" and the "fealist"

preserves the intellectual power of the \ilest in that any alternative non-westem

imagination of the "political world" must first pay homage to the space that western

postmodernism has cleared for it.
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LIVING WITH DISJUNCTURE

On March I" Igg9, Australian television viewers who tuned into the feature news

progtam, A Current Affair, wete shown a story on the persisting problem of slavery in

Africa. For a western audience that was complacent that slavery was an historical

relic, such a story was meant to jar, bringing home the continuation of these

inhumane travesties. The news story reported that the civil war in Sudan had

produced a disparity in power between the Arab, Muslim controlled North, and the

,,black,, Christian African South. As a consequence a sizeable number of the South's

population had become subjected to a "colonizing" ultimatum, either assimilate into

Islam or be sold to the north Sudanese as slaves. Under such circumstances the slaves

had no legal rights and were bartered, traded or sold either inside or outside north

Sudan. Over the years the number of slaves has grown, inciting a need for

intervention. This is where the news story appropriates the African locus and

repatriates it to the west. In the midst of this plight, the story goes on further to feport

on the activities of a Swiss-based charity group called Christian Solidarity

Internationalthat was actively raising funds in Europe and America so that their

representatives could travel to Sudan and buy the Sudanese slaves their freedom'

Since such efforts are not without their risks and dangers, namely incurring the

displeasure of the Islamic north Sudanese regime, these sojourners become tacitly

lionized as contemPorary heroes.
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As the moral register is already inbuilt into the consuming culture for that news

story, the reporter does not need to make any moral statements about the problem of

slavery and the nobility of their rescuers. It is already implied. In effect the story is at

once encapsulated by a pafücular teleology. First, the current problem of slavery in

Africa is a residue of the slavery inaugurated during the earlier phase of modern

European imperialism. Second, while people in the west are now conscious of the

evils of slavery, the Africans are norw doing it to themselves. Third it is now up to the

west to come the rescue of the Sudanese slaves even though European imperialism

\Mas some\Mhat responsible for the political crises that have led to this slavery. This

teleology re-incorporates colonial discourse by relegating the crises and political

backrvardness (characterized by civil war, famine, and despotism) of Africa to a

diflerent time and place, and once again establishes the west as the civilizing and

liberating force. Aparadoxresults out of this because slavery is indeed amaterial and

physical problem that requires immediate attention, but its resolution cannot be

efflected without at the same time re-casting the shadow of imperialism in the long

term. In this regard, one is left with very difficult choices to make: the physical

freedom of the slaves cannot come without the further entrenchment of colonial

discourse.

This contemporary problem of slavery and its representation demonstrates so

much of the complexity in the way moral issues are appreciated and how their

resolution usually returns to the west. In aî era that would prefer to think of

imperialism in historical terms comprising of the acquisition of colonies, the

repatriation of peoples, cultures, and material resources, the maintenance of trading

outposts, and the spreading of Christianity, there is refusal to pass a verdict about

what that really meant. On the one hand, the romantics will argtre, imperialism was

civilizing and it brought modernization, development, and what was good about the
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west to darker skinned peoples of the world. On other hand, its critics have perceived

imperialism as exploitation, domination, and appropriation' However, the problem is

not so much that there are these two different groups of people in the west but that

romanticism and condemnation of empire are both intricately connected; and

virtually all the intellectuals examined in this thesis had elements of these coexisting

in their works. Such contemporary reflections on "historical" imperialism are in

themselves instances of a persistent and deep-seated desire in western culture to

conceive of otherness in ways that are informed by imperialism' Hence even when

physical colonies have all but vanished and a very difterent world has come in theil

place, imperialism continues to manifest itself in ways that are both old and new. As

seen in the case of slavery, there are just such inflections in place: Africa is

decolonized but yet its current problems as a residue of European rule continue to

integrate the continent into the history of imperialism; the white liberators are

emplaced in the footsteps of European missionaries, once again inculcating ideas of

salvation.

It is important to stress that at heart of this thesis' argument is disjuncture in

which ideas, categories, time, and desire are contingent and incommensurable' This

is the zone where seemingly opposing substances are interconnected, where cognate

items lose their validity. Thus by claiming that imperialism is disjunctive one

disavows modernity's temptation to delineate it. For instance the division of an

immoral imperial past from a progressive international present and the hyphenation

of imperialism as economic, cultural, and military are strategies to make recent

expressions of western power more acceptable. This idea is diffrcult to grasp because

the epistemological framework western subjects are tied to, is still grounded on

modernity's need of delineation: substances have to be distinct, identities have to be

intact, a given concept has to be different from others' In other words, disjuncture
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cannot, in terms of the limits of our curfent vocabulary, be reconciled into

rationalism. For now, disjuncture is extremely important because it enables recent

cultural production to be interpolated into colonial discourse'

I have shown how this disjuncture operates in the social science discipline of

international relations. This is an important juxtaposition to make because while

there are many works in colonial discourse theory that have attempted to establish

the relationship between empire and diflerent forms of literary activity that took place

during the 18'h, 19ú' and early 20th centuries, there are comparatively fewer with

regards to imperialism in the late 20th century. For example many attempts have been

madeto establish such endeavours like anthropology, philology, geography, natural

history, travel writing, and imaginative fiction with a certain will to dominate' These

disciplines are anything but objective accounts of the non-western world but were in

effect complicit with a machinery to represent them in ways that legitimize the task of

empire building. Thus, the peoples in western occupied places became subjected to

descriptions that were highly strategic and malTeable. Depending on the facet of

imperialism-whether or not it was to Christianize, civilize, dominate, appropriate,

or to satisff a cravingfor the exotic-these disciplines created an eclectic repository

of descriptions of the colonial other that could be molded for any purpose. Imperial

disjuncture therefore allowed the colonized peoples to be characterized asbarbatic,

savages, heathens, alluring, child-like, and mysterious while silencing the

contradictory nature of these terms. With the end of formal colonialism, it is

questionable whethef or not such strategies have ended or if these disciplines

continue to have a similar relationship with current forms of imperialism. In eflect

the dearth of academic work interrogating the relationship between the contemporary

incarnations of these disciplines and western hegemony raises questions about how

empire-past and present-is to be understood today. After all, with the end of the
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British Empire and the creation of the postwaf "international" world, the social

sciences' hold on the immediately tangible, quantifiable, and visible evidence of

imperialism came to be uprooted by an American form of domination that is mofe

enveloped in ambivalence, euphemisms, and moral anxieties' These include for

example America's professed anti-imperial policies, its uncertainty about the use of

power, its romantic aspirationlor greatness, and its preference of "leadership" over

"hegemony."

If that American form of domination gives purchase to the continued presence

of imperialism, albeit in a more disguised and subversive form, it is all the more

important that the cultural and intellectual works that are produced alongside it be

investigated as well. To this end, this thesis has argued that, in recent times'

imperialism and the discipline of international relations ate intimately

interconnected, and that it is impossible to think of either without reference to the

ambivalence and disjuncture that lies at the core of western culture. My intention was

not to dismiss the disciplines colonial writings used in so many earlier discussions in

colonial discourse theory; even in their present forms they continue to reshape one's

conception of empire. Ho¡ever, IR is a unique case because unlike other disciplines,

it is relatively new and its ambitiousness in representingandimagining the world as a

novel political creation different and sepatate from the European imperial system

beiies the desire and ironies that connect it to the imperial past. If the new

international world claims to be composed of sovereign nation-states, all competing,

in some cases coopetating, for power, wealth, and other resoufces' the theories and

methods used to study their patterns, systems, and interaction attempt to elevate the

imagination of the world from its earlíer models. Yet in many ways imperialism

returns to overshadow such descriptions. I asserted that this form of imperialism is

best located in textuality and the worldliness that makes intertextual transmissions
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possible. Using Edward Said's notion of contrapuntal reading, I stressed that while

tþe texts of imperialism and IR appear to be of different genres' there are underlying

cultural nuances that make them insep atable. For instance a movie series ltke Star

Trek deftIy demonstrates such counterpoints, tracing a continued romanticism for

imperial travel, the so-called moral awareness of the problems of empire, and recent

developments in international politics. These counterpoints do not end here and they

permeate into the production of otherness. This is an important point to stress for IR

because it is always very easy to state that earlier colonial writings did their trick by

strategies like Orientalism where the non-western world was pfesented as different to

the west. What about the flipside to this movement? If these colonial writings needed

the other to be effective, how did the increasing assimilation of colonized into the

modernity, westefn culture, and so on sustain the project of imperialism? This is

where disjuncture becomes more pfonounced because it relies on the ambivalence

produced by desire. This is a psychoanal¡ical concept in which an individual's

identificational needs can never be rationally satisf,red; and the substances of self and

other can never be reconciled. Hence just when it appears that the west is widening

its basis of identification throu gh globalization, there is still a very dynamic process

of otherness operating underneath. This is both a calculated and subconscious action

simultaneously causin g avacrllation between revuision and desire for the other. With

a few exceptions, this dynamism is often not discussed in colonial writings and it is

within international relations that such forms of ambivalence and otherness

materialize. In a number of IR writings, for instance, the global political process has

been remarked as a new entity universal to all nation states. But just as these writings

claim that everyone or every state is the same, there is a very volatile economy lying

underneath that continues the pfocess of colonial othering' Typically what was
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thought of as barbaric or savage world outside now transposes over to IR's

neologisms of despotism or illiberal practices

By extending these concepts of disjuncture-counterpoint, textuality'

ambivalence, desire, and otherness-it is possible to see so many other aspects of IR

as complicit with imperialism. In one of the chapters I examined the appropriation of

imperialism by the United States and atgued that the writings of realist IR scholars

(like Niebuhr, Morgenthau, and Liska) are not descriptions of novel global political

phenomena. At the very outset these writings echo the US "anti-imperialist" debate

during the turn of the last century in that no matter which way the debate went' it

returned to romanticize and celebrate the gfeatness of American power and

institutions. But this celebration is not without its moral tensions and when

transposed into international relations it creates indecisiveness about the discipline's

$

avowed objectivrty and the historical mission the US upholds' These realist IR

writings subsequently reflect the anxieties of how the discipline could be moral while

at the same time promote the state's interests. If the turn of the century produced so

much anxiety and soul-searching for the uS, it also led to similar tensions in the

imaginative fiction and travel writing on the other side of the Atlantic' V/hile Joseph

conrad was a product of a different empire, his works also exemplified that inability

to reconcile "goodness" and "evil" in imperialism' In effect Conrad more

appropriately demonstrates the disillusionment with Britain at the peak of its imperial

power because his romantic views of imperialism-the act of discovery and

exploration, the nobility of white civilization-had all but vanished. In the empire of

Conrad's adulthood one finds that there are îo more lands to discovel oI no

knowledge of foreign cultures to rcpattiate, but in its place was a caløtlated'

mtlitarized, and political scramble by Europe for foreign territories' Almost a century

later at a reciprocal juncture of American imperialism it is possible to witness such
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forms of Conradian ambivalence in IR. In particular I examined the works of

political scientist, Samuel Huntingfon and noted that US anxieties about the end of

the cold war, the uncertainty of the new world order, and decline of US power lead

to IR writings that are both critic al and condemnatory of imperialism but also

indulgent about the grandeur and responsibilities of the United States'

In all these assessments of international relations as expressions of uncertainty,

tension, and ambivalence in imperialism, there is an overall movement towards

moral selÊconsciousness. In other words there is growing awareness about the

pervasiveness, depth, and scope of imperialism and increasing need to rectifli or to

exercise restraint in the dispensation of power. It is unlikely that, under the present

regime of modernity, such moral consciousness will lead to the dismantling of

imperialism and a conceptualization of international relations exterior to western

culture. As such, if the development of critical consciousness culminates with the

emefgence of postmodernism in IR, then it is the point at which imperialism reaches

its most disjunctive stage. This is the moment of finalþ, a disguised version of liberal

history where the teleological end of history is dismissed even though postmodernism

revels in the death of author and subject: the improbabilrty for knowledge-as-we-

know-it to go any further. Yet the question of otherness remains open and alongside

this remains the hidden power of the west to redescribe to its advantage' In this

respect postmodern IR becomes split between its critical re-openings and its persisting

western self-referentiality and involution. But examined through the works of

American postmodernist Richard Rorty this splitting comes to be more pronounced

and intense. Like Huntington, Rorby possesses anxiety in the direction American

society is taking and his avowed essentialism and commitment to US national pride

and patriotism make his work appeæ ethnocentric. As a mattet of fact he accuses the

,,cultural left" (presumably comprising of some postmodemists) of contributing to the

ü
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fragmentation and drsattay of US society in recent times' But what does not sit

comfortably with such views is that a latge portion of his philosophy relies on the

antifoundational and anti-essential postmodernism that primarily go against the grain

of these sentiments. Rorty's resolution is one of disjuncture: he promotes a

postmodernism that also relies and builds on Liberalism, and he also charts out a

space in which the private and public realms interoperate. Under this schema Rorty

believes that a politics of difference comes to have purpose and the ability to act

tather than to be just vainglorious, pelsonal reflections' Thus for postmodern

international relations, Rorty's writings serve as a reminder of the incommensurable

pragmatism that underpin critiques of say, realism. Through the examples of Richard

Ashley and Jim George such a disjuncture demonstrate that willingness to redescribe

IR,s vocabulary as a contingent way of opening up the discipline to difference' Since

postmodernism cannot effect the emancipation of those acknowledged by its politics

of difference, such writings defer answering questions about its commitment to

otherness or about its tacit affirmation of the west'

While the ideas contained in this thesis stress that it is vital to think

disjunctively in order to see a clearer picture of the relationship between international

relations and imperialism, there is no certainty as to how this disjuncture will not in

itself echo the incommensurability between critical consciousness and western

dominance. There aïe no answers to this nor is it possible to suggest if international

relations can disengage itself from empire. Until it is possible to institute a notion of

disjuncture within truly postcolonial context, its utility remains largely a way of

broadening the scope of colonial discourse theory and how this is to be thought of in

recent times. If international relations must now be thought of as an imperial

discipline the way anthropology, literature, and geography can be conceived as

colonial disciplines, the goals of this thesis would have been met.

s
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